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INTRODUCTION

R. W.McGinn

The Workers' Compensation Board is glad to host and
support this workshop and to provide facilities for it. The
Workers' Compensation Board is the supremely fitting venue
for this event, as the mission ofthe Workers' Compensation
Board ofBritish Columbia is quite compatible with the goals
and objectives ofthe Workshop.

The Workshop is well designed to provide a forum to
develop an international consensus for safe guidelines to
protect the safety and health ofcommercial sea harvesters and
the commercial sea harvesting work place.

In The British Columbia Gazene of9 October 1933, the
workmen's Compensation Board of British Columbia an
nounced that ''Pursuant to the "Workmen's Compensation
Act", being Chapter 278 of the "Revised Statutes ofBritish
Columbia, 1924," the Workmen's Compensation Board has
adopted the following regulations for the prevention of
accidents and industrial diseases in submarine diving.
Interestingly, 34 regulations were promulgated including
"Table 1", entitled 34. "Time-limits under Water, Stoppages
during ascent, Rest Intervals, and Approximate Air-supply
needed during Work." These "Time-limits under Water..."
included, for example, "Stoppage in Minutes" at 54-60 ft for
5 min at 10 ft after "20 to 45 mins." (sic).

This profile is more conservative at 60 feet of seawater
than that in practice today. Perhaps, then, criteria for The
British Columbia Table 1 should be reassessed with a view to
whether it may have some merit for re-application to institu
tion today.

As this clearly demonstrates, for at least 64~ yr, The
British Columbia Workers' Compensation Board has been
proactive for, and deeply concerned with, "the prevention of
accidents and industrial diseases in submarine diving."

In April 1998, The Workers' Compensation Board of
British Columbia promulgated new regulations. These
regulations are theresult ofconsensus discussionshelddwing
1~ yr between diving industry, working divers, diving and
hyperbaric medical and Workers' Compensation Board of
British Columbia representatives who closely conferred,
advisedandconsentedto the resulting consensusderivedfrom
these exhaustive, carefully coordinated deliberations. These
Regulations, now in effect for the Province ofBritish Colum
bia and closely observed by the Canadian commercial diving
community, stand a strong probability ofbecoming a working
model for other jurisdictions.

In recent years, it was gratifying that the last diving
seafood harvester filtality had been in 1994. Accounting for
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this, there is, in fact, a generally perceived change in the
character andabilities ofcommercial divers suggestingamore
capable, better-trained, and increasingly sophisticated group
ofindividuals. This results from advances in, accessibility to,
and affordability of commercial diving training. Employers,
moreover, have become increasingly demanding in their
acceptance criteria for applicant commercial divers. The new
Workers' Compensation Board ofBritish Colwnbia Regula
tions, fwthermore, require demonstration ofat least minimal
established competence levels and medical standards to be
accepted for Workers' Compensation Board certification to
pursue a career in commercial diving in British Columbia.
These required levels and standards result from theconsensus
discussions and deliberations that led to the new Regulations
mentioned a moment ago.

Having said all this, we should be absolutely clear that
regulations are just and only that. Such deliberate and well
conceived attempts toestablish guidelinesbasedon sound and
proven fundamental principles ofaccident prevention, safety,
and health can only be as successful as the practice of those
activities for which such codes are established and written.

As we speak just now, the sad fact is that on 13 May 1998,
a commercial diving seaharvester lost his life in pursuit ofsea
urchins offthe coast ofBritish Colwnbia. This was the 13th
such fatality since 1975. Little is known. ofthe details regard
ing this unfortunate accident at the present time and it is
under investigation by The Workers Compensation Board of
British Colwnbia and The British Colwnbia Coroners'
Service. As details become available those will be duly
communicated to the diving industry and the larger commu
nity. Our commitment must be that, to the extent we can, we
shall practice our individual andcollectivework in such a way
that a similar event will never again 0CClD'.

This tragic episode dramatizes the :filet that we must never
lapse into complacencyregarding the general philosophy that
to preserve and enhance the health and safety ofworkers, the
work place must itself be designed and maintained as a
healthyand safe environment. We mustnot allow ourselves to
become lax in attention to the details of exercising the safe
and healthy practice ofthe crafts and procedures upon which
our increasingly technologically based societal and economic
yields depend for producing their domestic, national, conti
nen~ and global outcomes. In fact, the very result ofwhat
our civilization becomes is contingent upon exactly that. Our
survival, our quality oflife, our art, our science, oW" measure
ofhumanness, our legacy, and our birthright will be written
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in largepart by howwe practice our work. For inherent in this
is reflected what we have been and how we became what we
are. It is what will determine what we shall become.

Let us comport ourselves now and later so that those who
entrust us with their present and future will feel secure that we
do so with the absolute intent to create a safe, healthy, and
perceivable workplace, habitat, and ecology for them, their
children, and all our generations to come.

Again, The Workers' Compensation Board of British
Columbia welcomes you all. We wish you well with this
historic workshop. We shall observe the proceedings and the

UNDERSEA AND HYPERBARIC MEDICAL SOCIETY

outcome with interest, concern, and hope.
The last time he UnderseaandHyperbaricMedical Society

held a fimction at the Workers' Compensation Board of
British Columbia was in 1992. That one was a resOlmding
success. May that outcomealso follow your efforts here for the
next two days.

We hope you enjoy your stay in the Greater Vancouver
Regional District and invite you to retwn frequently.

Thank you for your kind attention and may you all be well
and do well in your endeavors.



DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AND ARTERIAL GAS EMBOLISM IN
MISKITO INDIAN DIVERS: A REVIEW OF 229 CASES

Diana Marie Barratt, Humberto Castro Olayo, Gerard Rudy, NorveUe Goff-Rudy,
Armando Palacios, and Keith Van Meter

BACKGROUND
The Miskitos are an indigenous population numbering

250~000 (Nietschmann 1997). They participate in subsistence
farming, fishing, and hunting. Since the 16OOs, when the
Miskitos first came into contact with Europeans, they have also
participated as wage laborers in industries such as the rubber~

gum~ lumber~ gold, coconut, and most recently, the lobster
industry (Dodds 1998). Geographically, the Mosquito Coast is
400 miles long, encompassing portions ofthe Atlantic Coast of
what is now Honduras and Nicaragua. The population density
is approximately two persons per square kilometer, with small
communities clustered around major rivers or lagoons. Access
and communications between this region and the capital cities
ofHonduras and Nicaragua can be very difficult

Harvesting ofLobster in Central America
InCentral America, lobster are harvested with traps or by divers.

A variety of boats are employed, ranging ftom simple cayucos
(canoes) lawtclted &om the shore~ to privately owned sailboats to
sophisticated commercial dive or trap boats. Free diving is
performed in some locations, in addition to scuba diving.

Typical industrial divingboatsmeasure 17-21 meters in length,
and transport approximately 20 cayucos, 60 scubatanks, and 40
workers to the lobster fields (USAID 1996). The divers work
from the cayucos, collecting lobster with a hook and bag, while
a canoe handler remains above the surface. Divers may also
collectconch in addition to lobster.Througbouttheday, the diver
returns to the big boat for lunch and to obtain more tanks. Dive
trips typically last about 12 days.

Lobster Industry
Due to the illegal, unreported fishing activity it is difficult to

determine the quantity oflobster harvested in Central America.
However, according to the U.S. Department ofCommerce, the
value of Honduran lobster imported to the United States in
1996 was $25.8 million USD. Nevertheless~ bow much ofthis
is diver- vs. trap-caugbt lobster is unknown.

In 1995, approximately 500,000 pounds of diver-caught
lobster tails were landed in Puerto Cabezas, Nicaragua, as a
result of the industrial diving fleet. The artisanaI diving fleet
harvested approximately 210,000 pOWlds of tails the same
year. This does not include lobster landed in other Nicaraguan
ports (USAID 1996).

Demographics
A large smvey (n = 334) indicated that 92% ofdivers had a

Copyright e 2001 Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society, Inc.

primary school education; only 7% of divers had received
formal diver training. (Proyeeto Nautilo 1993). The average
diver is close to 30 yr of age with approximately 10 yr of
diving experience. However, divers' ages range from 17 to 60,
and diving careers may last anywhere from less than 1 yr to 24
yr. (Comite Pro Desarrollo 1986, Miller and Dagen 1990,
Proyecto Nautilo 1993).

Alcohol and drug use among divers is very common. Thirty
six percent (n = 334) of active divers reported smoking
marijuana, 78% reported drinking alcohol, and 2% reported
using other drugs. Fifty-three percent reported drinking
excessively, and 100,4 reported drinking habits consistent with
alcoholism (proyecto Nautilo 1993). Many divers use drugs
and alcohol while diving (see Dunford and others, this
workshop).

Dive Equipment and Dive Promes
Virtually all divers on industrial lobster boats (n = 334) reported

using masks, fins, 1anks, regulators, and gloves. However, watches
were only used by 20,4 ofdivers, air pressure gauges by 0.3%, and
depth gauges by 0% (proyeeto Nautilo 1993).

Lobster diving takes place near the continen1al shelf of
Honduras and Nicaragua. In July 1996, aerial transects were
conducted near the coast of Puerto Cabezas, Nicaragua.
Clusters of lobster boats were present within the 2o-m depth
contour line near the Cayos Miskitos, and between the 20-m
depth contour and the 100-m depth contour, where the
continental shelfdrops offsharply (USAID 1993). Divers have
reported variable depths; however, mean reported diving depth
in a number of studies was between 100 and 115 feet with a
range of48 to 180 feet (Comite Pro Desarrollo 1986, Miller
and Dagen 1990, Proyeeto Nautilo 1993).

Survey data shows that 88% (n = 334) reported bottom times
of20 to greater than 30 min. The mean number of tanks used
per day is greater than 12, with a maximum of24. Reported
sur&ce interval had a bimodal distribution. Sixty percent
reported a surface interval of 1-5 min, while 21% reported a
surface interval of 60 min or more (Proyecto Nautilo 1993).
This bimodal distribution is thought to be one of practicality.
If divers locate lobster, they will ask for another tank and
descend immediately. Ifthey don't see lobster, they may move
the boat to a more favorable location. (See Dunford and others,
this workshop for actual recorded dive profiles.) Dive trips
typically last 12 days; the mean number ofdive trips per month
(n =51) was 1.5 with a range 1-3 trips (Comite Pro Desarrollo
1986).

3
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Microeconomics
In 1993, divers were paid approximately $2 USD for each

pound of lobster tails and $0.30 USD for each pound ofconch
that they harvest. Divers (n =334) reported harvesting 5-50
pounds of lobster tails per day, in addition to 60-200 pounds
ofconch per day (proyecto Nautilo 1993). As such, they have
the potential to earn in excess of $1000 USD per month. (In
comparison, a government-employed physician earns a salary
ofapproximately $200 USD per month.)

Seventy-eight percent ofdivers (n = 334) have four or more
dependents. Divers (n = 334) reported spending their most
recent earnings in the following ways: 95% purchased food,
89% purchased clothing, 66% purchased alcohol, 62% invested
in the home, 54% invested in agriculture, 4go~ purchased
medicine, 43% invested in education, 5% invested in livestock,
and 3% saved (proyecto Nautilo 1993).

Health Problems of Divers
In a cross-sectional study that took place in two Miskito

villages, divers and former divers were evaluated by history,
physical, and laboratory analysis. Although inclusion and
exclusion criteria were not clearly defined, all divers had one
or more signs and symptoms of decompression illness (Table
1). In addition, infectious diseases such as syphilis, gonorrhea,
scabies, and tuberculosis were also present (Comite Pro
Desarrollo Integral de la Moskitia 1986).

Diving-Related FataUties
Between 1975 and 1990 there were at least 56 diving-related

&taIities in la Mosquitia, as determined by community
interviews (Miller and Dagen 1990). Another study reported 18
&taIities between 1990 and 1991 (Kawaguchi 1991), but the
method of obtaining the data is unknown. By sampling halfof
the Honduran villages in la Mosquitia, another group estimated

Table 1: Health Problems a/Divers and Fonner Divef'il
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that between 1990 and 1992 there were 28 fatalities among
4,570 divers. Therefore the incidence ofdiving-related filtalities
during that period was approximately two fatalities per one
thousand divers per year (proyecto Nautilo 1993).

Diving Accident Management
Lobster boats in La Mosquitia are not equipped with deck

decompression chambers or oxygen. However, some of the
lobster boats in Nicaragua employ an on-board health care
worker who is able to give massages, injections, and start Foley
catheters. When a diver is injured, he may be transported to a
medical or hyperbaric facility, or treated with in-water
recompression on air.

Supernatural Bellefs
Miller and Dagen (personal communication) first began

teaching dive classes in the 1980s. They distributed a pre-test
that asked if divers knew the cause of decompression illness.
Universally, divers responded that the cause of decompression
illness was the mermaid's curse. They believed that the
mermaid ruled the underwater world and allowed divers to take
lobster. Ifa diver took too much, she became angry and put a
curse on him.

Because divers believed that the etiology of decompression
illness was supernatural, rather than physical, they did not know
of any way to prevent its occurrence. In addition, they did not
feel any sense of urgency to go to a hyperbaric treatment
facility, or to a hospital. Instead, they sought out local shaman
healers, who specialize in removing curses.

Over the years, numerous local and foreign groups have
taught dive classes in the region. Although classes have not
been accessible to all, the knowledge of the physical cause of
decompression illness is spreading. In addition, many divers
have personally seen the results of hyperbaric treatment of
decompression illness. More and more, divers are willing to
receive hyperbaric treatment

"By history, physical exam, and laboratory analysis of divers
and fonner divers who had complaints. Many patients had more
than one sign or symptom.

Signs or Symptoms

Lumbar pain
ArthmIgia
Chest pain
Headache
RPR+
Otalgia
Dizziness
Conductive hearing loss
Neurologic hearing loss
Otitis media
ParesislPara1ysis
Bronchitis
Sinusitis
Scabies
Tuberculosis
Gononhea

n=60, %

52
50
35
28
22
18
17
12
8
7
5
5
3
3
2
2

Treatment Facilities in the Region
Before 1991 there were no hyperbaric chambers in La

Mosquitia. At that time, some of the more severely injured
patients were transported to Roatan, one of the Bay Islands of
Honduras, for recompression therapy. However, many divers
with neurologic decompression illness simply did not receive
hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Instead, they were treated by local
physicians with nonnobaric oxygen (when available),
intravenous fluids, systemic steroids, and physical therapy.
Divers also sought assistance from shaman healers or took
home remedies. The first hyperbaric chamber in the region
arrived in 1991 in Ahuas, Honduras. In 1997, hyperbaric
chambers arrived in Puerto Cabezas, Nicaragua and Cauquira,
Honduras. In addition, the existing hyperbaric chamber in
Trujillo, Honduras, again became operational in 1997.

Liability oftbe Industry
Now that hyperbaric chambers are available in the region,

boat owners frequently pay for the divers' transportation to the
treatment facilities. Certain individuals in the diving industry
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refuse to pay their employee's medical bills, but the problem is
with individual boat owners, rather than industry as a whole.
While some Honduran boat owners consistently pay hospital
bills for their employees, others do not Geography can work
against Honduran divers, as many of the boat owners live in
the Bay Islands and have never met the divers, or the treating
physicians.

In contrast, boat captains, boat owners, and divers are part of
the community in the Puerto Cabezas, Nicaragua. Boat owners
frequently bring their divers to the hospital for treatment ofnot
only decompression sickness, but other minor illnesses. At
least one ofthe boat owners there has health insurance policies
for his employees. The treating physician brings a bill for the
patients' medical care directly to the owners' office; therefore,
collection offees in Puerto Cabezas is not as difficult as it can
be inAhuas.

Divers that are not cleared to return to diving are sometimes
offered non-diving positions within the industIy. These
individuals become frustrated with the significant drop in
income. They disappear, and are later found to be employed as
divers for other companies. Disabled divers may be offered
severance pay, and filtalities can result in a significant payment
to the fiunily.

SElTINGS
Clinics Evange6ca Morava

Clinica Evangelica Morava is a clinicJhospital in Ahuas,
Honduras. Due to its remote inland location, it is accessible
only by plane, or by boat from the river. Hyperbaric facilities
include a Vicker's monoplace chamber that delivers oxygen
with a demand regulator. Oxygen, which must be transported
by boat, is always in short supply.

Hospital Nuevo Amaneeer
The Hospital Nuevo Amanecer is a regional hospital in

Puerto Cabezas, Nicaragua. A port city, it is accessible by ship
from the sea, and by air. Hyperbaric filciIities include a Perry
Submarine Builders (I971) multiplace chamber. Oxygen,
which must transported by road from the capital city, is always
in short supply.
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RESULTS
Patient Numben

The chamber at Clinica Evangelica Morava arrived in 1991.
Once established, the number of patients admitted fur
decompression illness rose to approximately one per week. (Table
2) Due to its remote location, the majority of patients were
admitted fur treatment, rather than be treated as outpatients.

At Hospital Nuevo Amanecer, many ofthe local divers were
treated as outpatients. The hospital does not keep records on
outpatients; therefore, a significant proportion ofthe data is not
available. The number of patients admitted for decompression
illness by year is listed in Table 3.

Divers and Dive Profiles
Seventy-one percent (n = 229) ofdivers in this database were

treated at Clinica Morava Evangelica and 29% at Hospital
Nuevo Amanecer. Only 4% of patients treated at Clinica
Evangelica Morava (n = 162) lived in Ahuas, while the
remainder originated from 32 different villages in the region.
Fifty-one Percent ofdivers treated at Hospital Nuevo Amanecer
(n = 67) lived locally, while the remainder were from 17 other
villages.

All patients (n = 229) were male. The average age of divers
in this study was 29, with a range of 16 to 67. Divers had
relatively long diving careers, despite participating in extreme
diving practices, including long dive trips with multiple bounce
dives to approximately 100 feet (Table 4).

CUnical Presentation
Mean number ofhours to presentation (n = 197) was 116, and

median was 48 with a range of 4 to 1056. When analyzed
separately, mean time to presentation for patients at Clinica
EvangelicaMorava (0=138) was 124 hoW'S, and median was 72
with a range of18 to 816. Mean time to presentation at Hospital
Nuevo Amanecer (n=59) was 98 hours, and median was 24 with
a range of4 to 1056. Twenty-four percent of patients (n=229)
reported at least one prior episode of decompression illness.
The vast majority ofpatients presented with neurologic deficits,
including motor and sensory deficits. Urinary deficits and reflex
abnormalities were also common (Table 5).

Table 2: Number ofPatients Admittetrfor Decompression
Rlness to Clinica Evangelica Morava. Ahuas. Honduras

'Due to the clinic's remote location, the vast majority of
patients were admitted for treatment, rather than to receive
treatment as outpatients.

METHODS

Louisiana State University IRB Identification Number 3701
was issued before beginning the study. Data on patient
demographics, dive profiles, presenting signs and symptoms,
treatment, and outcomes were collected nom medical records
at the two institutions. Using a database in Version 6 of Epi
Info (Centers for Disease Control), descriptive statistics were
calculated.

When calculating means, missing data were disregarded.
When calculating percentages in terms ofpresence or absence
of a condition, in most cases, the denominator was 229, the
total number ofcases in the database. However, when outcome
data are presented, the denominator used for ambulation and
motor deficits is 182-the number of patients who presented
with motor deficits.

Year

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

NumberofPatients

12
14
21
48
41
39
51
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Table 3: Number ofPatients AdmittecFfor Decompression
Iliiness to Hopsital Nuevo Amanecer,

Puerto Cabezas, NiCQragua

Year

1996
1997

Number ofPatients

30
46

presented below.
Of patients presenting with motor deficits (n = 182), almost

one third were normal on discharge. Another third had motor
deficits of one or both lower extremities. Only 2% were
quadriparetic, and only 3% had complete paralysis (Table 10).

Approximately two thirds of patients were walking on
discharge, either unassisted or with crutches. Only 5% were not
ambulatory (Table 11).

'Due to the large population ofdivers in Puerto Cabezas, about
halfofthe patients were treated as oU1patients. The above numbers
do not reflect the 1aIge number ofoU1patients.

Treatment
Almost all patients (n = 229) who presented after the arrival

ofchambers received at least one hyperbaric oxygen treatment
(Table 9). However, ifthe patient presented many weeks after
the injury, or at a time during which there was no oxygen, he
did not receive a hyperbaric treatment. More than half of
patients received systemic steroid administration. There were
no instances in which steroids were discontinued due to
complications.

See Table 6 Co-morbidity included many infectious complica
tions (Table 7).

In patients with motor deficits (n = 182), more than half
presented with injuries involving the lumbar spine. Only 6%
were quadriparetic or quadriplegic. Approximately one quarter
had unilateral motor deficits (Table 8), In patients with sensory
deficits (n = 138), the distributions often did not conform to the
motor deficits. Although some of the sensory deficits were
difficult to categorize, more than half involved lumbar spine
distributions.

Outcome
Patients were noted to have some spontaneous recovery

before reaching the treatment facilities. For example, most of
the patients with loss of consciousness had regained
consciousness by the time they arrived. In addition, some
patients bad partial resolution of motor deficits before arrival.
In general, patients that did not receive hyperbaric oxygen
experienced a gradual improvement in neurologic function.
Many patients that received hyperbaric oxygen had immediate
improvement in neurologic function on recompression. The
data did not allow comparison oflong-tenn outcomes between
treatment groups; therefore, all ofthe data were combined and

Table 4: Divers and Dive Profiles

DISCUSSION
The injured Miskito Indian lobster divers in this series were

relatively young (mean age 29), and had worked as divers for
an average of 11 yr. Their dive profiles were extreme,
consisting of long dive trips lasting up to 12 days. They
participated in multiple bounce dives to approximately 100 feet,
using an average of seven tanks per day. Twenty-four percent
reported prior decompression illness. Data collected in this
series are consistent with other studies of this population, in
terms of age, number of years of diving experience, diving
depth, and prevalence of prior decompression illness. Number
ofdays diving and number of tanks used per day were slightly
lower, but this may be because their normal activities were
interrupted by an accident

Time to presentation was very 101l& even when taking into
account the distances between the treatment filcilities and the
fishing areas. This may be due to a number of the following
factors: in water recompression on air; delay in diagnosis;
difficulties with travel; and supernaturaI beliefs such as the
mermaid's curse.

The vast majority of patients presented with neurologic
deficits; more than halfpresented with motor deficits consistent
with lumbar spine injury. Sensory deficits, urinary deficits, and
reflex abnormalities were common. As a result of the severe
neurologic deficits, relatively minor symptoms, such as pain,
dizziness or vertigo, and mild seosoIY abnormalities, may have
been underreported. In addition, it is thought that the majority
ofpatients with relatively mild cases ofdecompression illness
do not even present for treatment. Infectious co-morbid
conditions, such as scabies, malaria, PPD+~ tuberculosis, and
parasites are common diseases in the region. However, the
presence of UTI, pyelonephritis, decubitus ulcers, and
pneumonia were direct complications ofneurologic injury.

Before the anival of hyperbaric chambers in the region,
divers were treated with normobaric oxygen (when available),
intravenous fluids, systemic steroid administration, and physical
therapy. When chambers became available, most physicians
continued to use systemic steroids. The majority of patients in
this series received hyperbaric oxygen therapy and systemic
steroids. Those that did not generally presented at a time dming
which these were not available, or presented weeks after the
injury. There were no instances in which steroids were
discontinued due to complications.

Of patients presenting with motor deficits, almost one third
were normal on discharge. Approximately two thirds ofpatients
were walking, either unassisted or with crutches. Only 5% were
not ambulatory.

There are many possible ways in which to reduce the

16-67yr
0-35 yr
1-12 days

1-18 tanks
14-192 ft
4-1,056 h

28
10
4
7

102
48

29
11
5
7

102
116

Mean Median Range

Age,n=228
Years diving, n =: 169
Days diving, n = 45
Tanks per day, n =: 140
Depth ofdive, n = 141
Timeofpresentation

n=197
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Table 5: Clinical Fmdings in Divers With Decompression Dined, n = 229

Type ofDeficit Positive, % Negative, % Missing Data, %

Any neurologic deficit 94 3 3
Motor deficits 70 17 4
Sensory deficits 60 6 34
Urinary deficits 48 12 40
Reflex abnonnalities 45 1 54

"Less serious signs and symptoms were not always documented. In the majority of cases, only the presence of
symptoms were documented, not the absence.

Table 6: Presenting Signs and SymptomJI, n = 229

"Some patients had more than one sign or symptpom.

Table 7: Co-Morbidity, n =229

incidence ofdecompression illness in the region. A number of
groups, past and present, have instructed divers in safe diving
practices and the use of decompression tables. One of the
articles of the 1997 Nicaraguan Regulations calls for more
equipment, including watches, gauges, snorkels, fins, and
routine inspection of tanks. Certainly, the knowledge that
decompression illness is a physical, rather than supematural
phenomenon, empowers the diver. He knows that there is
something that can be done to prevent the disease, and should
he become ill, medical treatment is available. However, more
instruction and better equipment may not reduce the incidence
ofdecompression illness ifdivers continue to practice the same
extreme dive profiles.

Divers can do a number of things to decrease their risk of
decompression illness. They can refrain from using drugs or
alcohol on dive trips and voluntarily reduce the number of
tanks used per day. Once an injury has occurred, divers should
foUow their doctor's advice regarding whether or not they can

6

26

Missing.
%

n= 182
27%
26%
14%
6%
4%
4%
3%
2%

14%
n= 138

60%
12%
10%
90"
2%

13

31

Did Not
Receive, %

61

63

Received,
%

Table 8: Clinical Presentation a/Divers With
Decompression Illness

Table 9: Medical Treatment Received by Divers at Both Clinica
Evangelica Morava and Hospital Nuevo Amanecer (n = 229)

"When resources became available, all divers with neurologic
deficits were given at least one hyperbaric oxygen treatment

Motor deficits
Paraparesis
Paraplegia
Lower ext. monoparesis
Lower ext. mnoplegia
QuadripaJesis
Hemiparesis
Hemiplegia
Quadriplegia
Missing datalother

Sensory deficits
L1-L5
T7-TI2
TI-T6
Hemi
C~6

Hyperbaric
oxygen therapy"

Systemic steroid
adminisIration

return to diving. Commercial boat owners could help to
reinforce this by prohibiting the use of drugs and alcohol on
board their vessels, restricting the number of tanks used per
day, and preventing disabled divers from retwning to diving.
However, safe diving practices would severely impact
productivity, increase the amount of time spent at sea, and
decrease the incomes ofthe divers and the industry as a whole.

Efforts to improve treatment could include minimizing the
time to presentation, and improving availability of oxygen in
remote areas.

37%
32%
200A.
12%
8%
7%
4%
3%
1%
1%

27%
25%
6%
5%
3%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Pain
Dizziness
Loss ofconsciousness
Chest pain
Headaches
Nausea
Auditory abnonnalities
Sinus and otologic barotrauma
Aphasia
Visual disturbances

Urinary tract infection
Parasites
PPD+
Malaria
Decubitus ulcer
Otitis medialextema
Pneumonia
Tuberculosis
Depression
Pyelonephritis
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Table 10: Motor Function on Dischorge Compared to
Presentation, n = 182

Presentation Outcome

Thanks to Corbana Hon~ Francisco Blackause, and Patricia
Ramos for clerical assistance. Miriam Dagen, MD, Sheldon Gottlieb,
PhD, Paul Harch, MD, Harvey Swanson, PhD, and David
Youngblood, MD provided editorial assistance. David Dodds, PhD
provided a number ofreferences.

Table 11: Ambulation on Discharge, n = 182

Nom& 0%
P~ 27%
Paraplegia 26%
Lower extremity monoparesis 14%
Lower extremity monplegia 6%
Q~~ 4%
Hemipares~ 4%
Hem~l~ 3%
Quadriplegia 2%
Missing datalother 14%

Nom&gait
Abnonn& gait
Requires one crutch
Requires two crutches
Not ambuJatol)'
Missing data

19010
19010
10%
16%
5%

31%

30%
15%
3%

15%
0%
2%
2%
()O~

()O~

33%
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Gold: First of all, I'd like to congratulate you on an
excellent presentation.

Dr. Barratt: Thank you.
Mr. Gold: It was very interesting. Are they all diving with

tanks or are some using surface-supplied air at this time?
Dr. Barratt: I don't believe there's any surface-supplied

air. There are all different types ofdivers. There are the ones
that work for commercial boat owners. There are also people,
especially down in the southern region ofNicaragua, that are
diving from little canoes.

They rent tanks and go out in a canoe. And there is some
free diving, also. But the ones that I reported on were mainly
commercial divers diving. with scuba tanks from industrial
lobster boats.

Mr. Hubert: (California) You actually answered one
question a little bit. Who owns the boats? To my knowledge,
about 6 years ago, a lot ofAmerican buyers went down to this
area and starting buying lobster. That's why they see so much
coming up through the United States.

And I think we might find that that answer is why it takes
it so long to get into the chamber. The boat owners don't want
us to take the boat in before the day is through diving. So
anyway, as to the question 1 was asking, who owns the boats
and how are they nm?

Dr. Barratt: I'm more involved in Nicaragua at this time
and in Nicaragua I met a number of the boat owners. A lot of
them live locally. They're involved in the community and they
are held accountable for what happens because the divers come
home and they're in the same community.

So I think that they do want them to get treated and they

want them to get better because there is severance pay
involved. If a diver dies, there's a big payment to the family.
Now, in Honduras it might be a little different and perhaps
Richard could talk about this.

Mr. Dunford: My understanding is they're responsible in
Honduras, also. They have payments to be made if there's a
filtality.

Dr. Barratt: He said that they're also responsible in
Honduras. I understand from some of the physicians in
Honduras that they have a group of boat owners that
continuously pay their bills without any problems, they cover
all the cost of treatment, and some that continually ignore the
bills and all communications. In Nicaragua, it's a little more
difficult because you can walk down to the boat owner's house
and knock on his door and hand him the bill.

Dr. Brubakk: You want us to have a similar system. I have
a question about your incidence rates. As far as I understood it,
you said that 27% of the divers had prior decompression
illness.

That is a surprisingly low number. We did a study on
Norwegian commercial divers and they had nearly exactly the
same number ofprior incidents. So I was first very surprised on
that.

The question would then be, does this mean that these
divers, once they've had one incident of decompression
sickness, stop the dive? Because I'm surprised at the low
nwnber.

Following up on that, you may have gone a bit quickly for
me but did you show that actually there was no difference
between the outcome oftreabnent as opposed to those who had
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no treatment?
You ended up with approximately 30% having no clinical

symptoms after the episode even if they were not treated. So
actually, that's frequent. Are these groups comparable, in other
words?

Dr. Barratt: For the first question about number of
decompression events, out oftile 229, 17% reported having one
prior episode, 3% reported having two prior episodes, and
0.4% reported three or four episodes. I think that they're just
not reporting minor things like minor weakness but they can
still walk. It seems like if the diver can walk, he thinks he's
okay, but maybe severe pain would bring him in.

For the second questio~ that's what I really wanted tol~
what is the impact of hyperbarics on outcomes. But the
numbers start to get very small. Before they had hyperbaric
chambers, there wasn't a lot they could do. They gave steroids,
they gave i.v. fluids and physical therapy.

So there was less interest in collecting data on it because
there wasn't a lot they had to offer. I find that once they got the
chamber, their records were a lot more accurate, much more
detailed, much more interest in diving histories, better
documented.

Also, the two groups were not comparable. I tried to look
at that, but without a continuous variable, it's difficult to say.
But there was more paralysis in the hyperbaric-treated group
and there was a lot more weakness in the no hyperbaric group.

So you're starting out at different points. But ifyou look at
it that way, it looks like the outcomes are all about the same. If
you look at the hyperbaric group, they had more paralysis. So
it's a stretch on retrospective data.

Dr. MitcheU: Dr. Barratt, this is a marine biological
question rather than a medical one, although it has long-term
medical implications. How sustainable is this industry?

It seems to me there's an incredible pressure on the lobster
population here although it's been there for a long time from
the data that you've seen. Is this an industry that is going to
continue on or are we just going to over-fish this population
and it will die out?
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Dr. Barratt: I'm going to kind of sidetrack that because I
dontt have a good answer for you. There's an anthropologist
named David Dodds out of Indiana who's been studying this
population. He actually looked at the impact of diving on
deforestation in Honduras.

He found that families who had income from diving did less
deforestation. So I mean, his conclusions were-I'm
paraphrasing now-but that there was a difference in
deforestation and that the lobster income, although it had
adverse effects on the Caribbean lobster population that it did
save some of the forest. I don't know how sustainable the
lobster is out there.

Dr. Kawashima: How many percentage has dysbaric
osteonecrosis? Is this always 5%?

Dr. Barratt: I don't know. I saw, I think, two cases of
avascular (dysbaric osteo-) necrosis ofthe femoral head and I'd
wondered if they were due to steroids. I'm sidetracking again.
The cases that I reviewed came in with severe hip pain so I
think that they had a hip there to begin with.

It would be bard to say because x-ray is a more expensive
technology. They don't use it as much as we do. And there are
a lot of people walking around with extremity pain that
probably never presents. That's a potential area for study.

Mr. Freebaum: (USA) You mentioned in-water treatment.
Is that catching on and what percentage of the people are
treated that way?

Dr. Barratt: I know there's a North American person down
there who's got some diving background. I haven't met him yet.
He's teaching in-water recompression and using air as an
option. I don't know how many people are using it and I know
the physicians are a little uncertain about it.

They don't have a lot of information about it and they seem
kind ofconcerned about it. I mean, I've had reports from boat
owners saying that they really think it works, that they send a
guy down who's paraplegic and he comes back up walking.
There are a few reports in the medical records that I've seen.
But I couldn't give you the incidence ofit



DIVE PROFILES AND RESULTS OF TREATMENT

R. G. Dunford, G. W. Salbador, E. B. Mejia, and N. B. Hampson

In 1994 we presented data on the diving conditions of the
Miskito Indian lobster harvesters of Honduras (I). At that
time we reported that they were Wltrained in standard diving
techniques, had a poor understanding ofthe risks and causes
of decompression sickness (DCI), and dove profiles that
carried a high risk ofDCI. In 1998 we again observed field
diving conditions to verify our earlier findings.

Divers are recruited from local villages by an intermediary
known as a "sacabuzo" (diver puller) who will pay a 700
lempiras (approximately $53 US) advanceto a diver and 150
lempiras advanceto thecayuguero(a diver assistant). For this
trip, 30 divers and their cayugueros were recruited, but six
tailed to board the vessel before departure due to heavy
drinking by all divers the evening before.

Only divers dive for product. A productive diver will earn
approximately4,500 lempirasper trip and takefive such trips
per year (observatioon by EBM). Diving represents the only
form of dependable income for the Miskito Indians. The
cayuguero follows the diver by observing his bubbles while
manning a cayuco, a small hand-carved wood craft.
Cayugueros are between 12 and 17 yr old and usuallyaccom
pany a relative or have been sent by the fiunily to work. It is
from these ranks that future divers are chosen.

Dming the month ofJanuary 1998, an observer skilled in
the examination treatment ofDel was placed aboard a local
harvest vessel Hannac 1. The observer obtained consents,
randomly selectedeight divers to be followed, examined each
for signs and symptoms of DCI before the first dive, and
collected all diving data during the voyage.

Divers averaged 31 yr of age and had been diving an
average of 12.4 yr. Although only one ofeight divers admit
ted to using marijuana on the predive demographic form, all
divers were seen by the observer smoking marijuana fre
quently, before, during, and after diving as well as late into
the night.

Before the first dive of the trip, Cochran Commander dive
computers were affixed to the divers' regulator hoses near the
first stage. These computers log the deepest depth attained with
in a preset interval. They are capable ofretaining 80 h ofdata
when the sampling intecval is set to 15 s. The computers were
filshioned to the regulator hose in such a manner that 1he
computer couldnot be removed without visible disruption to1he
mOlDlting system and were checked each daybefore diving and
after the last dive. Profile data were up-loaded from the comput-

Copyright CO 2001 Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society, Inc.

ers using software supplied by the Divers Alert Network.
While en route to the fishing grounds, each diver received

diving equipment from the ship's captain. The inventory
included one mask; a pair of fins; a regulator some ofwhich
had depth gauges; one glove, a net, bag for product, a harpoon
for hooking lobster, a hammer (for breaking conch shells
Wlderwater as only the meat is recovered in the product bag),
and a tank backpack without buoyancy compensator.

The initial diving occurred at Gorda Bank. During the first
day, divers found little product so the boat relocated to
Rosalind Bank for the remainder ofthe trip. During all days
ofdiving the observer noted that in addition to lobster, large
amounts ofconch and an occasional sea turtle were brought
aboard

The captain of this diving vessel was also the -owner and
expressed a desire to avoid excessive depth to reduce risk of
DCI because he is liable for expenses for medical treatment of
an injured diver. The captain also indicated that he was
sensitive to publicity surrounding the Miskito diving and
wantedto beconservative in his choiceofdepth because ofthe
presence ofan observer.

Due to technical error, only five ofthe eight divers selected
have computer data available and only for the first 7 days of
the II-daytrip. Information on tanksusedand DCI symptoms
was collected for all 11 days.

A total of 378 separate exposures were recorded for dive
times in excess of 1.25 min and greater than 22 feet of sea
water (fsw). Mean depth and mean maximum depth for all
dives was 62.1 ± 6.7 fswand 69.0 ± 6.8 fsw, respectively.
Divetime averaged 23.6 ± 6.3 min on 10.8 dives per day. The
II-daytank count averaged 10. 7 tankswith a maximum of15
tanks a day. The average number of tanks used and the
percent of reported DCI symptoms was 11.5 and 35.7%,
respectively, on Days 2-7 where computer data are available,
and 11.6 and 37.5% on Days 8-11 where it is not. Since the
Harmac 1remained in the same area from Day 2 onward, it is
likely that the aggressive diving style seen in Days 2-7
continuedfor Days 8-11 wherecomputerdataareunavailable.

Compared to the five divers whose data were retained, the
three divers whose data were lost used more tanks per day at
11.6 vs. 10.1 over the 11 days and reported 53.1% oftheDCI
symptoms, suggesting that they were among the most aggres
sive ofthe group.

To carry out these dives, the diver conducted up to three

11
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Figure I: Atriple excursion profile. The time depth data logged by
Cochran Commander dive computers for deepest depth pcr 15-s
interval for one triple excursion profile. Total time underwater per
excursion is 100.0, 134.75, and 94.5 min, respectively. Surface
interval time is 81 min between excursion 1, to 2 and 161 min
between 2 and 3. Maximum depth pcr excursions is 66 iSw for the
three excursions. Mean depth is 60.1 ± 3.2, 61.7 ± 2.2, and 58.6 ±
3.8 min, respectively.

(average ~ 2.5 ± 0.6) excursions per day. During excursions
they dove one to eight dives (x = 4.3 ± 1.36) using as many
as five tanks previously loaded into cayuco. Figure I depicts
one triple excursion profile recorded on Day 6. Maximum
depths for these three excursions in Fig. I are 66, 66, and 67
fsw, respectively. The first two dives are generally completed
before noon and the third by 1500-1600 h.

Figure 2 shows the data from the first excursion shown in
Fig. I and ischaracteristicoftheprofilemanagementrecorded
for all dives. Ascent to the surface was accomplished in less
than 2 min in 94.4% ofall dives. Ascent time represents the
interval from mean depth minus 10 fsw to a depth of5 fsw or
less. The descent required less than 2 min in 85.2% of ail
dives and is similarly calculated from 5 fsw to a depth 10 fsw
less than mean depth. Fluctuations in depth while at the
bottom is calculatedfrom the standarddeviation ofdepth after
ascent and descent data have been dropped. The standard
deviation for depth is less than 4.0 fsw in 74.6% ofall dives.

Figure 3 displays the time underwater for all triple excursion
profiles. Over the 7 days ofobservation, the five divers carried
out 57 triple excun;ion profiles averaging 4.4 ± 1.0 dives per
excursiOll. The mean total time underwater per excursion was
111.8 ± 172, 98.6 ± 26.3, and 91.8 ± 23.4 min, respectively..
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Figure 2: First excursion ofthe triple excursion profile. Table shows
the time depth data as described in Fig. I for a single excursion by
one diver. Maximum depth is 66 fsw and total time underwater =
100.4 min.

Excursion Number

Figure 3: Time allowed by USN tables compared to the time taken
underwater by the Miskito Indian harvesters for all 19 triple
excursion profiles. Mean dive time undertaken is 111.8 ± 17.2,98.6
± 26.3, and 91.8 ± 23.4 min, respectively. Mean surface interval
time between excursions I and 2 is 99.5 ± 21.6 min and between
excursions 2 and 3 is 122.9 ± 34.3 min. Mean depth for the three
excursions is 60.8 ±2.5, 59.7 ± 2.9, and 59.9± 5.0 iSw, respectively.
Maximum bottom time allowed by USN tables fur a no-stop profile
at 60 fsw with surface intervals undertaken as indicated is 60, 14,
and 30 min, respectively. The comparison indicates that the Miskito
Indian divers undertook dive times 2.8-foldgreater than that allowed
by the USN tables for a no-stop dive of similar depth and surface
intervals

The average depth for aU triple excursion dives was 60.1 ± 3.6
fsw. Surface intervals averaged 99.4 ± 2\.6 and 122.8 ± 34.3
min, respectively, between excursions. In comparing these
profiles to the time allowed by the U.S. Navy (USN) air tables
for a depth of60 fsw with surface interval times undertaken by
the Miskito divers, the Miskito divers exceeded the USN table
no-decompression times by a factor of2.8.

Decompression illness symptoms were obtained by inter
view from each diver after the last dive ofthe day. There were
32 reports ofDCI symptoms following 88 interviews (36.3%).
A total of24 occurrences ofjoint pain were reported by six of
the eight divers with 18 occurrences (75.00/0) ofpain reported
in the upper extremities. All but one of the six reported
occurrences ofjoint pain on mUltiple occasions. Ofthesesame
divers, four also reported additional occurrences of fatigue,
dizziness complicated by ear barotrauma, low back pain, and
generalized pain. Of the two divers not reporting joint pain,
each reported a single occurrence of a headache and one
reported two instances oflow back pain. Acetaminophen 500
mg is the standard pain medication used by these divers. Use
ofpain medication closely followed reported incidence ofDCI
and was reported in 35% of the interviews. In no case was
recompression or oxygen therapy administered.

In this survey, seven of eight divers attributed DCI to the
depth and time under water. However, five of eight ofthese
same divers also attributed DCI to superstitious dreams of a
mermaid that they believe would cause serious DCI on a
subsequent dive. Joint pain is often attributed to water
temperature or to heavy use of the conch hammer.

While the incidence of DCI is high at 36.3%, it may be
underreported. The observer noted that these divers wereoften
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reluctant to talk about symptoms because to do so is a sign of
weakness. Fm1her, he noted that at least one diver's reports
werenotablyaffectedbymarijuana intoxication. Diarrheawas
reported by two divers and was a common ailment during the
trip. Diarrhea may have adversely affected fluid balance and
thus altered the susceptibly ofthese divers to DCI.

A Second objective of this presentation is to report on a
retrospective chart review of DCI among Miskito Indian
underwaterharvesters treatedat the St. LukeMedicalMission
in Roatan, Honduras. The facility was the primary DCI
treatment filcility in Honduras from 1989 until the Mission
closed in 1997. The Mission operated a 10 foot by 54 inch,
double-lock, decompression chamber. In its 9 yr ofoperation,
the facility treated over 700 cases of DCI, including both
recreational divers and underwater harvesters.

Included in the present study are 302 identified lobster or
conch divers who underwent hyperbaric treatment at the St.
Luke Medical Mission from September 1991 to November
1996 and received both pre- and posttreatment neurologic
examinations. All cases wereexaminedbymedical staffat the
Mission using consistently applied neurologic evaluation
criteria. All cases ofDCI were treated with at least one USN
standard treatment table 5 or 6 (2), and 81% received more
than one treatment

Delay to treatment is recorded in days, as reported by the
diver from onset of symptoms to treatment in the chamber.
Median delay to treatment was 3 days with a mean delay of
8.5 days and a maximwn delay of265 days. Because of the
potentia1lynegativerepercussionswithin the localcommunity
ofdenying treatment to a Miskito Indian and in an effort to
encourage them to use the chamber, the St. Luke Medical
Missionmaintaineda policyoftreating all divers despite long
delays. Ofthe 23 cases treated with delays exceeding30 days,
11 firiled their initial neurologic examination; ofthese, four
improved to passing.

This delay cannot be explained by evacuation distances
alone. The Mission's hyperbaric facility maintained a medi
cally equipped, fixed wing aircraft and was situated approxi
mately 2.5 h flying time from the nearest point of land to the
fishing grounds located approximately 200-600 nautical
miles off coast. Under these conditions, the maximum
potential delay to the hyperbaric chamber would be expected
to be 70 h. The excessive delay reported in this review may
represent efforts by the Miskito Indians to seek traditional
(bush medicine) therapies elsewhere, to ignore or refuse
treatment for some length oftime, or to continue to dive with
neurologic symptoms (observation by GWS).

The pre- and posttreatment neurologic examination given
to all cases comprised a total of 79 focal neurologic tests.
Included in this analysis are a subgroup of 58 focal tests of
spinal cord fimction that were measmed in ordinal scale.
These were categorized into 10 groupings of neurologic
ftmction. Not everyfocal test was completed for each pr~ and
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posttreatment examination. For example, if a particular site
tested normal before the initial treatment, it was not necessar
ily tested again after hyperbaric treatment.

Examination data for the first 257 cases analyzed were
recorded in Quatro Pro spreadsheet format with one case per
spreadsheet. The remaining 45 cases were input intoa FoxPro
database using input and formatting criteria consistent with
the original Quatro Pro format, with one record for each
examination. The original 257 cases were transformed to
database record format and joined to the 45 cases to form the
302-case data set containing results ftom 1,727 diver exami
nations.

All 10 neurologic functions were reduced to an initial and
final result based on the lowest value contained in the focal
tests comprising that fimction. The lowest initial value was
selected ftom the focal neurologic test administered before the
first treatment. The lowest final value was selected ftom the
final value reported for each the focal tests. Missing values
and results between the initial evaluation and last reported
values were ignored. Except for those test sites that were
initially normal, a posttreatment value was required for a test
site to be included in the analysis. Even ifthe initial examina
tion valuewasmissing, final values were included ifavailable.
Results of the initial and final analysis were then dichot
omized to a pass or fail score for each neurologic function.

Strength was measured bilaterally in the shoulders, elbows,
hips, and knees, with both extension andflexion. Ankleswere
evaluated for dorsal and plantar flexion. Grip strength was
evaluated for flexion, long toes for extension, and small toes
for flexion.

A passing score for strength was defined as active move
ment against full resistance or active movement against some
resistance. A failed score resulted where strength was limited
to active movement against gravity, active movement with
gravity eliminated, palpable or visible muscle contraction, or
total paralysis.

Sensation was evaluated at the medial and lateral aspects of
the upper arm, fore arm, thigh and calf: and at the top ofthe
hand and foot. Initial screening for areas ofreduced sensation
was performed by the examiner passing his bands over the
patient's skin. Detailed evaluation of areas identified as
abnormal was then performed with two point discrimination
testing, with points set 5 em apart for the upper and lower
extremities. Those mabIe to disaiminate two points were
evaluated for detection of light touch by passing cotton or
fingers lightly over the skin. Failingthat, they were evaluated
for detection of a light pressure applied by a finger to the
affected area. Thosemabietodisaiminate lightpressurewere
evaluated for heavy pressure. A final test for deep pain
sensation bypinch was performedon those fililing all previous
tests. For thisanalysis, failure to detect light or heavypressure
or deep pain was considered fiilling.

Reflexes were ranked ftom normal to most abnormal in the



Figure 4: Initial and final results for failed examinations for 10
neurologic fimetions assessed. Bars indicate pen:ent ofcases failing
to achieve a passing score for the initial (black bars) and final (gray
bars) examinations on each ofthe 10 neurologic fimction assessed.

to perform tandem gait. This test emerged as the most
commonly failed neurologic function at 42.6% after adjusting
for missing values. Tandem gait is affected by all those
neurologic functions affecting gait as well as balance as
represented by the Rhomberg test. Given the high number of
failed examinations in many ofthe prior neurologic functions,
it is not Wlexpected that tandem gait would also show a high
level ofmilme.

Micturation dysfunction, as defined by requiring a urinary
catheter, exhibited a lowinitial failure rate at 19.90". Mictura
tion isclinicallyremote from theother neurologic fimctions in
this analysis but also represents the mostprofoundneurologic
level ofinvolvement ofthe 10 neurologic functions tested.

These results do not reflect qualitative reports that sug
gested high levels ofmicturation dysfunction in this type of
indigenous diver (3~4). Micturation has also been reported to
be the most difficult to reverse completely (5). In this series,
micturation showed a moderate 41.70" improvement rate
when the criteria for a passing score included difficulty
urinating without need ofa catheter.

Gait, sensation, strength, vibration sense, tandem gait, and
Rhomberg showed a high level ofimprovement. Babinskiand
clonusshowed substantiallyless improvementwith treatment
All neurologic fimctions showed alleast some improvement
with treatment. Adjusting for missing values did not substan
tiallyalter these results.

Overall, at least one neurologic fimction failed in the initial
examination in 69.2% ofthe cases evaluated. Following final
hyperbaric treatment, 35.1% of cases failed at least one
neurologic fimction. Table 1 shows the percent of firlIed
examinations for delays s3 days and for several groupings of
delay beyond 3 days. For delays 6 days and beyond, the
proportion of improvement is similar to that seen in delays
less than 6 days

Reports suggest that delays in treatment reduce the etTeo
tiveness ofrecompression therapy(6). These reports however,
involved delays ofgenerally less than 24 h, involve militaJy
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following progression: normal, hyporeflexia, absent reflexes,
hyperreflexia, and sustained hyperreflexia. Passing score
included normal, hyporeflexia, and absent reflexes.

Vibration sense was evaluated at the elbow, patella, and
medial malleolus. Values for vibration sense, clonus, Rhom
berg test, and micturation were recorded on a three-point
ranked scale that included normal, equivocal, and abnormal.
Equivocal values were equated to normal dming analysis.
Tandem gait and Babinski were similarly ranked on a three
point scale in the first 257 cases, however, equivocal values
were later equated to normal when merged with the final 45
cases, as those cases were evaluated by the examiner as
normal and abnormal only.

Profound lower extremity dysfunction precludes perfor
mance oftests for gait, tandem gait, and Rhomberg. To more
accurately describe the condition of affected cases, missing
values for gait were replaced with miled when the results of
hip or knee extension or flexion for one or both sides indi
catedan inabilityto move against gravity. TheRhomberg test
was replaced with missing ifthe hip and knee strength values
were at that level. The St Luke Mission did not test for
tandem gait in the first 84 cases in this series. As such, data
replacement for tandem gait in those cases was not per
formed, but was done where indicated in subsequent cases.

Figure 4 shows the initial and final results for failed
examinations for each of the 10 neurologic fimctions.

Strength and sensation showed highest initial failure rates
at 39.1% and 37.4%, respectively. They also demonstrated
high improvement rates (67.8 and 66.4%, respectively).
Strength, sensation, and vibration sense dysfunction limited
to the lower extremity occurred in 82.4% ofthe examinations
that were initially fililed. This finding is consistentwith other
reports on this type of diving population (3). However it is
inconsistent with the 75% upper extremity joint pain symp
toms reported by the field divers given earlier in this report.

Clonus andBabinskiarethe least sensitivetests in this data
set, however they represent a more profound level ofneuro
logic involvem.entthan either strength orsensation. Theyalso
showed the lowest improvement rates of the 10 neurologic
fimctions examined.

Severe gait disturbances were common, with an initial
wlure rate of 35.1%. Gait is affected by clonus, retlexes,
sensation, and in particular, strength and proprioception and
wouldbeexpectedto showa high level ofdysfimction because
ofthe high levels ofthose neurologic functions that affect it.
After adjusting for cases not tested, gait showed high levels
ofinitial dysfunction at 36.90".

The Rhomberg test results included a high number of
missing values, themajorityofwhich reflect a diver's inability
to attempt the test. Where testing was completed, the Rhom
berg test showed the highest improvement rate ofany neuro
logic ftmction with treatment.

The first 86 cases in this review were not tested for ability
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Tbele 1: Initial andFinal Results by Delay to Treatment
for 302 Casest'

Fail~ %

Delay, days Initial Final Improved, % n

~3 78.2 42.5 45.5 174
>3 57.0 25.0 56.2 128
>6 55.7 30.0 46.2 70
>9 63.5 34.6 45.5 52

>12 63.6 36.4 42.9 44

"Medial is 3-days delay with a mean 8.6 ± 20.3 days and
maximum delay of265 days. Results are expressed as a percent
ofcases failing to achieve a passing score on at least 1 ofthe 10
neurologic fimctions assessed after all treatments werecompleted.
Delays ~3 and >3 days comprise all cases in the study. Delays >6,
>9, and >12 days comprise results for deaeasing nmnbers of
cases as delay inaeases.

divers, and concern primarilytype I DCI. Other authors have
noted that it is not Wlcommon to observe symptoms improve
by recompression after delays of24 h in open-water, civilian
divers (5,7). Inonecase,neurologic symptoms improved after
a 4-day delay (7).

While the 35.1% overall failure rate seen in this study
following treatment is high, the data also indicate that even
after extended delays, improvement in nemoloogic function
to passing score is achievable in a portion of the population.

Results from the 1998 field study confirm our earlier
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observations that the Miskito Indians dive highly stressful
profiles with dive times far in excess ofthat allowed by USN
tables. We also observed a high level of DCI symptoms in
those for whom norecompression therapyis given in the field.
The results of treatment at the St. Luke chamber indicate a
high level ofpresenting neurologic dysfunction. After treat
ment a high level of dysfimction persisted. Nevertheless,
despite long delays to recompression, nearly halfofthe cases
improved from miled to passing under the criteria imposed on
the analysis. These results suggest that DCI treatment may be
effective in improving serious neurologic DCI in cases where
delay to treatment exceeds 12 days.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Dawson: Your observations about the use ofalcohol phase. We didn't take into account the type oftreatment or even
by the divers is reflected very much in our study in the the number oftreatments in this analysis. I think that's the very
Philippines. Tell me, do you think that the use ofalcohol by next step here.
the divers actually reduces the incidence ofsome ofthe worst Dr. Hamilton: Do you attach any physiological significance
symptoms or increases them? to the use ofmarijuana?

Mr. Dunford: Well, that's a very interesting idea and my Mr. Dunford: No, I do not.
answer to that is I haveabsolutelyno idea. I have to leave it there. Unidentified speaker: Some of these profiles seem rather
I mean, it's something that we should look at. But I could not close together. Do you consider this to be yo-yo profiles?
make anycomment lhedata that wehave doesn't approach that Mr. Dunford: Yes, I think that the yo-yo concept ofdecom
question at all. pression stress is probably inherent in here because they're

Dr. Brubakk: One ofthe most interesting aspects ofthese spending time at surface ofless than 10minutes on themajority
studies is, ofcourse, thebafflingprotean causes ofthe disease. ofthese dives and that, I think, has to be considered here as an
We can learn a lot about what happens in decompression additional stress mctor.
siclatess and treatment of it by looking at this. Somebody did once mention that it would be a better ideajust

I was wondering about you're saying here in abstract that to drop these tanks down on a rope to keep those guys on the
many different treatment procedures were used. Have you bottom. More bottom time but perhaps it would reduce the yo
looked at the difference between the different people that yo stress. No, I actually do not. I personally think that yo-yo
received it? Did it really matter what kind of treatment you diving is a stressful type of profile, I don't have any data to
gave them or were the results equal for all ofthem? support that.

Mr. Dunford: Not at this time. That's, I think, the next Mr. Hurdle: (Victoria) You mentioned that they're not using
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any type ofpressure gauge. Do they run out ofair and then
just come shooting to the surface when it's time to change
their tanks?

Mr. Dunford: Yes, they have a very strong indicator to
smface and that's there's no breath left and when that hap
pens, they have approximatelytbree breaths on that tank and
that's what they use to get to the smftce. So that's the gauge
they use.

Dr. Wong: Richard, you mayor maynot be able to answer
this question. It's about the mode of presentation for treat
ment Why was table 5 used? Do you not consider table 6
more appropriate? And also why were so many patients
treated with steroids?

Mr. Dunford: In our case study, there were no patients
treated with steroids that I'm aware of. All right, it's not
reported. Why table 5 was used in lieu of table 6 on these
pretty long delays was a decision made by the Roatan cham
ber.

I had no part in it and I don't know the explanation for it
and you might have to direct that question to Gus. He may
have the explanation. I don't.

Dr Lepawsky: Dr. Barratt, have you got any comment on
that?

Dr. Barratt: Yes, I think that the reason whythey're using
steroids is they didn't have hyperbaric chambers and they
were treating decompression illness just with steroids and
physical therapy. Then at the time the chambers came about,
they got used to using steroids.

Apparentlythe steroids worked so theycontinuedtouse them.
As &r as table 5 versus table 6, the chamber has been in opera
tion since 1981.They've got a pretty standardized system where
everyone who comes in either gets a table 5 or a table 6 and I
think it depends on oxygen. It's so severely limited. Ifa guy is
very severely injured, they'll try to give them a table 6 but a lot
ofthem will just get a table 5.

Mr. Dunford: Gus, do you want to add to that?
Dr. Salbador: (Honduras) We normally treated most

patientsright after with a table 6 because most ofthepatients
were presenting with a neurological condition. Now, some
can-and again staying on oxygen-we treat with table 5.
Sometimes we'd follow up with a table 5 and then later on
we'd do what we called a "two-by-two step." [2 ATA. x 2
hours x 2 per day, editor]. Sometimes we give 15 trea.tments.

Mr. Dunford: "Two-by-twos" are 45 minutes fur 45' feet
for 90 minutes.
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Dr. Salbador: No, 33 feet.
Mr. Danford: Db, sorry, 33, okay.
Dr. Mitchell: I thought I had one question here. A comment

here. While I definitely agree that in your delayed
treatment, you're almost certainly affecting processes that are
not probably related at the time, I would be reluctant to draw
the conclusion that you aren't affecting bubbles because ifthe
system's bubbles are there for that long it doesn't fit the
models.

There is very good evidence that the bubbles do exist for that
long, both in the cardiothoracic surgical literature and in the
diving medicine literature, also. So I think it wouldbe incorrect
to draw that conclusion.

Mr. Dunford: I think that's a good comment While there is
no existing model to predict how long or how large the bubble
would remain. We also have no data to show that it wouldn't
persist.

Dr. Mitchell: In fact, there are.
Mr. Dunford: Alfhas something to say about that. You'll

have to talk to him.
Mr. Roy: I was wondering, do you know how long this

fishery has been fairly active to do this as &r as the exploration
of a large number of long term leading up to this? Was it
shallowwater or can you anticipate the 60-foot area that might
be going deeper and deeper?

Mr. Dunford: Well, let me answer that in two parts. One, I
believe the scuba was introduced into the Miskito population in
the 60s or 70s or so. There's no clear records for that

On the other hand, on the question ofdepth, the presentation
here is to adapt at the 60 feet because that's where the captain
went because he had his observer on board He wasn't about to
go to 120-£oot depth. But they go out there.

Our other 1994 data shows a lOO-foot depth and I think they
have been diving deep to get a lot of product because the
lobsters that come-you find more deep than shallow even in a
non-depleted area, I would think. Maybe rm wrong there, rm
not a fisherman ichthyologist But I get the impression that the
depth is not being driven byproduct depletion to a large degree,
although it may be a :factor in what occurs as we continue to see
them diving. Therecertainlyisproduct depletion. Theywill find
it deeper. They're going to go after it

Dr. Barratt: Just a comment about the depth. The earliest
information I have is from 1986 and they were going as deep as
100 feet in 1986.



DIVING-RELATED ACCIDENTS IN COMMERCIAL SEA HARVESTERS
OF THE STATE OF YUCATAN, MEXICO

E. Cuanhtemoc Sanchez and Humberto Paredes

INTRODUcnON
The State ofYucatan is located in southeastern Mexico on

the northern part ofthe Yucatan Peninsula. To the north and
west lies the GulfofMexico~ it shares its eastern and south
eastern borders with the StateofQuintanaRoo and its western
and southwestern borders with the State ofCampeche.

The State is located between parallels 19~9' and 21°37'
North latitudeand 89°32' and 90~4'West longitude. Yucatan
has an area of 39~340 square kilometers. With 2.()OA of
Mexico's total territory, :it is the country's 20th largest state.
Its 378-km coastline comprises 3.SOA ofMexico's total coast,
and it ranks IIth in terms ofcoastline.

Average annual temperature ranges between 25.4° and
26.3°C. May is the hottest month and January the coldest.
Average relative humidity ranges from 66% in March to 890A

. in December. Mean annual rainfall along the coast is 469 mm
and 1,200 mm in the southern part ofthe State.

The State of Yucatan is divided into 106 municipalities,
Mexico'sequivalenttoU.S. counties. Thecapital city, Merida,
is the administrative center for regional federal offices, and
the state has a number ofother smaller cities.

Acoording to the 1995 Mexican Censusfi~ Yucatan had
a population of1,555,733 inhabitants ofwhich 772,950 (49.6%)
wezemalesand782,783 (50.4%)females. Ofthetotaipopulation,
3SOA are WIder 15 yr old and 56% between 15 and 64 yr old
Population~ is 39.54 inhabitants pee square kilometer.

Merida is the Yucatan Peninsula's major health center. It
has an excellent system ofpublic and private hospitals staffed
by graduate specialists in all areas ofmedicine. Government
operated hospitals and clinics provide medical care to
approximately 960,721 people. These facilities are staffed by
2,132 doctors, 3,193 paramedics, and 4,346 employees in
different areas ofmedical care. The government operates 243
medical units, of which 222 are for outpatient care and 21
provide hospitalization facilities. Government &cilities
include 1,347 hospital beds, 612 doctors offices, 69 laborato
ri~ 5 blood banks, and other services.

Of the total nwnber of men, 69.05% (366,304) are em
ployed, whereas 17.93% percent of the women (98,999) are
employed. This accounts for 42.94% of the EAP, totaling
465,303 persons.

TIlE SEA FISHERIES

The fish and seafood catch totaled 40,130 metric tons in
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1995. Together, grouper and octopus (caught by divers)
accounted for 75.2% of the State's total catch. Fisheries
infrastructure is distributed along the entire coast ofthe state.
There are currently 11 fishing shelters, the most important of
which is the Yukalpeten facility. The fishing harbor there has
facilities for mooring a large number of vessels and has the
largest facility in the State for processing
fish and seafood.

Other smaller-scale fishing harbor facilities are located at
Celestun, Sisal, Chubuma, Chabihau, TelchacPuerto, Dzilam
de Bravo, Rio Lagartos, San Felipe, and E1Cuyo. In 1995, the
fisheries sector generated revenue of329,258,779 pesos. The
more than 20,000 persons engaged in this activity are in
volved in the catch, processing, marketing, researching, and
training. The fleet oflarger vessels increased to 539 in 1995~

which represents 50% of this industry. The fleet of smaller
vessels expanded to 3,013 in the same period.

There are 13 different commercial diving sea harvesting
companies in the State incorporated to the National Depart
ment of Fishery: San Felipe (SF), Rio Lagartos (RLm), El
Cuyo (Cuy), Dzilam Bravo (DB), Progreso (Pgm), Progreso
(pgj), Rio Lagartos (RL3, Sisal (SOG), Sisal (Spp), Progreso
(Ptp), Chixchulub (Cnc), Chixchulub (Ckk), and Progreso
(Pps), with a total of671 divers (Fig. 1). Ten ofthem (77%)
were created in the 1970s and 1980s, two in the 1960s (15%),
and one in the 1950s (8%). The percentage of divers in the
personnel of these diving sea harvesting companies is an
average of74% (range 31-100).

DIVING PRACI1CE
This group dive for lobsters and octopus. The equipment

used by the divers is hookah with a gasoline-driven compres
sor from a boat, with one top-side assistant. The dive profile
generally is a saw-likeprofile bringing to topside the net with
the product and then resuming the dive. Usually a diver will
remain inside thewaterup to 6-8 h without coming out unless
they need a change of diving site. Thus they do not usually
incorporate a surface interval. They dive with a wet suit and
a face mask. The hose ofthe hookah nms free (no tender) and
is tied to the weight belt ofthe diver. They do not usually use
a life line. In the event that the top-side assistant considers
that the boat is in jeopardy, he will cut the hose ofthe diver
and save the boat, the diver will be left to his own luck. The
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line pulls are not accustomed in this group ofdivers. Refuel
ing ofthe compressor is done with the motor on during the
long hours ofunderwater work, and sometimes the fumes of
the gasoline itselfwill contaminate the intake ofthecompres
sor. Preventive maintenance ofthe compressors is not usual,
and the filters used for the intake aregenerally improvised. In
some diving boats there is a small volume tank that would
allow the air to cool and as a water trap. Routine drainage of
the tank is not usual until the divers report water in the
mouthpiece.

Since the divers are owners oftheir boats, they do not allow
fellow divers to accompany them. Also, they are veryjealous
oftheir "own" diving areas and do not want to share them.
Thus, they practice solo diving and have no help underwater
and depend solely on their topside assistant

The diving season starts in July and ends in April. Divers
dive 6 days a week dwing the diving season unless the
weather does not allow them to do so. Owing hunicane
season, which starts in November and ends in March, they
may stop diving for varying lengths oftime. Once theweather
settles down, they try to recapture the lost working time by
making more aggressive dives with longer bottom times.

DIVERS GENERAL INFORMATION
Divers live in small fishing villages. Normally, their homes

are made ofwood. Theyhave a local general practitioner who
will examine them in the event of a diving-related accident
and will refer them to the chamber ifneeded. This general
~tioner~r~w~train~ft~~Mm~~d~

and Hyperbaric Medical Society (AMHS).
All divers are grouped in small "cooperatives" (from 15 to

200 divers). They have several special programs to assist the
fiunilies or members in case ofa personal or group disaster.
Nevertheless, the cooperatives are normally ''ruled'' by the
middle man that would pay very low prices for the kilogram
oflobster and will resell it later at~ times the price paid to
the divers. The divers are usually uninsured and the coopera
tiveshavelooked for medical assistance for thedivers through
the Mexican Institute ofSocial Secmity, which is the owner
ofthe hyperbaric chamber based at Tizimin. In the event the
diver develops a permanent lesion, he will only have support
from the Social Security and not from the cooperative.

The average age of the divers (Fig. 2) is 30.2 yr (range,
18-58). Twenty-three percent of the divers have a diving
experience ofless than 5 ye, SOO~ have between 6 and 10 yr,
25% have between 11 and 16 yr, and 2% have more than 10
yr experience(Fig. 3). Thirteen percent are illiterate, 22% did
not complete elementary school, 35% completed elementary
school, 22OA» completedmiddleschool, andonly5% complet~

high school (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, ifwejoined illiteracy and
incomplete elementaryschool theaveragerises to 33%(range
0-1000A») (Fig. 5). Diving is learned by practice and there are
no tables to follow.

Many of them still are accustomed to heavy alcohol use
around the dive site. Only a very small number used recre-
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ational drugs before diving, usually marijuana. The older
divers try to promote healthier ways ofliving for the younger
divers, although it is not necessarily followed by the young
divers until they have their first accident.

DIVING ACCIDENTS
From 1988 to 1993, before the inauguration ofthe hyper

baric chamber at Tizirnin in 1993, there was a total of 88
reportedaccidents, although it is believedthattheywere1D1der
reported. These diving accidents were managed at the naval
hyperbaricunit at Isla Mujeres, Quintana Roo(~h boatride
from the Yucatan diving areas). The information available
from these accidents is scarce. We know that there were 88
accidents (900A» received treatment) and 7 deaths. A total of68
divers abandoned the activity for unknown reasons.

From December 1993 to April 1996, there were a total of
175 accidents (Fig. 6). The accidents happened most fre..
quently dwing September (26%) and November (26%), that
is when the temperature of the water gets colder and in the
middle of the hwricane~ respectively. The months
distribution is shown in Fig. 7. Seventy percent ofthe divers
come from the Rio Lagartos and San Felipe areas, which are
the two closest towns to the chamber at Tizirnin (Fig. 8).

Only 2.6% ofthe divers developed symptoms while doing
a no-decompression (no-D) dive. The rest ofthe divers dove
an averagebottom timeof4.5 times (range0.6-8 times) above
the no--D limits. Nevertheless, WIder 70 fsw the average
bottom time was 2.5 times above the no-D limits, and above
70 fsw it is 6.5 times above the no-D limits. This means that
the deeper they dive the longer they stay at depth, probably
due to availabilityofthe product they are diving for. Also, the
divers report that they are now diving deeper because there is
less product at lower depth,. in part due to a non-rational
exploitation ofthe natmal resources. The average depth was
83 fsw(range3~150 fsw). The averagebottom time in all the
dives was 223.3 min (range 15-480 min).

Fifty-two percent of the diving accidents were considered
decompression sickness (DCS) type I and 4SOA. had nes type
n. Themostfrequentlyaffectedareawas theupperextremities
(49.3%) followed by the lower extremities (200A»).

Symptoms in 7goA» ofthe patients resolved with one or two
treatments and those that required more than two treatments,
accounted for 65% ofthetotal treatments; theaveragenumber
of treatments was 3.5 (range 1-58) (Fig. 9). Thirty-nine
percent of the patients received treatment within 6 b, 43%
between 6 and 24 h, and lSOA» after 24 h (Fig. 10). The
number oftreatments in the <6-h group was an average of1.6
(range 1-4), in the <24 h was 2.25 (range 1-10), and in the
>24 h group was 7 (range I-58) (Fig. 11).

The US Navy treatment tables used were: IT5 in 65
(11.5%), TI5 :ext in 1(0.2%), IT6 in 77(16.6%), Tf6 ext in
85 (15%), TI6A in 12 (2.1%), 45/90 in 115 (20.4%), and
33/90 in 210 times (37.2%) (Fig. 12). After several patients
developed recurrence ofsymptoms after the initial treatment
(ITS or TI6) and due to the great gas load ofresidual inert
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gas that these divers hav~ we decided to modify the initial
treatment. Regardless of their symptoms; we always started
with a IT6 ext and the incidence ofrecurrence was reduced
to 0.2%. The results of the treatments were satisfilctory in
94% ofthe cases, 3% had no modification oftheir conditions,
and 3% required further treatment after the first series.

CONCLUSIONS

There is a high incidence ofdiving accidents (39%) in the
commercial divingseaharvestersofthe StateofYucatan. This
high number ofaccidents (175 from 1993 to 1996) is due in
part to the inadequate diving practiceofthis diver population
who has never received adequate training, and the little
training theyget is learned by word ofmouth. Also, the use of
hookahs allows them to have an extreme bottom time.
Although they have been exposed several times to the US
Navydiving tables, they have been taught by sport divers who
try to teach them the use within the no-D limits, practice that
does not allow them enough bottom time to do their re
collection ofsea products.

We have tried to introduce a two-diver system in one diving
boat Meaning that one diver would dive for 90 min and the
other would then dive for the same tim~ each diver making
two dives a day. This system would allow us to incorporate a
9O-min surface interval between dives, reducing the excess of
inert gas that they normally have in their diving profiles.
Thus, two divers would do their 3-h dives divided into two
dives with 9O-min smface intervals, both completing their
work shift in 6 h. This way they do not have to learn the
diving tables and still would be closer to the no-D limits.
Moreover, the topside tender would help to pull up the full net
without the diver having to make saw-like profile and elimi
nating this iisk factor.

We are confronted with other problems not related to their
diving practice that hinder this practice. For exampl~ the
social, political, and economic organization of their diving
companies. There is no limit ofproduct that they can extract
in a given day, so in a good on~ they can dive up to 8 h
without coming to the surface. In the northern part of the
country, Baja California, the abalone divers can only extract
150 abaloneperday, this limits their bottom time and helps to
preserve their precious ocean product. If that system were
incorporated into the octopus and lobster divers of the
Yucatan Peninsula, we would be able to limit their bottom
time and reduce the incidence ofDCS.

Another important factor is that the companies sell their
product to an intermediary who reseIIs the product in the
towist areas (i.e., Cancun) and obtains the greatest part ofthe
profit, without any risks. If the economic practice of the
company changes, they would be able to commercialize their
product directly without using an intermediary. Efforts have
been made in the past to accomplish this, but they stall when
one of the group making the proposal for a change dies
mysteriously.
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Furthermore, it would be expected that by raising the
general education of divers we would be able to lower the
number ofdiving accidents, although in this group ofdivers
there is a higher incidence in a population that is 100010
literate (Rio Lagartos) instead of that community that is
illiterate (Progreso). We believe that the accidents are more
related to the training than to general education.

The number of divers in a sea-harvesting company (in
relation to fishermen) is also important because in certain
companies (Rio Lagartos and Chixchulub) the diving mem
bers are 30% of the total members and they do not have
enough votestomakechangeswithin their company, although
they might be responsible of 80010 ofthe total income of the
company.

In contrast to what is expected in commercial divers, the
incidence ofneurologic DeS is higher in this group, probably
due to the length oftheir dives, saW-like profiles, and quick
ascents without safety or decompression stops. Nevertheless,
with thus type ofprofile, we would expect to have a higher
incidence ofDCS, permanent disability, or death.

The US Navy tables used as indicated in the Navy Manual
were not as efficient as shown by the US Navy, probably due
to the high inert gas load (average of6 times above the no-D
limits) that these divers have. When we started treating
patients with TI5 or IT6, we had a 15% of recurrences of
symptoms after the first 'treatment By doing a IT6 ext as the
first treatment we reduced the incidence ofrecurrences to less
than 2%. Our trailing treatments after the 1T6 ext were either
45/90 or 33/90, twice a day. We continue the treatment Wltil
there is no neurologic improvement in two consecutive
treatments after treatment no. 10.

The reality ofthese divers, their lack of training, inade
quate equipment, lack ofgovernment support, and the social,
political, and economic foundation oftheir diving companies,
promotesthehigh incidenceofdiving accidents. Thedonation
oftbe hyperbaric chamber (1993) has allowedthe accidents to
be managed more adequately without the long delays of
treabnents due to the distance they had to travel before (6 h).
Owing 2 yr we were able to provide training, lectures, and
general support to the communities, reducing the number of
accidents. Once we had to stop these efforts due to lack of
support, thenumber increased 3 times over theyear before. To
be able to reduce this number, we need to have permanent
participation in these commWlities, to truly modi1Y the reality
ofthis sea-harvesting diving experiences.
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Mr. Tabu: I wonder ifthey carry oxygen for divers?
Dr. sandez: No, they don't have oxygen. That's the next

step. We are involved in many projects in Mexico. But the first
thing that we did was for sports divers, we made a law that
they must have oxygen available all the way from the dive area
to the treatment area, regardless ofwhere they are diving.

The next step is for the commercial divers to do the same
from the diving area to the treatment area. The problem here
is that the boats are not big enough to accommodate the big
tanks. They don't have the economy for the big tanks. We
might get the smaller tanks.

Fortunately, it's not such a long ride; it's between 30
minutes to 4 hours. So although irs very important to have
oxygen, we might be able to accommodate smaller tanks.

What we try to do is to reduce the number of boats by
keeping the same number ofdivers, then we will have to buy
just one tank for two divers ifwe have this "two divers per boat
system". That would be cheaper and easier for us so we might
go to that. But ifyou enforce the law then all the boat owners
will have to buy the tanks. It's a good idea and the second
question was how many ofthem - ?

Mr. Tabu: They don't have any in-water recompression?
Dr. sanchez: No, no, theydon't doin-water recompression.
Mr. Gold: Have you found that there is an advantage with

the hookah diver, the surfilce supply diver, precipitates
decompression sickness? Is decompression sickness a normal
part ofeveryday diving or is there an event on the surface that
leads these people to emergency ascents?

Dr. &inchez: In this part ofthe COtmtry, there's very little
problems with trauma. I mean, there are sharks and all those
things but there are not as many sharks as in the Pacific coast
because ofthe temperature of the water. This is warm water,
while the Pacific is very cold water.

The major event that they have is loss ofair supply. Either
the compressors stopped, their line got cut or whatever. So
that's the major precipitating filctor for them to make a quick
ascent. But the problem is they don't stop, they go up as fast as
they can. There is no way you can make them tmderstand
Well, there areways tomakethem tmderstandbut theirnormal
practice is that they haven't incorporated that part into their
dive.

We change a little bit at a time. They started with a.shallow
dive and when they couldn't find the produce, they went deeper.
What we have asked them to do is to go deep first and then come
shallow for the produ<:e for a natural decompression process. But
remember they have huge gas loads.

The most frequent precipitating filctor that they refer when
they come and say, "I started to have a limb pain." "What
were you doing"? They were either carrying something into
the boat, cleaning the produce, or doing a physical activity
before developing pains or paresthesia in the upper limb.

Dr. Gill: rm interested in yoW' comment that the divers

incmred much more decompression than ifthey dove deeper
and I think that in the Miskito divers we saw much the same
thing. They tended to dive-the triplets that were shown and
they'd dive, three ofthem.

I think what they determined in their dive was based on
their continuing diving, they were higher. Depth was kind of
secondary, whether it was 60 feet, 100 feet, 110 feet, they
didn't say.

They didn't really pay attention to depth so much as how
long they would actuallybe in the water to get the product. So
when they get the stress load way up, and I think they sort of
ignore that or minimize it.

Dr. S8nclaez: I think that ifyou generalize, yes. But the
thing that we see is that at the beginning ofthe season, they
dive very shallow and it's very productive because they don't
have to dive more than twice to reach the limits. But as the
season goes on and progresses, they have to go deeper. When
we include the hmricane season, they not only have to go
deeper, but also longer because they have to make up for the
days of lost work.

So that's why I think we are seeing a difference in the
deeper dives, that they are longer because ofthe logistics of
the diving itselfand they have really made an impact on the
product. The conch used to be one ofthe main resources, it's
not anymore because there is not any more conch there. So
they are diving for octopus and lobster.

This is totally different from the abalone divers of the
Pacific. It's a different story. Just to make a very short
comment on the differences, the good and the bad. The
abalonedivers inPorto Totoogus and Biye [?Baille] Totoogus
in the Baja Peninsula, they contracted five biologists to study
abalone. They have a huge fadory. They can their product.
Theysell their product directly to Japan and they bought their
own chamber and got their own physician trained. They have
two airplanes to do the quick retrieval of patients and to
deliver food and goods.

So it's totally different. It can be done but you have to
organize that company. To get into that company, you have
to wait 10 years. But once you're in and you dive, your fimrlly
is cared for by that company. So it's like a big family. Itts
very difficult to get in. But then once you're in, you're in for
good. So it can be done, it's just that you have to really
change the whole attitude.

Mr. Kadis: (Queensland, Australia) rm very interested in
the outcomes ofyour treatments.

Dr. sanchez: Good.
Mr. Kadis: The thing that interests me is the difference

in technology (indiscernible) with very little retmn, 0.2
percent.

Dr. Sinchez: Now.
Mr. Kadis: Is that because you're able to follow them and

here is the case or because they have that one treatment and
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they go away and don't come back? Could you give me the
numbers again? The second point up for the TS? You said the
TS you had are much larger return -

Dr. sanchez: Sixteen percent.
Mr. Kadis: Sixteen?
Dr. sanchez: Ofrecmring symptoms. TS and T6, both of

them. The mvorable results are 93 percent There are 3percent
that don't get better and 3 percent that improve but don't come
to a good outcome. Good outcome means that they have a
normal neurological exam.

Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society

There are certain things I haven't mentioned that are very
important. There is a group of divers that has recurring
accidents. There is a group that has residuals ftom before.
They are very difficult to identifY.

Remember we just started to work in '93 with them.
butthey have been diving for more than 10 years. Once they
get to the chamber, then wehave our base line but it's difficult
to have a base line before they have their first accident that
we're managing.



INDIGENOUS FISHERMEN DIVERS OF THAILAND:
HARVESTER-GATHERERS OF THE ANDAMAN SEA

David Gold

INTRODUCfION

Four hundred men between the ages of11 and 50 are diving
and using compressors to gather fish, seashells, and other
marine products on Thailand's west coast. A research project,
in partnership with the Ministry of Public Health, has been
active for the past 2 yr addressing diving practices, the
attitudes and awareness of divers toward the risks they face
whilediving, mortalityandmorbidityofthe diving population,
the extent of carbon monoxide in the breathing air, and
informational and educational interventionstoreducetherisks
of diving-related injuries and illnesses. Many of the divers
engage in diving practices that put the diver at considerable
risk. These practices include diving without adherence to
diving tables, diving without regard to decompression, diving
withoutaltemativeair somces, andmakingmultiple diveswith
little or no surfclce intervals. Several methods have been used
to gather data, including field observation; specific question
naires for heads ofvillages, active divers, disabled divers, and
the family of deceased divers; physical examination; and the
determination ofpresenceofcarbon monoxide in thebreathing
air. These divers suffer a high mortality and considerable
disabilitY.comparedtootherhigh-riskoccupations inThailand.
Of 108 divers physically examined, 46.3% had joint pain in
one or more joints at rest or with movement (1). When
questioned as to whether pain is considered part of the job,
83.7010 (267/319) indicatedyes (2 and Gold unpublished data).

PROJECf DESCRIPTION

In Thailand, in full concert with the Ministry of Public
Health and three provincial medical offices, a special project
was setup with a view to examining the diving practices ofan
indigenous group ofdiversand to provide assistance when and
as appropriate. The project implementation team includestwo
occupational physicians, one environmental health specialist,
one epidemiologist, the Chief Provincial Medical Officer of
Phuket Province, four public health workers, and myself as
project leader. The goal of the project is to explore diving
practices, identify the risks the divers face, determine the
attitudes of the divers toward those risks, determine the
morbidity and mortality among the population, and develop
and implement informational and educational strategies to
reduce those risks.

Thepopulation at risk'. Thetarget population was a group of
indigenous fishermen divers known as the Urak Lawai (Gold,

Copyright C 2001 Undersell and Hyperbaric Medical Society, Inc.

unpublished data). The Urak Lawoi, along with another group
ofindigenous people living to the north ofPhuket, are known
as the sea gypsies. The Urak Lawoi live in nine villages in
three provinces between Phuket Island and the border with
Malaysia. As some ofthevillagesare quite small, that is less than
10 divers, the project has created six geographical groupings,
three in Phuket Province, one in Krabi Province, and two in
Satun Province. There are approximately400 active divers atany
one time. Onlymales dive. VntuallyaD ofthe divers speak Thai,
and almost all of the younger generation is literate having
completed Thai compulsory education. They normally start
diving when they finish ampulsoryeducation and will diveuntil
the age of 50 unless they are unable to continue (3 and Gold
unpublished data). The distribution ofdivers by age is shown in
Fig. 1.

The target catch: The divers h1Dlt and gather fish and
seashells for the tomist industry. They hunt shellfish for
human consumption, including lobsters and crabs. They trap
fish for both food and aquariums. They also seek pearls and
sea cucumber. The target catch as well as distances to dive
sites will vary during different seasons and weather patterns
(3 and Gold Wlpublished data).

METHODS
The project was divided into several stages. The first stage

is information gathering. It comprises ofdirect observation,
questionnaire administration, physical examination, and
measuring the presence ofcarbon monoxide in the breathing
air. The second stage was designed to allow for interventions
on several levels. Education is being provided for physicians,
nurses, public health care workers, and divers. Information
sheets have been designed for the divers. Since the project is
ongoing and several informational and educational activities
are ClnTeIltly 1Dlderway, this paper will address only the
information-gathering stage.

INFORMATION GATHERING
Directobservation: During the first year ofthe project, time

was devoted to traveling to the villages on Thailand's west
coast where divers could possiblyreside. Interviews wereheld
in Thai language with village chiefs, dive leaders, and divers
and their fiunilies. This information became the basis for the
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Age distribution among active divers

Figure 1: Age distribution ofthe diving population.

tm---------------------------------------tU

questionnaires described below. Members ofthe project team
also accompanied divers on their boats and observed both
swface activities and diving techniques. Field observations
were recorded.

Questionnaires: Based on field observations, four question
naires were designed, translated, and piloted, following a
World Health Organization (WHO) methodology (5). Ques
tionnaire 1 addressed the chiefs ofvillages; questionnaire 2,
the active diver; questionnaire 3, the disabled diver; and
questionnaire4, the fiunily or coworkers ofdeceased divers. In
all fOW' questionnaires, most ofthequestions were closed; that
is the responses were restricted to a given set ofanswers that
the interviewer checks oft: Some questions were open where
the interviewer recorded the answer as stated. And some
questions were both open and closed where the interviewer
would have the ability to fill in a response that was not covered
by the given responses. Sixteen health care workers from the
provincial medical offices and the sub-districts and villages
wheretheUrak Lawoi residewere trained in implementingthe
questionnaire. All interviews were conducted in Thai and the
results were analyzed using EPI-lnfo 6 Software (3 and Gold
unpublished data). The questionnaires addressed some basic
demographic information, diving practices, awareness ofrisk
and attitudes toward risk, and the morbidity ofdecompression
illness, which is defined as decompression sickness and
pressure-related injuries or barotrawna.

Divingpractices: Several diving practices were covered by
the questionnaire. For the pmposes of this paper, responses
regarding four practices will be examined. These include the
measurement of depth and time, the deepest dive recalled,
adherence to diving profiles, and conducting decompression
and/or safety stops on ascent. Divers were asked in the
questionnaire how they measured depth and time. They were
also asked to recall their deepest dive in their career.

The U.S. Navy (USN) tables for non-decompression diving
have been developed with a view to reducing the risk of
decompression sickness (6). As a proxy to diving practices,
divers were asked to recall their depths, times bottom tim~

and surfilce intervals ofthe first five dives oftheir last day of
diving. This information was entered into the USN table to
ascertain whether the divers were within the limits set by this
table. Divers were also asked whether theywould make a stop,
being a decompression stop or a safety stop (3 min at 5 m) on

RESULTS
The trained public health care workers interviewed nine

heads ofvillage, 340 active divers, 26 disableddivers, and the

a 40-m dive for 30 min (3 and Gold lmpublished data).
Mortality: Within the villages of the Urak Lawoi, neither

registries of divers nor registries of death are maintained.
Therefore, to ascertain a history of diving and death within
this population, it was necessary to first determine who died,
whether they were a diver and whether the death was diving
related. Using the WHO methodology mentioned above, a
questionnaire on deceased divers was developed, piloted, and
finalized. Sixteen village and sub-district health care workers
were trained in administration of this questionnaire. With
information ascertained from the chief of the village, the
health careworkers interviewed the tiunily or work colleagues
ofany male over the age of 11 that died within the 5yr before
the survey. This selection was made as only males dive and
they start diving after they complete compulsory education
(age 11). The village health care worker was selected to
administer the questionnaire, as this individual is normally
well aware of the health patterns within the village. As the
Urak Lawoi are indigenous people living in rural villages,
postmortem examination is 1Dlcommon. In defining diving
related deaths, certain clinical signs and symptoms that are
directly related to diving practices and not normally f01Dld in
the population were used. The project team considered each
death according to causes or reported signs and .symptoms
likely to be diving related. These included paralysis and
sudden death (2 and Gold unpublished data).

Morbidity: Questionnaire-As part of questionnaire 2,
divers were asked several questions about selected signs and
symptoms relative to diving-related illness. For thispaper, the
following wereaddressed: whether thediverbelievedthatpain
waspartofhiswork; whether thediver often experiencedjoint
pain, tingling, loss of sensation or the inability to move as a
result ofhis diving; and whether the diver ever experienced
and recovered from decompression sickness (DeS). (Within
this population, DeS refers to a situation leading to paralysis,
unconsciousness, or more severe signs and symptoms (2).

Physical examination: Two senior medical students from
the United Kingdom worked with the project for just over a
month as part oftheir senior project. A neurologic assessment
tool was developed and they conducted neurologic examina
tions in four villages. The results of their assessment were
later verified by a follow-up examination of a number of
selected divers in two villages by an experienced medical
practitioner. Thephysical examination includedthe tympanic
membrane, an examination ofjoints for pa~ crepitus and
restricted movement, lower limb neurology, clonus, lower
limb power, reflexes, sensation, coordination, and inconti
nence ofurine or feces. The divers were examined for joints
thatmayhavebeen damagedby long-term exposureto diving.
The shoulder, hip, knee, and ankle were examined for pain,
crepitus, and restricted movement (2).
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filmily or colleagues of29 males who died over the past 5 yr.
Divingpractices: From questionnaire 1, it was learned that

diving is done from open boats ranging from 7 to 11 m in
length. There are approximately 86 dive boats in active use.
Four boats have gasoline-driven compressors and 82 have
diesel-driven compressors. Normally two to four divers are
working Wlderwater at any given tim (3)e.

Breathing air is supplied ftom a very basic compressor on
the boat. Unfiltered air passes through approximately 100m of
plastic hose to the diver. A hose from the compressor is
secured by a rope to the diver's waist and is attached to a tire
valve pierced through the skirt ofthe diving mask. The diver
inhales and exhales through his nose, the exhaled air escaping
through the skirt ofthe mask. The diver has no alternative air
source (2 and Gold Wlpublished data).

Regarding the measurement ofdepth and time underwater,
as the divers are fishermen they were well aware of depth
based on their knowledgeofthe bottom or the length ofanchor
lines or air hoses. On the other hand, regarding the measure
ment ofthe 8IDO\Dlt oftime spent underwater, over halfofthe
divers either guessed or stated they did not measure time (3
and Gold Wlpublished data).

Regarding the deepest dive recalled in the diver's career,
270.4. responded in depths ofless than 40 m. An additional 58%
had dived to depths between 40 and S9 m. And 14%had dived
to depths 60 m and below (3 and Gold unpublished data).

Concerning the questions relating to the dive profile and
comparison oftheseprofiles toUSNtables for non-decompres
sian diving, of the 275 divers who responded only 26.90.4.
(74/275) ofthe divers were within the limits ofthese tables (3
and Gold unpublished data).

Concerning a safety stop or decompression stop on a 4o-m
dive for 30 minutes, the USN tables call for as-min decom-
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pression stop at 6 m and an additional 21-min stop at 3 m
before surfacing, with a total of28 min 20 s ofdecompression
(4). Ofthe 318 divers that responded to the question, 45.90.4.
(146/318) indicated that they would not make a stop (3 and
Gold unpublished data).

Mortality: Through the Chief of Village Survey, it was
estimated that there are approximately 400 indigenous divers
at anyone time among the Urak Lawoi. All are male and
between the ages of 13 and 62. Results of the SW'Vey for
deceased divers indicated that there were 29 deaths ofmales
over the age of 11 within the whole Urak Lawoi population
and that ofthese 29 deaths, 13 had dived using a compressor
(Table 1). Therefore the mortality rate for the population of
divers was 13/400 for the 5-yr period. Six ofthe deaths were
directly attributable to diving, leading to an occupational
death rate ofsix deaths per 400 divers over 5 yr or 1.2 deaths
per year (2).

Morbidity: When asked ifthe divers believed that pain was
part oftheir work, 83.7% (267/319) indicated that they did (2
and Gold lDlpublished data).

Regarding selected symptoms of DCS divers were ques
tioned ifas a result oftheir diving they often experiencedjoint
pain, 79.2% (270/341) responded yes; tingling 75.7%
(181/239) responded yes; loss of sensation 70.70.4. (169/240)
respondedyes; and inabilitytomove 8.7% (181207) responded
yes (2 and Gold Wlpublished data) (Table 2).

Divers were asked ifthey ever had experienced and recov
ered from DeS. Within this population, DeS most often
refers to a situation leading to paralysis, unconsciousness, or
other more severe signs and symptoms; 33.5% (113/337)
responded that they had (2).

Physical examination: All of the 109 divers that were
examinedwereactive divers. Pain in one ormorejointsat rest

Table I:Detlths Among the Diving Population Over a Five-Year Period (1992-1996)

Reference Age at Year of Diving
Number Death Death Cause ofDeath Related YIN

01 65 1994 semi-paral)'2Cd, hemoptysis N
02 61 1996 diabetes, hypertension, TB N
03 70 1993 fell into water dnmk while securing boat N

to dock
04 22 1994 aJIIlplieations ofdiving-related paralysis Y

and amputations
05 40 1992 paralysis after diving Y
06 S3 1993 paralysis after diving Y
07 36 1994 acute onset ofchest pain and hemotysis Y

after diving
08 18 1996 death within 5 min ofsW'1Bcing Y
09 30 1993 death in the water dming a dive Y
10 23 1995 seizure after drinking N
11 26 1995 dnag-related death N
12 S5 1994 acute asthma attack ?
13 25 1995 murdered in a discotheque N

Profile of
Last Dive,
minldepth

30/50

20140
60/40
30/50

10/60
60160
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Table 2: Signs and Symptoms by Village

Name ofVillage Joint Pain Tmgling Loss ofSensation Inability to Move

Rawai, Phuket 86.10.4 (85/98) 80.OOA» (56170) 64.3% (63/98) 4.2%(4/95)
Koh Serat, Phuket 91.80.4 (78/85) 81.8% (36/44) 76.2% (64184) 9.3% (7175)
Sampam, Phuket 88.90.4 (16/18) 75.0%(6/8) 75J)% (12/16) 5.90.4 (1117)
KohLanta 67.3% (33/49) 75.5% (37/49) 65.3% (32/49) 4.5%(5/49)
KohLePeh 66.10.4 (44/66) n.l% (37/48) 63.6% (42/66) 7.90.4 (5/63)
KohBoulon 58.8% (10/17) 47.1% (8/17) 47.1% (8/17) 0/0

Total 79.90.4 (266/333) 76.3% (180/236) 67% (221/330) 6.90.4 (221317)

or with manipulation was present in 46.3% (50/108) of the
divers examined. Crepitus in one or more joint was found in
18.5% (201108) of the divers examined, and restricted move
ment was observed in one or more joint among 5.5% (6/108)
ofthose examined (2).

Clonus was present in 14.8% (16/108) divers examined,
12% (13/108) of which had bilateral clonus. Raised muscle
tone in the lower limbs was fOWld in 11.1% (12/108 divers),
5.5% (6/108) bilateral. Reflexes were graded on a scale of0 to
+3. Those patients exhibiting reflexes of+3 were considered
heightened. Heightened reflexes were found in the knee of
1.90.4. (21108) divers both being bilateral and in the ankle 3.7%
(4/108) divers 2.8% (3/108) bilateral. 9.3% (10/108) divers
showed a Babinski sign, 6.5% (7/108) bilateral (2).

DISCUSSION
Although information is still under analysis, it appears that

certain diving practices among the indigenous fisherman
divers of Thailand, as compared to the diving practices of
commercial and recreational divers, suggests that these divers
may have more exposure to diving-related illness. These acute
and chronic exposures have the potential for injury, illness,
disability, and death. Futurework will need to focus on logging
depths and times on randomly selected divers to have a more
objective view ofdiving practices.

The International Labour Office uses deaths per 100,000
workers per year as a rate ofoccupational fatalities. In Thai
land, one of the more visible dangerous occupations is con
struction work. According to informal comnnmications with
the Workmen's Compensation Office in Thailand, in 1992
there were 92 deaths per 100,000 workers. As a result ofdata
from this study it can be estimated that the annual rate of
occupational fatalities among theUrak Lawoi is300 deathsper
100,000 workers per year (2).

Interruption ofair supplythrough compressor failure, loss of
diving mask, or a cut or ruptured air hose is frequently the
precipitating event leading to sudden death or disability,
especially among yOWlger divers. Working at depths for long
periods point to more chronic effects such as damage to the
joints and the central nervous system. Another possible future

activity for the project could be to encourage the Ministry of
Public Health to do a radiographic study to determine the
degree ofdysbaric osteonecrosis among the divers.

The problems citedabovearecompoundedby limitedaccess
to medical care. Considerable effort is currentlybeingdevoted
to theeducation andtraining ofphysicians, nurses, and public
health workers on the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of
diving-related diseases.

A most important activity now underway is to develop
knowledge and skills ofthe public health worker so that they
can work with boat owners and divers to increase awareness
to reduce the risks of diving-related problems (4 and Gold
1D1published dadta).

As a glimpse toward the future of this occupation, one
question in the survey asked ifthe diver could earn the same
amount ofmoney doing a job other than diving, would they
change jobs; 66.7% (228/342) indicated that they would (1
and Gold unpublished data).

David Gold is an Occupational Safety and Health Specialist with
the International Labour Office (a United Nations Specialized
Agency) in Geneva, Switzerland. The views expressed here are the
author's and do not reflect those ofthe International Labour Office.
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Dr. Brodaki: Is the air free flow that supplies mask?
There's no regulator at all?

Mr. Gold: Absolutelynoregulator. Theyhave a mask-and
what happens if the compressor's a truck compressor. The
mask is a diving mask and there is a tire valve where a hose
is simply attached to it. So it just simply flows right through
the mask all the time.

Dr. Brodaki: So the mask is enough breath?
Mr. Gold: They breathe through their nose. Well, in 10

metros for 10 minutes, I had a difficult time. I was able to
breathe. I was able to stay down there but I wouldn't have
wanted to have gone much deeper.

Richard just handed me a T-shirt that we provided the
divers. I don't know ifanybody reads Thai. It says, ''Come up
slowly from every dive", both in Thai and in Passa Chow Lay.
It's very rewarding to go through the villages today, to just go
onto a dive boat without them. knowing you're coming and
finding that 7S percent ofthe divers are actuaIlywearing these
shirts. It's a good mechanism at least because every time they
come up, they have to read it just as a reminder that they

. should be coming up slowly.
Dr. Brodaki: How slowly?
Mr. Gold: Well, we simply say "slowly" to them. We ask

them to come up slowly. We tell them slower than their
bubbles. They have nothing else to gauge by. Most of the
divers are in pain most ofthe time. Sowe have some difficulty
trying to :figure out whether or not change in the practice is
good enough. But we can't gauge the speed.

Unidentified Speaker: Yes. I was just wondering. Yau
mentioned a lost mask or a rupture ofthe hoses as causes of
accidents. Is there any frequency to this, can you identify this
frequency?

Mr. Gold: We are still analyzing a lot of the data. The
project is young and it will go on for at least three or four
more years. Hopefully, it will go on forever. I don't have an
accurate answer for you on this today. We probabIywill in the
future. But informally, when we interview divers that have
had a disability, and our disability survey is under analysis
right now. when weasked, "What was the precipitating factor
that caused the accident?", it's either ''Engine fililure or the
compressor, separation ofair hose from mask, cut air hose,
ruptured air hose or lost mask." I would say probably - and
this is a guess - that 80 percent ofthe cases that wetre dealing
with where we have type two DeS or we have neurological
DeS, we're dealing with this.

One other caveat, ifI may. I realize I'm infringing on time
here. We are also looking at the issue of in-water recom
pression. Now, rve told you that we've had six diving-related
deaths in five years. We've also asked the question and we're

in the process of analyzing the issue of in-water recom
pression amongst our cohort.

But my guess would be that iftheseguys did not practice in
water recompression-I don't know where they learned it
but if they did not practice in-water recompression, we'd
probably look at 20 to 30 fatalities rather than six fatalities
over the fiveayear period oftime.

Anyone of the divers will tell you if someone comes up
unconscious, if someone comes up paralyzed, if someone
comes up in trouble, we stick them back in the water, we go
down to 10 meters and we stay there until they improve. They
go down with two divers, they hold the mask in place, they're
on air. So it's 10 meters until paralysis shows improvement.

Many of the people that are walking around the villages
today have been either paralyzed or unconscious when they've
come up to the surface. They've been brought down to depth
by their colleagues and they have shown signs of improve
ment

Unidentified Speaker: Why 10 meters ofair?
Mr. Gold: I don't know. I don't know why - where they got

the criteria for 10 meters. But somewhere someone along the
line - it may have been the Royal Thai Navy but I have asked
them and they have said, "Not us". But someone somewhere
along the way has told them 10 meters until there's improve
ment and they practice it with a high degree ofregularity.

Mr. Aguarda: How often is the chamber used for treatment
ofDeS?

Mr. Gold: We had a bit ofdifficulty initially. The chamber
is a commercial chamber. It's been put in by an American
organization.... The chamber operator at that time, one ofthe
partners in this organization, agreed that ifthere was a certain
amoWlt of money put forward by the Ministry of Public
Health, we could put sea gypsies in the chamber. There was a
high degree of reluctance amongst the sea gypsies to go into
the chamber.

Like was reported earlier, they're not afraid of mermaids;
they're afraid ofwhat they call the "Pry Nam". The Pry Nam
is the ghost in the sea that would pull you back into the sea
and kill you ifyou don't treat him prOPerly. There is a very
strong distrust for modem medicine.

But through the education efforts that we're putting forward
and through the local person in the village who's responsible
for health care-it's a long answer to a short question-we
managed to have eight divers treated, all with successful
outcomes. Usually the delay is quite significant. I don't have
data for you like my colleagues do on the treatments and the
delays at this point.

The problem with carbon monoxide and diesel emission is
quite significant, in my mind.



TUNA FARM DIVERS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Christopher J. Acott

INTRODUcnON
TWla fish are one ofSouth Australia's natW'a1 resource. A

majority of the tuna fishing is conducted in the Southern
Ocean. Fisherman divers (the abalone divers of south and
southeastern Australia, salmon divers of Tasmania, and the
pearl divers of the tropical north) are part of the "fishing
culture"ofAustralia. CODlIDlUlitiesofsomeAustraliancoastal
towns depend on fishing for their livelihood. Port Lincoln, a
southern coastal town, is the center for the South Australian
tWla industry. It has a population of12,000. It was first settled
in 1834 and was to be the capital ofthe new colony ofSouth
Australia because ofits deep natural harbor. However, a lack
ofan adequate ftesh water supplyand the barren land interior
prevented this. Its main industries now are fishing (tWla and
abalone), grain exporting, tourism, and wine production. The
community is "governed" in part by the "fishing fiuniJies",
who have powerful political contacts.

FISHING

Until the 1990s the tuna industry used traditional fishing
methods. Now, however, tuna schools are netted in the open sea
and brought back to Port Lincoln in large nets, where they are
kept in netted enclosures near the shore for &ttening before
harvesting. The main export market for the tuna is Japan. The
divas are employed for net maintenance, clearing the dead tuna
ftom these enclaues, and initially in the tuna harvest by
swimming the fish to the surfuce [this involved many extremely
rapid ascents "pee dive" from depths ofup to 18 meters ofsea
watel' (msw), this practice was stopped by the regulations
introduced in t995]. Two nets areused in 1he netted enclosures;
the inside net houses the fish and an outside net prevents any
intrusion by sharks. Sharks have been found between these nels
but to date no diver has been attacked by a shark However, this
may reflect a lack ofreporting ofany such attack. Government
marine biologists have expressed concern about the impact the
nets are having on the environment. All the debris ftom. feeding
and fish exaaneot are dep<Sted below the nets, no attempt has
been made to clear this. (One storm has already stirred up this
debris and suffocated millions of dollars worth of fish.) The
presence of the tmla has encouraged sbaIks (partiaJlarJy the
Great White) to the area where thenets are. These areas are near
the local beaches.

THEDIVERS
Between August 1993 and January 1995, 17 divers em

ployed in the tuna industry were treated for decompression
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illness by the Royal Adelaide Hospital's DivinglHyperbaric
Unit (RAH D/HMU). Many of these 17 divers continued to
dive while symptomatic. In all but one case there was a delay
before medical treatment was obtained. From January 1995 a
further four divers were treated, making a total thus far of21
divers. Two deaths haveoccurred: an untrained diver fililed to
surface (despite regulations being in place from 1995) after
running out ofair, the other death was a suicide related to the
death of the other diver. These two cases are under police
investigation at present and so will not be discussed any
further. The initial response by the South Australian Govern
ment and Medicare to this cohort of 17 divers was that the
RAH DlHMU's medical practitioners were "overservicing"
these divers and so were guilty of fraud, despite the RAH
DIHMU's attempts to alert the appropriate regulatory body,
divers, and their employers to the dangers of their diving
practices (an investigation into the treatment practice ofthe
RAH DIHMU was carried out secretly by Medicare). By the
end of 1994, the bureaucrats recognized that a significant
problem existed, and regulations were put in place despite
considerable opposition by both the tlma farm owners and the
divers' employers. From 1995, these regulations produced by
the Department of Industrial Affilirs and Workcover have
resulted in a decrease in the incidence of reported cases of
decompression illness. Theincidenceofdecompression illness
in this diving population is unknown. Many divers elect not
to seektreatment or reporttheir symptomsfor variousreasons,
the main one being a fear oflosing their employment.

DIVING PRACfICE

The initial working environment was undisciplined and
unregulated. Their diving profiles involved multiple rapid
ascents, multiple dives per day, and multiple days diving with
only 1 day oft' per week. After their daily diving duties the
divers were involved in hard manual labor. A majority of
divers used swfdce supply, which was frequently left unat
tended. Compressor malfunction (usually nmning out of
petrol) inevitablycausedan out-of-air ascent. Communication
systems and "bail out" bottles were not used. The 1995
regulations have altered their diving practice (when adhered
to and enforced). However, there are still many instances
where divers have ran out ofair due to compressor malfunc
tion (bail out bottles and an attendant are only present when
a "secret inspection" is known about). The tuna industry's
diving practice will always substantially differ from other
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commercial, recreational, or abalone diving practice, and
indeed by its nature may be provocative for decompression
illness but safe diving practice should never be discarded
because ofcost or convenience. The divers~ diving experience
ranged from ex-Royal Australian Naval divers to those who
had recently obtained a recreational "open water" diving
certificate. Frequently, PortLincoln'sunemployedyouth were
sent by the local government lUlemployment agency to the
local diving shop to obtain a recreational diving qualification
to enable them to be employed as a tuna &rm diver; this not
only decreased the area's unemployment figures but also gave
the tuna funners a cheap labor force. Since 1995, all divers
must be commercially trained, but in 1996 an Wltrained diver
died while diving in the nets.

TREATMENT
The divers were initially treated with a RN 62 with daily

follow-up treatments. The follow-up treatment tables used
were at the discretion ofthe physician in charge; usually a 60
min soak at 18 meters of sea water followed by a 3O-min
ascent (the RAH DlHMlrs 18:60:30 treatment table). These
daily "soaks" were continued until the diver~s symptoms
plateaued. Initially the treatment response was good but
subsequent follow-up showed an emerging pattern or syn
drome in nine divers.

Posttreatment syndrome: Nine divers (three have been lost
to follow-up) have a posttreatment syndrome, which has not
been previously described. This syndrome is characterized by
generalized arthralgia, muscle and bone pain which is worse
in the winter; fatigue, weakn~ agitated depression~ mood
swings, poor libido, breakdown ofpersonal relationships, and
cognitive dysfunction (poor short-term memory and concen
tration problems). All ofthese symptoms and signs havebeen
exhibited by the majority of these nine divers at some stage
posttreatment The muscle andjoint pain is crippling at some
stages dwing the winter. In fOur ofthe divers there have been
degenerative changes to their right acromio-clavicular and in
two symptoms ofprostatism. AIl investigations and specialist
consultationshavebeen inconclusive. Bonescans,plainx-rays
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and magnetic resonance imaging have been negative for
osteonecrosis (although some bone scans have been positive,
the follow-up magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been
negative). In one diver, the MRI scan was positive for
osteonecrosis but subsequent screening was negative.
Rheumatological investigationshaveall been negative for any
arthriticconditions. Twodivershaveundergonearthroscopies,
synovial fluid analysis, and synovial biopsies oftheir worst
effected joint, these have all been negative. The RAHs
Chronic Pain Unit has had little success in the control oftheir
pain. Psychiatric consultation has helped in diminishing their
depression and anger. Urological consultation has not shown
an enlarged prostate but has demonstrated poor bladder
capacity. Their rehabilitation has been hampered by an
inability to move fluently, feelings ofanger and resentment
(particularly toward their employers and Workcover), a lack
ofinsight into their problems, an inability to accept that their
injury did not respond well to treabnent, and a lack of
understanding and support by their local community and
peers.

SUMMARY

These divers suffering from this post-decompression
syndrome present a management problem which does not
seem tohavea solution. A majorityare seeking compensation,
and once this has been settled it will be interesting to see if
these symptoms persist (my personal opinion is that in all but
one of these divers are genuine). A study entitled "The
Longitudinal Survey of the Health of TWla Farm Divers in
South Australia", funded by Workcover and the Depamnent
of Industrial Affilirs, is being conducted at present The
principal researcher is David Doolette. The study aims to
define the true risk ofdecompression illness in the tuna fium
divers and the risk factors associated with diving in the
aquiculture industry; in an endeavor to improve the health of
these divers and to prevent a similar scenario being repeated
in other aspects ofthe emerging aquiculture industry ofSouth
Australia.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Wong: Before I introduce the next speaker, I'd like to
get a consensus-with all this unconventional type ofdiving
there are a lot ofbolUlce diving or yo-yo diving. I'd like the
audience to participate and tell us what yo-yo diving is.

Well, what is yo-yo diving? Has everybody got a definition
ofyo-yo diving? I'd just like people to think about it Is it a
special type ofrepetitive diving?

Im~ ifyou use the U.S. Navytable, ifyou have a surfclce
interval ofmore than 10 minutes within the 12 hour dive, it's
a repetitive dive. Ifyou use the DCIEM table, with a surl3ce
interval of t 5 minutes, but less than 18 hours, it's a repetitive
dive.

So yo-yo diving, what does that mean? Does it depend on
the depth-time limits ofthe dive?

Do we think yo-yo diving is dangerous?Ifso, is it due to the
depth ofa dive or the number ofascents, the rate of ascent,
surface intervals, all ofthe above or none ofthe above?

I'm quoting a few papers here. Parker et al. in 1994 UHMS
Meeting says:

The risks increase ifa large number oftheseascentsaremade, gn:atertban
10 aDd ifabe surfiu:e inte:rval was about fiveminu~ it gives the highest
estimated probability ofDCS.
Ifa sur&ce imerwl [is] ofzao minute, inotberwonk, ifyoD comeup aDd
go sttaight down agaia, [1heD there] is the lowest incidence ofprobability
ofDCS. Whereas ifyou have a surf.lce in1ervaI of 10 to J20 minutes, it
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gives you iDtermediate estimates.
Now, using that kind ofsurface interval, is that repetitive

diving or is that ytryo diving? Some years ago, Tom Shields
and others made a report of decompression sickness arising
from diving at fish fiums in Scotland.

Some of you might know that report. Perhaps John Ross
might be able to comment on that. The number of ascents
made were less than 10 and this report refuted the allegations
that yo-yo diving is dangerous.

The pearl divers, they do a bit of "dump diving". This is
sort ofyo-yo diving. After theyhave collected the wild oysters,
they put them in panels. There are six shells in a panel and
they are tied up in ropes and then placed in a holding ground
and dumped them in the seabed at a depth ofabout 15 meters
ofwater. Then they dive down thereto inspect the panels. The
bottom time is between 20 and 30 minutes. They dive down
there to examine the panels and then they come up and look
for the next lot ofpanels that are attached to a buoy and they
swim over to the buoy and dive down again.

The surface interval is anythingbetween onetofive minutes
and they do about eight dives like that per day. As far as I
understand, they haven't had one single incident ofdecom
pression sickness fi'om that kind ofdiving.

Because a lot of our dive profiles involve repetitive yo-yo
diving, I just wanted people to think about yo-yo diving.
Perhaps during discussion later today or tomorrow, we can
come to a consensus what yo-yo diving is, how dangerous is
it, and what should we do about it? I'm not sure
whether the speaker will be able toanswer the questions since
he's not the author ofthe paper.

Mr. Long: (Colorado) I was just wondering, the patients
that had the post-tramnatic syndrome, is it a standard proce
dure that they lose their job or their occupation ifthey have to
go through treatment?

Dr. GrifIitbs: Not at all. No, they are treated and unless
theYt'e advised by a diving medical practitioner that they should
not dive again, they are entitled to retmn to their place ofwork
and oontinueworking and it's only those people whohave a poor
response in theconveotional tenn thatwouldnormallybetold not
to go badc to work.

Now, in someofthese instances where they'veobviouslygot
problems that make them dysfunctional, I suspect that they
will lose their job for reasons other than being told that they
cannot dive again.

However, fm smethat themore seriously affected individu
als would have been told not to dive again. But I can't give
you a complete answer in that regard because I'm not SW'e of
the statistics in South Australia.

Dr. Brubakk: In addition to that, we did a SW"Vey of
Norwegian divers someyears backbyan anonymous question
naire. We found exactly the same thing, that a large statisti
cally significant portion ofall ofthose who had been treated
and also those who had symptoms ofdecompression sickness
and who had not been treated, it was a very large proportion
ofthem, they had similar type ofsymptoms, although not as
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severe as this. They had signs ofmild head injury. We used
a standard questionnaire for that. But they were all working
and all functioning normally. But they had that type of
symptoms so I guess this fits perfectly with what we found.

Mr. Sutherland: (Oregon) Didn't hear it in your talk but
were there any divers that had not been treated and had some
ofthese same symptoms?

Dr. GriOitbs: I can't answer that because I suspect that
there may well be some, but of course, if they don't come
forward and offer themselves for evaluation, this will not be
known.

In Tasmania, from my own experience, it's often the wives
of the divers that push their husbands into being assessed
medically because they find that they become aggressive, they
exhibit a nUDlber of the signs and symptoms that were
identified here. It's often their wives that encourage them to
seek medical advice, rather than the individuals themselves
appreciating that they have a problem.

Mr. Sutherland: Right. Are there any heavy metal or other
toxins detected?

Dr. Griffiths: To my knowledge, there's DO particular
heavy metal problem in the Port Lincoln area. In Hobart, the
area that I used to be in, there was certainly a very serious
heavy metal problem in theDerwent River byvirtueofthe fact
that there was an electrolytic zinc companyjust up river from
the main city.

Further north still, was, on the river itself: a papermaking
factory and the paper-making process made all the inorganic
heavy metals soluble. Now, that created a problem in the
mouth of the Derwent River. But the fish farms, of course,
have been established in Tasmania well away from that area
because that's well recognized and I assmne the same will
have been done in Port Lincoln. Can you answer that, Bob? I
preswne it would not be a heavy metal problem but that's an
interesting point. I take yoW' reason.

Mr. Cerveoko: (Richmond) Some of these features that
you've describedare sharedby other people who are injured in
automobile accidents and industriaJ accidents. Is there any
thought that some of these features might be non-specific
reaction to injury?

Dr. Griffiths: Well, brain damage may be caused by a
wholehost ofdifferentpossibleaJtemativepathways. I suspect
that thetwomaywell be related. But other than that comment,
I can't help in that regard.

Dr. Ladd: (Vancouver) Whatyou'redescribing isoonsistent
in part with the psychological post-tramnatic stress response.
It would be very interesting to see. You mentioned that that
was the first time that this post-traumatic syndrome had been
documented with divers.

It would be interesting to see if a more detailed, post
trawnatic assessment was done, ifthey come out positive for
PTSD and I think that in part addresses the earlier question
about other accidentvietims from industrial andmotor vehicle
accidents, coming up with the same kinds ofprofiles.
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Dr. Griffiths: A new field for research?
Dr. Ladd: Yes. Well, the psychological domain ofinjury is

something that is frequently ignored. As a psychologist, I'm
sensitive to that.

Dr. Griffitbs: Sur~but I don't think it's been applied to the
fish fimn industry at this stage.

Mr. Maine: Just a couple of questions. One is, what was
the end point oftreatment for these divers?

Dr. Griffiths: When the divers plateaued, that is, when
they <::eased improving, they had to have two consecutive days
oftreatmentdemonstratingnoobjectivesign orsubjectivesign
offurther improvement in their signs and symptoms.
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Mr. Maine: The second comment~ were any ofthese
divers tested for carbon monoxide poisoning?

Dr. Griffiths: I am not aware that they were tested for
carbon monoxide poisoning but their presentation, as you
probably saw, was relatively late. Even ifthey were tested for
carbon monoxide poisoning, I suspect that since they didn't
have any overt symptoms initially, probably would have
missed the boat

Ifthey weregoing to be tested for CO, then that should have
been done on-site at the time of the problem. If they were
tested later in Adelaide, a couple ofdays after the event, you'd
probably get false, low numbers



SALMON-FARM DIVERS AT STEWART ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND:
FROM THE RIDICULOUS TO THE SUBLIME

s. J. MitebeU and B. D. P Murphy

INTRODUcnON
NewZealand's clean, temperate coastal watershave provedan

ideal environment for salmon fimning. Severalhighlyproductive
tmits now operate at various locations. One ofthese is at Stewart
Island, the smallest and southernmost ofNew Zealand's three
main islands. This fium was gradually established over 10 yr,
with activitypeaking in 1994-1995. Overa 4-moperiod in 1995,
the RoydI New Zealand Navy Hospital at Auckland treated four
cases ofdecontpre.$ion illness (DCI) in divers working at this
fium. These events prompted a series ofsignificant changes in
diving philosophy and techniques. There have been no fiuther
cases ofDCl over the~ 2 yr.

This paper briefly describes the diving practices in vogue
during early 1995, and the circumstances that fostered any
weaknesses in these practices. 'Thestepstaken bymanagement
to improve safety are also described.

STEWART ISLAND

Stewart Island lies at latitude 47°8, 21 miles to the south of
New Zealand's South Island The climate is 1DlafIected by
large landmassesand is consideredharsh. Seawater tempera
tures average 16°C in smnmer and 7°C in winter. Theprevail
ing winds come from. the westerlyquarter, and the east side of
the island is both relativelyshelteredandhasmany inlets. The
terrain is broken, difficult, heavily bushed, and there are
essentially no roads other than in the single small "town".

The island's population is approximately 350 and oonsists
mainly of fishing families, although a munber work in the
tomist industry, which exploits the islands rugged beauty.
There is no secondary schooling, and consequently most
children leave the island during their teenage years. Links
with the mainland are by small ferry (daily) and 1o-seat
aircraft (daily). The population encourages a culture of
"independence" and a reputation for hardiness. The typical
rural New Zealand "can do" attitude is very strong. There is
no doctor on the island and primary medical care is provided
by a district nurse.

SALMON FARM OPERATION
The salmon fium is located in one ofthe east-filcing inlets

close to the only town. The fimn is based on a series of20-30
"pens" constructed :from nets, whose walls extend from the
sur&ce to the sea floor some 15-18 m belOW; there is no
1Dlderwater communication between the nets. Operational
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tasks include removal of dead salmon ("morts") from the
bottom of the net, net cleaning; and net maintenance and
repair. Initially, diving was the most convenient means of
achieving theseaims, and theoperation was consequentlyvery
diving intensive.

The"evolution" ofthe salmon fMm dive team is relevant to
the subsequent problems The team of approximately 14
developed out ofthe pool ofworkers involved in development
of the fium as the emphasis shifted from development to
operation between 1993 and 1995. These were young men
from the local population whose primary interest was earning
a living rather than diving per see None was a professional
diver, and all held recreational diving qualifications only.
Somemembers ofthis team were neither technically good nor
well-motivated divers, but they became de fBcto "profession
als" simply because the fium's operation involved diving.
Although no data support the contention, it has been sug
gested retrospectivelythat the life style ofsome individuals in
this team was not ideally suited to professional diving.

Thisenvironment fostered evolution ofcertain idiosyncratic
diving practices that morecloselyreflected recreational rather
than commercial diving techniques. Divers wore wet suits
even in mid winter, when water temperatures feU below 8°C,
and used scuba equipment. They operated alone underwater
with no surface communication such as lifelines. The tasks
often involved a short period of work in multiple pens
necessitating an ascent to the surface between each pen. The
Defense and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
(DCIEM) air diving table (1) was adopted to control the time
and depth exposure, but the application of the table was
lDlCODventional. For example, the 50-min, n<Hlecompression
limit for 18 m was interpreted as allowing as many bounces
into different pens as could be achieved within that time. The
divers invariably worked hard to complete the planned
number ofpens. In addition, thepattern often adopted in net
cleaning dives was to move up and down the net wall, rather
than to work horizontal sweeps &om the bottom up. An
individual diver would commonly work 5-7 days in succes
sion. It is notable that no legislated standard or code deter
mines diving practice in the aquicultw"e industry, and none of
these practices breached any laws.

CASES OF DECOMPRESSION ILLNESS
Between March and July 1995, folD' divers from the salmon
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farm were evacuated to the RNZN Hospital at Auckland for
treatment ofdecompression illlness. Briefsmnmaries ofthese
four cases are presented below. A fifth case was also evacu
ated, although it was unclear whether that diver's illness was
related to his occupational diving or concomitant recreational
dives.

Case 1: Male aged 28 yr. Five consecutive days divin& 15
m for 50 min each day, and 10 bounces within each 50-min
period. Presented 2 days after last dive with marked 13tigue,
multifocal pain, and abnormalities in both balance and deep
tendon reflexes. He was treated with a U.S. Navy (USN) table
6 (2) and three 18:60:30 follow-up treatments (3), making a
full recovery,

Case 2: Male aged 22 yr. First diving for 5 days consisting
of 18 m for 40 min with four bounces in the 4O-min period.
Presented 2 days laterwith right hand paresthesia, multifocal
pain and abnormal balance. He was treated with a RNZN2A
(3O-m heliox table) (3) and four 18:60:30 follow-up treat
ments, making a full recovery.

Case 3: Male aged 31 yr. First diving for 5 days consisting
of IS m for 39 min with four bounces in the 39-min period. A
fifth dive to 12 m for 36 min followed 2 min after the fom1h
15-m bounce. He presented on the day of the dives with
fatigue, headache, multifocalpain, objectivesensorychanges,
and grossly abnormal balance. He was treated with a
RNZN2A (3O-m heliox table) (3) and 10, 18:60:30 follow-up
treatments. Unfortunately he was left with residual pain and
impaired balance and was advised never to dive again.

Case 4: Male aged 24 yr. First diving for 7 days consisting
of 17 m for 43 min with four bounces in the 43-min period.
Presented 6 days later with multifocal paresthesia. multifocal
pain, and abnormal balance. He was treated with a USN table
6 and four 18:60:30 follow-up treatments, making a full
recovery.

REMEDIAL ACI10N
This rapid sequence of DCI cases indicated the need for

remedial action and thefmn management was well motivated
and supportive ofproblem rectification. Remedial sttategies
involved eliminationoftheneed for divingwhereverpossible,
and modification ofdiving practice.

ELIMINATION OF DIVING
Two important modifications to the operation significantly

reduced the need for diving. First, a static airlift system. was
introduced to the pens to remove dead fish. An airlift was
placed in a strategic position in the pen, usuallyat the deepest
point where the dead fish tended to gather. This system
proved sua:essful in removing the bulk of dead~ thus
reducing the frequency ofdiving for this purpose.

Second, a mechanical device, that used a spinning disc
(cleaning head) and could be operated from the SUI'fi!ce, was
introduced for net cleaning. This not only reduced numbers
and duration ofdives, but eliminated a particularlydisadvan
tageous type ofdiving. Net cleaning by divers is hard work,
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and as previously mentioned, some divers had completed this
task using vertical rather than horizontal sweeps.

Data describing the precise changes in numbers and
dW'ation ofdives effected by these changes are not available.
However, the magnitude ofchange is indicated by the current
employment of a four-man dive team (see below) who are
required to dive approximately as often as the individuals in
the previous 14-man team.

MODIFICATIONTO DIVING PRACflCE

Diving could not be eliminated completely. Some dead fish
were not removed by the airlift system. Maintenance on the
nets forming the pens still needed to be done by divers.
However, the philosophyofdiving was substantiallychanged.
Most significantly, a clear distinction was drawn between
working at the fium and diving at the farm. No longer were
all &nn employeesexpectedtobedivers. Indeed, thecompany
employed a diving supervisor and three other career profes
sional divers, thus ensuring that diving staffwere appropri
atelytrained and motivated The diving staffbecame responsi
ble for no duties other than diving.

The equipment configuration was also changed. Diving in
wet suits was stopped and high quality dry suits were pur
chased, These are used in conjunction with scuba equipment
for work that involves moving around the pens. In addition, a
surface supply breathing apparatus system with hot water wet
suits was procured for use in more static work, such as the
maintenance or establishment ofmoorings.

It is notable that some bounce diving (to a maximmn offour
bounces) is still performed "within" the no-decompression
limits ofthe DCIEM tables as described above. Despite this,
there have been no cases of DCI in the 2 yr since the new
team and equipment were introduced

DISCUSSJON

The problems at Stewart Island arose in a new unregulated
industry lacking a Code of Practice, which drew upon an
isolated, independent, self-reliant fishing community for its
workforce. We contend that this is a "blueprint" for the
development of substandard diving practices. In such a
setting, scrutinybyexperts is tDllikely, and what knowledge is
available may be applied dangerously. This is illustrated by
the application ofno-decompression limits to bounce diving
as described here. In another tmrelated but relevant example,
an operator ofdive tours to an isolated sitesoughtour opinion
on his protocol which purported to account for an ascent to
2,000 ft dming the road trip out ofthe site. He planned the
sea-level dives as though theywere conducted at 2,000 ft, and
therefore assmned freedom from ill effects on the subsequent
drive to that altitude. While there was a degree ofsuperficial
logic in this reasoning, we felt unable toendorse the practice
for reasons that were explained. Although this operator had
the initiative to seek advice, there are almost certainly many
lDJdiscovered examples of similar empirical practices, espe
cially in isolated settings
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This case history also illustrates the marked improvement
in safety that can be achieved by relatively simple modifica
tions to an operation. It is difficult to isolate the most impor
tant changes made here, Individual divers still perform up to
fom-bOlmce dives in one sequence over multiple days, so far
without incident. It follows that a significant advantage has
been accrued by the use ofa small, dedicated team ofcareer
commercial divers and improvements in thermal protection.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Sandford: (Seattle) I have a question. I want to know
what your feel for this situation is. You came with profes
sional divers and you got a reduction in the decompression
sickness recorded and you imply it's because of their stated
technique. Do you haveany feel for the filet that theymay not
be reporting decompression sickness because they don't want
to lose their jobs?

Dr. MitcheU: No, there's no question about that. That's
always a possibility and its one of the big problems that the
sort ofdata that we're all collecting, I think. You know, Dr.
Sanchez presented some very interesting data that it seems to
be the educated divers with a bit oftraining that were getting
more decompression illness.

Now, is that because they're more educated and better
trained and therefore they're reported? Or is it because the
uneducated peopledon't report it becausethey don't recognize
it? I mean, attribution of cause in these situations is always
very difficult. I quite agree and I don't know the answer.

Having said that, I think that most professional divers
operating in New Zealand recognize that the diagnosis of
decompression illness doesn't mean that your commercial
diving career is over. Lots ofprofessional divers have decom
pression illness treated and go back to their careers and carry
on. I think most people are aware ofthat.

UnknowD Speaker: Do you know if professional divers
have cllanged their ascent versus the original divers we had?

Dr. MiteheU: No, I don't. What I do know is that when they

do net cleaning work, for example, they don't do the up and
down stuff which was causing terrible problems with more
rapid assent rates because they were jumping up and down
through thework column all the timeas did the original team.
But no, I don't know. My Wlderstanding is th~ what they
report to me is that they operate within the guidelines implicit
in the Canadian Navy (DCIEM) tables. That's all I mow. No
one's mentioned that.

Mr. SotIlerlaDd: (Oregon) For the amount ofprofessional
dive rates, were they generally their own boss? Were they
nmning their own compressors? If so, if a person was out
there, I take it that that gas is then bottled and all ofa sudden
they had this big increase ofproblems?

Dr. MiteheU: That's an interesting point. I mean, I glibly
said that it was the first winter when the fimn reached its full
activities and hoped that you'd all accept that. But you've
picked up on one of the things that puzzled us, too. Why did
we suddenly have this big increase? I mean, we have attI'Jo
uted it to that.

They did have their own compressors. They were filling
their own bottles. I don't know whether they had had the
compressor examined in accordance with the rules that do
govern the compressor operation in New Zealand. I suspect
they probably did. But they were doing that. But I wouldn't
expect to see the sort of compressor problems that we've
a1ready had demonstrated to us down there, even in that
isolated setting.



DIVING ACTIVITY ON COMMERCIAL FISH FARMS IN NORWAY

AlfO. Brobakk

INTRODUCflON
Fish fiuming is a very large and important industry in

Norway. The main product is Atlantic salmon where Norway
in 1997 fimned 52% ofthe world's total production (I). The
total export value was about 8 billion NOK or about 1.2
billion US dollars, making it the third largest export industry
after fisheries and the oil activity. Norway is also one ofthe
main producers ofequipment for fish farming in the ocean,
and sells these systems all over the world. The two main
competitors in fish farming are Chile and Scotland.

While the main produd is Atlantic saJmo~ trout is also
fimned and thereare experimental filrms for halibut. Farming
and harvesting of different kinds of sea shell is a growing
activity.

The farms are located aroWld the coast, employing about
5,000 people, with an additional 15,000 working inconnected
businesses. The activity is closely regul~ with permits
given by the government. Each permit is limited to 14,000 m3

,

but the calculations are made based on the assumption that
each net is 5 m deep. As the salmon is very temperature
sensitive, it is useful to have deep nets to allow the fish to
migrate up and down, and a deeper net will also allow more
fish to be kept. Therefore, the cages can be 35-40 m deep.
Each individual cage is usually round, with diameters up to
3()....4() m. Seven hlBldred and eighty-six permits given m
1997. There were 266 companies having less than 5 PeI'Dlits,
these together had a total of520 permits. Onlytwo companies
had more than 20 permits, these had a total of 108 permits
(Norwegian Association ofFish Farmers, personal communi
cation). Thus the majority ofthe companies are quite small,
usually with about four or five employees. The tendency is
toward larger and larger units. The number of companies
engaged in this activity was reduced ftom 1,050 in 1991 to
280 in 1997. The fish fiums are usually located in remote
areas and are of vital importance to local economics and
habitation around the coast. There is ongoing research to
develop systems that can be used in the open sea and even
totallyopen systemswhere thefish arecontrolledbyelectronic
means.

DIVING ACfIVlTY
Diving activity is absolutelynecessary for the industry. The

cages have to be inspected regularly for holes (which is quite
common) and they have to be cleaned at regular intervals.
Inspection is usually performed once a month, cleaning at
longer intervals, the intervals being determinedbymdors like
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temperature, organic material in the sea, algae growth, and so
on. Divers are also needed for Performing inspection of
anchors, mooring, and cables; retrieving equipment; and
various other tasks.

Many ofthe tasks at the larger units have been taken over
by automatic systems, like video cameras for inspection and
automatic cleaning devices. Still, the majority ofthe activity
is still based on divers.

Themajorityofthe diving is done inside the cages and is by
nature repetitive, with considerable variation in depth.

Up Wltil some years ago, many ofthe employees at the fish
fiums had diving certificates, usually sport diver qualifica
tions, and performed the dives. Although this was illegal
according to Norwegian regulations, itwaswidelydone. Some
companies even paid for the diving course! This has appar
ently changed significantly over the last few years and now
mostoperatorshaveagreementswith certified divers or diving
companies. This was probably largely brought about by an
accident in 1994, where an employee with a sports-diving
certificate tried to replace a filter on an intake line. The diver
was dragged into the line by the suction, was Wlable to come
free and drowned. The owner afthe companywas given ajail
sentence, thisbeingthe harshestsentenceeverbrougbtagainst
any violator ofthese work regulations.

NORWEGIAN DIVING REGULATIONS

Assuming that each concession is using an average of at
least four cages, this will mean that there are about 3,000
cages for fish &rming in Norway. Ifthese are inspected every
month, this will imply that there is at least 35,000 diveslyear
on fish farms in Norway. There are no official statistics.

Norwegian regulations require that the diver has a working
diver's certificate. When working dives are performed, one
diver and a standby diver are required as well as a supervisor.
There are no particular rules about diving tables, but most
Norwegian divingcompaniesusetheofficial Norwegian tables
(2). These tables are a more conservative version ofthe Royal
Navy diving tables. At a depth of30 m on air, this table will
allow a no-decompression bottom time of20 min. At a depth
of24 m, these tables require 30 min for decompression after
a dive lasting 75 min.

Most of the diving is performed on air, although some
companies usenitrox. Surface decompression using oxygen is
also used by some of the larger companies. The divers are
required to have oxygen and access to a decompression
chamber if the dives are deeper than 24 m or require more
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than 35 min ofin-water decompression (3). However, as there
is a clause in the regulations that says that short inspection
dives do not require a decompression chamber, many dives
may be fidsely classified as inspection dives. There is no
definition ofhow long a short can last.

Scientificdiving is not coveredby these regulations. This is
of importance as some ofthe activity is claimed to be sam.~

piing and collecting specimens for scientific use. This is
particularlythe casewhen collecting shells, which is not done
in farms but at depths down to 25 m in the open sea. This
activity is very intense and may involve diving at the limit of
existing tables. They also use considerable quantities of
oxygen, both during decompression andbetween dives. About
10 divers in one region in Norwaybuynearly as much oxygen
as the neighboring university hospital!

DIVING PROBLEMS
Obtaining information about such problems is not easy.

There are no official statistics on the diving practices and
diving accidents. Over the last 15 yr there have been two
deaths related to this activity, one mentioned above; the other
was a professional saturation diver with little air diving
experience who performed an inspection dive alone. He was
found drowned, tangled in the nel The number oftreatments
for decompression illness (DC1) is also not lmOWD, but none
has been reported from the diving companies for the last 5 yr.
At the central treatment filcility in Bergen, approximately six
professional divers have been treated each year; on average,
one ofthese has dived on fish farms. There are no reports of
permanent injury to any divers from this kind ofdiving.

DISCUSSION
It is not unreasonable to believe that there is considerable

Wlderreporting ofproblems related to diving on fish farms.
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Based on a survey done in 1993, we found that approximately
50% ofthe divers with air diving certificates had experienced
symptoms ofDCI without ever reporting it (4). The nature of
the diving, inparticular as the nets have a considerable depth,
indicates that one would expect some decompression pro~

lems. However, these are probably minor as serious DCI
would have been reported. The Norwegian Labor Directorate
and its inspectors arolUld the coast consider that most diving
is now done safely and that
few ifany problems exist today.

There have been no studies performed on diving practices
on fish farms in Norway. A study from Scotland concluded
that the incidence of decompression sickness was no higher
than that seen in the rest ofthe diving industry (5).

It is not satisfilctory that no official statistics exist on diving
activity on fish forms in Norway. However, based on the
information I have been able to obtain, I conclude that this
activity generally is performed in a safe way.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Greenbaum: (USA) They picked this sur&ce D
technique for decompression, you put them into cold water?

Dr. Brubakk: No, the point with the surface D is that it
gives you somewhat longer bottom time, and in particular, it
gives you less time in the water. So it is more comfortable to
sit in the chamber when divers are dryand reading a newspa~

per. Theyhave to have a chamber on-site in any case, so that's
why they do it. I mean, they have the chamber so why not use
it? It's simply a matter ofconvenience.

Dr Lepawsky: While more people are formulating their
questions, I think thatperceivedpost·traumaticstressdisorder
diving. That is, yes or no, theywould return to diving? Doyou
have experience with that, Dr. Brubakk?

Dr. Brubakk: Well, most ofthese individuals go back to
diving after one treatment. But usually the problem we have
is that a lot ofthe divers stop diving for whatever reason but
there are a few old divers.

There is a population that's dying out from the old hard-hat
divers inNorwaywho are still going ar01Dld and someofthem
are still diving. I remember one guy who came to a shop and
wanted to get his oxygen bottle filled. I said to him, "What are
you going to use this for?" "Wen, rm going to use it for
diving." I said, "Well, oxygen?" So it appeared that this was
a very old guy who had been doing this for years but he's had
problems clearing his ears so he never went deeper than five
or six meters. He only tookjobs where he couldn't go deeper.
So that's why he got away with diving With oxygen.

But no, I don't know much about that. Most ofthem return
after one single decompression incident. But now we have so
few cases. We have treated cases. I think we have much more
ofthe cases who had some symptoms and do not report them
and those are actually the interesting group.

But there actually are quite a number of individuals out
there who have symptoms that normally would have brought
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them to treatment but theydid not do it. It seems, at least from
our study, that some ofthem end up with symptoms compati
ble with slight head injury.

Although, I must add that in Norway, the NOIwegian
population that we looked at, there were no signs that they
didn't function. They were all working. They were all func
tioning. We have a very large control group ofboth firemen
and office workers that did not dive, so an incidence ofthese
kind ofproblems is approximately 15%, which you will find
in a survey here in the so-called normal population.

Dr Lepawsky: In some of the cases that I've seen, I have
been concerned with residuals, disabilities and impaired
attention deficits.

Mr. Hubert: (California) You just made a statement
regarding being warm but in the chamber and my question is
some ofthe research evidence seen on a bubble formati~ do
yon know what the time is they have from getting out ofthe
water and getting in thechamber? What'syour opinion on that
and why.

Dr. Brubakk: Well, we have done quite a lot ofwork on
that. At the time, the regulations are quite clear. It's from five
minutes from the time you leave bottom until you are under
pressure at 12 meters in the chamber. That's the regulations.
As someonewho's used to this, you usually do not spend more
than 3 minutes. It goes very quickly. So ifs a very effective
way ofdoing it.

You can easily demonstrate that in that interval that you
have-ifyou have a particularlystressful dive-that your gas
loading and bubble count goes up very rapidly. But you get
them before anything starts to happen and all the statistics
seems to indicate that this is a safe method.

There are no indications that this gives rise to any more late
sequelae. It seems to be a safe way ofdoing it. Although, of
course, you can't try to give someone decompression sickness
by treating it.

But it has been shown at least that in the North Sea where
there are a lot of bad weather conditions that this is a very
effective way ofdecompressing the individual. What can be
discussed is ifthe procedures are optimal. But they seem to
function pretty weIl.
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Mr. Hubert: What's the ascent rate?
Dr. Brubakk: The ascent rate is 10 meters a minute, the

standard U.S. Navy assent rate.[Ed: the standardrate was 18
m/min; the new rale is 9 m/min).

Mr. Hubert: But that's included from when they leave the
bottom to when they reach the-

Dr. Brubakk: Yes, but some ofthe procedures have stops
in the water. But our studies seem to indicate that on the
theoretical basis, that is not very good, and it~sprobably better
to get them as fast as possible to the surfilce and get them into
the chamber because they pick up gas when they stop.

So many of these stops are actually not beneficial, they do
not do what you think they do, namely, to reduce the risks.
Yon have to be very careful about exactly how long you've
stopped.

Some model doesn't take account ofwhat's really going on.
Somytheoretical position andbased on all our experience, it's
better to get them to the surface and get them into a chamber
ifyou're going to use that technique.

Mr. Evans: (Toronto) We're dealing with a lot of cold
water there. I just wonder if there's any thoughts about
thermal regulation.

Dr. Brobakk: Not usually for these guys. All these guys
dive in dry suits. There is even one company who have their
guys on hotwater suitswhich is the standard diving technique
in the North Sea, to use a tube suit or a suit that's filled with
hot water. But most ofthem dive in dry suits and that func
tions very well. But ofcourse, at the end ofa longer dive ifit's
in winter, for instance, you can get quite cold. But usually the
bulk ofthat time werre talking about here, it usually is no big
problem. It's more ofa problem like icing ofthe regulator and
things like that, that's a bigger problem.

Hands, of course, that's always a problem in all these
conditions to get enough flexibility in your hands because
unless you have an actively heated glove, which doesn't exist
as far as I know, for diving yet-but tmless you have some
thing like that, then you'll get cold fingers which will impair
your dexterity.



PATTERNS OF DIVING IN SPORTS DIVERS COMMERCIAL
DIVERS AND SCALLOP DIVERS IN SCOTLAND

PRESENTING WITH DECOMPRESSION ILLNESS

John A. S. Ross and Ruth N. Stephenson

INTRODUCTION
King scallops (Pecten maximus) are fished all round the

coast of Scotland, the largest percentage being caught by
dredging along the sea bed. In certain areas, they are also
hand caught by divers. Diving for scallops or ~~clams" is
performed from all the Scottish islands and from the west
coast. In these areas, the diver competes with the dredgers for
the market in these shelIfish. Thus divers are under strong
commercial pressures to maximize bottom timeandtodive as
often dwing the day as possible. These pressures are not
experiencedby thesport divers who constitute the majorityof
people treated for decompression illness (DCI). This study
was done to determine whether scallop divers who sustained
Del used diving practices that differed from those ofsport
divers. The Hyperbaric Unit at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary
serves as the national medical advice line and tertiary referral
center for the treatment ofDCI in Scotland Most ofthe cases
ofDCI occurring in Scotland are reported to this unit with
copies ofthe local case records being filed at Aberdeen. The
majority of cases are treated either at Aberdeen on the east

coast or at the Dunstaffitage Marine Laboratory on the west
coast.

METHODS
Copies ofall thepatient treatment notes from January 1992

to December 1997 which were available to the Aberdeen mit
werereviewed. In addition patient audit forms were filled out
prospectively from January 1996 onward and returned to the
Hyperbaric Medicine Unit at Aberdeen from throughout
Scotland. Details on the timing ofthe onset ofsymptoms in
relation to diving were recorded and the subsequent time of
presentation to medical services and oftreatment. Details of
each patient's diving practice were recorded andthe patient's
clinical progress and response to treatment were noted.

Diving practice: Dive profiles for the 3 days before the
decompression incidents were analyzed. The expected
decompression for these profiles was then calculatednom the
1974 BSAClRNPL tables, assuming a square wave profile.
This was compared to the atnOWlt ofdecompression actually
performed by the diver. The result gave the individual a
decompression penalty (if there was calculated omitted
decompression) or a calculated excess decompression,
measured in minutes. A measure ofcompression stress was
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also calculated by using the equation p{t, i.e. absolute
pressure (P) multiplied by the square root oftime (t) (1). Both
indices were calculated for all dives performed in the period
up to 72 h before the decompression incident. The incidence
of rapid ascent or buoyancy problems, the nwnber of dives,
and the maximum depth achieved during the day of the
incident were also noted.

Decompression penalty was calculated for two time periods
before the onset ofsymptoms. The period ofup to 24 h before
the onset of symptoms, Le., the same day, and the period
24-72 h, before the onset of symptoms, i.e., the previous 2
days. Compression stress was similarly measured and in
addition was calculated fOT the incident dive. Both indices
were added from each dive to give the totals for each time
period

Decompressionpenalty--calcuIationassumptions:Assump
tions were made in cases where it had not been possible to get
data to allowthe surface interval to be calculated. Ifno smface
interval was stated, it was assmned to be between 4 and 6 h for
dives on the same day. Repeated days diving were assumed to
be independent, i.e., a surfilce interval between 1day's diving
and the next ofover 16 h was assumed.

Some dives were out ofthe range ofthe tables used. A few
divers had exceeded the maximum exposure for their dive
depth and a fair calculation needed to be made so that these
divers were not eliminated from the data set. To calculate
decompression penalty for the periods 0-24 and 24-72 h
before the onset ofsymptoms, where divers had exceeded a
maximum exposure for a given depth, they were given the
figure of the maximum decompression penalty at that depth
from the table. The 1974 BS-ACIRNPL table allows only two
dives per day, and for those who had performed three or more
dives on a particular day, the third dive, which usually
presented the shortest and shallowest exposure, was ignored
and not entered into the calculation. Both these assumptions
would tmderestimate the decompression penalty.

Clinical progress: Clinical progress was scored according
to the presenting symptoms and signs on the onset of illness,
the clinical presentation on admission, and the patient's
condition on discharge from hospital. Complexityoftreatment
was assessed by noting whether the patient relapsed after
initial treatment so that further recompression therapy was
required. Scores were allocated as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Scoring Systemfor Clinical Presentation and Condition on Discharge
From the Hospital

Initial Symptoms Condition on Admission Condition on Discharge
and Signs

None 0 none 0 complete resolution 0
Pain 1 pain I mild pain or sensory residue thought to be I

short tenn
Sensory 2 sensory involvement 2 mild residual motor involvement or ataxia 2
Motor 3 motor involvement 3 more severe residual motor involvement or 3

ataxia or urinary catheter in place
Ataxia 4 ataxic 4 cerebral residue
Nausea/vertigo 5 bladder/rectal involvement 5 4
Cerebral 6 nausea/vertigo cerebral 6

involvement

Initial symptoms or signs These were defined as the first
symptoms and/or signs that caused referral to the medical
services. A history of no symptoms and no signs indicated
patients presenting with omitted decompression. Ataxic
symptoms or signs included both upper and lower limbs and
gait and were regarded as a more severe indicator than motor
symptoms or signs alone. Nausea or vertigo was regarded as
an indicator of possible vestibular or cerebral involvement
and cerebral symptoms or signs were disorders of
consciousness, memory, concentration but not headache or
eyesight. Loss ofbladder or rectal control was not scored at
this stage since it is not identifiable early in the disease
progression.

Condition onadmission: Thesamescoringsystem wasused
as for presenting symptoms or signs up to the level of
identifiable ataxia. Loss of bladder or rectal control was
identifiable at this stage and was scored as higher than motor
involvement alone. Nausea and vertigo were classified as
having the same score as cerebral involvement Absence of
signs or symptoms indicated either someone presenting with
omitted decompression or a condition which had spontane
ously resolved.

Condition on discharge: Each patient was assessed before
discharge from hospital. People with no symptoms or signs
were assessed as having complete resolution. Motor residua
were classified as mild iffimction was largely unaffected and
severe if there was fimctional impairment. Cerebral
impairmentwas identifiedbyneuropsychological assessment

Analysis: The data were entered into the computer program
SPSS 7.5 and assessed using the appropriate statistical
technique.

RESULTS
The studypopulation: Two hundred cases were audited. In

this population, three categories of diver were recognized.
Amateur divers diving recreationally (l57), divers with a
professional training either diving professionally or recrea
tionally (21), and divers gathering scallops (22).

Divingpractice: Table 2 shows the deepest dive on the day
of the incident in meters and the number of dive on the
incident day. These data are expressed as median and the
interquartile range. The frequency of multiday diving and
buoyancy problems are also detailed.

Professionallytraineddiversdivedtosignificantlyshallower
depths than either sport or scallop divers (P < 0.04). Scallop
divers dived more frequently on the day ofthe incident than
either of the other two groups (P < 0.001), and both profes
sionallytrained and scallop divers performedmultidaydiving
less frequently than sport divers (P = 0.05). Professional
divers admitted to fewer buoyancy control problems than did
amateur divers, and clam divers in particular had a much
lower incidence than expected (P =0.03).

Compression stress: Compression stress (p,fi) was calcu
lated for the incident dive, the day ofthe inciden~ and for the
2 days before the incident. Data are quoted as median and
interquartile range (Table 3).

Table 2: Deepest Dive on the Day ofthe Incident and lhe Number ofDives on the Incident DayP

Amateur
Professional
S<:allop

Maximmn Depth, m

34.00 (27-52)
23.00 (11-48)
31.50 (25-86)

Number ofDives

1 (1-3)
1(1-4)
2 (2-4)

Multiday Diving

98 (63%)
7(370~)

10 (4SO~)

Buoyancy Problems

58 (37.20~)

6 (28.6%)
2 (9.1)

"These data are expressed as median and the interquartile range. The frequency ofmultiday diving and buoyancy
problems are also detailed.
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Table 3: Compressed Stress (P.{t) Calculatedfor the Incident Dive, the Day ofthe Incident,
ondfor the 2 Days Before the Incident"

Compression Stress
Incident 24 h 24-72 h

Amateurs 21.4 (18-24.9) 28.2 (21.5-41.9) 57.6 (35.9--82.7)
n= 154 n= 154 n=81

Professionals 19.9 (16.8-22.8) 28.2 (19.6-31.8) 38.5 (18.8-45.4)
n = 18 n = 18 n=5

Scallop divers 17.1 (12.5-20.6) 43.3 (32.8-51.9) 52.3 (48.6-76.2)
17.2 n = 20 n=20 n=5

"Data are quoted as median and interquartile range.

·300

100

Professional status

clam divers (P = 0.014). There were also significant differ
ences between the three groups over the 24 to n-h period
before the incident (P = 0.002). Although there was no differ
ence between the amount of decompression omitted in the
professionally trained and clam diver groups, the amateur
group had significantly more omitted decompression than
either the professionally trained group (P = 0.03) or the clam
divers (P = 0.014).

Timing of Clinical Progress: Data for the time taken for
patients to get to initial recompression treatment was available
for 189 cases and for the time for the patient to present to the
medical services in 147 cases. Total delay to treatment ranged
from 6 min to 135 h (median 5.53 h, interquartile range
2.98-13.28). The 6-min period was for a diver that was
treated initially in the offshore oil industry but who presented
with a relapse ofhis condition to the Aberdeen illIit. The time
taken for the diver to present to the medical services
represented a substantial portion ofthis delay and ranged from
-19 to 109 h. Negative values for this parameter represent
people who developed their first symptoms after presentation
due to a problem of rapid ascent or omitted decompression.
There was no difference between the three groups studied.

Clinical Progress: There were no differences between the
groups in the presenting symptoms or signs or in the condition
of patients on admission to the hospital.

Clinical Presentation: The commonest type ofpresentation
was neurologic with cerebral symptoms being almost as
common as sensory. It was common for patients to have a
complete resolution oftheir symptoms during the time taken
for them to get to a treatment facility (Table 4). In particular,
it was common for people with cerebrally related symptoma
tology to have recovered before admission.

Clinical Outcome: Although there were no differences in
outcome between professionally trained and sport divers,
decompression illness in scallop divers was associated with a
poorer outcome (P = 0.001 Pearsons Chi') with 27.2% of
those injured in this category being left with a relatively
severe residual condition as opposed to 7% ofsport divers and
no professional divers.

~11op

-400
.24hrs RNPL

.500:,-=....,......_..,....~__"....,~_ .24.12 hrs RNPL
N. 1~ "" 11 :lO

amaleur professional

Figure 1: Decompression penalty calculated as the amount of
decompression aetual1y prefonned subtracted from that calculated
from 1974 BS-AClRNPL table. The median (bar) and interquartile
range (box) are shown. Whiskers run to the nearest value that is less
than 1.5 box lengths from the quartile. The figure includes data from
all the divers studied.

o

For the dive preceding the clinical presentation ofthe diver
with decompression illness, the clam divers had significantly
less compression stress than amateur divers (P = 0.002)
although there were no significant differences in this
parameter between amateur and professionally trained divers
or between clam divers and professionally trained divers
(Table 3). For the 24-h period before presentation, however,
the compression stress for clam divers was significantly
greater than for either of the other two groups (P = 0.002).
There were no significant differences between the groups for
the 24- to 72-h period

Decompression Penalty: (Fig. I)
Therewere significant differences between the threegroups

over the 24-h period before the incident (P = 0.028). While
there was no difference between the amount ofdecompression
omitted in the amateur and clam diver groups, the profes
sionally trained group had significantly less omitted decom
pression than either the amateur group (P = 0.009) or the

~
t: -100g
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Table 4: Clinical Presentation

Initial Symptoms or Signs

None
Pain
Sensory
Motor
Ataxia
Nausea/vertigo
Cerebral

Number(%)

6 (3)
48 (24.4)
47 (23.9)
29 (14.7)
14 (7.1)
12 (6.1)

41 (20.8)

Condition on Admission

none
pain
sensory involvement
motor involvement
ataxic
bladder/rectal involvement
nausea/vertigo cerebral
involvement

Number(%)

33 (16.7)
45 (22.7)
32 (16.2)
38 (19.2)
19 (9.6)
7 (3.5)

24 (12.1)

Although the numbers are too small for tests ofstatistical
significance, it is interesting to note that ofthe scallop divers
who were left with a poor outcome oftreatment, four out of
six had been multiday diving.

The incidence of relapse after initial treatment was 13%
overall and there was a significant relationship between the
occurrence ofrelapse and the practice ofmultiday diving (P
= 0.05). Ofthe 26 divers who experienced a relapse, 20 had
been multiday diving and these divers also went to greater
depths than people who had dived on one day only. Again,
although numbers are too small for statistical evaluati~ of
the five scallop divers who relapsed (23%), four had been
multiday diving.

There was no relationship between time to treatment and
outcome oftreatment although there was a strong negative
correlation between severity ofpresenting symptoms and this
measme.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The standard practice adopted by scallop divers is to

position the dive-boat over the area to be fished and then to
perform several dives to the seabed during which the diver's
buoyancy becomes increasingly negative as scallops are
collected. Retwn to the surfilce is by means of a shot rope,
and these are often fixtures on the scallop bed. The surfitce
intervals used vary greatly, but increasingly computers are
being used rather than instinctor tables. The datagatheredby
this audit study reflect this practice with a low incidence of
buoyancyproblems or rapid ascent but with a relatively high

number ofdives per day.
In comparison with sports divers with decompression

illness, scallop divers dive more frequently on the day of the
incident, have fewer buoyancy problems and have a poorer
clinical outcome. Identifiable risk factors for both groups are
the depth ofdiving, little diving was performed at less than 2S
m depth, omitted decompression and frequent diving. Risk
due to frequency ofdiving was reflected both in thenumber of
dives on the day ofthe incident and in terms ofthe practice of
multiday diving.

Scallop divers do not dive deeper or perform less decom
pression stops than do sport divers and so any difference
between the two groups is Wllikely to be related to these
factors. The major difference between the two groups is that,
on the day ofthe incident, scallop divers divemore frequently.
It seems likely that the decompression practices being
followed may not adequately cover this form of diving.
However, poor outcome after treatment may relate to the
previous condition ofthe patients and, while it was lD1usua1
for a sport diver to admit to previous episodes of
decompression illness, previous episodes of decompression
illness were common in the scallop diving group.

Given that computers are being increasingly adopted by
both sport and professional divers, the great majority of the
patients reported in this study were using them, it is of
concern that using a conventional, albeit conservative,
decompression table it was possible to calculate a large
amount ofomitted decompression for most divers. The 1974
BSAClRNPL tables used are particularly conservative with

Table 5: Clinical Outcome in Relation to Professi01lll1 Status

Condition on Discharge Nmnbcr ofDivers (%) Total

amateur professional scallop-------------------
Complete resolution
Pain or sensory residua thought to be short term
Mild residual motor involvement
More severe residual motor involvement or

urinary catheter in place
Cerebral residua
Dead

98 (62.4)
41 (26.1)

7 (4.5)

5 (3.2)
6 (3.8)

13 (61.9)
3 (14.3)
5 (23.8)

10 (45.5)
6 (27.3)

2 (9.1)
3 (13.6)
1 (4.5)

121 (60.5)
SO (25.0)
12 (6.0)

7 (3.5)
9 (4.5)
1 (0.5)
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regard to repetitive diving andwith this observation, together
with the importance ofdive frequency as a risk factor in this
study, it seemsrelevant to considerwhether CWTentlyadopted
residual nitrogen times are correct or whether more
conservative values should be adopted.

This audit study was done with the collaboration of our colleagues in
hyperbaric medicine in Scotland and we thaDk them for this. The Aberdeen
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Heywood: (Vancouver) You just finished saying
scallop divers seem to have the greater problems with
decompression sickness. Might that bebecause they're always
doing the squareprofiling? They're doing square dive profiles
where the recreational diversmightgodowntogetherand they
work in a shallower depth?

Dr. Ross: Yes, we don't know the prevalence of decom
pression illness because we don't know how many of these
peoplethereare. In Scapa Flow, everybody's doing squareway
of diving. All right? They do it less so, across on the West
Coast. But we don't really pick up much of a difference in
respect to omitted decompression between these two lots and
you'd expect to, if you were looking at that kind of data, I
suspect.

The other problem we've got is with regards the
denominator, if I can go back, is that on the slide which
showed maximum depth, in the slide that showed frequency
of diving in the professional group, there was a group of
professionals who were diving more often than their
colleagues. These were probably people that had been clam
diving. And because they're diving in an unregu-lated way,
they don't really want you to find out whether they've been
clam diving or not

Following on from. that, we think that there are people who
train professionally who go clam diving. On one day, they'll
diveprofessionallywithinprofessional requirements. Follow
ing day, they will go clam diving and theywill go clam diving
according to the usual clam diving practice. In other words,
they will leave their professional training home on the pier
and they'll do the four deep dives ofa clam diver when they're
out on the boat

Dr Wong: I have some questions. The decompression
techniques that you used, the RNPL tables, they only permit
two dives?

Dr. Ross: Yes.
Dr Wong: Would that not give misleading results ?
Dr. Ross: Yes. Im~ it will be misleading ifyou consider

only the RNPL table. Andmost ofour POpulation arenot clam
divers so it's an entirely reasonable thing to do overall. USN
tables, however, do allowyou to domultiple dives and you can
model that. We've hadtomiss out very few divers on the USN
tables.

So what you miss out on the RNPL tables, you pick up on

the USN ones. The RNPL ones are really quite prescriptive as
regards repetitive dives and ifyou are repetitive diving, you
pick up a maximum penalty really quite rapidly. So your
point's correct and that's why we use the USN tables as well.

Unidentified Speaker: A point of clarification for USN
tables. You used USN 93, those are the USN tables you're
talking about?

Dr. Ross: Yes.
Unidentified Speaker:(Wayne Gerth?) USN 93 is a set of

tables probably list oftables developedbymemorythat are not
in use within the United States Navy, except by one group,
Special Operations Forces.

One ofthe things that came out with these while they dove
out multidaydives, is that in certain regions, mainly shallow,
theyseemedto be too conservative to be acceptedby the ship's
divers.

So for some profiles, we had several hundred minutes of
differences in decompression time between current air
chambers. So I just wanted to point that out.

Dr. Ross: Yes. I mean, we're not really interested in these
as things you do to stop you from getting decompression
illness. We're just 1rying to get some handle on how much
omitted decompression these guys have had.

The interesting thing to my mind is that most of these
people are using computers. Certainly, the amateurs are all
using computers and increasinglymore ofthe clam divers are
using computers, which is a considerable increase in their
safety.

They say a lot of the time that they're staying within the
tables and the question that's posing itself in my mind is, do
computers lead you to do a lot less decompression than your
conventional square rate table, and does that have a safety
implication?

Unidentified Speaker: Whydon'tyou get those computers
and download them and see what they're actually doing?

Dr. Ross: We do as much as we can because they can give
youthequite important informationthat diverscan't Recently
a chap came in and said, "1 can't understand why rve bent.
rve been within the tables". We downloaded his computer.
Out ofa series oftive dives to 30 to 40 m, he'd had an ascent
alarm on each dive. So that they're extremely useful in that
respect.



DIVING AND DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS TREATMENT PRACTICES
AMONG HAWAll'S DIVING FISHERMEN

Frank P. Farm, Jr., Edwin M. Hayashi, and Edward L. Beckman

INTRODUcnON
A spear was probably the only equipment used by Hawaii's

early diving fishermen. ArolDld the early 1900s, divers
learned to make and use goggles (K. Masaki, 1979, personal
communication). Then in the 1940s they began to use rubber
fins. The aqualung (U.S. Divers Co., Cousteau-Oagnan
process), or scuba, was first commerciallyavailable in Hawaii
around 1948. Usually only one tank and regulator were
purchased due to their high cost and limited supply. The
diving regulators were ofthe twin-hose style, with one hose
for inhaling and the other for exhaling. Each regulator came
with an air tankand nylon harness. Neither instructions for its
use nor any literature relating to dive tables was issued with
the equipment. Thus, the early users of scuba in Hawaii had
to rely on hearsay to gain knowledge pertinent to diving with
this equipment. It was not until February 1957 that the U.S.
Navy opened a school to train scuba divers at Pearl Harbor.

The introduction of the aquahmg resulted in a dramatic
change in the diving methods ofHawaii's fishermen in that
they no longer made short breath-hold dives and could now
breath comfortably while swimming at depth for 15-30 min.
For some ofthe more experienced skin or free divers, use of
scuba included changes to some basic equipment, e.g., from
thebamboo or hau wood eyefitting goggles to a full filce mask
and from bare feet or "tabi-style" shoes to rubberized fins.

Typically for the early Hawaiian scuba diver, the first tank
dive was done in about 40 ft ofwater and with a buddy acting
as a safety person on the swiBoe. The safety diver could free
dive to the scuba diver to provide assistance ifrequired. The
scuba diver, rigged with tank and regulator, first swam to the
anchor rope and then slowly pulled himself down the rope.
Usually before reaching the bottom, the diver would break
away from the rope and "free swim" with the fish and other
marine life. To ascend, the scuba diver would return to the
anchor rope and slowly pull himself to the surfilce, being
careful not to pass any exhaled bubbles. Most early diving
fishermen believed that this was the only requirement for
proper decompression.

Hawaii's warm, clear waters provide a natural setting for
extensive use ofscuba, both recreationally and commercially.
The introduction ofscuba enabled Hawaii's diving fishermen
to increase their daily catch so as to make fishing a profitable
occupation. An enterprising group ofdivers engaging in this
profession operate with small trailerable boats that offer a
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number of advantages, i.e., reduced operating costs, speed,
and the capability of carrying a relatively large load of air
~ nets, fish, ice, fuel, and other gear for a dive crew of
two to fOlD" people. Besides fishes, some divers harvest black
coral, a precious coral found in very deep water that at times
is sold by the OlDlce. The time-depth profiles used by some of
Hawaii's diving fishermen have been measured and reported
by Kanwisher et al. (l) and Spencer et al. (2).

Large amounts of fish were caught with a minimum of
equipment but this required making repeat dives throughout
the day. The profit incentivemade divers take risks relative to
bottom times. It took about three repetitive dives for each of
several divers to net a school offish. These dives were often
made with little or no interval between dives other than that
required to change air tanks. Since these dive profiles were
prone to produce decompression sickness (DeS), they were
modified by trial and error so as to lessen the frequency of
DeS. The profiles were also designed so that the divers could
get the greatest possible fishing time out of each workday.
They would make a deep dive for fish or black coral and then
follow with several shallower decompression dives while
doing a netting operation or, if the netting was done in the
deeper water, they would follow with shallower fish-spearing
dives. Thesetypical diveseriesdesigned to preventDeS were,
for example, one very deep dive [170-220 feet of sea water
(fsw)], followed by one or two shallow dives (to 60 fsw or
less); or two or three dives (90-120 fsw), followed by two,
three, or four shallow dives.

The purposes ofour survey were a) to chronicle the diving
habits ofHawaii's diving fishermen and coral collectors from
the time ofthe introduction ofthe aqualungto thepresent day;
b) to investigate dive profiles that were developed; and c) to
study the methods of treating DeS which were empirically
evolved.

METHODS
Fishermen who dove commercially on a full- or part-time

basis in Hawaii were surveyed. The survey, started in late
1981 and completed in December 1982, included divers from
each of the major islands of the state. More than 40 divers
were interviewed. These were the hardcore scuba users who
dove for either a primaryor a secondary source ofincome and
were exposed to the most severe decompression stress.
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Dataobtained from the interviews showthat the divers rep
resented two different generations: a) older divers who were
self-taught, had been diving for more than 10 yr, and had
made over 5,000 dives in their lifetime; and (2) YoW'lger
divers who had not had such extensive experience, had been
taught to dive through conventional National Association of
Underwater Instructors or Professional Association ofDiving
Instructors courses, and had made far fewer dives. The
younger group, for the most part, were not full-time
commercial divers and did not rely on fishing for their
primary source ofincome because the continued depletion of
the fish population had made fishing less profitable. On the
basis ofthis dichotomy in diving practice and experience, we
chose to limit this analysis to the oldergroup of24 self-taught
divers.

RESULTS

Initial interview/questionnaire: The oldest diver of the
group was 61 and the youngest was 31, with the average age
at the time ofthe interview being 42.5 yr.

The average number of dives that had been made by each
diver at the time ofthe interview was 11,475. The range was
from a low of 5,200 to a high number estimated to be in
excess of23,OOO for the most experienced diver who had been
diving since the late 1940s. (Before this survey, this latter
diver had been treated 11 times at the U.S. Navy's recom
pression facility at Pearl Harbor.)

These divers harvested the ocean's resomces for food and
profit, using spearing, trapping, and netting methods. The
average number of scuba tanks (72 ell ft capacity) used in a
dayoffishing varied from a high ofeight tanks toa minimum
oftwo tanks, with a mean value oftive tanks. The maximum
number ofscuba tanks used by a single diver in a day was 12,
which equated to 12 dives.

Of the group studied, the "deepest air dive" reported was
350 fsw. However, a group ofblack-eora1 divers had worked
a ooraI bed at deeper than 300 fsw for a month. The mean
value for depth of"deepest air dive" was 228 fsw.

The maximum number of years of scuba experience
reported were 32 and the minimum was 10, with an average
experience factor at the time ofthe survey of23 yr.

Follow-up interviewofdivers with in-water recompression
experience: During the initial part of the survey, the
successful use of lDlderwater treatment for DeS was
frequently mentioned. Attempts were therefore made to
recontact in-water recompression with respect to their
experiences. These divers reported in excess of527 incidents
ofunderwater DeS treatment, or an average of22 per diver.
Themost remarkable finding was that in-water treatment was
successful in 462 incidents (87.70/0). In another 51 incidents
(9.7%), divers had improvement but still suffered from some
form ofresidual aftereffect, usually a mild pain or ache that
lasted anywhere from hours to several days. These divers
reported that they chose to wait it out-"bite thebullet"-and
used home remedies such as beer and aspirin or took hot or
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cold showers. In some~ tenderness ofthe affected limb
or fatigue still existed, but relief from pain was satisfactory.
In-water treatment provided incomplete recovery and was
deemed Wlsatistactory in only 14 reported incidents (2.7%).
The divers involved in these incidents sought relief at the
Navy recompression chamber at Pearl Harbor.

In-water recompression depths that proved successful
ranged from the deepest estimated depth of 85 fsw to the
shallowest estimated depth of 25 fsw, with an average
treatment depth of41.3 fsw. In-water recompression times
showed a high of 200 min and a low of 20 min, with an
average time of63.7 min.

Signsand symptomsthatwere relieved varied from themild
or suspected DeS (primarily pain and aches around the
shoulders and arms) to the more serious central nervous
system (CNS) conditions that included paralysis, loss of
vision, loss ofmovement, and loss ofsensation. However, it
should be noted that this type of DeS treatment does not
necessarily protect divers against the chronic form ofDCS of
thebone, i.e., dysbaric osteonecrosis, a diseasewhich manyof
Hawaii's diving fishermen have developed (3).

Case histories: One of the authors, Frank Farm, has
personallytreated others several times and, likewise, hasbeen
treated himselfby in-water recompression on two occasions.
His personal treatments were for pain in the shoulder and
arms. On one occasion after the onset of symptoms, he was
rapidly taken to shallower water and two dives were made
spearing fish in 45-55 fsw. Most of the pain disappeared
immediately upon reaching depth, and reliefcontinued while
diving. He was very comfortable after the "treatment" dives.

In another incident, he initiated the in-water recompression
ofanother diver who had made three dives ranging from 120
to 160 fsw with approximately 4S-min rest periods between
dives. Shortly after the third dive, the diver developed
uncontrollablemovements ofthemuscles ofhis legs. The boat
was already underway so Farm piloted it toward shallower
water. Within a few minutes the diver was para1yzed and had
no feeling from the nipple line down and could not stand or
move his lower extremities. A full tank ofair was strapped so
the victim was able to breathe through the mouthpiece ofthe
regulator. He was then lifted over the side of the boat and
rolled intothe water. Farm was waiting in the water and, after
checking the victim's breathing, commenced pulling the
disabled diver toward the bottom. No immediate benefit
occurred in 35-40 fsw so Farm towed the victim toward
deeper water. In approximately 50 fsw, the victim started

.tugging and made noises and gave an "OK" hand signal. He
further demonstrated that he had regained movement ofhis
legs and feet.

The victim was instructed by hand signals to remain at the
bottom holding onto or swimming around a large boulder.
The boat was anchored in close proximity and a safety diver
hung from a rope attached to the boat and watched from the
surface as the victim recompressed. When the recompressing
diver engagedhis reserve valve (indicating low air pressure in
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his tank), the observing diver went to the bottom and
exchanged tanks, thereby letting the victim have another full
tank. The victim later ascended to 25 fsw and then to 15 fsw,
wherehe stayeduntil the air supplywas almost gone, and then
he swfaced. He felt a little tired that evening, but he appeared
to be walking normally and had good return ofstrength in his
legs and arms, as well as good sensation throughout his body.

Another incident, which was reported by one ofthe divers
interviewed, may explain why immediate in-water recom
pression for the treatment ofDeS is practiced in Hawaii. This
incident was subsequently verified by other divers involved
and by the county Coroner7 s Office. On this day of fishing,
foW' divers were working in pairs at a site in about 165 to 180
fsw. Each pair alternated diving and made two dives each.
Upon surfacing :from the second dive, both divers of the
second pair rapidly developed signs and symptoms ofsevere
CNS decompression sickness. The driver ofthe boat and the
other diver decided to take both victims to the u.s. Navy
recompression chamber, so they headed for the dock some 30
min away. However, one diver refused to go and elected to
undergo in-water recompression. Hetook two full scuba tanks
and told the boat driver to come back and pick him up after
they got the other diver to the chamber. He was then rolled
over the side ofthe boat. The boat crew retmned after 2 h to
pick him up. He was asymptomatic and apparently cured of
the disease. The other diver died ofsevere DeS in the Med
Evac helicopter on the way to the recompression chamber.

DISCUSSION
Recent research has provided a scientific basis for the

empirical practices ofHawaii's diving fishermen not only in
diving but also in the treatment ofDeS. On the basis ofthe
personal interviews with these diving fishermen, it can be
inferredthat theyhave empirically learnedaveryefficient and
relatively safe diving method. The number of dives made by
these fishermen exceed manyfold the number made by most
commercial ormilitarydivers. Thesedivershave, for the most
part, learned to dive at great depths by trial and error, and
they plan their underwater work to be as efficient as possible
because the quantity of their harvest depends on how effi
ciently they work. In the beginning they had no guidelines in
the way ofdive tables so they used their subjective feelings to
determine their diving depth limit. They all have had DeS of
varying degrees of severity and by experience learned to
recognize their subjective DeS end points. When they
recognized early signs or symptoms, they usually terminated
their diving "work" for the dayand took a shallower (less than
60 fsw) dive to decompress and relievethesigns or symptoms.
This shallow dive was not just for decompressing but also for
spearing fish or octopus.

In addition to learning their subjective "bends" end point,
these divers have empirically developed diving procedures
which we now recognize as being compatible with sound
scientific principles. The frequently quoted but previously
undocumentedstatementthatHawaii's divingfishermen make
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deeper and more dives per day than would be permitted by
U.s. Navy air diving tables has been established by this
SW'Vey.

The scientific explanation as to why these fishermen can
make such deep dives and so many dives per day with relative
safety can be explained on the basis ofthe micronuclei theory
ofgas bubble formation expounded by Yount and Strauss (4)
and by Ktmkle (5). According to the gas micronuclei theory,
a diver could significantly increase his tolerance against
bubble formation (and therefore against incmring DeS) by
following three simple diving practices:

I. Make the first dive of the day a deep, short (crush)dive.
This "crushes" the micronuclei down to a smaller, safer
size.

2. Make succeeding dives of the day progressively more
shallow, thus diving within the crush limit ofthe first dive.

3. Make frequent dives, i.e., at least every other day, which
depletes the gas micronuclei pool of the body, thus
depleting the number of micronuclei available to form
bubbles.

The effectiveness ofthese practices has been substantiated
by in vivo testing (6). Hawaii's diving fishermen have
empirically learnedtoutilize these physical principles to their
own advantage, as the results ofthis survey demonstrate.

NotonlyhaveHawaii'sdivingfishermen empiricallydevel
oped more efficient diving techniques, but they have also
empirically learnedmoreefficienttechniquesfor treatingDCS
if it occurs. They have learned the advantage of immediate
treatment for DeS by in-water recompression, using scuba.

The U.S. Navy early recognized the advantage of
immediate recompression in water for hard-hat divers, but
pointed out the difficulties that would have to be overcome,
i.e., cold, prolonged immersion, and difficulties in
communication, if this treatment were to be used by scuba
divers (7).

Hawaii's diving fishermen also recognized theseproblems.
They usually took extra scuba tanks in case treatment of a
stricken diver would be required. They knew from experience
that the waters around Hawaii are warm enough to permit
long in..water recompression, and that communication can be
maintained both visually from the surfilce through the clear
water and by the attendant diver swimming down, at regular
intervals, to check the victim.

In the early stages, the treatment ofDeS is basically the
treatment of gas bubbles. Beckman (8) and Kunkle and
Beckman (9) demonstrated that the rapid dissolution of
bubbles in gelatin, as in the body, requires immediate
adequate repressurization. As shown in Fig. I, the length of
time required to dissolve bubbles with a given overpressure is
directly proportional to the size ofthe bubble. Therefore, the
smaller the bubble, theshorter the time neededto dissolve that
bubble at any given overpressure.

The bubbles studied by Kunkle and Beckman (9) in both
agarose gel and body fluids grew to approximately 1 mID in
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Figure 1: Curves to show time (L) required to dissolve bubbles ofgraded size after application
ofdifferent overexposures.

diameter in 5 h (Fig. 2). Hills and Butler (10) measured the
size ofbubbles, which were collected from the right heart of
dogs that had been exposed to a simulated air dive. The
bubbles increased in size from 30 JLm 5 min after the dive, to
greater than 100 IJm in 30 min, and to a maximum diameter
of 700 JLm-a bubble growth rate comparable with that
observed in gelatin. Figure 1 shows that, with any given
overpressure, the length oftime required to dissolve bubbles
of 250 JLm in diameter would be significantly shorter (i.e.,
more than 10 times shorter) than that required to dissolve
large bubbles (1 mm in diameter) allowed to grow for 5 h.

Immediaterecompressionwithin less than 5min (i.e., when
the bubbles are less than 100 JLm in diameter) is therefore
essential ifrapid bubbledissolution istobeachieved. Hawaii's
diving fishermen have recognized the urgency of immediate
recompression iftreatment is to be successful and have opted
to return to the depths immediately. The data reported above
bear out thewisdom oftheir decision. Onlywhen treatment in

water is unsuccessful do they seek help from the recom
pression treatment filcilities on the islands.

More recently, Hawaii's diving fishermen have been
encouraged to carry a tank of oxygen (of 120 cu ft or more
capacity) in their boat for use in treating DeS in water. They
have been instructed in the use ofthe Australian emergency
underwater oxygen treatment (11) and the Hawaiian
emergencyin-water, air-oxygenrecompressiontreatment(12).
They have been encouraged to cany the necessary equipment
(tank ofoxygen and regulator with 3o-ft tether) with them on
their boat and to initiate treatment by either method
immediately ifany crew member develops signs or symptoms
that could be related to DeS. The recompression profiles to be
used for these treatments are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this survey establish that many ofHawaii's
diving fishermen:
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Figure 2: Rate ofgrowth ofbubbles in agarose gel funned at 1atm abs ambient pressure
after decompression from saturation at 2Ofsw.
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Figure 3: Australian emergency in-water recompression treatment tables using oxygen.

1. Make more dives during their diving career than most
commercial or military divers

2. Make more and deeper dives in a day than would be
permitted by the U.S. Navy Standard Air Decompression
Tables

3. Have experienced the onset of DeS while diving from a
boat

4. Have learnedto initiate immediate treatment for their nes
by in-water recompression using scuba

5. Have treated DCS ofall types (i.e., bonepain, vertigo, loss
of sensation, and/or loss of ability to move limbs) by
immediate in-water recompression.

6. Have established that the efficacy of immediate in-water
recompression using air as a breathing gas is equal to or
better than results from later treatment by recompression
and oxygen in recompression chambers using standard
treatment procedures (87.7% had complete recovery, 9.7%
had moderate residuals for which further treatment was
refused, and 2.7% failed to obtain satisfactory relief and
sought further treatment).
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Figure 4: Hawaiian emergency in-water decompression treatment
schedule using air and oxygen.

Several factors should be considered before making a deci
sion to use in-water recompression. Such factors include: a)
on board supply ofair and other breathing gases; b) ability of
the patient to accept treatment; c) personnel available to help;
d) the signs and symptoms, indicating the severity of the
disease and the urgency of treatment; e) time, usually
measured as distance from the dive site to land support; f)
ocean conditions; and g) availability oftransportation to get
patient to the treatment facility. If an evaluation of these
filctors indicates the need for and the support to undertake in
water recompression, this survey indicates that the stricken
diver would generally benefit from such treatment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

If Hawaii's diving fishermen were to add the useofoxygen
breathing to their in-waterrecompressiontreatment, theeffec
tiveness ofthe treatment would be increased even more. It is
thereforerecommendedthatHawaii's divingfishermen, when
affiicted with signs or symptoms of DeS while diving, use
~er~A~m~~en~~~err~~~on~e

using oxygen, or the Hawaiian ~ergency in-water DCS
treatment schedule using air and oxygen.
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Appendix A: Australian Recompression Tables

(3) AUSTRALIAN TABLES
(e)Emagencyrecompressiontreatment in tilewater, usingoxygen
Notes:
1. This technique may be useful in treating cases ofDCS in

localities remote from recompression facilities. It may also
be ofuse while suitable transport to such a center is being
arranged.

2. In planning, it should be realized that the therapy maytake
up to 3 h. The risks of cold, immersion, and other
environmental factors should be balanced against the
beneficial effects. The diver must be accompanied by an
attendant.

Equipment: The following equipment is essential before
attempting this form oftreatment.
1. Full face mask with demand valve and swface supply

system OR helmet with free flow.
2. Adequate supply of 100% oxygen for patient, and air for

attendant.
3. Wet suit for thermal protection
4. Shot with at least 10 meters ofrope (a seat or harness may

be rigged to the shot).
5. Some form of communication system between patient,

attendant, and surface.

Method:
1. The patient is lowered on the shot rope to 9 m, breathing

lOOOA» oxygen.
2. Ascent iscommencedafter 30 min in mild cases, or 60 min

in severe cases, ifimprovement has occurred. These times
may be extended to 60 min and 90 min, respectively, if
there is no improvement.

3. Ascent is at the rate of I m every 12 min.
4. Ifsymptoms recur, remain at depth a fin1her 30 min before

continuing ascent.
5. Ifoxygen supply is exhausted, return to the surface, rather

than breathe air.
6. After surfacing, the patient should be given 1 h on oxygen,

1 h oft for a further 12 h.

b) Treatment ofdelayed or complicated cases ofDeS.
1. Recompression to a depth that produced an acceptable
clinical result.
2. Administer oxygen mixture by mask. Percentage of
inspired oxygen is determined by the absolute pressure. The
aim is to achieve an oxygenpartial pressure of2 atm abs, e.g.,
at 30 m a 50010 oxygen mixture could be used.
3. Higher partial pressures ofoxygen may be used ifdepth of
recompression is shallow, e.g., ifan acceptable clinical result
is produced at 18 m, 100010 oxygen.

Table 1:August 9 (RAN 82) Short Oxygen Table

Elapsed rune

Depth, m mild serious Rate ofAscent

9 0030-0100 0100-0130
8 0042-0112 0112-0142
7 0054-0124 0124-0154 12 min 'm- I

6 0106-0136 0136-0206 (min· tr 1)

5 0118-0148 0148-0218
4 0130-0200 0200-0230
3 0142-0212 0212-0242
2 0154-0224 0224-0254
1 0206-0236 0236-0306

Total table time: 2 h 6 min-2 h 36 min for mild cases
2 h 36 min-3 h 6 min for serious cases

Reproduced fiom Diving andSubaquatic Medicine widl permission &om
the authors aDd the publisber. Biomcdic:al Marine Services Ply, Ltd.
YEAR:SS8.
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Appendix B: IIawaiiao Emergency Air-{)xygen Treatment for Decompression Sickness

5S

This nes treatment table is designed for use by Hawaii's
diving fishermen when afflicted with nes while diving and
when more than 30 min away from a regular recompression
treatment facility.

In such an event, treatment must be initiated as soon as the
signs or symptoms ofDeS are recognized. The urgent nature
of the treatment must be recognized and acted upon
immediately, inasmuch asnervous tissueofthebrain or spinal
cord can only be completely revived within the first 7-8 min
after its oxygen supply has been stopped by the intravascular
bubble emboli ofDeS.

Because ofthe urgency to initiate adequate recompression
therapy, this treatment regimen is designed to utilize a)
immediate recompression in water while breathing air using
standard scuba gear to a depth 33 fsw greater than that
required to relieve the signs and symptoms ofthe disease, and
b) oxygen breathing at 30 fsw to wash out the excess nitrogen
and permit a safe ascent to the smface. An oxygen supply
bottle (120 cu ft capacity) is provided in the boat connected
with a 4O-ft long diving hose and a scuba regulator. The
victim and the attendant diver, both using scuba, should
descend to 30 ft past the depth of relief of the signs and
symptoms of the disease, but not to exceed 165 fsw. The
victim should stay at that depth for 10 min, and then start a
gradual ascent with stops every minute to check to see
whethersignsand symptoms ofthediseasehavereturned. The
rate ofascent should be no faster than 30 ft/min for the first 2
min, with decreasing rates so that at 40 fsw the rate is 5
ftlmin. Ifno return of symptoms is noted, then slow ascent
should be continuedwith total ascent time to 30 fsw being not
less than 10 min.

Upon reaching 30 fsw, the patient should switch to lOOOA.
oxygen breathing, using the regulator and hase supplied from an
oxygen bottle intheboat. Oxygen breathingmust becontinuedat
30 fsw for a minimmn of 1 h to wash out the excess nitrogen
which caused the disease, plus the additional nitrogen excess
accumulated during the deep dts:ent required to crush the
bubbles producing the disease. The victim should be checked
regularly (i.e., every 15 min) by an attending diver descending
from. the surfilce. After I h of oxygen breathing at 30 fsw,
consideration can be given to starting the ascent ifthe symptom
was "pain only". However, if the disease presented brain or
spinal cord manifeslations, the victim should stay at 30 fsw for
another hourand carry out a~ dive ifdesired. Regardless
ofthe length oftime spent breathingoxygen at 30 fsw, the ascent
to the sur&ce shouldbe slow (ie., 10 min), and thevictim should
continue to breath oxygen in the boat for another hour, or until
the supply ofoxygen is exhausted.

The safety of the attending diver must be taken into
account at all times, inasmuch as the attending diver most
probably had also been fishing and exposed to increased air
pressure. Therefore, the attending diver may also need to
decompress after taking the victim to depth, particularly ifit

was necessary to descend to 100 fsw or greater. In such an
event theattendant diver should transfer responsibility for the
victim to another diver as soon as the patient has relief of
symptoms at depth and should himselfascend to 30 fsw and
breath oxygen for 10 min before returning to the surfilce.

These emergency air-oxygen treatment tables, like all
DeS treatment tables, must be used with judgment based on
diving experience. Most experienced divers have learned that
the disappearance ofthe signs and symptoms ofthe disease at
depth does not mean that the disease is cured and that the
diver can ascend and go home. After reliefofsymptoms, the
tedium of preventing the disease from returning upon
surfacing begins. This is the purpose oftheoxygen breathing.

Even after a san; symptom-fteeasceottothesur&cehas been
accomplished, a diving medical officer shouldbeconsultedupon
return to shore, and the posstbility that the symptoms might
retmn should be considered and planned for.
Although oxygen breathing is used in the treatment ofDeS at
depths to 60 iSw in a dry chambec, the ~"ble occurrence of
oxygen toxicity makes the use of oxygen breathing in water
below 30 fsw lDlwise.

Equipment required
• An adequate supply ofoxygen on board boat, i.e., a 120 en

ft capacity or greater bottle, an oxygen-clean hose at least
4O-ft long plus fittings, and an oxygen-clean scuba
regulator and mouth piece

• A length ofline marked to 30 ft from the waterline with
seat attached upon which the victim can sit dming
decompression (the seat should beweighted so as to make
victim and seat negatively buoyant)

• Extra air tanks for victim and attending diver (minimum
oftwo)

• Anchor rope or SOlDlding float line marked at 165 ft 5.
Depth gauge and watch for use by attending diver

• Wet suitjacket for use by victim with appropriate weights

Method
Upon recognizing symptoms or signs of decompression

nes, immediately-
• Stop the engines
• Throw over anchor line and let out to 165 fsw or to bottom
• Rig one full air tank for victim and another for attendant

diver
• Put victim in water with one attendant diver (or two if

required) to take victim down anchor line
• Descend to depth ofreliefplus 30 fsw.
• Keep victim at that depth for 10 min
• Attending diver and victim start slow ascent with initial

rate of30 ftlmin with stops everyminute for assessment of
patient's condition

• Ascent from maximum depth to oxygen breathing depth
of 30 fsw should not take less than 10 min. Suggested
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rates ofascents from 165 fsw are: 30 ft/min x 2 min; 15
ftlmin x 2 min; 10ft/min x 3 min; 5 ft/min x 3 min

• Ifpatient starts to experience recurrence of any signs or
symptoms, return. to 10-ft deeper stop for 5 min, then
resmne ascent

• Owing deep air breathing period, crewin boat rigs oxygen
breathing equipment with regulator attached to hose and
line with seat at 30 fsw

• Upon reaching 30 fswvictim switches to oxygen breathing
• Victim breathes oxygen at 30 fsw for a minimum of 1 h
• Ifvictim had initial symptoms ofpain only, and ifsigns and

symptoms are relieved after 1 h of breathing oxygen, start
slow asant If victim had signs and symptoms of CNS
disease, keep victim at 30 fsw on oxygen for one or two
additional 3o-min periods. When victim is completely
relieved, start slow ascent to surfclce while breathing oxygen.

• Ifthe in-water recompression is not effective and the supply
Reoompression on oxygen at 30 fsw should be continuedunit

UNDERSEA AND HYPERBARIC MEDICAL SOCETY

ofoxygen is apparently inadequate, emergency transport to
the .on-shore recompression duunber should be amnged. I
the oxygen supply is exhausted or transport arrives.

• Even ifvietim is asymptomatic when reaching sur&ce, have
victim breath oxygen in boat on surmce tmtil supply is
exhausted. Consult with diving medical officer upon retwn
to shore.

This technical paper is the result ofresearch ("Investigation of
Methods to Improve the Treatment of Decompression Sickness
Based Upon the Physics ofDissolution ofGas Bubbles in Gelatin"
project, HPIR-3) sponsored in part by the University ofHawaii Sea
Grant College Program under Institutional Grant No. NA81AA-D
00070 from NOAA Office ofSea Grant, Department ofCommerce.
The U.S. Government is authorized to produce and distribute
reprints for governmental purposes notwithstanding any copyright
notation that may appear hereon.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Hubert: I find it curious that the Hawaiian divers
seem to be the deepest of all the other divers as &r as what
your depth is when they're going back down to do the
recompression.

Do you think that has any correlation to the fact that they
seem to be diving deeper than anybody except for Richard
Pyle, who broke all records? Uniquely, Richard also used
pretty deep depths, going down as far as for his first stop. You
know, this dive was at 165, I think it was.

Unidentified Speaker: 165, 125.
Mr. Habert: 125.
Mr. Farm: I think initially, you bow, ifyou want to say

it was empirically developed, the fact is that I know what
influenced me when we did it and I bow when we're diving
and we're doing all the deep dives now and for some reason if
there was a problem with some ofthe DeS, and the boat's in
motion full throttle, what you're thinking about is where's the
nearest fish grounds that I know that might still produce
something?

The depth linewould be, oh, I take it to be 80. That usually
has a basis and then our buddy is really hurting and the time.
You know, we were really wasting time. What's the closest
area? They got him rigged up and theygot another tank ready
togo.

Ifwe hadn't gotten real close to the spot wherewe could be
productive, you know, we didn't stop, especially ifit's a CNS
type thing. Pain, we can wait three or four or five more
minutes trying to go some place.

I think this influenced the depth in the initial years when
the fishermen were doing this. Did thatansweryourquestion?

Mr. Hubert: Really, in most oftheir recompression they
were looking for reliefofpain or reliefofparalysis.

It just seems like letts say the Australian divers, they
seemed to be diving a little bit shallower, to my knowledge,

and then the California divers they do pretty much the same
thing, to my knowledge, except for they do it at about 20 feet.

So it just seems therets a correlation here amongst the
different areas as &r as how deep initially we're diving and at
what depth we're noticing the reliefofthe symptoms.

Mr. Farm: There's not too many coral divers-black coral
divers-precious coral divers in Hawaii anymore. There are a
few. In fact, about 2 years ago, we had a sudden fatality diving
just a little over 200 feet. It was very sad because the dad came
up and found out that his son wasn't there on the boat.

So he knew what he was doing. He was an experienced
diver. He often would go with his son and dive. You cantt be
unbiased and unemotional at the time. We told him that he
shouldn't go down. He went down and fOWld his son at the
bottom. We brought him from the bottom to the top.

But black coral and precious coral are not being harvested
too much now. I think as the marketplace changes and the
incentive is given back by people. Therets not a lot ofpeople.
The diving fishermen like I showed, you know, they go where
the fish are. It could be 20 feet, 30 feet, 80 feet, 100 feet, and
they just do their operation and get out ofthere.

Mr. Gold: Thank you for a very interesting presentation.
I enjoyed that. To what extent or what are the Dmnbers today
as fiIr as diving fishermen in Hawaii? Are there still the same
sort ofnumbers?

Mr. Farm: You mean diving for profit?
Mr. Gold: Number ofdivers, not number offishermen.
Mr. Farm: I think they're still out there and I would say

over 500 -between 5 and 1,500 would be my guess. Lots.
There's different levels ofdiving. Therets people that do it on
a part-time basis.

They can go to work and when they have 2 days oft that
group or that little crew will go out and they make good use of
their operations. Doesntt cost them anything. The boat is free
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and everything else they do is free. But as &r as the full
fledged, full-time, probably about 8 or 10 boats with about
three- or four-man crew statewide.

Dr. Sanchez: Yeah, you presented a group that is very
experienced. They have the knowledge of20 years diving. So
it seems to me that you present a different type ofdiver who's
natural selection but is selected and conserved outside. What
is the turnaround ofthis group ofdivers? How many years do
you expect to see them diving?

Mr. Farm: Can you say that again?
Dr. Sanchez: You see, you have very experienced divers,

for how long do they dive? Because that's the other question.
How long do we keep our divers diving?

Mr. Farm: You mean, how many out ofthe old group is
still diving?

Dr. Sa.chez: Well, how many years ofproductive diving
do you have in this group ofHawaii divers?

Mr. Farm: I know some ofthem in that initial group and
they are still diving. There are not too many.

Dr. Sanchez: That is exactly what I need. OW' number of
divers have not changed in the last 20 years. But the problem
is the turnaround ofthese divers.
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We started to see very young divers because they were
finishing the old divers. So it's not the total numbers but the
number ofyears that they are diving.

Mr. Gold: While people are coming in, I have a request,
if I may. I would like to propose - I don't how many of you
that are dealing with indigenous divers have web sites or
know of web sites that deal specifically with indigenous
divers. Personally, I've put together a web site for a project on
the Sea Gypsies. I know the DDRC has done the same. I know
that Izdepski of SOS has done the same thing with the
Indians.

What I would propose perhaps is using, ifthe good Chair
agrees, I will put down the URL for web site that we've
developed. Ifyou could do the same it would be very helpful.
I would like to link in to yOW' web sites. In other words, put
cross-linkages so that other people can access it and perhaps
those ofyou that wish to could do the same.

Chairperson: So we'll look for the URL and we'll all link
up when we get back to our home computers or office
computers, whatever the case may be.

Mr. Gold: Thank you.



DIVING TECHNIQUES OF THE CENTRAL COAST ABALONE DIVERS

Takashi Hattori

Commercial diving for abalone along the central Califor
nia coast started in the late 1890s with the arrival of Genn
osuke Kodani, a trainedmarine biologist, sent to the Monterey
Peninsula bytheJapanesegovernment to check out a report of
an abundant supply oflarge abalone in the area.

Initially, dried abalone was the main product, but Mr.
Kodani in partnership with Mr. Alien, who owned the land
around Pt. Lobos, started canning abalone for sale both in
JaPan and the United States. In 1913, California passed a law
prohibiting the export of abalone products out of the state.
Commercial processing ofabalone was about to dry up, but in
1920, a restauratew" named "Pop" Ernest Ooolter started
offering fried abalone steak, which had been pounded to
tenderness. This soon became so popular that by the 19305the
supply could hardly keep up with the demand.

Before 1920, a single work dive boat was used. However,
as the abalone around the Pt. Lobos area started to thin out, it
became necessary to go farther and farther away from the
processing plant Mr. Kodani acquired a larger boat about 50
ft in length, which was used to sleep in on arriving at the
harvesting area. Inthethirties, theygenerallystayed anchored
in one area for 4-5 days before coming home. Each night, the
day's harvest was stored in wooden boxes, which were floated
in the water.

The dive work boat was about 25 ft in length and was
powered by a gasoline engine which also operated the air
compression pump that stored air tmder pressure good for
about 15-20 min after the engine stopped.

The crew consisted of the diver, a lifeline tender, an air
hose tender, and a driver. The lifeline tender also brought up
the full basket ofabalone. Three quick pulls on the lifelineby
the diver meant "send down an empty basket". After the
basket was sent down, the diver would tie on the full basket,
and give the line a single jerk as a signal to haul up the
basket. Five quickjerks by the diver meant that he was going
to surface. A series ofquick jerks meant an emergency, and
the diver should be hauled up quickly. The man handling the
air hose also cut the seaweed free of the air hose. The driver
of the boat followed the diver arolDld using the sculling oar
most of the time. The engine was rarely used except when
reverse was needed.

Hard-hatdiving was the onlycommerciallyfeasible wayof
harvesting abalone along the central coast because of the
frigid waters-usually between 50°-55° year around. Most of
the harvesting was done at depths between 20 and SO ft. No

Copyright e 2001 Undersetl and Hyperbaric Medical Society. Inc.

commercial harvesting was allowed shallower than 20 feet.
Diving started at sun-up and lasted till sundown. The diver
usually surfilced about every three hours mainly because his
bladder was full.

Decompression sickness was rare for two main reasons.
First, most diving was done between 20 to 50 feet. Second,
diving usually started at the deepest site and went to progres
sively shallower sites during the work day. When signs of
decompression sickness (DeS) occurred, treatment was by
"in-waterrecompression", as we mow it today. The diverwas
dumped back down to the depth he was working and allowed
to walk back toward shore over a couple of hours time. If
symptoms occurred at night, the diver was suited up, placed
in a sling and lowered to about 30 ft, then brought up about
3-4 ft at a time every 15-20 min to the surface.

In 1939, we had gone down to Santa Barbara to see what
kind of abalone and how much was available in the area.
Because ofthe swift current in the afternoon, and because the
abalone were found in deeper waters (5~0 ft). The amount
of air hose was almost double the working depth, and the
diver had to exert himself much more to keep from being
swept away. About 1400 h one day, my brother developed
shoulder pain, so in-water treatment was started in about 50
ft ofwater. Over the next 5 h, he worked toward the shore. He
was at about 15 ft depth when he signaled for a basket. When
we pulled up the basket, it contained the largest lobster I had
ever seen. It was over 4 ft in length. Its antenna was so large
I could not get my hands around them and probably weighed
about 40 pounds. His DCS was resolved. Another time he
developed symptoms at night and had to be lowered into the
water. He said it was a most terrifying experience to be
bumped by something he couldn't see or vaguely see a dark
unidentifiable shadow pass by. I can think of only one old
Japanese diver who limped around on land most probably due
to aseptic necrosis of the hip. He always felt better when he
was at the "bottom".

There were no fatalities among the Japanese divers,
although I know ofat least one near fatality when a diver got
entangled in kelp for 30 min or so after the engine stalled and
could not be started. There were several fatalities among the
divers in the San Simeon area. Themain reason was that they
did not use a sculling oar to maneuver among the rocks in
following the diver. They used the engine for all the maneu
vering with the result that the air hose was severed by the
propeller.

S9
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Dr. Lepawsky: Anyquestions for Dr. Hattori? I wouldask,
did they decompress by walking back home under the boat as
well as treating themselves WIder the boat as they walked
back?

Dr. Battori: No, the bubble in the hose always stayed in
front of the boat to stay away from the propeller. But you
know, they usually walked in the daylight, it would take -- he
would always go down around 30 feet -30 or 40 feet and
then walk back towards shore.

Dr. Lepawsky: Any cases ofaseptic necrosis?
Dr. Battori: Yes, I think that one old diver that I told you

that limped around on his hip, who always felt better in the
water, was a case ofaseptic necrosis.

Unidentified Speaker: They're still trying to find a few
abalone out there now. Can you tell us how they're doing it
now?

Dr. Hattori: Well, in the Monterey area, there is none. No
abalone diving at all. There is some diving down in the Santa
Cruz Islands. They're just talking about opening up some of
the Channel Islands to commercial abalone. And those have
been going on around San Diego but I think that's died off:
They're all using the scuba or hookah gear now. There aren't
any hard-hat divers.

Unidentified Speaker: Ifthey're going to a hundred feet.
Dr. Hattori: Yes, they're going much deeper, too.
Unidentified Speaker: Is it legal to harvest abalone?
Dr. Hattori: Yes, you know, there are areas open for

commercial abalone harvesting in southern California and as
I said, I think some ofthe Santa Cruz Island areas are being
opened up to commercial diving.

Unidentified Speaker: At today's prices, you would have
gotten rich with one ofthose boatloads.

Dr. Battori: Y~ well, even in the 30s, you know, when
the filet mignon was 50 cents a pound, abalone brought $1.50
a pound. So it wasn't cheap even in those days.

Unidentified Speaker: No, it's just a statement. In the
StateofCalifomia now, all commercial abalone is prohibited.

Chairperson: British Columbia stripped its abalone that
had evolved for some four-and-a-half billion years, they
stripped their abalone in about a decade-and-a-halfand we've
been shut down for abalone for the last roughly 10 years or
more. I can't remember how long and we're not opening up.

Unidentified speaker: Abalonewe'reexpectingtobewiped
out by the sea otters in this area. The otters haven't quite
gotten south ofSan Francisco. But they'll be all gone, I think,
up there, too.

Unidentified speaker: Do we know ifabalone diving still
takes place in Mexico?

Dr. Lepawsky: There is abalone diving in the Baja and
other areas.

Dr. Sanchez: Baja basically. All around the Baja.
Chairperson: In the Baja, yes.. So our next speaker is

Colonel William Patrick Butler from San Antonio, Texas.
He's at the Davis Hyperbaric Facility. I think it's at Brooks Air
Force Base.

Dr. Butler has numerous citations and honors. I can't go
through them all. It's too long. Just to saythat we're about to
hear from a very accomplished and intellectually nimble
individual. So here is Dr. Butler to tell us about Maine sea
urchin divers.



URCIDN DIVING IN MAINE
The Urchin Diver and Urchin Spine Injuries

William P. Butler

Background

Sea urchins have been used by man since ancient times. Variously, they have been medicines, art
objects, and foodstuffs. The Greek writer, Dioscorides, describes medicinal urchins. Here, lbe sea urchin
treated burns, gastrointestinal complaiots, aod bladder problems. Anolber ancient use for lbe sea urchin
was art. The Minoan civilization of Crete regularly incorporated urchin motifs. On arguably lbe most
famous Minoan flask/vase (circa 15'" century BC), placed among the octopus' legs are seashells, sea
weeds, and sea urchins.

Clearly, however, man most commonly eats the
sea urchin. Pacific coast Native Americans have enjoyed
lbe urchin for lbousands of years. More recently, Utis
delicacy was popular not only in lbe Mediterranean
region, but also in Victorian England. In fact, post
World War II Paris was a hotbed of urchin fanciers. The
Left Bank Existential movement was particularly fond of
devouring urchin roe.

Indeed, it is lbe urchin roe that is soughl The
modem urchin fishery is not based on Western demand,
it is based on Eastern demand. In Japan, "uni," urchin
roe, is a delightful gastronomic trcat. For Utis reason, uni
has been harvested in Japanese waters for centuries.
Eventually, lbe demand exceeded lbe local supply.
Importation became important. Incidentally, today, uni
sells for about SI00 per pound.

In lbe early 1970's, North America's Pacific
coast filled lbe uni void. In particular, California and
British Colwnbia became major suppliers. Allbough, the
red sea urchin was lbe primary eash crop, lbe purple and
green sea urchin were also harvested. Over lbe ensuing
ten years excessive fishing took its toll. Frnm a high

harvest of 26 million pounds in 1981, lbe take plummeted to 14 million pounds in 1984. (Figure I)
Despite lbe subsequent rebound, concerned Japanese buyers were forced to look for new markets to supply
an ever increasing demand. Figure 1

Sea Urchin Harvests

1m1=1_1=1~1~1~1_1~1_1~1_1_

Year
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The New England coast of the United States was examined. For many years, New York City and
Boston had provided specialty markets for a small, relatively insignificant urchin fishery. The Downeast
coast of Maine was a primary source. Here, the green sea urchin grew prolifically. Not infrequently,
urchins carpeted the many coves and inlets. However, until the late 1980's this fishery accounted for less
than $50,000 of Maine's annual multi-million dollar sea harvest industry. In fact, from 1947-1977 the
average annual value ofMaine's urchin harvest was under $4000.

All that changed in 1987. Despite the West Coast harvest collapse, the demand for UBi was
unabated. It was rising. Although the California harvest rebounded over the next several years, Japanese
suppliers wanted alternative sources. The Maine urchin fishery was discovered. Now, urchin harvesters
had volume buyers and easily collected product. Almost overnight 1.4 million pounds were harvested
valued at $236,000. Sea urchins had become Maine's newest "cash cow." This minor fishel)' was now
29th in annual revenue. By 1993, the harvest had grown to 41 million pounds worth over $26 million
dollars. Only lobster and salmon brought greater moneys. This once minor fishery was now a major
fishery. (Table A & Table B)

Table A
Maine Sea Urchin Harvest

year
1987
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

million Ibs
1.4

26.4
41.6
38
32

22.1

million S's
0.2

15.2
26.8
33

33.2
23.9

ranking
29
2
3
3
3
3

Word spread of $500 to $1000 work
days. Hmvesting by hand (scuba diving) or by
dragging (lightweight bottom bags towed by a
boat) was commonly employed. However,
scuba required less investment, less training,
and less skill. Scuba harvesters appeared
from nowhere. The "gold rush" had begun.

Maine Sea Harvest Value-million S's (ranking)
1987 1992 1993 1994 1995
55 (1) 72 (1) 74 (1) 101 (1) 102 (1)

TableB

lobster

salmon

urchin .2 (29) 15 (2)

43 (2)

27 (3)

36 (2)

33 (3)

57 (2)

33 (3)

1996
106 (1)

46 (2)

24 (3)

In 1992, when urchin harvesting licensure began only 807 divers were licensed. By the end of
1993, there were 1439 licensed urchin harvesters. (Figure 2) With this tremendous surge in harvesters
the easy-to-collect coves and inlets were soon exhausted. The search for quarry no longer concentrated in
calm waters. Open ocean coastline was targeted. Again, many green sea urchin carpets were discovered;
however, the diving conditions were different.

Here, tidal surges and accompanying currents are unfettered. Swift, powerful flows with
unexpected directional changes are common. Factoring in the tidal shifts of 20-30 feet produces very
narrow windows of safe diving. In addition, the famous rugged coast has few beaches and many sharp,
rocky outcrops. Many a diver knows first hand the variety of injury suffered when flung against them.
Winter harvest-the best time for uni-is frequented by rapid weather change. What looks to be a calm
blue-skied day often becomes blustery, cloud-covered, and rain-soakedlsnow-flaked. Outright poor
weather is frequent. And, the water itself is exceedingly cold. In short, urchin harvesting had graduated
from a low energy to high energy environment. The danger bad risen exponentia1ly.
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Licensed Hand-Harvesters
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Figure 2

The "new" danger was swift to manifest itself. Almost a quarter of Maine's 34 reported injuries
in 1993 involved urchin harvesters. (Table C) And, just over a quarter of marine casualty incidents
associated with commercial vessels involved urchin harvesters. However, death brought dramatic focus
upon the urchin fishery. In 1992, three urchin divers died. This was followed by four fatalities and five
near-fatalities in 1993. (Table D) All but one of these deaths were considered "industry specific." These
tragedies and near-tragedies produced a legislative impetus to reform the urchin industry. Regulating
legislation passed muster in late 1993.
TableC

63

In addition, diver
participation in a competency training
course was mandated. Valid open
water diving certification was a
prerequisite. The Department of I 1994
Marine Resources (DMR) Diver Safety 1995
Program was the result. By September
1994, divers and tenders began taking I 1996
the 3-day course developed by 1997
Jamestown Marinet Inc. of Rhode
IsIand Cardiopulmonary resuscitation I 1998
and first aid were taught during Day 1.
Topics discussed on Day 2 included

A licensure moratorium was enacted. Unless the diver
already possessed a hand-fishing urchin license, no new license
could be purchased. This moratorium would last until 1999.
However, 1998 legislation made this limitation permanent To
obtain a "new" license, a diver must win a lottery. The licenses
eligible for lottery distnbution are based on the previous year's

TableD

Urchin Related Injuries (1993)
hypothennia 3
DeS 2
fmdures 1
urchin spine reactions 1
partial hand amputation 1

non-renewed licenses. For every five
licenses not renewed, one license is
placed in the lottery. In this way, a
gradual attrition of divers occurs. The
goal is to reduce the harvesting cadre
to below 1000 divers.

1992

1993

Urchin Related Fatalities
3

DO AGE 1st dive
8M AGE
? ?

4
OM drowned experienced
AS drowned not diving
MR drowned 1st dive
OM drowned 2 weeks

0
1

CW MI
0
1

JS drowned 6th tank; 0.32% Etoh
1

? drowned 6th tank; under ice
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equipment, operational procedures, dive accident management, rescue/emergency procedures, boating
safety, laws and regulations, and industry review. On Day 3 dive physiology, dive tables, decompression,
and environment were presented.

Needless to say, there was initial diver resistance. Ron Henkle, a certified diver and experienced
commercial harvester, distilled the protests to the Quoddy Tides saying, "I got to take three days offwork,
plus spend $170, and travel to Eastport or Bangor to take a course that's not going to teach me anything I
don't already know." Indeed, early enrollment was slow. Only SO divers had signed on by mid
September. Seeing this resistance prompted very public statements by both DMR. and the US Coast
Guard. This law would be strictly enforced. In fact, inspections would be common in port and at sea. As
expected, enrollment rose. Today, those taking the course are mostly tenders (3 tenders:1 diver) awaiting
their opportunity in the license lottery.

The legislature also addressed the sea urchin as a commodity. A legal size was declared. Taking
urchins less than 2 inches in diameter became illegal. Night harvesting was prohibited. And, a nine
month harvesting season was created-16 August to 14 May-replacing year round fishing. However,
divers continued to ramble unrestricted along the coast focusing their efforts where the urchin was most
populous.

In 1994, this was remedied. Limited access zones were established. Using Rockland as a
centerpoint, from Kittery to Rockland was designated Zone 1 and from Rockland to Calais was designated
Zone 2. A diver could acquire a license for only one zone. Harvesting was allowed solely within that
zone. No cross-over was permitted. No change in zone was allowed until the following year's license was
purchased. In 1996, the Sea Urchin Zone Council was created by the legislature. Its only pwpose was to
advise the DMR. commissioner "... on the selection of open fishing days." Today, this council has
nineteen members-three divers from Zone 1 and three divers from Zone 2, three draggers from Zone 1
and three draggers from Zone 2, one urchin processor from Zone 1 and one urchin processor from Zone 2,
one urchin buyer from Zone 1 and one urchin buyer from Zone 2, two scientists with marine resource
management experience, and one diver with a boat handler's license. A split season now exists. A diver
may harvest up to 170 days between 1 August and 30 March or 1 November and 30 April. But, only
certain days designated by the Council are open for harvesting. For instance, during the 1997-1998
season, the Council limited Zone 1 to 119 days and Zone 2 to 120 days. (Chart 1 and Chart 2)
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***Use the map ofMaine to appreciate the coastal zones. Use Rockland as centerpoint***

Since 1993, there has been a gradual
attrition of urchin divers from a high of 1670
licenses (1994) to 898 licenses (1997). (Figure
2) As expected, the harvest peak of 1993 (41+
million pounds) has not been revisited. In fact,
landings have gradually dropped since the
legislative reforms. Despite the reduced harvest,
the urchin industry persists as Maine's #3 sea
product producing $20-30 million annually.
(Table A and Table B)

As for the individual harvester, urchins
remain profitable. The price per pound has
stabilized over the past three years at about
$1.00. Although the $1000 days are gone, a vel)'
good day consistently brings in $400. And,
finally, there have been only three urchin-related
fatalities. One involved alcohol (1997), one was
from a heart attack (1995), and one resulted from
improperly diving under ice (1998).
(TableD)

Thus, it would seem that the legislative
actions have been successful. Industry access has
been limited. Harvest volume has been
modulated without significant revenue loss.
Diver safety training has been mandated and
maintained. And, deaths have been reduced. In

short, it appears the urchin fishety of Maine has become a renewable resource with a consistent annual
worth.
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Other Urchin Markets

It is interesting to briefly look at other urchin fisheries. In California, the red sea urchin is
harvested. Here, a limited entry permit in conjunction with a commercial fishing license is required.
There are 550 licensed divers. Every other year they must accumulate at least 20 landings totaling over
300 pounds. Otherwise, the permit is sacrificed. There is a lottery for new permits. To offer a new
permit ten must be lost by attrition. Most harvesters have over 10,000 diving hours. Most dives are from
40-60 feet deep. And, most commonly, diving is by hooka gear. In addition, there is an urchin size
limitation. In Southern California the urchin must be larger than 3.25 inches. In Northern California the
urchin must be larger than 3.5 inches. The peak harvest season extends from Thanksgiving to New
Year's Day. Furthermore, the California urchin industry is worth $75-80 million annually. Amazingly,
urchins have headed California's sea harvest revenue list from 1989-1995.

Eastern Canada harvests the green sea urchin. Again, Japanese demand severely affected a
hitherto minor fishery. To avoid the problems seen in California and Maine, the provinces of New
Brunswick (1994-1995) and Nova Scotia (1996-1997) developed formal "Green Sea Urchin Conservation
Harvesting Plan(s).u Addressed were harvesting seasons, urchin size, sorting at sea, hatvest reporting,
gear restrictions, area restrictions, and licensure requirements. Ofnote, during the years 1992-1995, there
were two waves of urchin deaths off the Nova Scotia coast. The cause was "paramoebiasis" which results
from an infection by the marine amoeba, Paramoeba invadens. When the water temperature drops below
10 degrees Centigrade, the infection ceases.

The Urchin Diver-1993/1994

Maine's legislative intrusion into the urchin fishery began in late 1993. During the controversial
days preceding action, there were often heated discussions. Many of these revolved around the urchin
diver and his diving practices. Only anecdotal observations were available. Thus, a survey was
undertaken to better characterize the urchin diver.

Using the list of 1993 hand-harvesting license holders (provided by the Department of Marine
Resources), each diver was mailed a one-page survey consisting of 21 questions. Topics included basic
census informatio~ diving certification and experience, diving habits, medical problems, diving
environment, and symptoms attributable to diving. It was designed to be anonymous if the respondent
desired. The mailings began in early December 1993, and returns ceased by mid-June 1994.

Of the 1545 surveys mailed, forty-six were returned unopened and 323 were returned answered.
The overall return rate was 22% (323/1499). Many included detailed commentary on the industIy itself.

The respondents described the 1993/1994 diver. The Maine hand-harvester was usually a young
male of medium build who viewed himself physically fit and in "good" to "excellent" health. Few were
over 41 years (17%) and only a small number admitted they were unfit (4%). (fable 1) Most divers had
more than one occupation. Often, it was a land-based job. (Table 2) The majority were open water scuba
certified; however, 2% admitted no formal training. (Table 3) In addition, there was a trimodal
distnoution ofexperience. Those divers with the most experience had over 10 years diving (27%) or over
1000 dives (23%). Those with intermediate experience had 4-10 years diving (33%) or 101-1000 dives
(38%). Those with the least experience had 3 years or less diving (37%) or less than 100 dives (14%). In
fact, 17% had no more than one year's experience. (fable 3) Over half the divers made 2-5 dives daily in
less than 60 feet of water. Most did "bounceu dives without using decompression stops. Most used a
safety schedule (ie, computer or dive table) and a majority regularly dove solo. (Table 4)



Table 1: Divers' Prome, n =323
Table 2: Usual OccupaUcm,,. = 323·

Sea related 28S

Sex No. Divers Age, yr No. Divers ConllltUction related 54
Service related 43

Male 314 15-20 12
Public service relaled 19
Miscellaneous 2S

Female 9 21-30 124 Not answered 13
31-40 133 Sea related includes urchin di~er. "diver", commercial fishing. lobsterman.
41-50 47 commercial diver, scallop diver, clam digger. boat

>50 7 builder, aquaculture. boal caprain, seasonal. harvester.
seafood processor, mcn:hanl marine. marine biologiM

Build No. Divers Physical Condition No. Divers Consauetlon related includes c8lpCJlter, construction. mechanic, pipelluer/welder,

Slight/slim 27 out of shape 13
eleclricilUl. labom. tinsmith. equipment operator.
machinist. masonry. paper mill. manufacturer, mill

Medium 217 inshape 228 wright. refrigeration. brick layer. supervisor. asbestos

Heavy 70 in top sbape 82 worker. sheet melalisa. floor installer. conll'lK:tor

Overweight 5 Service related includes dive instructor. cheflcoolc. printer. telephone technician,

Not answered 4 retail seafood, photographer. caretaker, Pl'Openy manager,
technical planner, waste vacuumer. surveyor. real CSlale,

Health Status No. Divers csaimator. manial aI1S insuuctor. flight aaendanl,
landscaper. Mist, archilCCt, transpOIUlion. bar manager.

Poor I consultant, truck driver. aar salesman. athletic trainer

Fair II Public service related includes firefighter, police, game warden. Coast Guard. teacher.

Good 151
nunc, counselor, emergency medical technician. waste
water treatmenl plant. vocalional rehabililation counselor

Excellent 160
Miscellaneous includes student. self-employed, retired. engineer. disabled,

farmer, dog trainer

·Many di¥CB described more than one occupa1ion (l.36fdivu).
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Table 3: Certification and Experience, n =323

Organization No.u Diving Time. yr No. Divers No. Dives No. Divers

YMCA 51 ~l 55 I-SO 21
NAUI 62 <1 25 51-100 24
PADI 182 1-3 96 101-150 21
IDEA 12 4-5 43 151-200 16
SSI 9 6-10 64 201-500 55
Other 31 II-IS 39' 501-1,000 26
None 6 16-20 28 1,001-2,000 43

>20 21 ~OOI-S,OOO 19
>5,000 12

Not answered 10 not answered 7 not quantified 59
not answered 27

Key: YMCA. Young Men's Christian Association: NAUlt National Association of Underwater Instructors;
PADJ, Professional Association of Diving Instructors; IDEA. International Diving Educators Association; S81,
Scuba Schools International.

"A number of divers had earned more than one certification (1.I2Idiver).
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Table 4: Diving Habits, n = 313

Number Daily Dives No. Divers Usual Diving Depth, ft No. Divers

I 3 <30 128
2-3 59 <60 125
4-5 129 <80 35
6-10 18 <100 25

11-15 1 >100 4
Not specified 11
Not answered 102 not answered 6

Bounce Diving No. Divers Decompression Stop No. Divers

Yes 195 yes 63
No 118 no 256
Not answered 10 not answered 4

Safety Schedule No. Divers Solo Diving No. Divers

Computer 46 never 37
Dive tables 146 rarely 49
Both 47 sometimes 6S
None S6 often 91

always 78
Not answered 28 not answered 3

69
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II
2
2
2
2
2
I
1

No. Divers

Table 6: Medication Used, n =35A small cadre of these divers (18010) bad medical
problems. (Table 5) Also, medications were used
chronically by an even smaller group of divers (11%).
(Table 6) Since the majority of harvesters dove from boats
into cold ocean water and worked vigorously often during
inclement weather, symptoms were expected. (Table 7) In
fact, 78% reported symptoms compatible with
decompression illness, pulmonary overpressurization,
barotrauma, and nitrogen narcosis. (Table 8) Of note, less
than 2% admitted recompression therapy.

Musculoskeletal No. Divers Eye. Ear. Nose. Tluvat No. Divers

Back problem 13 Sinus problem 5
Obesity I Allergies 3
Anhridl 4 Inner ear weedon 1
Cbroafc: sboulderJkDec: injury 5 Hearing loss I
Reduced arm use I Eusaacian tube disonIcr I
Osteomyc1iti5 I Mcneier's disease I
Tendonitis 2 Left eye blindness I

Canliovascular No. Divers Endoc:rille No. Divers

Hypeneus10n 9 Diabeces mellitus 3
Aortic nlgUJ'giiation I Hypothyroidism I
High dtole&lCtOl 2 Thyroid cancer I

Gastrointestinal No. Divers Genitourinary No. Divers

Uver problem I Hycfroc:ele I
GasuocsopbagcaI Rftux I Kidneystoncs I
&cess acid 1
Celiac IP'UC J

PI11moDary No. Divers Miscellaneous No. Diven :

Difficulty brcathiDg 1 Migraine I
Lung scar &issue I Low platelcu 1

TB exposure 1

Decongestants
Anti-seasickness
Binh control pills
PRdnisooe
Bcuazepril
Lisinopril
Enalapril maleate
Hydrocblorthiazide...------------------------.lVc:rapamil

Tab~ 5: Medical Problems, It =58 Insulin

Glyburide
Cromolyn inhaler
Propoxyphene maleate
Oxycodone
Anti-inflammatory dmg
Ibuprofen
Aspirin
Fluriprofen
Famotidine
Cimelicline
Omeprazole
Hydroxyurea
Azathioprine
Teuacycline
Isoniazid
Oemfibrozil
Conjugated estrogens

Table 7: Diving Envlroame~t, n =323

Cold- Salt- Poor-
Pen:ent Commercial Boat Water Water Vigorous Weather
Diving Time Diving Diving Diving DiVing Diving Diving

1-20 18 10 5 3 25 76
21-40 6 7 4 I 9 62
4J-60 17 17 13 8 30 76
61-80 32 18 47 12 38 16
81-100 225 224 215 272 123 17
Not answered 29 47 39 27 98 76
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Table 8: Symptoms Experienced, n =md.#

Symptom No. Divers Symptom No. Divers

4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
I
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I

Blindness
Abdominal pain
Difficulty urinating
"Swollen hands"
"Ruptured sinus"
U Air embolism"
UExternal otitis"
"Burning airway"
"Poor thinking"
"Sinusitis"
uReverse squeeze"
"Hand pain"
"Intoxicated feeling"
"Grade 4 ear barotrauma"
"Vomiting"
·'Tooth pain"
"Nitrogen narcosis"

Mottled skin
Abnonnal speech
Confusion
uSwollen face/eyes"
Seasickness
Double vision
Unconsciousness
Temporary paralysis
"Leg crampsIIeg pain"
"Back pain"
"Blocked sinus"
uNausea"

Fatigue 151
Headache III
eupmn 49
Ear/nose bleeding 49
Weakness 43
JomtpmD 42
Ringing ears 35
Dizziness 34
Feeling of spinning 2S
Rash 22
"Cold" 19
Numbnessltingling 18
Hearing loss 17
Cough 16
Itching IS
Crackling skin 13
Hoarseness 13
Disorientation 12
Blurred vision 10
Rapidlpounding hean 10
T~c~~ 8
Joint swelling 8
"Bends" 8
Difficulty swallowing 7
Chest pain 7
Rapid breathing 7
Shonness of breath 7
Loss of coordination 7
Near drowning 7
"Bad air" 6
Tender forehead 5 No symptoms experienced 72

-Many diversdescribed more than onesymptom (2.S9/diver). 'Those items in uquotes" tepreSeIIt probletm
volunteered to the symptom Jist by the divers themselves. rFive divers reIab:d six instances of ucbamber
rides."
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The Divers' Comments

Many of the responding divers had stories to tell, complaints to make, and opinions to voice. A
generalized sampling of these comments highlight many of the observations already described. Related in
a logical sequence, these divers paint a dramatic picture.

Disclaimer
"I am not trying to absolve myself from criticism, but show how rampant poor diving practices are in

the urchin industly."
Solo Diving

"(I) go out on my own boat solo."
"Everyone knows that when you urchin dive with other divers you're still diving alone.»
"Maintaining eye contact with another diver is not a real possibility due to current and mud/sediment

clouds."
"The question is: when is a buddy a buddy and when is a buddy a project in itself."

Equipment
"I have seen people go out in boats that should only be used as large planters or decorations in front of

seafood restaurants.tt

"Some ofthe gear I've seen in the water, boat, diving gear, etc. is far below standards.tt

&CI was using junk gear and my tank got tore off in kelp and mud and couldn't find the regulator...I
drank a bunch ofwater, but turned out fine. tt

&c(I) pull up urchins in 100 pound bags using my BC and dry suit to float it up."
UThe common shortcuts are: no knife, no BC, too much weight, draining tanks to unsafe levels, diving

alone.tt

Weights
"(I) use 55 pounds lead weight."
"(1 have) back pain-little (pain) with suspenders (on to support the weight belt), more (pain) without

(suspenders).tt
"(I) nearly drowned when I ran out ofair and was too heavy with lead...had to ditch the weight belt."

Dive Profdes
"I do believe some ofmy symptoms may be from pushing my bottom time."
"Does anyone know the effects ofdiving five tanks a day?"
"Five or more (tanks) make me tiredtt

"(I do) 18-20 ascents at 100 feet daily for five tanks."
"(I) have been known to dive five tanks per day at 100 feet for two weeks to a month at times."
"The last bad diving I had was last summer with three 70 foot dives in one afternoon."
"The symptoms offatigue and weakness are occasioned by back to back diving in very cold conditions,

usually having dived up to 6-7 tanks. Headache and ear bleeding is usually a result of repetitive dives
while scalloping (or urchining) in 40-80 feet ofwater, up to 6 or 7 tanks ofair.tt

"I personally have done 7 tanks at 70 feet with no problems. Leave enough air to come up slow and
stop at 10 feet with about twenty minutes in between tanks. This is my post-bends typical operating
procedure. Pre-bends was not to worry how deep you are, just ron out of air and bolt for the surface.
Duhl!"

"(I) got a mild case ofbends diving four 125 foot dives a little too close together.tt

Dive Experiences
"I experienced fatigue and weakness once after...getting back on board the boat after the weather took

a sudden tum for the worst and went from 1·2 foot seas to 4-6 foot seas.tt

"(I have been) slammed up against ledges.tt

"(I had a) compound fracture of the humerus, boat struck a ledge."
"(My) foot got stuck in a rock crevice and ran out ofair."
u(I) got tangled in urchin bag lines...and was out of air. Stem man saw there was trouble and stuck a

gaffdown and hooked into my Be and hauled me up."
,cSome ofmy near misses are being caught in bags and ropes."
&&1 have been shot at, dragged over, ron over-all by lobstermen."
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Drug Use
"Headache, fatigue (occurs) ifl stayed out late and drank the night before."
"Headache, confusion (comes) from either coming up too fast or maybe a little hung-over or maybe a

combination."
"(I) smoke cigarettes-2 packslday... (1 smoke) pot--daily to weekly."
"From 1979 until 1992, I saw an incredible level of cocaine, marijuana, and alcohol use and abuse

among divers ... heroin is now popular..."
"Anyone possessing a harvester's license (should) be subject to random drug testing and should be

required to pass a (dmg) test upon renewal of their license. This would eliminate a good half of the
urchin divers and a quarter ofthe lobstermen."

Divers' Opinions
"A lot of fatality are from "inexperienced" divers, who think it's easy and fast money. The money is

good, but the work is hard."
"Many new divers that have been lured into this business with the promise of big money lack the

experience to make wise choices concerning dive conditions and natural elements...extremely harsh,
sometimes possibly life-threatening conditions."

"New divers should not be urchining or scalloping as they are still learning to use their primaIy
equipment with little reserve ability. Anything wrong could lead to a panic and dysfunction. They don't
have the reserve attention span to also harvest, manage bags and buoys, handle surf and surge and current
and watch gauges and navigate."

The Urchin Diver-199711998

Today's urchin divers have not been polled. But, telephone interviews with knowledgeable
sources suggest the following. The diver remains relatively young and male. All are scuba certified and
have taken the mandatory 3-day DMR. Diver Safety Program. All have significant diving experience. No
longer is a raft of novice divers rampant. Diving depths continue at 30-50 feet; however, 60-70 feet is not
infrequent Bounce diving continues with 5-7 tanks daily. This seems to confirm biologist notions that
the green sea urchin has not fully rebounded from the earlier profligate harvesting of the "gold rush" days.

Marijuana and cocaine remain present And, alcohol overuse is frequent Sometimes, "(alcohol
is the) only way to rid the pain." This statement certainly suggests that symptoms from urchin diving
continue. Ofnote, the one death in 1997 was alcohol related.

The urchin industry is stabilizing. No longer do controversy and high emotion rule the day.
With a stable diving population based on a stable revenue source, further investigation is warranted. A
detailed diver survey and characterization of today's diving practices should begin the process. Once
accomplished and analyzed, future research could be intelligently planned.
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Urchin Spine Injuries

"Don't forget: urchin spines are a leading cause of urchin diver injuries."
-Kevin Kimball, urchin diver

Introduction

When Maine's urchin boom arrived in 1987, few could have predicted its massive economic
impact. Certainly, the fishery was unprepared for the problems that arose. While fatalities and near
fatalities attracted the most attention, a quiet epidemic ofurchin spine injuries arose. Most divers suffered
through them; however, a small cadre of divers became patients. This particular discussion will report a
series of urchin spine injuries treated over a two year period (1992-1994). In addition, this series will
form the centerpoint for a literature review. Thus, an accumulated experience with 40 urchin spine
injuries will be presented.

Urchin Biology

The green sea urchin is an invertebrate within the Phylum. Echinodermata. This phylwn has four
classes that include over 6000 species. Only about 85 of these many species are known to be venomous or
poisonous. Urchins are in the Class Echinoidea. And, Strongylocentrotus drobachiensis (green sea
urchin), is in the Family Strongylocentrotidae. This valuable species ofsea urchin is most at home in cold
subtidal waters at 30-50 feet deep. Maine's rugged, rocky coastline is an ideal environment for this
urchin.

The 750+ species ofurchin have many similar characteristics. Its calcareous shell of interlocking
plates, or "test," is flattened at the poles. The anus is centrally placed on the dorsum, while its mouth is
centrally placed on its ventral surface. The mouth, "Aristotle's lantern," has five very strong teeth leading
to an extensive gut system. There, brown kelp (Laminaria), a particularly favorite foodstuff, is digested
along with an assortment of marine algae including Chondrus, Corallina, Ascophyllum, and Agarum.
The energy obtained is used for day-to-day activities and for the all important gonadal storage cells.

The palatal delicacy known as "unitt is the urchin gonad It is distributed within the test in a
pattern reminiscent of starfish legs. These gonadal storage cells reach their prime commercial value
during the months November through March. At that time, the gonad can reach up to 25% of the
urchin's body weight Such heavy gonads are the result of abundant food sources. Because of this, there
is little cellular water content making the gonad extremely valuable. Light yellow to light orange
coloration denotes this state. Finding a field of such urchins is extraordinarily fortuitous. Most
commonly, however, gonads reach 10-20% body weight. This means that 1000 pounds of urchin will
gamer 100-200 pounds of product. Incidentally, fresh specimens and proper preparation are absolute
"musts" to ensure top dollar.

Urchins unharvested by March convert the storage cells to reproductive cells. Thus, spawning
begins. Lasting from April to the swnmer, spawning rapidly depletes the gonad. Thus, its commercial
value is very limited in late summer. However, the cycle once again begins with the inception of
voracious feeding which will eventually replete the gonadal storage cells.

During spawning, the female eggs and male sperm are shed into the water. Leaking sex
hormones seem to coordinate this activity. In fact, over 2 million eggs can be released by one female
alone. Once fertilized, the eggs become larvae. These "pluteus" are particularly sensitive to temperature
(prefer < 10 C), pollutants, and bacteria (ie, paramoebiasis). After 4-6 weeks they attach to an agreeable
bottom. Here, they metamorphosize into juvenile sea urchins. Many predators search out these delicate
juveniles-lobster, crabs, birds, and bottom-feeding fish. Survival for 2-3 years is marked by graduation
into the adult urchin body. The test is now about 2 inches in diameter. It is just large enough to be
harvested by man. Notably, in Maine the minimal size for harvest is 2 inches.
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Looking at the external urchin reveals several interesting structures. Tube feet are soft tissue
tentacles extending in a five-fold star-like pattern. These highly mobile limbs operate hydraulically.
Important functions include locomotion, chemical/touch sensing, oxygen absorption, shell cleansing, and
food collection. Distributed around the tube feet are myriads of primary spines, secondary spines, and
pedicellariae. (picture I) Picture 1

I'r-+:--- Tube teel

\l'1:....-"':""_- Pedrcellanae ---4-+:>,...!...;G

There are
several types of mobile
pedicellariae; however,
all grasp prey, groom
the shell, and provide
self defense. In
addition, poison glands
are frequently housed
within these structures.
Venoms from the
various urchins have
been studied.
Unfortunately, they
have been incompletely characterized. Among the active components are acid mucopolysaccharides,
kinin-like compounds (ie, bradykinin), histamine, serotonin, chymotrypsin-like compounds (from
Tripneustes gratil/a), and primin (2-pentyl-6-methoxy-I,4 benzoquinone). In fact, the venom of
Toxopneustes pi/eo/us has been know to paralyze people.
Picture 2

The secondary spines are rigid and small. Some genera (ie,
Areosoma and Asthenosoma) have specialized bulbous distal tips that
release venom when penetrating tissue. (picture 2)

The primary spines, when cross-sectioned, display
species specific patterns. In addition, they are often fluted
and hollow. The spine rests on a ball-and-socket joint. This
joint is innervated by a nerve ring and inserted with muscle
attachments. (picture 3) Such an anatomic arrangement

Picture 3

-Shoff

-T'llMost important
for this discussion are
the primary spines.
These are large and rigid
with an investing layer
of epithelium. This
organic material is only
6% of the spine. The
rest of the spine is
mineral. The vast
majority is calcium
carbonate (94.9%).
Magnesium carbonate is
about 5%. Silica oxide,
calcium sulfate, and
phosphates are present

No beryllium or zirconium has ever

SPINE TIP

VENOM --.il1HH1\\SAC J

MUSCLE &

CONNECTIVE
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in very small amounts.
been described.
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explains the urchin's ability to coordinate spine motion. Thus, urchins are able to use primaIy spines for
locomotion, digging, and self-defense.

Urchin Spine Injury Data

From 1992-1995, eight patients sought treatment. This series was analyzed in conjunction with a
series of 32 patients found in a broad literature review.

Urchin Spine Injuries Demographics
Ltte~ture Senes

32 pts (9 females) 8 pts (1 female)
age 34 (21-53) age 30 (17-44)
LE > UE (19:17) UE »LE (9:4)

Most victims were men in their 30's. While the literature revealed an almost even upper versus
lower extremity distribution, my series clearly favored upper extremity injuries. (Table lA) This
certainly correlates with the hand-harvesting nature of the urchin industry. In fact, only one individual in
my series was injured outside ofMaine. While Table lA
on vacation, a lady stepped on an urchin during
a beach walk in the Bahamas. In contrast, the
literature described spine injuries worldwide;
there was no predominant locale.

Symptoms most commonly found
among these 40 patients were
tenderness/pain/ache (28), swelling (27), erythema (17), lump (17), and decreased range of motion (11).
Despite these symptoms most patients delayed 2-6 months prior to seeking definitive medical care. (Table
2A) Furthennore, systemic symptoms were seen exclusively in the literature (3 patients). Malaise,
agitation, fever, nausea, myalgia, muscle cramping, and lymphadenopathy were described.
Table2A

Although the history and
physical exam are most useful diagnostic
tools, x-rays can be extremely helpful.
Over half of the reported x-rays revealed
foreign bodies (15:28). And, two showed
bony injury. (Table 2A) Of note, one
report successfully employed ultrasound
to locate the offending urchin spines. In
fact, the authors descn"bed a punctiform or
linear hypoechoic area with acoustic
shadowing.

8
7
7
5
5
2
2
1
1

SXMS: 2-4 months

Series
swening
erythema
lump
reduced ROM
pain/ache
purulence
drainage
draining sinus
bleeding

FB + (5/8)
+ bone (1)

x-rays

In the literature, 19 patients
received medical therapy. Medical care
was variously local care, steroids, non
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAID's), aspiration, splinting, and
radiation therapy. Nine fully resolved,

two failed with persistent pain, and eight went to surgery. Overall, 19 patients bad surgery. Ten fully
resolved, two failed with persistent pain, and one had a digit amputated. The outcome in the remaining
six could not be determined. Looking more closely at the surgery, relatively minor procedures (surgical
details undescribed) were by and large successful. Foreign body removal (4 of 6 cases), local excision (3
of5 cases), and biopsy (2 of 2 cases) remedied the patient's problem 69% ofthe time. Only 8% failed (lof
13 cases). And, results were unknown in 23% (3 of 13 cases). The more radical aggressive exploration
had two successes, one failure, and one unknown. (fable 3A)

Ltterature
tenderness/pain 23
swelling 19
erythema 10
lump 10
discoloration 6
reduced ROM 6
paresthesia 3
cystic lesion 1
systemic rxn 3

Urchin Spine Injuries Symptoms

SXMS: 5-6 months

FB + (10/20)
+ bone (1)

In contrast, three received medical therapy in my series. This consisted of heat, elevation, soap
and water, and antibiotics. Overall, 7 had surgery; all completely resolved. To detail, six local excisions
and one aggressive exploration were successful. Local excision in my series described an en bloc
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results: resolved [117)

results: resolved (1)
surgery (2)

surgery (7/8)

local excision (6)

aggressive exploration (1)

results: resolved (9)
surgery (8)

persisting pain (2)

surgery (19/32)
foreign body removal (6)

local excision (5)

aggressive exploration (4)

biopsy (2)

amputation (1)

unknown (1)

suitS: resolved (10)
persisting pain (2)
amputation (1)
unknown (6)

resection of the offending granuloma and its overlying skin (not unlike a sebaceous cyst excision). On the
other hand, aggressive exploration described a wide exploration of the affected digit removing all
granulomatous material, any foreign body, and any devitalized bone. It was reserved for those most
severely affected digits. (Table 3A) Table 3A

Urchin Spine Injuries Treatment
Literature Series

medical (19/32) medical (3/8)
local care, steroids, NSAID's, heat, elevation, antibiotics,
aspiration, splint, Rad Rx soap and water

Table4A

As expected, microscopic foreign bodies
(urchin spines) were occasionally seen. However, a
histologic foreign body reaction was the more
common finding. Acid fast staining was described
in 9 patients. One was positive; but, culture proved
negative. (fable 4A)

acid fast neg (5/6) acid fast neg (3/3)
+ acid fast was neg for culture

Urchin Spine Injuries Pathology
~emture Series

cJw FB (11/12) cIw FB (717)
FB + (1) FB + (3)

Discussion

Urchin spine injuries have generated a multitude of medical and indigenous therapies. Some
have proven effective (hot water immersion), while others seem to have little merit (crush spine in situ
with a rock). Since there have been no recent examinations of the subject, this review seems timely.

Remedies for Urchin Spine Injuries
soap &water thick mud immersion
lather area & shave hot candle wax to wound
methylated spirit bath urinate onto wound
alicylic acid paste dilute ammonia soaking

poultices open wound &vinegar soak
intralesional steroids crush spine in wound
immediate surgical excision hot water bath

Perusing the literature
reveals four potential clinical
scenarios. The simple puncture
is characterized by severe pain
within a few minutes. This
lasts about 24 hours and is
without sequelae. An
accompanying venom/toxin
reaction lasts for about 3-4 days
having local redness, swelling, and pain. Systemic presentation, though unusual, can include malaise,
fever, nausea, syncope, ataxia, paresthesia, weakness, myalgia, and respiratory distress. Another local
phenomenon is pyogenic infection. Often, uncommon bacteria predominate (ie, Erysipelothrix, Vibrio).
In fact, Mycobacterium frequents the marine environment infecting many fish species. Although it has
never been isolated from human spine injuries, the Mycobacterium etiology has generated a goodly
amount of discussion. Appropriate antibiotic therapy for these infections is essential. Lastly, a foreign
body reaction may ensue. Both inorganic and organic etiologies have been suggested; however, no
definitive detennination has yet been obtained. The ultimate truth probably rests with a combination of
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the two. Of course, it is this presentation that accounts for most physician appointments. And, it is this
presentation that has prompted this report.

The foreign body reaction should be considered a three-staged clinical continuum. Stage I
consists of a transient local reaction. It is essentially a simple puncture. A venom/toxin reaction may. be
occur. This reaction may be local or systemic, but is generally self-limited. Subsequent pyogenic
infection may occur, but is readily treated with appropriate antibiotics. There is no granulomatous
process. And, there are no sequelae. Standard care consists of hot water immersion, gentle spine
extraction, pain control, tetanus prophylaxis, and serial observation with supportive care.

Stage n consists of foreign body granuloma fonnation. Within 1-2 months of tlle injury a
painless nodule fonns. It is characterized bi pink to blue discoloration, central umbilication, and a
hyperkeratotic surface. This nodule will often impair the range of motion in nearby joints. Fingers are
particularly susceptible. X-rays frequently display the residual urchin spine. And, local excision of the
nodule will remedy tltis process and reverse the lnild to moderate disability commonly seen.

Finally, Stage ill consists of granuloma grOwtll with accompanying bone andlor joint
destruction. This causes severe disability. A finger, so affected, will suffer fusifonn swelling, little range
of motion, and constant discomfort. In fact, the literature relates a case requiring amputation of such a
digit. Microscopically, lymphocytes, histiocytes, and multinucleated giant cells abound. Sometimes, the
multinucleated giant cells will form "Teuton giant cells." Here, nuclei are arranged in a ring pattern.
Incidentally, this phenomenon has been seen in tuberculosis. (Histograph 1) The spine itself may be
seen. (Histograph 2) Under polarized light, it is characteristically double refractile. (Histograph 3) The

Histograph 2 Histograph 3

mechanism for this process has been variously attributed to an accelerated foreign body reaction
(beryllium andlor zirconium particles have been suggested, but never found), an excessive immunologic or
autoimmunologic reaction (spine epithelium etiology), and mycobacterial infection (Mycobacterium has
never been isolated). In short, why a given spine will generate this excessive response is unknown.
However, it is known that spines migrate. Not infrequently, the very mobile areas around joints attract
these foreign bodies. It has been suggested that any spine found near a joint or lodged in a bone be
removed. This is an excellent recommendation that can not be too strongly supported. The severe
disallility associated with this destructive process definitely corroborates that logic. Once the process is
established, aggressive surgical exploration with vigorous debridement of granulomatous ·tissue (gray,
friable, almost gelatinous material) and any spine remnants is essential. Here, fluoroscopy andlor
ultrasound may be necessary to ferret out the offending foreign tissue. Recovery and return to function
usually proceeds over the ensuing three months.

In summary, it is clear that most urchin injuries are self-limited reqrnnng only local and
supportive measures. (Stage 1) However, occasionally granulomas appear causing mild to moderate
disability. Local excision remedies this problem. (Stage II) Rarely, bone andlor joints are affected. To
salvage this situation an aggressive exploration and debridement is essential. Even then, failure can
follow. mtimately, even amputation can result. (Stage III)
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Mr.Dodie: (Vancouver Island).Youmentionedtheurchin
venom. In your experience with the species you've dealt with,
are the urchins in fact producing venom or is it organisms
that live on the spine causing the infection?

Dr. Butler: I think what's happening is that you can get
the marine organisms which give you an infection. There has
been at least one report in the literature where this particular
species has been described as having a venom. However, that
report that I could find was described in another report and I
could not find a source document no matter how hard I
attempted.

So I can't honestly say that there is a venom specifically
with this species. There are vibrios, there are aerosipothrex,
very commonly involved in marine punctures. Micro bacteria
people talk about but in my particular series, I actually had
one come up with a positive acidfdst stain where we could not
grow anything from it at all no matter how hard we tried.

Unidentified Speaker: (Indiscernible) that host ofvenom
or otherinfection agent(indiscernible). (Indiscernible) isthere
something like a serum to fight the infection (indiscernible)?
Whatpurpose(indisamible) and dissolves(indiscernible) and

. even though (indiscernible) at all. So (indiscernible) perhaps
something on the side (indiscernible).

Dr. Butler: Certainly the epithelium that is on the spines,
a lot ofpeople seem to think is something that sensitizes the
individual. There has been at least one study where the
(indiscernible) took the spines on a couple of people - took
the spines ofan urchin that had hit a couple ofpeople, ground
them up and then injected them subdermally without a
reaction to it So perhaps theepithelium can givean antigenic
response.

Now, what you also described "breaking up" in your heel,
there are a number of folk remedies for urchins described in
the literature. One ofthem is to take a rock and beat the hell
out of the urchin spine that's in you, break it up, and it will
take care ofitself.

Unidentified Speaker: (Indiscernible).
Dr. Butler: They're very brittle They're very, very brittle

and that's very common to see them break up if you try to
mess with them.

Unidentified Speaker: How much work did it take after
you caught the urchins in harvesting the roe? Is that when
most ofthe injuries took place?

Dr. Butler: That's right Actually harvesting. Because
what happens is that they get into a processor and the
processor takes care of it from there. These guys don't open
their mouth at all. If they open their mouth, they'd lose
everything.

It's interesting in the urchin industry itself: There are two
ways ofhandling the roe. You can either send it to Japan on
a rapid air freight without ever having processed it, just plop
them in a box and send them. Or you can actually open them
and separate out the roe. But it has to be done in a very
proscribed fashion.

The Japanese buyers are very, very picky about this and
they'll come in andactuallywatch and make sure that it's done
properly. Because if it isn't, it's not worth anything to them.
The urchin roe OIl the Japanese market is worth about $100 a
pound. The raw mchin itselfpicked up offthe sea bottom is
worth - it's stabilized about - right now, it's stabilized at
about a dollar a pound, the W"chin itself:

In California there's a company that has a neat little tool
that will slice the urchin right in halfwithout having to crack
it open and they advertise that on the Internet. I thought about
you on that pictw"e but I didn't want to take too much time.

Dr. Lepawsky: More questions for Dr. Butler? Thankyou
very much, Doctor Butler.

Dr. Butler: Thank you.
Dr. WODg The last speaker of this session needs no

introduction, it's Dr. Lepawsky. He's the Director of the
Hyperbaric Unit at Vancouver General Hospital. Now, if it
wasn't for his enthusiasm and inexhaustible energy and
untiring effort in organizing this workshop, this would not
have happened. So I ask Mike to come and speak to us about
the Emerald Sea geoduck harvesters. I can even pronounce
that word
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M. Lepawsky

Geoduck clams, Panopea abrupta, are the largest edible
bivalves in PacificNorthwestwaters. They inhabit ocean bays,
estuaries, and steep sloping bottoms from inter-tidal zones
down to 110m. When young they dig with their foot down
into what becomes their adult dwelling a meter wder sandy,
gravelly, and/or muddy ocean floors. From this, their perma
nent habitat, they extend their long, large, muscular siphon to
feed bydrawing in plankton and nutrient-rich waters, extract
ing food requirements, then expelling utilized fluid into
waters SlDTOtmding their home. The oldest geoduck recorded
was estimated at 146 yr old Geoducks thrive in Pacific
Northwest seawaters (1-4).

The name geoduck derives from the Nisqually North
American Native word gueduc meaning "dig deep" (5). The
prommciation is described as in "00" or "oi" sounding like
"goo" or "gui" duck (6). Geoducks used to be plentiful in
lower intertidal zones so theycould be obtained bydigging on
beaches, but those stocks have been depleted so geoducks are
no longer easily found in this zone. The shell is not large
enough to contain the entire body and neck.

The large siphon and somebodyparts are edible. Geoducks
are a commonly consumed protein source and popular
delicacy especially in the Orient where they may cost more
than $25-30 per pound on the plate. Buyers prefer sizes of
1-2 kg, i.e., about 2-4.5 lb. Cleaned geoducks ready for
immediatepreparation to eat cost $10-15 per lb for product to
transport to buyers who usually sell to fish food markets or
restaurants.

Beginning in 1976, geoducks were commerciallyharvested
in the coastal waters ofBritish Columbia (BC) by commercial
diving sea harvesters using scuba or, now most commonly,
surfilce-supplied air as their breathing medium. In one hand,
diving geoduck harvesters hold a water "gun" called a
"stinger" which jets water at 60 lb per square inch, and with
the other hand they immobilize the geoduck siphon simply
blowing away the geoduck habitat The process may require
15-20 s per geoduck and harvesters may take up to 1,000 Ib
of geoducks in a period of a few hOlD'S from beds of many
hectares with 3-10 geoducks per m2 (1) (Anysymiw V,
personal communication).

The coastal seawaters ofBC are in the region of8°-14°C.
Divers wear full dry suits with heavy insulating undergar
ments. BC Workers' Compensation Board (BC WCB)
regulations mandate that divers must wear safety back-up air
breathing sources in case their surface air supply fails (7).
Divers must follow Defense and Civil Institute of Environ-
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mental Medicine (DCIEM), United States Navy (USN), or
other tables authorized by the Be WeB (7). Usual dive
profiles are up to 60 feet of seawater (fsw) within USN no
decompression limits. Decompression diving is allowed only
with written pre-authorization by the Be WCB. No-decom
pression limits at any given depth must be followed with due
care and attention. Divers make one or two dives per day,
rarely more.

British Columbia geoduck diversused tohave to work much
longer hours tmderwater for significantly lower wages before
1989 when a quota system was instituted. Also, increased
product marketability, popularity, recognition, and unit cost
increases led to decreased total diving time as earnings
escalated. The quota system, established cooperatively by the
industry and the Canadian Department of Fisheries and
Oceans (DFO), provides for only 55 Be geoduck licenses.
Each geoduck license has an annual harvest quota of72,000
lb. Buyers manipulate the market so they can tell harvesters
exactly how much product they will buy at any given time.
Divers earn $70,000 to more than $100,000 Canadian within
a diving year of7o-100 diving days (Anysymiw V, personal
communication).

The total number of diving geoduck harvesters in given
years varies (Table 1). It began at 93 in 1978, rose to as many
as 233 in 1988just beforethe quota system, and since dropped
to 86 in 1997. Many of the same divers are represented in
multiple years (8).

Beginning in 1978, the DFOhasestimated annual numbers
ofgeoduck dives from mandatory record counts kept by the
harvesters. Total numbers are considered as a minimwn
because in some years dives by the same diver, on the same
date, and in the same bed location may be rolled into one
fishing record in the DFO database. Data include total divers
peryear, total diveminutes, average diving minutesper diver,
estimated number ofdives, and mean depth (8).

The mean dive depth is 39.6 fsw. The average dive time is
155.5 min (Table 1). This dive profile is within USN diving
tables no-decompression limits. But it is arguably outside
DCIEM no-decompression limits and by these tables could
require a 3-min decompression stop at 10 fsw. As an example
ofthe empirical nature ofthe commercial geoduck diving sea
harvester cohort, for safety some geoduck divers take a 2-min
decompression stop at 20 fsw and a 3- to 5-min decompres
sion stop at 10 fsw. This is unfortunately not a universal
practice among geoduck divers although it has been recom
mended (Anysymiw V, personal communication).
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Table 1: (8)

Year No. Divers Mean Depth, Avg Min per Estimated
per Year fsw Diver per Dive No. Dives

1978 93 36.8 167.81 2,503
1979 213 36.7 150.73 7.048
198O 226 36.4 141.53 7,649
1981 184 35.7 147.94 6,078
1982 189 35.7 150.50 7,395
1983 145 34.5 148.15 4,978
1984 156 36.6 175.16 6,699
1085 189 42.1 . 161.96 8,430
1986 215 41.6 158.08 8,557
1987 191 47.5 165.06 8,460
1988 233 44.1 159.19 7,675
1989 178 44.7 160.57 6,262
1990 146 36.3 183.94 6,191
1991 133 39.4 173.61 5,840
1992 137 38.3 184.87 4,612
1993 112 40.5 161.88 4,808
1.994 108 41.4 146.29 5,070
1995 108 39.9 148.42 4,404
1996 93 43.3 111.35 5,856
1991 86 40.7 112.51 6,412
All years Avgfyr 156 Mean fsw 39.6 Avg minldive 155.48 Total 124,927

Consistent with their dive profiles and the nature of their
activity, commercialdivinggeoduckharvestershavehadsome
health and safety problems. In the 13 yr from 1976 to 1988
before the quotasystem began in 1989,geoduck diverspushed
diving tables to their absolute maximum within no-decom
pression limits toremain compliantwithBe WeB regulation.
During the 13 prEHIuota years, 1976-1988, seven non-fatal
decompression sickness (DeS) cases occurred, the last in
1988. In those 13 yr, there were two non-fatal pulmonary
overpressure syndrome (poPS) with cerebral gas embolism
(CGE) cases, the last in 1987. In the same years there were
four deaths among geoduck divers, the last in 1982. In the 13
pre-quotayears 1976-1988, then, therewere 13 total incidents
including 7DCS cases, 2 POPS with COE cases, and 4 deaths
separate from the DeS and POPS with COE, i.e., 1 incident
every 12 months (9,10).

When the quota system was instituted in 1989, however, such
problemsbecamemore rare. Sincethe quota system was declared
9.S yc ago up to1he present in 1998, there were two treated non
filtal OCS casE'St the last in 1993. In this 9.5-)'1' period there were
no POPS wi1h COE cases and but one separate fatality among
Be commercial geoduck divers in 1989, the first year of the
quota system. This amounts to three incidents in 9.5 )'1', an
obvious reduction in occurrence to one episode every38 months.
WhiIetherewasnevera largeoccurrenceofdivingcomplications
among Be commercial diving geoduck ltarvtSers, any incident
is viewed with deep concan becauseofBe WCB regulation that
closely regulates the methods divers must use to do any com
pressed gas diving work in Be.

There are anecdotal reports of non-fatal, untreated DCS
cases of unknown numbers and dive profiles. Treated nes
cases in geoduck divers account for nineseparate incidents in
22.5 yr, the last in 1993. Known cases of geoduck divers
treated for POPS with COE total twoseparatecases in22.5 yr,
the last in 1987. No filtaIities occurred in treated cases ofDCS
or POPS with COE. In this same time, five geoduck diving
:fiUalities occurred too rapidly for transport to receive
recompression treatment At the end of 1997 there had been
124,927 dives among geoduck divers. Since the start of the
Be geoduck industry in 1976, the incidence oftreated nes
has been 0.0072%, that of POPS with COE has been
0.0016%. During the same time frame, the calculable fatality
rate has been 0.004% in the 124,927 dives.

There are three known cases of dysbaric osteonecrosis
(DON) identified among BC commercial geoduck divers.
More cases are suspected but seem lost to follow up and the
exact incidenceofDON is under investigation. The calculable
occurrence rate ofDON per dive is 0.0024%.

The Be commercial geoduck diving community acts with
the DFOas amodel ofindustrial-govemmentalcooperation in
that therehasbeencareful survey, assessment, andmonitoring
ofknown availablegeoduck stocks to this time bythe industry
itself TheDFOhas assumed a supervisoryrole in the process.
Techniques have been devised to harvest geoducks within the
limits of the known available biomass. Industry initiated
replanting of harvested areas, furthermore, has resulted in
rapid replenishment of harvested quantities. At present, it
appears that the native biomass has been approximately
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maintained and perhaps stands a goodchanceofincreasingto
even larger quantities than naturally evolved resources
presented before commercial harvesting began.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Farm: Just a question about the medical science. How
long does it take to deplete and then the restock the biomass?

Dr. Lepawsky: Two to four years to grow to harvestable
size. So their favored size is 1-2 kilograms. So up to, let's call
it 4 pounds in 4 years; about a pound a year in that regenera
tion time.

Unidentified Speaker: Wouldyou attributemaybesomeof
the increased safety on statistics as far as going to the quota
system and not having the race anymore as you would have
for, you know - as far as keeping dollars?

Dr. Lepawsky: Without question. I give full credit to the
industry itselfand the Department ofFisheries and Oceans
the quota system was declared partly out ofconcerns that the
biomass would be stripped because ot: amongst other fBctors,
the abalone experience that I told you about and also because
ofconcerns with decompression illness and concerns for the
divers' health and safety, yes. The WCB regulations are
clearly part of the formula and very helpful in reducing the
incidence ofOCI and fatality.

Dr. Kawashima: Thank you very much for a very nice
presentation. I noticed that some findings ofthe MRI for the
right humeral tip. Theone isthe studyand:MRI, and the other
is findings ofrotator cuff lesion/rupture, seems to me .....

Dr. Lepawsky: I'm sure you're right
Dr. Kawashima: Also, dysbaric osteonecrosis does not

cause the limitation ofthe elevators. Should he not have had
a laser treatment

Dr. Lepawsky: Thank you. That is his right arm and its
what he held his stinger with. Sixty pounds per square inch,
thousands oftimes per day for 10 years, 15 year minimum.

Unidentified Speaker: Are there any recreational harvest
ers?

Dr. Lepawsky: Not that I'm aware of. Very little, ifany
recreational geoduck harvesting remains in this province. I
could be wrong but I don't think there's much, ifany.

Dr. Wong: I thought I saw a few more questions. Ifnot,
although the hour is late and we had a discussion time
scheduled, I will saythat we have a longer discussion tomor-

row afternoon. Maybe this is a good time then in this 10
minutes, let's say, Wltil5:30 because the supper starts at 6:00.

Dr. Lepawsky: Is there anyway that we can begin to move
to a consensus in terms oflooking at devising safer workplace
for this particular group of sea harvesters that we've gone
through today? After all, we've seen a number of different
types ofsea harvesting. Is there any way that we can begin to
solicit a consensus? It would appear that British Columbia is
not alone in terms of declaring a quota. I think that-Dr.
Wong, did you saythat there'sbeen an abalonequota declared
in Australia?

Dr. Wong: Yes, there has been.
Dr. Lepawsky: Is there any kind ofquota in Norway, Dr.

Brubakk, ofany variety?
Dr. Brubakk: No, the clam or the seashell harvesting is

sort ofsmall yet so there has never been any; as &r as I know,
there is no harvesting ofany sea urchins or things like that
The salmon fishery obviously is regulated by quotas.

Dr. Wong: So there is a salmon quota?
Dr. Brubakk: Well, but that is - I mean, this is the fish

farming.
Dr. Woog: I tmderstand.
Dr. Brubakk: Although you're not farming; you're offi

cially farmed -
Dr. Wong: Sure.
Dr. Brubakk: Just toquotedown the number of-as I said,

about 700 ofthese concessions in Norway.
Dr. Wong: Right. Dr. Ross, clam digging? Is there a quota?
Dr. Ross: There's a sizeyou're supposednot to takebut that

only applies in a registered diver. If you're an unregulated
diver diving without the regulations then there's no control
ling it.

Dr. Wong: Interesting.
Dr. Ross: I mean, it seems to me on the day that ifyou dive

for a long time and you dive deep, you're going to get a more
severe illness and that's what concerns me. In the North Sea,
there has been a time/depth blanket limitation placed in
diving-for air diving, especially surface oxygen support and
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that has reduced instances ofdecompression illness dramati
cally. Perhaps some kind ofguideline along these lines could
be offered to these divers.

Not so much to try and prevent them from having decom
pression illness but to enable them so that when they get
decompression illness at least it's going to be the kind that's
treatable for both the acute and chronic aspects.

Dr. Wong: Good. There was a question or a comment
here?

Mr. Hubner: (Undersea Grading Systems) We do nitrox
systems so this is-you might view it as biased but I've
traveled around. I did urchin diving out of California; I've
done diving in Australia for 18 years now.

The last 2 years rve been doing nitrox systems around the
world really. My finding has been-well~ I think the quota
system is fantastic for slowing things down for biological
reasons for everybody. But the nitrox systems, I found that
divers will not give up or want to give up what they're already
doing.

In otherwor~ ifthey're producing at a certain amOWlt and
any kind of regulation that's going to slow them down or
anything that's going to cause them. to take money out oftheir
pocket or make less, they're going to be very anti.

I've met with divers that have quotas and theytre just
looking to add some safety now. They're limited in what they
can get, not that they get any more. They're not looking to
make any more money but they're looking at, "Hey, I've
pushed it all these years. If I could add some safety" and
they've switched over to nitrox with very good results. Ofall
the divers rve ever set up-ofharvest divers on nitrox, I have
never had one go back to air after doing nitrox just because
they feel better afterwards. Theirwives tell me theycan carry
on a conversation with them at night and some really good
results rYe had.

rm not one to talk to as far as on the medical level. You
know, Dick Rutkowski, is a very strong advocate ofit [nitrox]
and some other people. rUlet them. talk on the medical level.
I'm just a diver that switched to it after many years ofair is
what it comes down to.

Dr. Brubakk: This reminds me. I'm not saying anything
against nitrox because nitrox is just simply nitrogen in the
mixture with higher oxygen, but what has happened in
Norway at least is that we have had a lot ofinstructors telling
something to the effect that "Go over to nitrox, you'll get
longer bottom timesandyou will not have anydecompression
problems anymore."

I just want to point out that the reason why nittox is good is
that you dive on air tables using nittox, which give you an
advantage. But if you try to stretch the tables - and our
experience, the air tables, regardless who makes them, are
pretty bad when it comes to the long bottom times. You get
then obviously an advantage by using nitrox. You'll only get
an advantage as long as you do not increase the bottle time.

Mr. Gold: This idea posed, I think, is very, very good to
consider. People other than in the 3M world are making a lot
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ofmoney. On the other hand, in the 3M world where people
aren't making a lot ofmoney and this is survival, I'm not sure
how well the orders are going to look.

If you look at Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, and Sri
Lanka, these people are living in poverty levels and they're
barely surviving, taking what they can out ofthe sea. To tell
them that they can't take a certain amoWlt may put them
belowthe level at which they can survive. So then we have to
be a little careful, perhaps differentiating between peoplewho
are making a lot ofmoney by diving and people who are just
surviving.

Dr. Lepawsky: Yes, in all honesty, I begin to wonder ifyou
don't need to tell them that the devils ofthe sea will take them
back quicker ifthey overdo their physiological bounds, with
all due respect.

Mr. Heywood: (Vancouver) Just further to that comment
Nitrox is graded by percentage and you're developed and
you're already diving safely but I think the point is that ifrve
gotten anything from this day is that people are blowing tables
out ofthewater sothat's getting them tospend less timetmder
water, come up slowly-the basics before we start talking
about mixed gases like nitrox. Although the comments about
nitrox are valid, I think we need to get the core things down
first.

Dr. Lepawsky: That's well taken, Jeremy. Yes, John Ross?
Dr. Ross: The thing about nitrox is it's great but it is being

sold with the equivalent air that is important People that are
usingnitroxdo cometous. They'vebeen diving the maximum
amount that they can do on that [nitrox] table [and they are
not using nitrox on air tables, as they should be. - Editor].

Dr. Wong: On the nitrox table?
Dr. Ross: Yes. There's actually no improvement to safety;

it just lets them stay under the water for longer.
Mr. Dunford: The problem. with the quota system and you

maycorrectme in some ofthis, but the Honduran government
has placed a thre&-month moratorium on the harvesting of
geoducks in the conch. Or excuse me, lobster.

But that doesn't really do anything for the divers who still
have to go into the water 9 months a year and do these
horrendous tables. And in order to put a moratorium or limit
the product, as somepeoplehave said here, they are not going
to buy into that at all.

There's a large structure, socioeconomic structure arotmd
this diving that needs that profit from those lobsters, and
including the divers. So I think that a moratorium in that kind
of environment is going to have a lot of problem as being
accepted and implemented.

Restricting divers from taking lobster-it's easy to tell
captains they can't go out and tell those buyers they can't buy
by law. But once you've let them go out then regulating the
way the divers do their work is going to be much more
difficult.

I think that perhaps a better method may be some kind of
intervention method in terms ofnot limiting diving but trying
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to provide something in the way ofhelping an individual once
theyactuallydevelop decompression sickness. Because I don't
think you're going to be able to limit the bottom time as the
first course into making a change.

That may come later as they learn to trust your system but
I think initially youlve got to show them that you can do
something for them and the way welre going to do that is to
try to limit the acuity ofthe sea.

Dr. Lepawsky: Something else to add?
Dr. Barratt: Also in regards to the scuba divers, I thought

a lot about what kind ofrecommendations we could make? I
really didnlt come up with much because as a coroner I feel
uncomfortable making recommendations for their diving
conditions and it could end causing problems for us doing
research down there to say, "Well, you know, we're the
academics. We think you should be doing this." Ifwe want to
keep studying down there.

Theonlything I could really think ofthat I couldpotentially
ask them to do is to search everyone's bags and not allow
cocaine and crack onboard Of the three filtalities that Dr.
Aleyo (phonetic) saw-he was asked to come down to the
dock and evaluate the bodies-all three of them had been
using cocaine or crack.

As far as limiting their alcohol or drug use, it's now in the
Nicaraguan regulations but it's not enforced. But I understand
that they need to be on drugs or alcohol in order to get their
nerve up to go down and dive because theYre aftaid of not
onlythe mermaids but there are sharks that are common, they
could drown, could have equipment fiillure, so they can't do
their job without the drugs. Perhaps they could do it (indis
cernible).

Dr. Lepawsky: That's another good point
Unidentified Speaker: The problem with the performance

is really-justbecausetheyhad cocaine in theirbl~ is there
a connection there? What does thecocaine do (indiscernible)?

Dr. Lepawsky: I would suggest that as far as a
performance-enhancing drug, I think you probablywould feel
better but I don't know whether you'd do any better. I do not
trust thepathophysiologyofcocaineat all. ButI think that she
had an important point here.

TheseMiskito~ as I read the notes fi'om the observer on
board, and reading between the lines ofhis very dry and mctual
acx:ounts, was the distinct impressioo1bat1his 11- or 12-day1rip
by the Miskito divas was an ordeal. That they took drugs to get
through it.

Theydid not want to bethere but theywouldn't tell anybody
they don'twant to bethere. When that last day ofdivingcame
through, they were very, very happy to see it come. They
wanted out. So I think these people are really pushing them
selves physically and emotionally on that boat I think the
drugs are part of the reason because it's one of the mecha
nisms how they cope.

Certainly, we might have heard that, you know, "We can do
what we bow how to do", and an attempt at education.
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Education is - you can, I think, be sure that it'sperhapsbest
done consensually rather than confrontationally. That means
getting in and understanding the local populations. We'll get
to you in just a sec. I thought another question in the back.
Yes?

Dr. Sanchez: rd like to second that observation. Many
years ago when we first started our studies in Mexican scuba
divers, the drugs ofchoice were alcohol and marijuana.

Just a couple of months ago in our last follow up, Dr.
Ramirez, who handles this group of divers, found over 95
percent ofthem are now cocaine addicts and hels had several
deaths from cardiacarrhythmiasince divingas proof Sothere
seems to be a significant change just in the last 10 years.

Mr. Gold: It was interesting when we started that project
2 or 3 years ago-this is a comment, not a question so much.
But we started that project 2 or 3 years and the person who
advisedmewasa diving instructor, ablonde-haired, blue-eyed
diving instructor who decided he wants to make changes.

His advice to me was to get a bottle of (Mekong] whiskey
and then sit down with the chief of the village and get
ourselves drunk together and that's the only way we'll make
change. He went into the village for about 2 or 3 years with
his bottles of[Mekong] whiskey and it was all he managed to
do was get him and the chiefdnmk.

Our intervention, on the other hand, was not our interven
tion. Our interventionwast~empowertheprimaryhealth care
worker in the village and the public health system around it
I think Diane said something very, very important if I can
interpret and read between the lines.

Working in the Thai environment and Richard working in
the Indonesian environment, I and others working with the
Miskito Indians, they'd look at our face, they'd look at ourhair
color, they'd look at OlD' eyes, and you're not one of them.
You'll never be one of them. At least that's from my own
experience.

There are certain rites of passages that we have to go
through. In filet, for me to work effectively with the Urak
Lawoi, the sea gypsies, I had to do a dive with their equip
ment I was challenged. They said to me, "There was a
Russian here a couple of months ago. He wanted to make
some changes. And he put the mask on his tace and he never
gotbelowone centimetrebelowthe water. Can youdobetter?"

I don't know if I would have succeeded if I didntt go
underwater with them and do a dive. This is part of the
primitiverites ofpassageperhaps thatexist. Butthe important
thing to come back to, in my mind, is the issue that we
shouldn't be going in there for our glory. We shouldntt be
going in there saying, "We are going to make the change."

We should be trying to build systems based on local people
and having those local people (indiscernible) recognize the
need of change so that change will be sustainable. I think
therein welre going to see the solutions to the problems. They
will know the cultures in which they have to deal to make the
changes. rm not sure we'll be that sensitive.

So I encourage you-I encourage us-ifwe're looking at
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this sort of thing to take it from the perspective of public
health and tty to make the changes that will be long term and
acceptable within the scope ofwhat they are going to do.

Also to give them goals for change that are realistic. To tell
someone with 3 years of formal education who has been
diving for 30 years by sticking something in his mouth and
jumping over the side, that we're going to start to calculate
tables, okay, and that you haveto go to such-and-such a depth
for such-and-such a time, come up and do this and do that, I
think, with all duerespect to all parties concerned, they're not
going to be terribly comfortable and they're going to make
jokes about it.

So we've got to find alternatives for them that are easily
understandable, easily implemented, and find steps that we
can achieve that are little successes leading to a big success.
Then I think we're goingtobe abletomake a positive change.
rd applaud any effort we can make, with respect, but I think
information and education is one ofthekey factors in making
it happen. Thank you.

Ms. Liebman: (WashingtonState)MayImakea comment?
I had two comments and one is referring to the quota system
you're talking about here. I just want to make a point that in
Washington we have quotas for a lot oftheharvested seafood.

However, because ofover-harvest, it has created a need for
a lot of the sea harvesters to go quite a bit deeper to get the
quota that is now allowed for them to harvest and it's created
a lot moreproblems than anything. Sotherearepros and cons
with quotas.

The second thing I wanted to point out is that not only in
Honduras and Nicaragua, but also with a lot of the Indian
tr:ibes that are now harvesting seafood in Washington State,
there is a lot ofdrug use: heroin, crack, cocaine, marijuana,
alcohol and no onethat I knowhasaddressed any ofthat: why
or what we can do.

Dr. Lepawsky: Well, regardingquotas. Ifquotasaresetnot
on the basis of science, then you've got to know what your
biomass is andthen, youknow, you haveto work according to
your biomass. But that takes enforcement and enforcement
takes infrastructure and infrastructure takes taxes and that
doesn't come easily. Soyouknow, it'snot an easyproblem. It's
based on politics.

Mr. Olson: Coming back is the values ofthe drug use. I
think what you have to realize is that there is a vast gulf
between the diving that this side among developing countries
and the diving in the undeveloped countries. Out there it is
survival.

Thepeople outtheredrinkheavilyeverynight plD'elytodull
the pain they suffer as a regular part oftheir work. I did not
observe any hard drug abuse. I didn't actually even observe
any marijuana abuse. It hasn't gone that filr yet but I have no
doubt it will.

We get verymoral. Again, when it comes down [quotas and
enforcement] in the developingcountries, theydonot havethe
resources to police it. They donot havethe resources to police
quotas. Nobody's going to be there to count. Nobody at all.
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So they'll carry on doing exactly what they were doing
before simply because they have to. They have no choice. If
they don't dive today, regardless ofinjury to themselves, their
children go hungry.

This is what has tobe understood when it comes to the work
that they and I are doing out in the Far East. Any suggestions
from anyone as to how we can assist the divers in what they
do-

Dr. Lepawsky: Of course, that pain is not just physical.
There is the pain ofliving with abject poverty day in and day
out since the day ofbirth to the day ofdeath. Until income
redistribution is achieved within oppressive regimes nobody's
going to get anywhere with this kind ofproblem.

Dr. House: (Vancouver) Just a couple ofbriefcomments. I
agree with a lot ofwhat we've alreadyheard. I think we could
use the example ofBritish Columbia Native Indians and to
look at what the background ofthe Europeans brought to the
Native subculture and to really seriously question whether
we're in a position to have this debate other than out of
interest.

I think in debate it's very interesting but I think Mike's
right; we should take to these underdeveloped areas what OlD"

skill is and our skill is the management of the underwater
environment, notbiomassesparticularly. That'sotherPeoPle's
expertise. We have medical scientific expertise and we have
some knowledge ofbiomass. But what we can bring is basic
public health standards.

The other thing in British Columbia is that as a physician
who examines the majority ofthe divers in British Columbia,
the majority of them smoke 20 cigarettes a day, the majority
areyoWlg and machismo, they use marihuana and they drink
excessive amounts of alcohol. I think that in the developed
world, we do have some control over this issue to improve
their overall quality aflife and maybe that's where we should
put our emphasis, you know, in our own backyard.

Then something Mr. Gold mentioned, work with the public
health in the underdeveloped areas, like the United Nations
does, for example. Train localpeople rather than walk. in with
ideas because obviously a fragile change in even life exPeC
tancy among divers will probably be significantly changed
with the socioeconomic environment ofthat fishing commu
nity.

Dr. Lepawsky: So good, other comments perhaps?
Dr. Lim: (Singapore) What is your penaltyhere for illegal

fishing ofyour shellfish?
Dr. Lepawsky: Well, thepenalties-thepotentialpenalties

are heavy. I believe that there probably is a black market in
geoduck and there probably is in abalone and W"chin and
cucumber, and you know, octopus and so forth. But ifyou're
talking about a registered company in British Columbia, then
Mr. Duffy is going to be able to tell us what the penalties are.

Those penalties can be heavy. They can be financial, they
can be incarceration. I don't know, Steve, ifyou want to come
down andtell uswhatkindofpenaltiesthe Workers' Compen-
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sation Board can inflict on registered companies. But if the
companyisnotregistered in theProvinceofBritish Columbia,
then there is virtuallynojurisdiction that can-I would think,
other than a straightforward criminal prosecution and those
have been few and f8r between, ifany.

Dr. Lim: rm sorry. On my questions, why I ask them is I'm
just cwious. Would that be pushing somebody into, so-called
doing it under the CWTents and would that be more dangerous
in the end? Restricting biomass, would that push up the
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market price for such an item and push more people to dive
so-called unregulated?

You mow how many :fatalities actually are due to diving
illegallyhere? I don't know. Are there anystatistics available?
Thatls first.

Secondly, what I want to ask is the drugs used among the
divers.. Do they use drugs as (?) money, and bealuse of the
allegation that they are stateless, maybe that's the real occupa
tion that they can get enough money by selling drugs.
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DYSBARIC OSTEONECROSIS IN TURKISH SPONGE
AND SHELLFISH DIVERS

Maide ~im~it

In searching the history ofTurkish sea harvesters and their
diving habits it was possible to trace them back to the 1930s.
Apparently the first diving experience of Tmkish divers
started with their Greek neighbors in these early years. Some
years later, diving in Turkish territorial waters became
possible only with official permission for the foreigners, and
that was the end ofthe partnership. At that time, divers, all
male, used to dive on air using standard diving gear, 7 days a
week, 6-8 h/day with a surface interval not less than 3 h
between two dives. A diving season was 3 or 4 months from
Jtme to October depending to the sea conditions. Although
diving was generally learned at the age of 15, starting age as
a professional was 18 since the boat owners used to ask a
written affirmation from each diver. Retiring time was 4D-45
yr ofage for shallow water and 30-35 for deep water divers.
Medical examination was not obligatory, but some captains
asked a physicians' affirmation. Any drugs or alcohol were
forbidden on the boat as was eating during the day. Meal was
eaten at the end ofthe day. Olive oil was used not only for
cooking but also for lubrication ofpiston ofthe air pump.

The team of deep divers consisted of 11 or 12 divers on a
12- to 16-m boat, while the shallow water team consisted of4
or 5 divers on a 10- to 12-m boat. Each boat had two diving
gears. When the diver in the water started to surfilce, the next
one on board started to gird on.

Deep divers used to dive to 5Q-60 meters of sea water
(msw) with a bottom time ofabout 15 min, and itwas habitual
to diveshallower for the last dive ofthe day. The usual diving
time for shallow water divers was ~90 min to a depth of
25-30 m. Between 1930 and 1963, both groups ofdivers used
no decompression tablewhatsoever. Theyused to surf3cewith
a 10m:1 min ratio. Although it was not possible to reach any
records, according to the stories of the old divers we have
listened to, with a coupleofcrippled diversarolDld and five or
six deaths per diving season, itwas almost clear that the death
ratio and the incidenceofdecompression sickness (DeS) was
very high.

Headachewassaidtobe verycommon among shallowwater
divers. Severe headache with confusion, called ''Calada'' by
the locals, was seen in deep divers. Aiming to treat, hair used
to be shaved, a small incision was made on the scalp with a
razor, bleeding obtained with a vacumn pump, followed by
application ofa freshly slaughtered chicken over the head. In
the case ofDCS, Fernez divers tried to be cured by applying

Copyright © 2001 Undersetl and Hyperbaric Medical Society, Inc.

massage to the affected areausing olive oil and onion. Femez,
"M~a" among locals, was used in the 1950s, followed by
hookah (Nargile) and scuba 1963 onward

Severe DeS cases were lowered into the water to the same
depth ofthe actual dive, providing that feet were not touching
the bottom, and then ascending the diver 1 filthom every 5
min. Ifno improvement was obtained on surfacing, the same
procedure was repeated. In case ofa second fililure he was left
to his destiny.

The year 1963 was a major milestone in the history of
Turkish sea harvesters. That year not only the diving
instruments but the habits and diving profiles also started to
change. Decompression concept was introduced, US Navy
decompressing tables began to be used with some
modifications. Extending the bottom time and shortening the
decompression stopsby30-50% were the main modifications
madebytbedivers. Theycalledthat modified decompressions
procedure «Aksuna", which is still in use among divers.

With the freedom they gained underwater, by using hookah
and scuba, they harvested more sponge, which caused a
socioeconomic change in the southwest shores of Anatolia.
Sponge divers became popular personalities, their economic
status grossly improved, fiunilies started to permit their
daughters to marry the divers. A new-starter had 20010 ofthe
harvest while an experienced diver possessed 30010.

UnfortlDlately sponge gradually disappeared in the
following years in the eastern Mediterranean, and for a couple
ofyears there was almost no diving in the area. At that point,
Japanese mends, who enjoy seasnails as a delicacy, gave a
new acceleration to sea harvesting activity in Turkey. Divers
who previously dived for sponge became shellfish divers and
the new ones started to dive.

Between 1984 and 1997, we performed three studies on
sponge and shellfish divers with a special interest about the
incidence and types of dysbaric osteonecrosis (DON). The
characteristics and empirical diving techniques of these
divers, and the main results of these three studies were as
follows: Sponge and shellfish divers of Turkey dive on air,
usually between 30 and 50 msw, using hookah, or rarely
scuba. They dive 2-3 times a day depending on the depth of
the dive. During the diving season which has not changed
since 1930s, they dive 7 days a week, 6-8 h1daywith a surface
interval not less than 2 h between two dives. Descending rate
is 25-30 mlmin, ascending rate is 2S mlmin, with a bottom
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Table 1: Divers. Diving Features, and Incidence olDCSandDON in the /985. /90. and /996 Studies

No.
Year Dives Diving for Mean Age

1985 21 sponge 26 (19-35)
1990 72 shellfish + sponge 26 (19-38)
1996 51 sponge 43 (32-54)

Mean Depth,
Experience, yr m DCS 00

4.3 (1-13) 35.4 (20-60) 28.5 85.7
5.0 (0-21) 35.9 (10-90) 25.3 52.1

15.6 (7.7-23.5) 41.7 (15-90) 74.5 70.6

Table 2: Type and. Incidence ofDON Lesions in the 1985,
1990, and 1996 Studies

time ofabout 25 min. Decompression stops are 3 min at 9 m,
7-8 min at 6 m, and 8-9 min at 3 m. Oxygen decompression
or surface decompression are not used.

The incidence of DO and nes in Turkish sea harvesters
were investigated and presented previously (1,2). These two
studies and the recent one which was performed in 1996
resulted in very high incidence rates of DeS and DO.
Incidence ofDeS were 28.5% in 1985, 25.3% in 1990, and
74.5% in 1996 studies. 6 divers out of21 in the 1985 study
have had 10 DeS accidents, 7 ofthem were type I, and 3 were
type n. Two divers had both type ofDeS. In the 1990 survey,
18 divers out of71 had DeS; 15 type I, and 3 type ll. 7 divers
had type I several times, and one diver had type II DCS 3
times.

In the 1996 survey, 38 divers out of 51 reported DCS; 23
divers were treated in a pressure chamber. Others either have
made recompression treatment in the water, which is also
called"Acsuna" among divers, or did nothing. 17 ofthe 23
divers experienced type I DeS more than once. Among 15
divers with type n DeS, 6 patients were treated with
recompression and appropriate medical and rehabilitation
therapies, others had made "Aksuna". Three divers had type
n DeS more than once. Since the mean age and diving
experience ofthe 1996 group were strikingly higher than the
1985 and 1990 groups, this was thought to be the explanation
ofthe higher DCS incidence among these divers. The mean
value for the maximum diving depth was also high (74.6 m)
in this group (TokIu and C;im§it, lDlpublished data, 1996).

The incidence of DON lesions were 85.7% in the 1985
group, 52.1% in the 1990 group, and 70.6% in the 1996
group. DON lesionsweremrmorecommon amongthe sponge
divers compared to the shellfish harvesters.

Themain characteristicsofdivers andthe incidence ofDCS
and DON are given in Table 1. Humerus was the primary site
for DON lesions, followed by femur and tibia. Most of the

Year

1985
1990
1996

Type A, %

16.0
18.6
36.3

TypeB,%

84.0
81.4
63.5

juxta-articular lesions took place in humerus. Type and
incidence ofDON lesions are given in Table 2.

Alcohol intake was very common among our subjects
(90010). With few exceptions, all divers reported to drink a
certain beverage with a high alcohol content, every day. This
habit mayhave contributedtothehigh incidencerates ofDeS
and OON. On the other hand, there were divers who never
had alcohol but had experienced type I or II DeS and
manifested DON lesions.

Dysbaric osteonecrosis is one of the important effects of
diving on health and we need. to gather more information
about it, especially about the changes in DON lesions with
time. We have started a study to investigate the course and
changes, ifany. in DON lesions ofthe Turkish sea harvesters
who underwent their first radiological evaluation in 1985.
Though this study is still in process, the first results showed
that, with time, the total number of type A and B lesions
increased in 10 out of 11 divers who were reexamined. Type
A lesions worsened in four divers, remained the same in six,
and decreased in one diver. There werenomalignant changes
in anyone ofthe lesions (3).

To summarize, we can say that both DON and DeS have
high incidence rates amongTurkish seaharvesters. Empirical
diving habits are thought to be responsible for that finding.
High alcohol intake, which is very common among these
divers. may also have contributed to these results.

We tbaDk our mends Tosun Sezeu, for providing us with his pbotograpby
8IdJ.ives, and MehmetBa§ (AksuDa Mebmet) for helping us to reach the divers,
andall the divers without whose contribution it would not have been possible to
produce these studies.
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Unidentified Speaker: How many ofthese divers end up
with joint replacements?

Dr. Ci.m§it: As far as I know, nil.
Unidentified Speaker: And they drink a lot of alcohol.

How many ofthem would?
Dr. Cimfit: All ofthem.
Unidentified Speaker: All ofthem and it was normal?
Dr. CilD§it: Everything was normal. We found very few

cases, we found diabetes, but not any high values for liver
fimction test or enzymes or anything. .

Unidentified Speaker: Just one last question. You
mentioned the Aksuna. How does it work?

Dr. Cim§it: Well, as I told you, they would generally go
into the water. They put the diver into the water to the depth
ofrelief and then they start to ascend him 1 fathom every 5
minutes. They still use the same procedure as they used in the
earlier years.

But in recent years, the new ones, they now know what to
do and how to do it and they almost always gave us a call. OW'
department is on call 24-hours a day and they call us. We
recommend to them what they should do, which is usually to
use surface oxygen and then steroids, if they can manage,
intramuscular steroi~ and immediately transfer to the
hyperbaric center which is in Bodrum, and there's one in
Istanbul for civilians.

Unidentified Speaker: Just on that, there's not the
(indiscernible)?

Dr. Cim§it: Well, usually it's by going down. Sometimes
they reported to us that by going down, on the way down they
started to get reliefbut usually they waited some 2-5 at the
depth of relief before they start to surmce and come to the
surfilce at 1 filthom per 5 minutes.

Mr. Dunford: Have I understood correctly? On one ofthe
tables you put up there, where the incidence oftype A lesions
decreasing over the years, did the incidence of B lesions
decrease?

Dr. Cim§it: The incidence what?
Mr. Dunford: OfB lesions.
Dr. Cim§it: B lesions.
Mr. Dunford: Did they decrease ftom 85% to 66%? Has

therebeen anychange in theirdive profiles that mightaccount
for this change?

Dr. Cim§it: Yes, there could be two things. First, some of
the sponge divers became shellfish divers, who use somehow
different profiles for diving. They dive shallower but they do
much more dives in a day compared to the old sponge diving
style. The second thing, of course, there could be a healing
process.

Mr. Wmger: (Wisconsin) We note there is a strong
association between high dose steroids and production of
osteonecrosis and I'm curious regarding diving restrictions
and steroid usage.

Dr. Cim§it: I'm almost definitely sure that it's not the
cause of the lesions in divers because very recently, well
educated, at least people who finished high school; the
captains, we recommended the use ofsteroids on their divers,
which has been for the last 2 years and all these studies were
done before these 2 years.

The 1996 study might have been affect~ although we
recommended the steroid injections on board, but this
occurrence is very, very low, say, one or two divers at most.
Because these data are collected from their villages in the
south and the other ones, we recommended steroids to the
shellfish divers who dive in the Black Sea. So I don't think
that is the reason.

Mr. Winger: As a follow up, would you recommend it on
single dose.

Dr. C~it: Well, it depends on the clinical studies of the
diver. Ifwe believe the medical history over the phone, ifwe
believe that, and if we think that he can manage without
steroids, then he comes to us without steroids, but ifwe think
heisgrosslyaffected, then we recommend somethingbetween
16 mg up to 40 mg of prednisone intramuscularly or, of
course, ifthey can manage it, intravenously. But ifwe are on
the boat, we do it intravenously as well.

Mr. Winger: Final question. Approximately how many
divers are there in this population, sponge and shellfish
divers?

Dr. Cim§it: All together?
Mr. Winger: Yes.
Dr. Cim§it: I think it's about something between 150 and

200. But of course, the people die or just go to their old
villages which is in central Anatolia or somewhere near
Anatolia when they left the sponge or shellfish diving and
newcomers arrive. So really, I can't give you the exact
number.

Dr. Kawashima: Thank you very much for your very
interesting presentation. Your diver has a national license for
diving and your diver has what educational training?

Dr. Cim§it: Yes, the old ones don't have any license at all
but new ones have diving licenses and some of them are
educated in the Navy, some of them educated by the
Federation of Diving of Tmkey, so they had civilian
educators, divers and some learned diving ftom the old ones.

Unidentified Speaker: A lot of these divers have
decompression siclmess. I wonder, in this material, is there
anyrelationship between the site ofthe clinical symptomsand
the site where you find the lesions?

Dr. Cim§it: No, actually, we looked very hard for it because
personally I always hada beliefthat even though we can never
prove it, there's a correlation between decompression sickness
and dysbaric osteonecrosis. But I think that we can never
proveil

The site of the lesion and the site of the decompression
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sickness don't match. But one very interesting thing that I
must say, all ofour divers who had either type one or type two
decompression sickness always ended up with dysbaric
osteonecrosis.

If I'm not wrong, there must be one exception. I'm not so
sure. I can't remember definitely but I think there was one
exception. But that doesn't mean that every dysbaric
osteonecrosis diver had decompression sickness.

Unidentified Speaker: They do not call this nes. But
when asked Do your have such a pain?" they will give an
answer as "Yes, it's a dry pain."

But they are losing their liability to collect the sponge and
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they really work hard in water and they don't accept that
decompression sicknesshas ever been a problem byusing one
tank only.

Dr. Lepawsky: One last question.
Unidentified Speaker: Am. I right here? Did you say they

came up as much as 30 meters per minute?
Dr. C;im§it: In the early years, no, 10 meters.
Unidentified Speaker: Ten meters.
[Dr Toklu]: Twenty-five meters per minute.
Dr. C;im§it: It was later years.



HIGH-RISK DIVING AND DYSBARIC OSTEONECROSIS

J. P Jones, Jr., G. W. Salbador, F. Lopez, S. Ramirez, and S. B. Doty

INTRODUcnON
With use of standardized decompression techniques, less

than 5% of compressed-air (tunnel or caisson) workers now
develop dysbaric osteonecrosis (DON) (1). Lesions of dead
bone and marrow also have been reported in over 2% of
patients with sickle hemoglobinopathies, and in4% ofpatients
with inflammatory bowel disease (2). Organ transplant
recipients also develop these lesions with a significant
incidence, i.e., heart 3%, kidney 5-8%, and allogenic bone
marrow 10-22%, and up to 30% of systemic lupus
erythematosus patients have also developed this disease.

However, the highest prevalence of nontraumatic
osteonecrosisoccurs incommercialdivingfishermen. Although
DON can occur after a single hyperbaric air exposure with
inadequate decompression following submarine escape and in
hyperbaric sheep experiments, most divers who develop DON
have experienced multiple exposmes and symptomatic
decompression sickness (DCS). nes occurs when a decrease
in ambient pressure is sufficient to cause tissue and venous
nitrogen bubble formation.

Kawashima (3) observed that 467 of 905 (52%) ofJapanese
divers had DON, whereas in Korea, Yoo et a1. (4) found that
171 of256 (670.4) divers hadDON. Westudied thetypical diver
profiles of two additional groups of diving fishermen with
unsafe diving practices. Both cohorts experienced prolonged
exposure to compressed air with severely inadequate
decompression and rapid (no-stop) ascents to the surmce. All
ofthese divers had severe DeS.

MEXICAN SCALLOP DIVERS

Methods: In 1988-1989, we estimated that there were about
500 diving fishermen using smface-supplied compressed air
(SSCA) and retrieving scallops along the coastline of the
Pacific Ocean at the lower portion of the Baja peninsula of
Mexico. Toourknowledge, noneofthesedivershad anyformal
dive training or pnHmlployment medical examinations.
Interviews suggested that many divers and tenders consumed
alcohol and/or marijuana either before, during, and/or after
diving.

At that time, about200 diveboatswith outboard motors were
equipped with portable air compressors and hooka rigs.
Ordinarily, thesescallopswereharvested in tmder50 feet ofsea
water (fsw), and the divers scooped them into sacks from the
sandy bottom. Their usual SSCA profile for a 50 fsw dive was
about 2-3 h bottom time, a surface interval of 30 min, and a
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second dive with 1-2 h ofbottom time with a no-stop ascent
to the swface. Although staged decompression was not used,
diving deaths were a relatively rare occurrence. However,
during 1988 and 1989 the surfilcewaters becamewarmer than
usual and the resource became depleted in shallow water.
During this time the divers fotmd that they had to descend
much deeper in colder water to recover scallops, Le. to a
maximum depth ofabout 108 fsw.

The SSCA was delivered through an air hose using the
traditional Mexican hooka-rig technique. Another line was
attached to the diver's weight belt which was used to pull
filled clam sacks up to the boat. However, equipment fiillures
frequently OCCWTed. Compressors often had very Iimi~ if
any, air reserves. They also had no air filters, exhaust control,
or water separators, and there were carburetor problems,
breakage offan belts, and leaking gasoline tanks.

Divingfatalities: In 1988, three saillop divers died shortly
after surfilcing. From May to September 1989 there were 11
additional diving filtalities. None of these 14 divers received
recompression treatment. In mid-September 1989, a
recompression chamber was installed in the town of San
Carlos on Magdalena Bay, and an average ofthree nes cases
were treated daily for several weeks. However, in December
1989 a diver expired in the chamber (Table I, diver 7).(5)
Therefore, within two harvesting seasons (1988-89) 15 divers
are known to have died. All 15 filtalities were considered to
have had six months or less ofdiving experience. In 1990, an
educational program. was beglm for the divers, and with the
implementation ofthis chamber, toourknowledge, therehave
been no fin1her diving filtalities through 1997.

Results: Autopsies were performed on seven of these 15
fatalities. All these autopsied divers were men; their ages
ranged from 18 to 45 years (average 31 years). All autopsied
divers died within three hours ofsurfilcing. The fatality rate
was about 3% (IS ofthe estimated 500 divers). AllIS SSCA
divers had expired from severenes and probable arterial gas
embolism. Gross autopsies performed on seven of these 15
divers revealed generalized venous and arterial intravascular
gas bubbles.

Fatal rapid (no-stop) decompressions occurred in all seven
of these autopsied divers after their prolonged bottom times
(Table I). The average depth ofthese seven divers was 81 fsw,
and their average bottom time was 5.2 h. Diver 1and diver 2
(Table I) released their weight belts and made emergencyout
of:.air ascents directly to the smface, after their air
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Table 1: Fatal (No-Stop) Decompressions in Seven Mexican
Divers Who were Autopsied and Who had Used Surface

Supplied Compressed Air

Diver Depth, fsw Duration, h

I 82 6.0
2 79 5.0
3 75 5.0
4 75 5.5
5 79 5.0
6 82 5.0
7 92 4.5

compressors suddenly failed. Divers 3 through 7 also made
rapid and direct no-stop ascents to the surface after their
prolonged bottom times. Once a multiplace decompression
chamber was installed at the town ofSan Carlos in September
1989, there was one more diving futality (5). This 28-yr-old
male scallop diver (Table I, diver 7) remained at a depth of92
lSw for 4.5 h on surface-supplied air. DCS occurred after a no
stop ascent to the surface, and he died 70 min later in the
recompression chamber. Autopsy showed multiple gas bubbles,
not only within his great vessels, but in the fatty marrow ofhis
femoral and humeral heads (Fig. I). Lipid and platelet
aggregates were found on the surface ofmarrow bubbles (Fig.
2).

Pulmonary and renal fut embolism were also observed (Fig.
3), as well as embolic lipid within subchondral capillaries (Fig.
4). Fibrin thrombi were also observed in subchondral
capillaries and venules (Fig. 5), in addition to fibrin-platelet
thrombi within arterioles (Fig. 6), suggesting intravascular
coagulation (2).

Figure \. Photomicrograph shows a marrow bubble within disrupted
adipocytes, someofwhich appear to be compressed, as well as fibrin
thrombosis of adjacent sinusoids. [Stain, hematoxylin and eosin;
original magnification, xl 00 (left).] A smaller bubble is surrounded
by platelet aggregales with fibrin thrombosis of dilated sinu
soids.[Stain, hematoxylin and eosin; original magnification, x200
(right).]
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Figure 2. Photomicrograph ofhumeral head shows a marrow bubble
which is coated with a layer of dark lipid adjacent to disrupted
marrow adipocytes. [Stain, osmium-potassium dichromate; original
magnification, x460 (left).] A similar film ofdark lipid extends from
damaged marrow adipocytes to the surface ofanother bubhle. [Stain,
osmium-potassium dichromate; original magnification, x460 (righJ).]

HONDURAN LOBSTER DIVERS

Methods: Miskito Indians from southern Honduras and
northern Nicaragua were recruited from their Mosquito Coast
villages to dive for spiny-tailed lobster in the western
Caribbean Sea. These young divers had received no formal
training. From 1990 through 1993, at the multiplace
hyperbaric chamber of the Cornerstone Emergency Medical
Mission on Roatan Island, 336 of the 420 (80%)
recompression treatments that were administered, were
provided to these Miskito Indian divers. In 1994, Millington
and Idzepski estimated that there were about three deaths a
month involving these divers, besides a very high incidence of
untreated (or delayed treated) type II DCS, with residual
paraplegia and hemiplegia (6).

Usually between 25 and 45 paddlers and 25 and 45 divers

Figure 3. Photomicrogroph oflungdemonstrating multiple deformed
fat emboli within alveolar vessels andextensive hemorrhage. [Stain,
osmium-potassium dichromate and eosin; original magnification,
x300 (left).] Embolic lipid is also present within renal vessels and
tubules. [Stain, osmium-potassium dichromate and eosin; original
magnification, xl 00 (right).]
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Figure 4. Photomicrograph of a subchondral capilllll)' in the right
femoral head, immediately beneath the tidemark, which is obstructed
by emholic lipid. [Stain osmiwn-potassiwn dichromate; original
magnification, x600 (/¢).] Cross·section of another subchondral
capilllll)' which is occluded with both a fuI embolus and fibrin
thrombus. [Stain, osmium·potassiwn dichromate; original
magnification, x600 (right).]

live on board the 45-65 ft long lobster boats for the l5-daytrips
(12 continuous diving days). Once at the harvesting site, a
paddler and diver leave the ship in their hand-carved dugout
canoe with about four scuba tanks. Although usually not obese,
these divers almost invariably smoke marijuana before diving,
apparently to alleviate anxiety regarding their superstitious
"mermaid's curse", Le., the symptoms ofDeS.

These divers use only a tank, mask, fins, and an open-circuit
scuba regulator. They do not use a watch, depth gauge, tank
pressure gauge, weight belt, snorkel, bouyancy compensator
vest, or decompression tables. Ordinarily, a diver will collect
the spiny lobster with a long metal hook, until he can either no
longer hold any more lobster antennae with one hand, or until
he runs out of compressed air. While holding the lobster, he
then makes a direct, rapid ascent to the surface. He then
exchanges scuba tanks and inunediately descends again to the
bottom, with a surface interval ofabout 2-3 min. Usually after

Figure 5. Photomicrograph showing fibrin thrombosis ofa dilated
subchondral venule. [Stain, Masson trichrotne; original magnifica
tion, x430 (1¢).] A subchondral haversian capilllll)' is also occluded
by a fibrin thrombus. [Stain, Masson trichrome; original
magnification, x600 (right).]

Figure 6. Photomicrograph ofright humeral head revealing a fibrin
thrombus which is occluding a dilated marrow arteriole. There are
also disrupted marrow adipocyteS with extensive interad.ipocytic
fibrin deposition. (Stain, Masson trichrome; original magnification,
x300).

the third or fourth tank the diver and paddler return to the
ship, transfer the lobster, and replace their tanks, with a
surface interval of about two hoUTS. Then the diver makes
another similar series of repetitive dives in the afternoon.

In 1993, Moskito Indian divers were studied for 3 wk by
Doctor Fermin Lopez, while he was on a commercial lobster
boat. Dive profiles were recorded and analyzed using SUUDtO
dive computers, which were provided by Dunfurd.and
colleagues (7). Usually, the dive depths were between 90 and
120 1Sw, with bottom times of about 30 min and surface
intervals under 6 min. Two examples of their typical dive
profiles are as follows:

Profile I, four tanks at 93 ISw maximum for a cumulative
bottom time of 115 min, 2-3 h surface interval, then four
tanks at 921Sw maximum for additional bottom time of II0
mID.

• Profile II, four tanks at 97lSwmaximum for 87 min, 1-2 h
surface interval, then three tanks at 1011Sw maximum for

PJ, 26yo Lobster Diver
I 2 Tanks and I I S fsw

Figure 7. Antero-posterior radiograph ofright shoulder. hnmediately
before this x-ray, this diver had used 12 tanks to a depth ofll51Sw
in a single day. There is a diffusely sclerotic lesion with irregular
lueencies within his humeral head, but without articular incongruity.
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OC, 36yo Lobster Diver
9 Tanks and 102 fsw

Figure 8. Radiograph of the left shoulder ofanother diver who had
last used nine tanks to a depth of I02 fSw in a single day. Although
a pre~x.istingjuxta-articular sclerotic lesion is obvious, there is no
evidence oflate subchondral collapse.

78 min, 1-2 h surface interval, then two tanks at I04 fsw for an
additional bottom time of54 min. Often after the second tank,
these divers experienced some DeS symptomatology.

In 1994-1995 on the Honduran Bay Island of Roatan, we
performed a radiographic pilot survey ofMiskito divers in an
attempt to detect evidence of DON. This group of 13 divers
used between 9 and 16 scuba tanks a day, and they had all
previously received recompression treatment for DeS. Portable
x-ray equipment was used to perform antere-posterior
radiographs ofboth shoulders (in external rotation), both hips
(in internal rotatioo), and both oftheir knees.

Results: All 13 of these divers were still living despite all
having experienced DeS. Radiographs revealed DON in 9 of
these 13 (69%) divers, with 30 lesioos affecting their distal
femursfproximal tibias (60%), humeral heads (33%) (Fig. 7) or
femoral head (7"/0). All but one of the juxta-articular lesions
involved the shoulders. However, nooe ofthese humeral head
lesions (Fig. 8), nor the femoral head lesion, appeared to have
undergone late segmental collapse.

DISCUSSION
The traditional diving profiles ofthese native fishermen did

not protect them from the inherent dangers of harvesting a
depleting resource at deeper depths. None of the currently
accepted dive profiles were used in either cohort. Their unsafe
practices and profiles were associated with equipment
inadequacy and diver ignorance. Although several of these
Mexican and Honduran divers had a history of chrooic
alcoholism and marijuana consumptioo, to our knowledge,
none of these divers had any other predisposing medical
cooditions, except for obesity in the Mexican divers.

Coexistent Alcoholism: The incidence of nontraumatic
osteonecrosis in alcoholism has varied from 0.3% in the United
States, to 2% in Japan, and 5% in Yugoslavia. In 164 patients
with alcohol-induced DON, the average duration of alcohol
abuse was 9.5 years.(8) There appears to be a cumulative
alcohol dose-related ON response. In my experience,(2,9) the
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exposure threshold for alcohol-associated DON (at a
consumption of400 ml or more ofabsolute ethanol a week) is
about 150 liters of!00% ethanol. Alcohol-induced ON usually
affects younger patients, and alcoholics with hyperlipemia and
hypofihrinolysis may have a greater susceptibility for
developing intravascular coagulatioo and DON.

Hyperlipemia andEmbolic Lipid. Fat embolism is also well
known to complicate dysbaric phenomena and be associated
with intravascular coagulation (10). A filt overload syndrome
may conceivably occur with DeS. For example, an explosive
decompression accident resulted in large amounts offilt in the
large arteries and veins (11). C-reactive protein (CRP), an
acute-phase protein, can cause the calcium-dependent
agglutination of chylomicroos and very-low-density
lipoproteins (VLDL) into embolic lipid (12). VLDL are
increasingly produced in the fillly liver and contain
apolipoprotein (apo) B-IOO and endogenous lipids. This
mechanism may not only cause DON, but also cause ON in
those patients with corticoid- or alcohol-induced
hyperlipemia, fillly liver, and filt embolism (13). A diffuse
coagulopathy can occur with acute alcoholic liver disease, as
well as decreased plasma protein C and antithrombin TIl
(ATlII).

Intravascular Coagulation: The autopsy ofMexican diver
7 (Table I), who expired only 70 min after surf3cing despite
initially receiving recompression therapy, already had
developed extensive intraosseous fibrin thrombosis (5).
Although he probablydied from massive intravasculargas and
filt embolism, this case suggested that there is a secondary
injury to the marrow adipose tissue by rapidly expanding
nitrogen gas that triggers local, and possibly systemic,
intravascularcoagulation (IC). Injuredmarrowadipocytes can
release liquid fat, tissue filctor (thromboplastin), and other
vasoactive substaoces, which cooceivably can also play a
systemic procoagulant role in triggering disseminated IC and
an acute intraosseous ischemic event

In 1974, I theorized that IC with fibrin thrombus
propagation was the specific intermediary event and final
common pathway producing nootraumatic ON (14,15).
Considerable evidence is accumulating which indicates that a
coagulopathy involving the intraosseous microcirculation
(capillaries and venous sinusoids) progressing to generalized
and residual venous thrombosis, and less commonly
retrograde arterial occlusion, is the early pathophysiology of
nontraumatic ON (2). Philp(I6) reviewed the evidence which
suggests that hypercoagulability and DlC may complicate the
presence of intravascular bubbles with decompressioo,
including a reduction ofplatelets ofabout 25% over 48 h and
an increase offibrinogen/fibrin split products.

However, IC is onlyan intermediary event, which is always
trigger activated by some underlying etiologic risk filctor(s)
(2,15, I7). Conditions capable of triggering IC include
hyperlipemia and embolic lipid (alcoholism and hypercorti
sonism) (9,13), sickle hemoglobinopathy, hypersensitivity
reactions (allograft organ rejection, immune complexes,
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Figure 9. Pathophysiologic concept ofrapid decompression of fim)'
bone marrow. Marrow adipocytes are ruptured by an expanding gas
bubble which is coated with lipid, fibrinogen, and aggregating
platelets. Embolic lipid and tissue factor are released which further
activate intravascular coagulation with fibrin-platelet thrombosis.
The result is both local (metadiaphyseal) and systemic subchondral
Guxta-articular) osteonecrosis.

arthus phenomenoo, anaphylactic shock, and antiphospholipid
antibodies), bacterial endotoxic (Shwartzman) reactions and
various viral infections, proteolytic enzymes (pancreatitis),
tissue factor release (inflammatory bowel disease, malig
nancies, neurotrauma, and pregnancy), and other hypofibri
nolytic, hypercoagulable, and thrombophilic conditions. For
example, in dysbaric phenomena (Fig. 9), fibrinogen, lipid, and
platelet agggregation at the blood-bubble interface are
associated with intravascular coagulation and post-dive
thrombocytopenia, accelerated platelet turnover, decreased
ATIll activity, and increased fibrin degradation products
(5,18). Thrombophilia. Some divers may also have an Wlder
lying fumilial thrombophilia, which is defined as an increased
tendency to develop intravascular thrombosis. In 1990, Charles
Esmon and one of the authors (J.P.J.) discussed impaired
natural anticoagulant mechanisms and first suggested that
decreased protein C, protein S, or ATIII may be risk factors for
ON (18). Protein C is converted to activated protein C (APC)
by the thrombin-thrombomodulin complex on the surface of
endothelial cells. APC exerts its natural anticoagulant function
by degrading procoagulant factors Va and Villa. Protein S
serves as a cofactor for APe. Glueck et a!. recently confirmed
these coagulation abnormalities in patients with nontraumatic
ON (19). It was discovered that the most common type of
fumilial thrombophilia is resistance to activated protein C
(RAPe), which is now known to be a significant risk factor for
ON (20). To evaluate thrombophilia it is recommended that, in
addition to RAPC, protein C and S, and ATill, that
antiphospholipid antibodies (1gA. IgG and 19M) and the lupus
anticoagulant be measured.

Thrombocytopenia and Platelet Aggregation: Low platelet
counts may be found in association with very early ON lesions,
both clinically( 18,21) and experimentally (22). Boettcher et
aI.(21) fOWld that 21 of 37 (56%) patients with ON had
significantly abnormal platelet counts, and 15 ofthe 21 (71%)
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had thrombocytopenia. Thrombocytopenia is a feature of fat
embolism, alcoholism, disseminated intravascular
coagulation, antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, and DeS
(18).

Platelet aggregation on bubbles and activation of the
clotting mechanism have been described in DCS (5,23).
Platelet aggregation, often manifested as a decrease in the
circulating platelet COWlt (thrombocytopenia), may also
contribute to microvascular obstruction and the subsequent
trapping ofintravascular gas bubbles. Our pathologic findings
of platelet aggregation at the blood-bubble interface in
Mexican diver 7 (Table I) are consistent with similar
observations of Kawashima et al. (24) in their autopsies of
diving fatalities. In experimental DeS in rabbits circulating
air bubbles interact with platelets, causing the platelet release
reaction, and these activated platelets participate in the
formation of thrombi. Postdive thrombocytopenia has also
been demonstrated in sheep (25). In goat studies, bubble
formation with platelet aggregation and microthrombus
formation are considered to initiate subsequent events leading
to infarction (26).

Hypofibrinogenemia and Fibrin Thrombosis. Low serum
fibrinogen and elevated fihrinopeptide A (FPA) can also be
found in association with very early lesions (13). I have
observed precollapse lesions in patients with evidence of
embolic lipid and IC, with elevated FPA and arterial
interruptions detected by superselective angiography (13).
Patients with angiographicalIy documented coronary
thrombosis also show a marked increase in FPA.
Fibrinopeptides not only induce chemotactic activity for
leukocytes but increase vascular permeability, conceivably
producing inflammatory marrow edema. Unfortunately, early
lesions are rarely discovered and histologically studied.
However, there is direct histological evidence in humans of
intraosseous fibrin-platelet thromboses within prenecrotic
femoral and humeral head segments, both 70 min (5) and 18
h (27) after a known ischemic event, and before complete
autolytic reduction of the avascular zone.

Hypofibrinolysis: Sufficient residual fibrin-platelet micro
hrombi must remain within the intraosseous vasculature for a
minimum of 2~ h, and not be immediately removed by
endogenous fibrinolysis (18), to exceed the ischemic threshold
and produce ON. Hypofihrinolysis with increasedplasmnogen
activator inhibitor type I (pAl-I) has been fOWld in patients
with ON (28,29). Factors which reduce the ability to lyse
thrombi should also be measured in ON patients. These
include not only PAl-I, but tissue plasminogen activator
(TPA) activity and lipoprotein(a) should also be measured.
Also a serum lipid panel should be obtained If the
triglycerides andlor cholesterol are elevated, then a lipoprotein
electrophoresis can be performed to determine ifthe diver has
a type II or type IV hyperlipoproteinemia, both of which are
associated with nontraumatic ON (2).

Intraosseous Hypertension. There is no direct evidence that
DON results from the primary embolic or compressive effects
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ofnitrogen bubbles alone on the osseous vasculature. There is
also no confirmed evidence that either compression and/or
decompression results in any significant changes in
intraosseous pressure (lOP). Transient changes in lOP will not
be sufficient to cause DON, since it requires a minimwn of2-6
h of significant intraosseous anoxia or severe hypoxia to
produce osteocytic necrosis (30).

Increased lOP can be detected in ON, but it probably results
:from post-ischemic inflammatory marrow edema and
perinecrotic intraosseous hemorrhage (27), which probably
results :from the rupture ofnecrotic arterioles and capillaries
upon reperfusion (2,18). Increased microvascular permeability
with edema formation is a reperfusion abnormality (31).
Decompression-induced venous bubble formation h~ been
linked to increased neutrophil counts, endothelial cell injury,
releaseofvasoactive eicosanoids(especiallythromboxanesand
leukotrienes), and increased vascular membrane permeability
(32). Also hypoxia induces the release of prostaglandins,
especially prostacyclin release, :from endothelial cells (33).
Adherence ofthese activated neutrophils and platelets to both
the bubble surfaces and to endothelial cells may further
contribute to stasis and microvascular injury with leakage,
extravasation ofplasma, and hemoconcentration.

Moreover, intraosseous hypertension can also be observed in
the bone marrow edema syndrome and in several other
conditions (30). Therefore, increased lOP now appears to be a
very early but nonspecific secondary effect, not a primary
etiologic factor in initially causing the osteonecrotic lesion
(2,13).

SUMMARY
Decompression siclmess and DON occmred in these

commercial diving :fi.shennen muler conditions of prolonged
compressed air exposure (either semi-satmation SSCA dives, or
repetitive deep scuba dives), and inadequate, and usually rapid,
decompression. Othee lDlderlying risk &ctors, ie., coexiert
alcoholism and obesity, are probably involved in DeS and DON
in these two cohorts, particularly if they are associated with
hyperlipemia, &tty liwr, and abundant &tty mmow.

Intravascular coagulation with fibrin-platelet thrombosis
beginning in the wlnerable subchondral microcirculation
(capillary-sinusoidal bed) and impaired fibrinolysis, especially
with residual venous thrombosis, now appears to be the final
common pathway producing nontraumatic ON in several
different conditions. Evidence is also accumulating that DON
does not result :from the embolic or compressive effects of
nitrogen bubbles alone on the osseous vasculature, but by
secondary injury to the marrow adipose tissue by rapidly
expanding nitrogen gas that disrupts adipocytes and releases
embolic lipid and tissue filctor (Fig. 9). These procoagulants,
and other vasoactive agents, most likely cause platelet
aggregation with postdive thrombocytopenia, and also trigger
activate local, andprobablysystemic, intravascularcoagulation,
intraosseous fibrin thrombosis, and DON.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Aguarda: Generally, it's been said that the hard-hat
diver has the hip as the site ofpain vs. the scuba diver type of
pain, normally shoulder and elbow. In your series of scuba
divers it shows predominantly humeral head effects. What
about caisson workers and hard-hat divers, haveyou looked at
them just to compare?

Dr. Jones: Yes, they're more likely to get involvement of
the distal femur and proximal tibia as compared to the
humeral head. Diversmore commonlygetthesehmneral head
lesions and it's almost to the point that ifwe see a patient with
osteonecrosis that has humeral head lesions we suspect that
dysbarism may playa role.

If they don't have humeral head lesions then we think
there's a real question whether this is a diving-attributed
lesion. So we start narrowing it down and then have to focus
on all of these other conditions of which a100holism, as I
mentioned, is a major filctor.

Nowwe knowjust recently that manyofthese patients have
filmilial thrombophilia. They have decreased levels of the
natural anticoagulants. They're more likely to thrombose the
vessels within their m8ITowwith decreased protein C, protein
S, and antithrombin 3.

It's been known for 30 years that you do get decreased
antithrombin, you get increased fibrin degradation products,
decreased platelet counts and soon shortlyafter diving. So we
mow there's hypercoagulability and some form of intra
vascular coagulation, most likely with thrombosis and
necrosis.

Mr. Long: (Colorado) Given your studies there and the
effects of the thrombosis, do you feel that it would be
recommended to offer, say, an aspirin a day for divers to
possibly prevent this?

Dr. Jones: Yes, we think that that's important just to
minimize or suppress to some degreetheplatelet aggregation.
But most likely, it's going to require, down the line, an agent
that is antilipenic, reduces the tats, is a mild anticoagulant,
and enhances fibrinolysis.

That's another problem that these patients may have, high
blood lipid levels, hyperlipidemia. Patients that have
hyperlipidemia also frequently have increased levels ofwhat
we call platelet or plasminogen activator inhibitor type one,
PAl 1, and that this is an enzyme that (Rotoroots?) Out the
thrombi.

Ifyou have low levels, the thrombi stay in for a prolonged
period oftime. Now, we've seen many cases ofnon-traumatic
necrosis in patients that have increased PAl 1 and decreased
levels ofall these natural anticoagulants. So anything that we
can do to minimize the platelet aggregation is going to be
important.

Unidentified Speaker: I have a question about the case
who is not a diver, what are the reasons they have necrosis? If
he had been a diver, he hasn't been diving. Do you have an
idea about the incident among OW' colleagues or did you find
this case by accident?

Dr. Jones: Yes, there have been population studies in the
United states showing a prevalence of0.3% ofa1cohlics with
osteonecrotic lesions, and as high as 3% in former
Czechoslovakia. So it's probably somewhere around half a
percent to 2% of those with alcoholism will develop
osteonecrosis.

Now, it was interesting in your Turkish study which was so
filscinating that these patients had nonnalliver fimotion tests,
at least when they were taken. The incidence may have
happened several years before. But there are certain
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biochemical tests that you can use to determine a fairly good
idea that a person's an alcoholic because denial is such a
primitive response There are five studies:
1. TheMeV, mean corpuscular volume. Ifthat's over a 100

and they have macrocytic anemia.
2. Ifthey have hyper-wicemia.
3. Iftheir OOT is elevated.
4. SOOT liver function is elevated.
5. Or if they have hyperlipemia, either a type 2 or type 4

profile.
Those are the Whitehead criteria and ordinarily ifyou have

three or more ofthose criteria being abnormal, it's a strong
possibility that this individual is an alcoholic, whether they
deny it or not. So it would be important as a screening
measure--i'elatively inexpensive studies-to make that
determination.

Unidentified Speaker: I was &scinated by your diving
dinosaW'S. Has osteonecrosis ever been described in diving
mammals?

Dr. Jones: No, it hasn't There's been decompression
sickness in deep diving turtles that are reptiles, but never in
mammals to my knowledge. Their physiological diving
parameters are a lot different from these reptiles. So even in
the sperm whales that are very deep divers or in the northern
elephant seals that are even greater divers, and go down to
5,000 feet in 17 minutes and come back up to the surfilce
without decompression sickness.

At the Ano Nuevo, which is just above Santa Cruz below
San Francisco, Dr. Bernie Laboo( a marine biologist, has
done time/depth recordings ofthree northern elephant seals
whicharethedeepest divers thathave ever been found, andhe
hasrecordedmultiplerepetitivedives, deepdivesshortsmface
intervals, and no evidence ofany dysbaric phenomenon.

Unidentified Speaker: You described necrosis of the
cerebral column. Is that as big a clinical problem as shoulders
and hips?

Dr. Jones: No, it's not, but it's been largely unexamined,
and I think we haveto start focusing on those lesions because
when we doMRIs ofthe pelvis to examineboth hips, it would
be very easy to get a few slices through the lumbar vertebra.

Just as a natTow area ofnecrosis, the vertebral end plate is
sufficient to prevent the diffusion ofnutrients and oxygen in
and out ofthe nucleus to cause dehydration. So it's an area
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that's open for further investigation.
Dr. Robinson: (Vancouver) Do you consider that the

increased incidence of aseptic necrosis of the hips in tunnel
workers is a gravitational effect?

Dr. Jones: You know, that has been one of the biggest
problems that we've had We don't know why we have a
higher incidence ofthese humeral head lesions asyou've seen
here, and decreased incidence ofthe femoral head lesions in
these divers.

There have been a number ofpossibilities but no one has
ever really investigated these clinical observations. So we do
know that gas and filt is coming offpretty much at the same
time and that ifthere's lamination across theaortic sweep that
the subclavians would pick it up first.

Ifyou give them recompression therapy, eliminate the gas,
you end up with the tat in the humeral heads and triggering
intravascular coagulation. That's one of many possibilities.
They decompress differently and so on, work habits are
different. We just don't have an explanation for that It's
another area ofclinical research that should be done.

Unidentified Speaker: Is there a correlation between
where the pain hits and the side which subsequently develops
dysbaric osteonecrosis.

Dr. Jones: No, I think that wasjust pointed out very nicely
by Dr. <;im§it. But on the other hand, we do see patients that
have severehits in their shoulders that develop lesions-avert
early lesions that we can pick up within a month, sixweeksby
MRI, even sooner on bone scans.

Then with Dr. Lehner's excellent work with the limb
lifting and the lesion at the same place as the hit, which I'm
sure he'll mention, here's very good correlation, I think.

Dr. House: (Vancouver) Do you know if after smgical
correction of ulcerative colitis, for example, with a
colonectomy, whether there's still the tissue filctor problem
that may make somenecrosis susceptible to these individuals.

Dr. Jones: Well, we do know that that's right. In
inflammatory bowel disease, both ulcerative colitis and
regional enteritis, there is about a 4% incidence of
osteonecrosis. It's not only due to the tissue filctor release.
They have a number of other hemalogical pro-coagulant
hypofibrinilytic abnormalities. So those may continue even
after you've done a colonectoy.



DIVING PROFll.,E AND DYSBARIC OSTEONECROSIS

M. Kawashima, H. Tamura, K. Takao, K. Yoshida, M. Kitano,
Y. Mano, C. Lehner, and Y. Taya

INTRODUCTION
Inoursurveys oftheKyushuarea, radiological investigation

ofdiving fishermen revealed 467 osteonecrosis cases (S 1.6%)
among 905 divers. This fact seemed to be caused by their
prolonged hyperbaric exposure and a rapid decompression.
There are many professional diving fishermen in the Kyushu
area. The main purpose of their diving is collection of
shellfish, abalone, and sea urchins. They are prone to high
incidence of dysbaric osteonecrosis and decompression
sickness (DCS). The main cause ofthese injuries seems to be
their dive profiles. The clinical study was done on 177 divers,
and their dive profiles were investigated.

MATERIALS AND MEmODS
This studywas based on the clinical review of 177 divers at

Kawashima Orthopaedic Hospital from 1981 to 1996. They
were all males except one. Their ages ranged:from 17to64 yr.
Theaverageagewas35.9 yr (Table 1). Dysbaric osteonecrosis
was seen in SO cases (28.2%) and was most :frequently found
in upper humerus, and upper femur (Table 2).

Divers with a diving experience of over 5 yr were highly
affected by dysbaric osteonecrosis (Table 3). There was a
higher incidence of dysbaric osteonecrosis in the divers who
dived over 20 m (Table 4). In the group ofmen with dysbaric
osteonecrosis, 60.0% were known to have been treated for
bends (Table 5).

Each diver conducted their own dives according to their
own experience. Dive profiles of these divers were investi
gated in Ariake Sea, Ktmisaki, Karatsu, and Inland Sea. Dive
profiles were recorded by oral interview or dive-recording
computer.

RESULTS
Most of these divess did not use any standard dive table,

such as the US Navy dive schedule. Each diver conducted his
own dives according to his own experience. Divers in Karatsu
usedscuba. Thecharacteristicdiveprofiles involvedrepetitive
diving. We call it Karatsu Type. These types were seen in 10
cases (20.00.4) among SO cases.

Case R T. was treated for bends and chokes. Fig. 1 shows his
dive profile. A radiograph illustrated a dysbaric osteonecrosis at
the left femoral head 8 years after the first treannent (Fig. 2).
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) illustrated the dysbaric
osteonecrosis at the left femoral head (Fig. 3).
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Case S.Y. was treated for bends. Figure 4 shows his dive
profile. A radiograph illustrated a dysbaric osteonecrosis at
the right femoral head 5 yr after the first treatment (Fig. 5).
MR.I illustrated the dysbaric osteonecrosis at the right femoral
head (Fig. 6). The diver at Oura used helmet or hooka. The
characteristic ofthe dive profile at Oura is long exposure in
the bottom ofthe sea. We call it Oura type. These types were
seen in 40 cases (80.00/0) among 50 cases.

Case K.K. was treated for osteonecrosis. Figure 7showshis
dive profile. MRI illustrated the dysbaric osteonecrosis at the
right humerus (Fig. 8).

Case O.K. was treated for osteonecrosis (Fig. 9). Fig. 10
shows his dive profile. MRI illustrated the dysbaric. osteone
crosis at the right femoral head (Fig. 11). Pre-operative
dynamic MRI showed the remarkable decrease ofblood flow
in thejuxta-articular areas ofthe right femoral head (Fig. 12).
Postoperative dynamic MRl showed the remarkable increase
of the blood flow in the juxta-articular area of the right
femoral head (Fig. 13).

Divers in Ohwa and Kunisaki used helmet and are known
for the long bottom times in their dives and high incidence of
dysbaric osteonecrosis (I-3).

Case Y.T. was treated for osteonecrosis (Fig. 14). A
radiograph showed a dysbaric osteonecrosis at the right
femoral head. Rotational trochanteric osteotomy was don. A
radiograph showed osteoarthritis 9 yr after operation. Figure
15 shows his dive profile. Characteristic of this dive profile
was long exposure and surface decompression.

CaseF.Y. wastreated for osteonecrosis. Figme 16 showshis
diving profile. A radiograph showed a osteonecrosis at the
right femoral head. MRI illustrated osteonecrosis. A dynamic
MRI showed the low blood flow ofthe juxta-articular area.

Case T.K. was treated for osteonecrosis. A radiograph
shows osteonecrosis at the right femoral head Bone scanning
illustrated high uptake ofTc99m at the right femoral head.
MRI illustrated osteonecrosis. Rotational trochanteric
osteotomy was carried out. Figure 17 shows his dive profile.

Case K.T. shows the typical dive profile in Inland Sea (Fig.
18). He was from Oura. Figure 19 shows the typical dive
profile at Kunisaki.

Their characteristic dive profile is long exposure at the
bottom of the sea and smface decompression. He was from
Ow'a. Lehner (4) succeeded in producing osteonecrosis in
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sheep according to modified Ohura diver's dive profile. Their
experiment showed the possibility of prevention of osteo
necrosis.

CONCLUSIONS

One hlDldred and seventy-seven diving fishermen with
DeS were treated at Kawashima Orthopaedic Hospital and
recordsofthediverpatients were analyzed. Fiftycases showed
osteonecrosis (28.2%). The high incidence of dysbaric
'osteonecrosis and DeS was caused by their unconventional,
risky dive profiles. Long bottom times and repetitive dive are
associated with these diving injuries.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Dawson: The advantage ofdoing S1JI"&ce decompres
sion using oxygen in these divers ....

Dr. Kawashima: In Japan, it is prohibited to use oxygen
by the diver.

Mr. Dawson: Do you agree that surmce decompression in
oxygen is less likelyto causeosteonecrosisanddecompression
sickness?

Dr. Kawashima: Yes, I recommend the use ofoxygen in
surface decompression, it is useful. But they smoke in the
chamber. Big problem. So I could not recommend that.

Mr. Arnold: (Florida) I wonderwhatyoucan sayregarding
whether there is a difference in the incidence and types of
decompression sickness between the hard-hat divers and the
scuba divers?

Dr. Kawashima: Yes, in the in the scuba divers, most of
the cases were limb bends, but in helmet divers type nDCS
is often seen. So the spinal cord type ofnes is often seen in
many ofthe helmet divers.

Unidentified Speaker: You mentioned that in 5 years, you
sawseveral remaining cases oftheosteonecrosis. Whatwould
you say was the earliest incidence of osteonecrosis in the
divers that you studied?

Dr. Kawashima: Early incidence?
Unidentified Speaker: Yes.
Dr. Kawashima: The early cases took 1 year - 1year after

the first onset ofbends. Most ofthe cases took 2 or 3 years or
even 5 years because it needs time to develop
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Age Levels of Men Surveyed
and Dysbaric Osteonecrosis
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Age
(years old)

Under 20
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50 and over

IjI with Dysbaric Osteonecrosis

• without Dysbaric Osteonecrosis

Table 1
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(Cases)

(Site of Dysbaric Osteonecrosis J

Upper humerus

Lower humerus

Upper femur

Lower femur
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(Cases)

ilL -R • Both

Table 2
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Dysbaric Osteonecrosis and Diving Experience
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(Bends and Dysbaric Osteonecrosis)

w_th Dysbaric without Dysbaric
Osteonecrosis Osteonecrosis

total

with
previous
bends
experience

without
previous
bends
experience

30
(60.0%)

20
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(65.40/0)
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Table 5
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(Case H. T. Age 35 M)
Bends 2Times
Chokes 2Times

After 8years

Fig. 2

(Case H. T. Age 35 M)

MRI Bends 2Times
Chokes 2Times

Fig. 3
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( Diving Profile)
Case S. Y. Age 35 Scuba

Des (Osteonecrosis)
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40
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40 40
Time
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Fig. 4

(Case S. Y. Age 35 M)
Bends 4Times

After 5years
Fig. 5
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(Case S. Y. Age 35 M)
MRI Bends 4Times

Fig. 6

( Diving Profile)

Case K. K. Age 45 Helmet
Des (Osteonecrosis)

r
- 4~

5 2.5 5

Depth(m)

o

3

26
20

240

Time
(minute)

Fig. 7
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(Case K. K. Age 45 M)
Bends 1Time

119

MRI Tl MRI Tz

Fig. 8

(Case O. K. Age 27 M)
Bends 3Times

Pre-Operation Post-Operation
Fig. 9
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( Diving Profile J

Case O. K. Age 27 Hooka
Des (Osteonecrosis)

._..-
I

148

Jr 29
-_..

6

10

Depth(m)

o
3

360-480
Time

(minute)

Fig. 10

(Case O. K. Age 27 M)
MRI T1 Bends 3Times

Fig. 11
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• : ROI 1

• : ROI 2
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Fig. 12

(Case O. K. Age 27 M 1
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Fig. 13
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(Case Y. T. Age 34 M)

Pre-Operation Immediately after
Operation

Fig. 14

11 years after
Operation

( Diving Profile)

Case Y. T. Age 34 Helmet
DCS (Osteonecrosis) Decompression

Chamber

5

480 Time
(minute)

Depth(m) ~
0-.-----------........-------=

25 -_._----------.r---........
30

Fig. 15
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( Diving Profile J
Case F. Y. Age 32 Helmet
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Fig. 16

( Diving Profile J
Case T.K. Age 36 Helmet
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Fig. 17
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Fig. 18

( Diving Profile)

(at Kunisaki)
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ISUDE PRESENTATIONI
PROPOSAL OF PROCEDURES FOR PREVENTION OF DYSBARIC

OSTEONECROSIS IN DIVERS: CONCERNING THE PATHOGENESIS
OF THIS DISEASE

Motoo Kitano

First slid~ please. Ladies and gentlemen, it is my great
pleasure to make a presentation to this workshop. The aim of
this presentation is to mention the pathomorphogenesis of
dysbaric osteonecrosis (DON) and then discuss preventive
procedures for the onset ofDON regarding etiologic &ctors.

Dysbaric osteonecrosis is Wldoubtedly preceded by bone

Dysbarlc Osteonecrosis = Bone Marrow

Necrosis

Dysbaric osteonecrosis is undoubtedly preceded by

bone marrow necrosis occurring during the early, Inilial

phase of decompression sickness. Thus, to understand

the development and progression of this bone disease,

the most Important thing Is to understand the patho

morphogenesis of bone marrow necrosis.

marrow necrosis occurring dwing the early, initial phase of
decompression siclmess (DCS). Thus, to understand the
development and progression of this bone disease, the most
important thing is to tmderstand the etiology ofbone marrow
necrosis. Today I will talk to you about pathomorphogenesis
ofbone marrow necrosis just after hyperbaric exposure.

1) Activation of coagulability of circulating blood

after compression - decompression procedure,

I.e., hyperbaric exposure.

2) Inury associated with increase of tissue

pressure inside a bone, I.e., 'bone compartment

syndrome', after hyperbaric exposure.

.....
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Slide 3: For tissue damage in nes, particularly in DON, two
pathophysiologic aspects are very important. One is activation of
coagulabilityofcirculatingbloodaftercompression-decompression
procedure, that is hyperbaric exposure, and the other is tissue injury
due to inaease of tissue pressure inside a bone, namely, bone
compartment, after hyperbaric exposure•
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Slide 2: This study is based on autopsy findings of fOW' Japanese
diver victims (Table 1) and histopathologic findings ofexperimental
animals [12 male domestic rabbits, 50 male Wistar rats, and 7
crossbred female sheep (Table 2).
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Our recent pathological studies have strongly suggested

thai thrQ.mbus formation can occur in the sinusoidal

brood vess/es of the bone marrow tissue.

The fact that an extensive necrosis of the bone marrow

tissue Is otten observed with a close association with

thrombosed blood vessels impels us to re-evaluate

the role of 1!:~.!ombosjs in the onset of dysbaric

osteonecrosis.

Slide 4: Our recent pathologic studies have suggested strongly that
thrombus formation can occur in the sinusoidal blood vessels afthe
bone marrow tissue. The fact that an extensive necrosis ofthe bone
marrow tissue is often observed with a close association with blood
vessels with thrombi impels us to re-evaluate a role ofthrombosis in
the onset orOON osteonecrosis.

Slide 5: This shows a vigorous dilatation ofsinusoidal vessels in the
bone marrow ofa rabbit femur after a hyperbaric exposure. You can
see multiple gas bubbles entrapped by a thrombus. A very important
point to discuss here is that the activity of blood clotting system
increases during and after hyperbaric exposure. Volwninous
literature indicate that intravascular gas bubbles that are created by
decompression fully contribute to the formation ofthrombi through
increase of adhesion and aggregation of blood platelets. When the
blood comes into contact with nitrogen gas bubbles, at the interfaces
ofblood and gas bubbles, the changes offibrinogen to fibrin appear.
Accordingly, the pathogenesis of the ill effects following
deoompression cannot be ascribed solely to the space occupying and
surface tension effects ofthe gas bubbles altering normal blood flow
through the vasculature.
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Sinusoidal Thrombosis

Circulatory disturbance of venous side due 10 sinusoidal

thrombosis directly influences to ~he creation of bone

marrow necrosis I or at least , very importantly

contributes 10 the retardalion of descent of intraosseous

bone marrow tissue pressure.

Slide 6: Formerly, we found that intravascular blood coagulation was
present only in the bone marrow sinusoids, that is venous vessels.
The reasons why thrombi prefer to be fonned within the sinusoids
are explained by I) the blood pressure ofsinusoids is very low, 2)
nitrogen gas bubbles created in the tissue eoter the blood stream via
sinusoidal walls together with tissue disintegration products, and 3)
speed ofthe blood stream is very slow in the sinusoids.

Slide 7: So we considered circulatory disturbance of venous side
directly influenced to the creation of bone marrow necrosis. or, at
least, very importantly contributed to the retardation of descent of
intraosseous bone marrow tissue pressure due to stoppage ofvenous
flow.

Slide 8: But most recently, we have found thrombus formation also
in the arterial branches. This is a micro-photo of the bone marrow
of right tibia in a sheep that has been treated by a hyperbaric
exposUre. 8 wk after the autopsy. You can see an old thrombus is
present in a branch ofthe intraosseous nutrient artery.
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Slide 9: I will explain the localization ofthis arterial thrombus. This
is the cuI surfuce ofdiseased tibia ofthis case. The dark middle area
ofthe shaft bone marrow, indicated by arrowheads, is CXllIlposed of
a fibrous granulation tissue. In this dark area, above-mentioned
thrombosed artery is situated. Nole the upper halfofthe shaft, an
extensive area ofbone marrow indicated by triangles, where
necrosis is observed-

Slide 10: From the anatomical viewpoint, the area of this
necrotic bone marrow is supplied by the thrombosed arteries
which belong to the ascending branches of the main
intraosseous nutrient artery. This finding suggests strongly
that arterial thrombosis directly contributes to the creation of
bone marrow necrosis.
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Tissue pressure in bone marrow cannol be easily dissipated

aller hyperbaric exposure because: 1) it is a fal cell rich

'Issue: 2) il is loco ted In a compartment enclsed by a

non-compliant rigid bone; and 3) stoppage 01 venous flow

due to multiple sinusoIdal thrombosiS.

As a result 01 the marked retardation in the decrease 01

bone marrow pressure, this bone marrow pressure 011 on

exceeds the blood perfusion pressure.

Slide 11: As already mentioned, tissue .pressure in bone
marrow cannot be easily dissipated after hyperbaric exposure
because: I) it is a fitt ceIl rich tissue; 2) it is located in a
compartment encased by a non-compliant rigid bone; and 3)
multiple sinusoidal thrombi are associated with venous flow
stoppage. As a result ofa marked retardation in the decrease
of bone marrow pressure, this bone marrow pressure often .
exceeds the blood perfusion pressure.

Slide 12: Thus, increased tissue pressure after hyperbaric
exposure results in a collapse of the blood vasculature,
including the arterioles and smaller arteries and it has also a
great responsibiliiy for the pathogenesis of thrombus
formation in the arterial branches. Ifthe peripheral branches
of the nutrient artery are collapsed, marked circulatory
disturbances occur also in the proximal portions of the
nutrient artery. Circulatory disturbances include blood stasis,
and this blood stasis might have contributed to the thrombus
formation within the proximal ascending branches of the
main nutrient artery in this sheep case.
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Mechanisms for Bone Marrow Damage after

Hyperbaric Exposure

Complicated cascade relating to
(1) Increase of activity of blood clotting system
(2) elevation of the Intraosseous tissue pressure

My conclusion is that, whatever the triggers are,

thrombosis seems most Importantly contributing to

the development of 'dysbarlc osteonecrosis'.

Slide 13: Regarding the mechanisms for bone marrow
damage after hyperbaric exposur~ it should be noted that
bonemarrowdamage is a complicated cascade relating to the
increase of activity of the blood clotting system and the
elevation of the intraosseous tissue pressure. Conclusively, .
whatever thetriggers are, thrombosis seemsmost importantly
relate to the development ofDON. In the case ofthrombosis,
although the tissue pressure sufficiently decreases to the level
ofnormal perfusion pressure, recovery of blood circulation
will neveroccur, becausethrombi remain. Ofcourse, itshould
be remembered that other factors, such as endothelial
damage, angiospasm, release ofinflammatorycytokines, etc.,
may easily modify the features ofthis bone disease.

Now we propose that therapy to prevent or block the

development of 'dysbarlc osteonecrosis' should involve

administering of anticoagulants and supply of fluid

soonafter the onset of clinical signs of limb bends.

This therapy will be more effective if a simultaneous

recompression treatment will be applied.

Slide 14: Nowwe proposethat therapytoprevent or blockthe
development of DON should involve administration of
anticoagulants and supply of fluid soon after the onset of
clinical signs oflimb bends. The symptom of limb bends is
widely accepted as one of the definite clinical signs of the
occurrence ofDON. This therapy will be more effective ifa
simultaneous recompression treatment is applied. To support
this proposal, sufficiently designed experimental surveys are
still needed.



MAINE SCALLOP DIVERS: DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AND
THE PREVALENCE OF DYSBARIC OSTEONECROSIS

Charles E. Lehner and Albert A. Pollard

SUMMARY
Mainescallopdivers, conductingprolonged, repetitivedives

with scuba, gather shellfish, often at depths exceeding 30 m,
during the coldest months of the year (November to mid
April). Divers generally have some mowledge ofdive tables,
but the high number ofrepetitive dives needed to enhance the
daily scallop harvest has encouraged the practice of im
promptu, multiple bounce dives to significant depths. Dive
tables are disregarded. Many ofthese divers experience joint
pains after decompression. Divers frequently experience
persistent limb bends pain and presumably risk dysbaric
osteonecrosis, a chronic injury associated with disablingjoint
collapse and secondary osteoarthritis in the long bones. Case
records and questionnaires indicate that persistent cases of
limbbendsareoften toleratedbyMainescallop divers without
undergoing recompression treatmenL Individuals with a
history of persistent limb bends are also those who have

developed active dysbaric osteonecrosis lesions in their long
bones, based on scintigraphic screening with 99mTc methylene
diphosphonate. Limb bends, especially in recent cases with
persistentclinicalmanifestations, areassociatedwith tmderly
ing, active dysbaric osteonecrosis. Prompt recompression
treatment can alleviate the discomfort of limb bends and
prevent the laterdevelopment ofdysbaric osteonecrosis, based
on large-animal studies ofdecompressed sheep at the Univer
sityofW'lScoosin-Madison and on anecdotal reports ofrecom
pressed humans with limb bends. These findings suggest the
efficacy ofprompt recompression treatment oflimb bends to
alleviate the acute discomfort of limb bends and to prevent
injury from the development ofdysbaric osteonecrosis in the
affected diver's long bones.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Dunford: You didn't say so but it sounds to me like
you're describing pathological limb bend pain.

Dr. Lehner: Well, that's one point that I'm glad you
brought up because we think that there is a positive
association between limb bends pain with elevated
intramedullary pressme and the induction of dysbaric
osteonecrosis. And elevated intramedullary pressure is also
observed clinically in non-diving osteoarthritis and
osteonecrosis patients.

A group of Scandinavian orthopedists has demonstrated
elevated intramedullary pressure being associated with the
clinical presentation of night pain in patients with early
osteonecrosis. So I think that limb bends is associated often
times with elevated intramedullary pressure which is a
pathogenic filctor in dysbaric osteonecrosis.

Mr. Dunford: Now, you described the difference between
persistent and transient pain. Perhaps there are different
mechanisms. Define transient, please.

Dr. Lehner: Well, in transient, we're talking about a few
hours or several hours, then it's gone. Whereas in the cases
where we had dysbaric osteonecrosis that did not undergo
recompression treatment, there was a persistence ofclinical
signs, althoughmildandsporadicfor severaldays, sometimes.

Idon't mow ifyou've seen this clinically or heard about this
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clinically but our questionnaire that Dr. Pollard and Chris
Leroux,hischambertechnician, havecirculatedamongMaine
scallop divers, hadstrong indications for persistent limbbends
pain that these people were tolerating.

Mr. Dunford: We see that in recreational divers.
Dr. Lehner: The underlying pathology may be dysbaric

osteonecrosis in situations like that. So ifa scuba diver is a
recreational scuba diver who's doing frequent, repetitive
divingand is tolerating tmfortunatelyelevated intramedullary
pressure by virtue ofthe filet it's moderate limb bendspain, he
or she may be inducing conditions setting up dysbaric
osteonecrosis lateranddegenerativeosteoarthritiswhichcould
be totally disabling in the individual's affected limb.

Dr. MiteheU: Thanks, Dr. Lehner, I think that your
description of early recompression [to prevent dysbaric
osteonecrosis] is very compelling. I was just wondering-I
may have missed it-but why did you choose a table, I think
it was Table lA, as opposed to a Table 6, which is the more
commonly used treatment in divers?

Dr. Lehner: We don't have hyperbaric O2 access, one.
Secondly, it was a table that we had modified [with longer
shallow stops] and we found that when we used it for the
sheep, after really lengthy exposures, it was successful in that
we were not seeing limb bends signs reoccurring after the
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decompression when the animals were brought back to
atmospheric pressure. That's how we did it experimentally.
But you know, certainly the use ofoxygen, in my opinion, is
efficacious and can reduce the time spent in the chamber.

Dr. MitcheU: Obviously, the concernmightbe that thedata
couldconceivablychangeifoxygen wasused. It might change
the time delay threshol~ for example.

Dr. Lehner: Right. Importantlyhere, I think we're dealing
with veryslow, poorlyperfused tissues and that's the rationale
behind using the table that has long times tmder pressure,
especiallytheequivalentpressures of30, 20, and 10 feet ofsea
water.

I think that's absolutely crucial and essential. We're dealing
with very slow tissue half times. It's the sort of tissues with
incredibly long tissue halftimes. I think that's because in a
bone compartment syndrome, with ftankly elevated tissue
pressure, you won't have much perfusion andtissue halftimes
approach infinity with ischemia.

Dr. MitcheU: That's an interesting idea. I hope you go on
to demonstrate that because that's useful-potentially very
usefu] clinically for us to know.

Dr. Leimer: Thank you. That's something that we would
like to pursue.

Unidentified Speaker: The pathophysiological scenario
thatyou'remaking is compellingbut I'm not totallyconvinced
it's true. First of all, we heard here several times that there
does not seem to be any relationship between the site ofpain
and the incidence of osteonecrosis in all these different
indigenous divers.

So itwould indicatethatat leastsomeothermechanisms are
happening. In the divers that we did our questionnaire, we
found that a lot ofdivers had had clinical symptoms without
being treated.

But in our part ofthe world, osteonecrosis is more or less
unknown. We hardly see it anymore. Following up on that, in
your sheep, did you find a correlation between the site ofthe
pain and repetitive diving and where they got their osteo
necrosis?

Dr. Lehner: Yes, and the severity and persistence ofthat
limb lifting was associated, I think, closely with dysbaric
osteonecrosis, although this is anecdotal, with the underlying
pathology that had developed and was observed in necropsy.

With regard to the issue ofrepetitive diving and the lack of
correlation, that's something I attempted to address with a
~~~~c~~~~~~~~sh~

to where we found a relatively low correlation between limb
bends lifting and radiographic manifestations.

I think what happens is you have an issue here ofrepetitive
exposures confounding the scene where you have relatively
mild cases that are potentially important but are just not
remembered by the diver or recalled by the diver. I think that
can happen.

You have situations where a diver will be complaining of
pain for several months and he apparently doesn't have
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osteoarthritis, but he's complainingofpain and tolerating that
pain.

Some ofthose cases are positive with bone scans. There are
two Maine scallop divers with positive bone scans who also
complained of pain in the same limb. It's not a hundred
percent association between limb bends presentation and
dysbaric osteonecrosis, but I think that the correlation is very
high.

Unidentified Speaker: This is a question. It's more of a
comment than a question, but I was wondering it; in this link
betweennes and dysbaricosteonecrosis, are thereothercases
ofdysbaric osteonecrosis that aren't related to a distinct bends
or observed bends behavior or reported bends?

Dr. Lehner In the human IiteratW"e, many papers have
mentioned the filet that there have been patients who have
presented with dysbaric osteonecrosis and they've never
complained oflimbbendspain. In the controlled setting ofan
experiment, such as we conducted with these sheep with a
single exposure, we always saw the development ofdysbaric
osteonecrosis being associated with limb bends.

We had some cases oflimb bends that didn't develop much
in the way of dysbaric osteonecrosis, maybe a mild case or
maybe not But those which did develop dysbaric
osteonecrosis were always associated with limb bends lifting.
So I think it's extremely important ifyou have a case oflimb
bends to get yourselfor the affected diver recompressed.

That's what I'd do for mysel~ that's what I'd do for my
daughters who want to be recreational scuba divers. That
would be my recommendation. That recommendation stems
from the sheep model and it seems to be consistent with what
is happening in the human population as well.

Unidentified Speaker: You discussed Type I
decompression sickness and you are seeing limb bends and
limb lifting, but did you look for any Type IT bends as well?
Did you do anything for that in your sheep model?

Dr. Lehner: Neurological signs? Yes,~ have looked at
proprioception by placing the limb, before and after the
experiment, laterallyand looking at the briskness ofrecovery
to detectmotor dysfunction, preswnablyas the result ofspinal
cord involvement.

Then we've also looked at the panniculus response, down
the back on either side of the medial line, to detect if the
dermatomes were being affected, presumably again having to
do with spinal cord involvement or peripheral nerve
involvement.

Typically, in these relatively shallow but prolonged hyper
baric exposures, speaking of the 24-hour exposures, we see
very little in the way ofneurological decompression sickness.
We see frequent chokes which is really insidious, and as we
all know, potentially filtal, and many cases oflimb bends.

But the Type II in these prolonged, relatively shallow
simulatedexposuresgive riseprimarilytochok~ asthe[most
common] Type n manifestation, rather than neurological
events. So we may see frank paralysis in these animals on
short deep dives, and that's a presentation where the animal
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collapses on the chamber floor.
Ifs interesting that in those instances we often see transient

cases, so that the animal maybequadriplegic, and then within
an hour-and-a-halfor so be able to stand and walk out ofthe
chamber.

That's interesting in light of some remarks that Shields
made about people diving in Scapa Flow, diving very deep,
coming up, having a spinal cord hit, being paralyzed, and
then recovering quickly to the extent that they did not seek
recompression treatment. They should have been seen by a
clinician, but they weren't; they were going home.

Mr. Gold: First ofall, rd like to congratulate both ofyou.
I think this has been a very stimulating presentation. rd like
to pose a question to Dr. Pollard, ifl may.

Now, there was an indication in the questionnaire. If I
lDlderstood correctly, the questionnaire was perhaps slanted
towards the attitudinal side. Was there recognition by these
divers that were at the scene there or was there a recognition
by these divers that they were willing to do something about
the risk that they face?

Dr. Pollard: When one of them is diving, they're going
back and doing thesamething over and over again. Therewas
an awareness that they were injured or risked injury- a few of
these ended up in litigation.

The questionnaire or the part ofthis other study that we'll
probably be talking about is the whole group ofdivers to see
if they want to volunteer for this study on dysbaric
osteonecrosis and trying to get out how many ofthem were
diving while in pain. I don't see a whole lot ofchange in their
diving.

Discussion Oil Dysbaric Osteonecrosis
Dr. Hattori: Well, I just want to give a sort of brief

explanation ofwhat you are looking at on the MRI. MRI is in
a way similar to looking at a radioactive~ but in the MRI
case you're looking at distribution ofhydrogen in the body at
various energy states.

Whatyou'vebeen looking at in the study thismorning were
MRIs with mainly Tl settings which highlighted fatty tissue.
So you saw the normal hip. The image was bright in the hip,
whereas the necrotic hip showed the irregular areas of
decreased signal intensity with Tl, and that represented the
fluid of lower signal intensity-gray--- bone marrow edema
fluid.

Dr. Lepawsky: Thanks very much, Takashi. Now,
preliminary to discussion, these are copies of the Workers'
Compensation Board of British Columbia Regulations and
they were brought here at, I think, the request of Dr.
Davidson, and she had a discussion with Dr. E. S. Robinson,
Dr. Ted Robinson, who is in OlD" audience. fd like to say that
Dr. Robinson has been involved in diving medicine in
Vancouver and this province for many years. It's got to be at
least 30 years.

He was the primary physician dwing the work on the
Highbmy Tunnel which was compressed air excavation work
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that was done in the western part ofVancouver. I think, if I
recollect accurately, there were 153 cases ofdecompression
sickness that Dr. Robinson attended and that there was a high
incidence ofdysbaric osteonecrosis from those.

It's very intriguing that my recollection is also that none of
those cases weregrantedmedical permission to return towork
after they had decompression sickness. Is that confirmed,
Ted? Are those statistics accurate?

Dr. Robinson: As I remember it. I attendedpersonallyover
300 cases ofType I bends, and 6 cases ofType nbends, and
we had, I think, 10 cases ofosteonecrosis. After the Type Us,
they were not allowed or referred to diving work, but after the
Type Is, if they made a good recovery, they could return to
work.

But we were working on tables derived from Blackpool, in
Britain initially, and we were working 8-hour shifts up to 35
pounds per square inch with a decompression organized
according to the Blackpool Tunnel experience.

I think we changed the protocols later on, but there's a filirly
high incidenceofType I bends and a tairly small incidenceof
Type II bends and some dysbaric osteonecrosis afterwards. I
think it was a total ofsix cases or something like that.

Dr. Lepawsky: Thanks for that. It may interest this
audience to know that at an early stage in the activity ofthe
Higbbury Tunnel, Dr. Robinson involved Dr. AI Behnke, the
great-grandfBther of modern diving medicine, and engaged
him to come to Vancouver.

Dr. Behnke had a lot ofinput into that work and from that
a lifelong ftiendship developedbetweentheRobinsons andthe
Behnkes. Yau may have noticed that Ruth Behnke was at the
banquet last night and it's because ofher enduring friendship
with the Robinsons that we were able to have her at that
banquet. So we were very pleased about that.

I wanted to then ask if thece are any questions that any of
you may have regarding, lets say, specifically this morning's
information on dysbaric osteonecrosis. We've had individual
discussions after the individualpresentations but - yes, in the
backgrOWld, Dr. Sanchez?

Dr. Sanchez: Has there been any association with bone
cancer after dysbaric osteonecrosis?

Dr. Lehner I think that there are, as I recall, 30 or so cases
presenting in individuals who have been involved largely in
tunnel work. So there is a potential risk and it is in the
literature. The prevalence is very low.

Dr. (:im§it: I just wonder i( as Dr. Lehner says, there is a
very low nmnber ofonly type B lesions.

Dr. Jones: Yes, thats exactly the point that it's only for the
type B lesions, the shaft lesions, predominantlyosteosarcomas
ofmalignant fibrous histiocytomas. Those are the main types.
If it's a longstanding lesion, its ordinarily occult for 10 or
more years. Very rare.

Dr. Hattori: Just on the humorous side, Dr. Pollard, his
face, by now, he's an OBIGYN and while they're in the
chamber, the wives don't find out. rm a radiologist lDltil they
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come out ofthe chamber.
Dr. Lepawsky: There would be more questions? I was

interested, Dr. Jones, you said in Pliocene fossils that 11 cases
[of dysbaric osteonecrosis] were discovered in deep diving
turtles, and yet in the Eocene, there were only six. I wondered
if there is a difference between those geological ages that
might account for this?

Dr. Jones: I don't know, Mike. What they did was the
multi-center survey-think five different coWltries were
involvedwith theirpaleopathologygroup. Theyassimilatedall
the material they had in these turtles from the different
stratifications regarding depth and those were the actual
figures so I don't know if the figures are relatively small
numbers, so I don't think there is any degree of specific
significance there.

Mr. Walsh: (North Carolina) The question is for Dr. Jones
primarily. At the finish of Dr. Kawashima's talk there was
mention made of the use of HB02 in either idiopathic
avascular necrosis or osteonecrosis. Is there any evidence of
the use ofHB02 for recompression treatments of either the
femur or humerus?

Dr•.Jones: You know, there have been a number ofpeople
now that usedHB02 to treat osteonecrotic lesions worldwide.
I know Michael has done a few cases here in Vancouver.
They've been done down in Long Beach and in Europe. The
way I look at it is I agree with Dr. Kawashima.

Ifwe look at central arterial occlusions, we have a so-called
"golden period" where you can reverse the lesion o~ 00,
perhaps 10, 12 hours, by putting someone in a chamber and
giving them HB02• I think that is the interval after the
hyperbaric exposure that it would be potentially most
effective. Of course, we're looking here with Dr. Lehner's
interestingmaterial in the earlyrecompression andthe4- and
8-hour period [when recompression was effective]-the
golden period, so to speak.

I've seen a number ofcases, I've looked at their x-rays and
MRIs, andthese latelesions thathavebeen treated with HB02,
with or without decompressions, and I've never been
convinced that it's had any therapeutic efficacy.

We have used HB02 in rabbit studies to find what normally
occurs when you give normal animals HB02J with or without
osteonecrosis, and we found that HB02 increases osteoclastic
bone resorption. It regulates the osteoclast which is a
metabolically very active cell, multi-nucleated.

It causes an increased amount of bone resorption. Well,
ordinarily when we have bone resorption, the bone is
structurallyweakened, but the object is to strengthen the bone
which is done by the osteoblastic new bone formation,
particularly in the subchondral regions before collapse.

After the articular surmce collapses, it's irreversible and
progressively deteriorates into more severe osteoarthritis. So
the therapeutic efficacy theoretically for HB02 would be in
those pre-collapse lesions. The earliest that we can possibly
find evidence with, let's say, dynamic MRI showing the very
earliest lesion comes in.
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We see someone's got a hit. We do a ~Tc] scan. We see
it's photopenic-there's no uptake. That means that it's an
ischemic perfusion defect. We get those early enough, give
them HB02J and there may very well be some therapeutic
efficacy. But in anyofthose late lesions, post-eollapse lesions,
I don't see any value to it at all.

Dr. Kawashima: This is very important for the treatment
ofdysbaric osteonecrosis. We must treat earlybefore collapse.
So, it is very important. Ifthe collapse occurred in stage 3 or
stage 4, there's no effect with the hyperbaric oxygen recom
pression or such, because if already collapsed, irreversible
change has already occurred.

So, ifwe want to help treat dysbaric osteonecrosis, we must
do very early recompression. Compression should be within
48 hours of hyperbaric exposure. So we must differentiate
which cases we must treat. This is very important.

Another point is that MRI indicates which case to treat. As
I showed in the cases, the MRI is very important.

So for screening purposes, we have the MRI check for
divers, especially deep-sea divers. In Japan's Marine Science
and TechnologyCenter [JAMSTEC], we have many deep-sea
divers - 300 or 400 deep-sea divers. So, these cases came to
OlD' hospital every year for the MRI check for the early stage
ofdysbaric osteonecrosis.

Dr. Jones: You have to remember now this is completely
different from the [efficacy] - non-[efficacy] of HB02 in
osteoradionecrosis in the mandible or osteomyelitis or
something else like this where the osteoblast is uP-regulated;
it's like a Packman.

Once you surgically go in and debride the necrotic tissue
where there would be osteoradionecrosis or osteomyelitis,
remove that necrotic tissue, that's the [sequestrum], then you
give an HB02• That activates those osteoblasts which are like
Packman and they go through and they clean up all that
necrotic debris with cutting cones. They're very effective at
that. But that is a completely different entity. It's a completely
different indication. I think a lot of people have gotten
confused on that issue.

Dr. Toklu: I think the thing that must be discussed is
regarding treatment and HB~ we don't have a chance to
diagnose dysbaric osteonecrosis without having symptoms of
bends. If we have a case which shows bends pain, the
treatment is hyperbaric oxygen. So people treat you because
you have bends. At that point, you have chance to detect the
dysbaric osteonecrosis using MRI. Maybe we must extend the
HB02 therapy for treating dysbaric osteonecrosis, otherwise
we wouldn't detect dysbaric osteonecrosis lesions. You can
just only check a case who has bends or other symptoms.

Dr. Wong: If someone has suffered decompression
sickness, do you have any recommendation regarding long
bone x-rays, MRIs and bone scans?

Dr. Jones: As you mow, type B shaft lesions are filirly
asymptomatic and not disabling, and they will not of
themselves disable a diver really in any way. We're only
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talking about thejuxta-articular, so-calledA lesions, and how
those are followed.

You're going to find more lesions occwring in different
sites. You'll notice in these humerus head lesions that rve
presented, all ofthose divers had hmneral head lesions, none
ofwhich had collapsed, and they're continuing to dive.

This is the interesting part about it Yon notice that they
were mainly sclerotic and that means osteoblastic new bone
formation. So that supports the foundation, the subchondral
plate and helps prevent the collapse. Early on for noviciate
divers that are coming up for the first time in the commercial
field, they do need a screening profile.

From the imaging standpoint, of course, it used to be the
conventional x-rays: hips, knees and shoulders and hip
rotation. Now, we strongly feel that these commercial divers
should have an MRI of their shoulders, hips and knees,
initially. That's prior to starting work. So it's likean astronaut,
for example, having echocardiogramsperformedto make sure
they don't have cardiac lesions. This is sort ofessential that
they have a baseline study.

Then after a severe bends hit, it's advisable, I feel, and very
economical, to have a total body bone scan, like Charlie
pointed out. Because you can very easily pick up lesions that
are either cold or hot or hot and cold Then you can go into
that lesion with MRI and focus on that right shoulder if it's
cold or hot, for example, and then follow them.

Then thelater lesionswewill seeeventuallyin conventional
x-rays, but generally speaking, by that time, most of them
have collapsed. This is unusual to see all these pre-collapse
lesions with conventional x-rays in these Miskito Indians. So
now we have the MR.I technology. I personally feel the
Japanese have absolutely got the right system in place.

Let me mention ambient pressure changes, either a
compressionordecompression in experimentalanimals. Now,
DennisWalter, whoworks 011 manyexperimental animalsand
with instrumented, intramedullary cavities, finds no changes
in intramedullary pressure with compression or
decompression. Kawashima observed dogs with a 6 ATA
exposure found an increase in intramedullarypressure during
the exposure compression phase which was verytransientbut
no inaease in pressure with decompression.

Charlie's associate, Ed Lanphier, and Charlie did a few
sheep that were instrumented for intramedullarypressureand
as I understand, Charlie, somehadelevationsand somedidn't.
It wasn't-

Dr. Lehner: Some did.
Dr. Jones: Some did not.
Dr. Lehner: Some did not. The process of core

decompression itself is a treatment used by orthopedists to
treat cases ofearly osteonecrosis.

The sheep model of dysbaric osteonecrosis involves a
situation requiring near-saturation conditions, close to 24
hours, to maximize the likelihood of dysbaric osteonecrosis
induction. This came out of looking at the difficulty of
inducing dysbaric osteonecrosis in smaller animals with
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smaller bones and less fatty marrow.
Dysbaric osteonecrosis is less likely in smaller animals:

dogs, rabbits and so forth which have less filtty marrow and
filster tissue perfusion rates and are less likelyto form massive
quantities ofbubbles that we view are responsible for elevated
intramedullary pressure, ischemia, and necrosis in bone and
marrowtissues. In smaller animals, thebones aresmallerand
with much less fatty marrow, there's much less induction of
dysbaricosteonecrosis, except in Chryssanthou's obesemouse
model.

So, at least in sheep where we can get into dysbaric
osteonecrosis, we do see it is based upon clinical presentation
ofpersistent limb bends signs, typically lasting a day or more,
and upon a proposed bone compartment syndrome resulting
from bubbles in the marrow cavity of the long bones, as
suggested by some cases ofelevated intramedullary pressure
greater than 40 mm of Hg. Recompression treatment can
alleviate limb bends signs and also can prevent the later
development of dysbaric osteonecrosis. The primary
pathogenic mechanism would appear to be bubbles.

Dr. Jones: I think this animal model is key to the whole
thing, since you have the very best animal model that we
know of in the world producing dysbaric osteonecrosis at 8
weeks out from a knownhyperbaric insult Theproblem isyou
haven't done any ofthe very acute pathological studies at 2,3,
4, 6, 12, 24 hours after this event.

I think that's going to separate the data, because as you can
all see, we have a basic disagreement here in terms of
etiopathology. I believe it's a result of intravascular
coagulation with thrombosis and necrosis.

Charlie and his group feel that it's due to increased
intramedullarypressme causing an ischemic event and so on.
So I think it's only going to be with the early studies, we're
either going to see thrombi in these early animals that are
sacrificed or we're not or we're going to see high pressure. So
I think those are the studies that have to be done.

Dr. Lehner: But we keep an open mind, and this is an area
for future research.

Dr. Jones: Well, it's a very controversial issue. That's the
bottom line. Well, that was the first part of my question,
because then ifyou're lookingat it, we're looking at ifwe have
ischemia or thrombotic emboli which is indistinguishable in
thebone-which is exactlythe samethathavebeen reproduced
and proven to be dysbaric osteonecrosis or an a vascular
problem. So what is the differen<:e in the treatment?

Unidentified Speaker: Yes, I think there's another major
fador as well. Osteonecrosis is formally called "aseptic
necrosis." There's no infection involved When you have
osteoradionecrosis, you frequently have secondary
osteomyelitis, an underlying infection. These have to be
debrided, for example, and, fortunately, the other part ofDr.
Kawashima's expertise is in the treatment of chronic
osteomyelitis. Maybe you could speak to that Mahito-the
importance ofHB02 when you have osteoradionecrosis and
osteomyelitis?
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Dr. Kawashima: In our hospital, we treated 206 cases of
osteomyelitis by HB02 and the clinical result was over 60%
successful. But ifwe found necrotic form in the osteomyelitis
earlier, so ifit did go to treatment, we must have abrasion.

I think after the collapse of the articular surface of the
femoral head it's very difficult to treat.

Dr. f;im§it: I thought we had agreed with Dr. Sanchez
because the recognition, I think, that 48 hours is far too short
a time to give us. In technical studies in clinical work, we
treat patients very successfully for osteomyelitis and
osteoradionecrosis.

And they should pass this first 48 hours, maybe hours,
maybe days, maybe weeks. So I think we can treat patients
with dysbaric osteonecrosis [with HB02J before the collapse.
And wehavemuch more time then than the first 48 hOW'S. In
my opinion, we certainly have this time.

DrLepawsky: I wouldjust like to say that both ofthecases
that I showed at the end of the presentation yesterday were
cases which had been exposed to hyperbaric oxygen. The first
case I did not showserial studies becausewe did not get serial
studies.

The second case I did show serial studies and I think you
could tell 'from those that I don't think that we could say that
we repaired the process by any manner ofmeans. But I can
tell you that clinically, pain reliefwas experienced by both of
those individuals.

One ofthem is sitting in the audience today. Now, he had
widespread dysbaric osteonecrosis: shoulders, hips andknees.
rm not sure if he chooses to stand and give his personal
experience. He's welcome to do that. So ifyou would care to
giveyour experience, fine. Ifnot, we don't mind thatyou don't
want to speak about it.

Certainly subjectively there was improvement in pain. I
can't say that was complete relief from pain nor that it was
long - that it was permanent. But nonetheless, there was
some relief from pain in the cases that rve treated with
hyperbaric oxygen. rn let the individual who had the
hyperbaricoxygen think about it for a while. In themeantime,
Dr. Brubakk wanted to say something.

Dr. Brabakk: It's just a question ofdiagnosis. In modem
Europe, the dysbaric osteonecrosis is more or less unknown
now. The question I had is related to the use ofMRI before
theystart theirdiving career. The reason for that - rm asking
that is that there are many other courses ofnecrosis.

Is there any reason to believe that individuals who have a
previous necrosis from other reasons that has nothing to do
with diving, that their necrosis would tend to progress ifthey
do, say, diving within reasonable tables? Or is that excluded?

Second, to follow up on that, you have said that there were
no reasons to follow sport divers. Now, there is a totally new
group of sport divers called the ''technical divers" who dive
deep. I recently talked to a technical diver who said to me,
"Well, I usually never go deeper than 200 meters."

They use scuba and go very deep. So the question is that
they - when they get a hit, my guess would be they had
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conducted a long, deep dive. There may be a totally new
group ofindividuals that fall into the group ofthe indigenous
divers.

Dr. Jones: Yes, ordinarily, ifthe individual has a drugstore
ticket or a type A lesion, it's contra-indicated that they
continue diving. At least in the United States, there's a
medical liabilityexposure ifyou, as a diving physician, would
let that individual continue to dive, and he developed another
lesion or collapsed the present one.

I think this second group you're talking about-I think ifI
werean noviciate technical diver andwas going to get into the
realm, I would pay the money to have the MRIs performed
just as a baseline study.

I think it's - would be well worth it to determine where I
was before, because rve done consultations on osteonecrosis
now for about 30 years, and rve seen many cases that were
attributedto dysbaric phenomenon that were aetualIy due to a
number ofother causes, either acting alone or in concert with
one another that had nothing to do with dysbaric necrosis.

Through collateral tests, we fOWld out the necrosis actually
antedated the dysbaric exposure. But it was from another
condition. This is a problem we see in the industrial
compensation area as well.

So I think we have to think about that list of all those
various entities that can potentially be related as risk factors
and determine, number one, if the PerSon has prEHOOsting
lesions prior to diving, ifthey do then that's one attack on the
algorithm. Ifthey don't, then theycould be clear. But the MRI
technology now is so universal except in the third-world,
underdeveloped countries that I think it should be employed
for the noviciate divers.

Dr. Brubakk: But just to make it clear - you may have
misunderstood. Wehaveregulations, too, obviouslythatifyou
have a lesion determinedby radiography, youshouldnot dive.
Now, it's obvious that MRI is more sensitive. So my question
is more, let's saywe changed the regulations - we goand say,
"Okay. We do MRIs instead"

We find changes. Is it still warranted to stop them from
diving because the risk in normal diving activities high
enough to warrant to say, "Okay. Even ifyou have no x-ray
changes but you have MRI changes, you should not dive." Is
that the point?

Dr. Jones: Well, if the individual has shaft lesions
exclusively, there's notjuxta-articular lesions that you can see
on MRI, we let them dive.

Dr. Bntbakk: Okay, thank you.
Dr. Jones: But we don't let people go back to diving, ifthey

have juxta-articular lesions.
Dr. Brubakk: I accept that.
Dr. Kawashima: I must talk about MRI. MRI is a very

good diagnostic technique. We check one in the shoulder and
leg, and the screeninggoes for morethan 1,000x-rayreviews.
We have no evidence ofa juxta-articular lesion ofthe knee.

So MRI is used for a screening check ofthe knees, and they
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say not necessary for that knee joint because of the cost
problem. We have no lesion juxta-articularly in the knees. So
we took MRIs ofonly the shoulder joint and hip joint

Dr. Sanchez: This actually isn't one ofthe issues. We have
talked a lot about [empirical] divers. Ofcourse, we don't have
MRIs in most areas all around the world

So my recommendation or my question is: Okay, thinking
of that population that is not so fortunate to have an MRI,
what criteria would be used to exclude them from diving?

Dr. Wong: The criteria for exclusion from diving.
Dr. Sanchez: Yes, say you have 10 divers who will be

perfect divers or the low-risk divers, they're not going to get
MRIs. There is no MRI available. So what criteria should we
use to rule them out from diving without an MRI available or
a bone scans?

Dr. Wong: Dr. <;im§it, you had an answer for this?
Dr. «;im§it: Yes. rm not sure that it will be an answer but

still, unfortunately, I don't think you have any chance ofthis.
The onlything we do in our country - well, we do - reviewed
.so many x-rays so in a sense we have - well, such device.

So the thing we do is, if we suspect from an x-ray which
many ofour colleagues say, "No, there's nothing there." But
we think that there is something wrong with it, then we take
MRI. That is the solution we could find Otherwise it's so
expensive and you have to bring the diver to your institution
and payfor him and take the MRI. It's very expensive. It can't
be effective.

Mr. Arnold: (Florida) Would there be a role for a bone
scan since it's more readily available than an MRI?

Dr. JOBes: No, youknow, that's exactlythe point. It is a less
expensive and - although it's very sensitive., it's not specific.
They're not very specific. But Dr. Lehner and his group have
donesomegreat work recentlywith Tc-MDP, using a number
offluorochrome markers.

The situation with scans is - and he's beautifully pointed
that out - you look at the initial lesions at two hours or two
days for theirphotopenic lesions, initially. That'sexactlywhat
happens.

Theypick up the earliest lesions and then they convert from
cold and to hot. Center remains cold, the outer
revascularization portion's hot Then they go to hot in eight
weeks and that's just about what we see in humans as well.

So it isan inexpensivescreeningtechniquewhereyou'vegot
a total body bone scan and you can see, "O~ yeah, there's a
hot right humeral head. There's a hot left femoral head.
There's a hot distal femur." I agree with Mahito. I've never
seen MRIs in divers with actual juxta-articular lesions
extending into the subchondral bone to the knee.

I think thatjust doing the shoulders and the hips is fine with
MRI. But if you do have a positive scan, and if in your
saeening program, you ran all your noviciate divers through
that, they got the scan. Ifthere's any area that's hot, you get
the MRI. Ifyou don't have MRI, then you just do the scan.

The scanning techniques are available pretty much
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universal now. You don't have to haveto do SPECT imaging,
single photon emission computed tomography, to cut through
them. You just need a very simple scintigraphy setup. It's
inexpensive. You cover all the joints. You can cover your
whole population group. And then ifan area is hot, then you
can do your conventional x-rays focusing in on that upper
shoulder.

Dr. Hattori: The only problem with a bone scan, you're
using that whole body radiation, so you don't like to do that
any more than you have to. The big advantage ofthe MRI is
you have no residual or cumulative effect of ionizing
radiation. I know it's expensive, but it's probably the best way
and the most sensitive. As Dr. Jones said, a bone scan is not
as specific in its finding.

Dr. Sanchez: I agree with your comments but there's
another comment that I would like to-well ifyou'regoing to
do bone scans, make sure they use dynamic imaging-the first
60 seconds every five seconds, because then you will have
blood flows- in a particular area.

So it's much better than x-rays. But it's not as specific, that's
true., but at least you get a very quick way to - I mean, it's the
best way to screen extensive skeletal areas.

Mr. Heywood: A question about screening again, talking
about recreational versus professional divers. But that line is
sometimes a little bit blurred. I was wondering ifI could hear
from the experts what they consider high risk diving. Like is
it deeper than 100 feet, is it deeper than 200 meters? Just a
comment.

I read in the newspaper yesterday that in Canada, in British
Columbia, the wait to get an MRI is something like 11
months. I think it would beanother concern would be that it's
going to take months.

So rd really be interested inhearing from the experts what
they define as weeding or screenirig because it's an extreme
profile versus not necessarily recreational but at least not
extreme dives?

Unidentified Speaker: The next question really is: what is
the price charged for the examination ofa commercial diver?
An examination costs X number ofdollars now, what is the Y
filctor with Xplus all the other investigations? How much are
we going to increase the cost of the examination and how
often are we going to do them? That's perhaps a question for
the Compensation Board

Dr. Lepawsky: Well, do the Compensation doctorswant to
say anything regarding this?

Unidentified Speaker: Well, certainly, I think the price
would be a major filctor here because most of the divers 
well, a large number ofthe divers in B.C. pay for their own
medical and it's not - they'renotusuallyassociatedwith large
diving companies. Secondly, I think ofthe availability.

I don't know what the availability ofMRIs are throughout
the province, but it's difficult enough to get a diver to go
several miles to a doctor who is trained to do diving medicals.
Ifyau ask him to have MRIs as well, I think that would be
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extremely difficult What do you think, Michael?
Dr. Lepawsky: I think I agree with you strongly. We have

a total of five or six MRI facilities in the province now, not
including the twothat 1knowofthat are private, so that would
bring it to perhaps eight. Most of them are in the Lower
Mainland.

We're talking about the equivalent oftraveling from Seattle
to Los Angeles to get an MR.I to be certified to dive
commercially in this province. I think that would be rather
clumsy. I've had some private MRIs done for patients, and, if
myrecollection is accurate, 1would think that shoulders,hips,
and knees would be running somewhere close to $700
Canadian. Dr. House, do you have any experience with this?

Dr. House: (Vancouver) One MRI scan now is nmning
about $825 to $850 in a private scanning unit

Dr. Wong: Ofone joint?
Dr. House: Yes, that would not involve all ofthem. Ifyou

wanted to do shoulders and hips, I think you'd be looking at
substantiallymore, althoughyoucouldprobablygeta diSCOWlt
ofsome kind ifthey're done at the same time. I have nothing
to do with scanners.

But I think that my experience of 15 to 20 years of doing
certifications in thisprovincewouldnot indicate a need in this
province at this time where the dive profiles are going to
change to more mixed gas diving, as harvesting maybe goes
into deeper waters, different times ofthe year. 1don't know.
But at this time, I wouldn't have thought that it had been
indicated.

Dr. Lepawsky: Yes, regarding waiting periods, it depends
on whetheryou -- ifyou're waiting for an MRI that is going to
be coveredbyyour medical insurance, the waits can be, in my
experience, four to six months. I'm not saying that all ofthem
are but some ofthem can be. At the two private facilities that
rm aware ot; the intake seems fairly rapid

The problem that I have is that in my experience, with all
due respect, I have not found quite exactly the same quality
:from the private facilities that I have with the - the more
usually utilized hospital-based facilities.

Dr. HOmJe: Just one other comment along that same line.
You see, I don't know ifyou all have the same problem, but
general practitioners are unable to order MRI scans in this
province. Ifs interesting. Maybe Michael, being the hyper
baric director, can bypass that system. But rve done a lot of
commercial diving certifications and cannot bypass that
system. at this time.

I can go privately, which is about two days to a week wait,
but the public system, if I had a patient that had an injmy, if
the Compensation Board and I felt that it was appropriate to
do an MRI scan, we would have to arrange that through the
Board. I couldn't personally order that scan.

. Dr. Lepawsky: It's clumsy at best, let's put it that way. At
best, it's clmnsy.

Dr. Jones: Now, we have the National Osteonecrosis
Foundation headquartered in BaltimoreatJohnsHopkins, and
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we're advocating a three-cut flash study MRI ofthe hips and
shoulders. These nm between $150 to $250. It's a very short
study. It's Tl weighted and ifyou see a revascularization from
the narrow band that Dr. Lehner showed so nicely, that is the
hallmark ofosteonecrosis.

All it takes is basically three cuts through the humeral or
femoral heads. On a reduced basis, rm sure, the Workman's
Compensation group could negotiate a price with these seven
or eight MRI centers to do a three-cut flash study onlywith Tl
waiting a very short time. They would get the baseline study.
You don't need the complete MRI study, the $800 TIIT2 and
all the rest ofit.

Dr. Lepawsky: We're going to go to a few more questions
.... So I think Dr. Hattori wanted to say something?

Dr. Hattori: Well, I was just going to say, the amount
charged for MRIs depends on the number ofsequence or the
details ofthe study that you want. So like in a knee, it could
run anywhere from - like in our hospital, it would be from
$600 to $1,500, depending on the sequence ofstudies that you
do.

Dr. Sanchez: Returning the question ofdangerous diving.
According to the advanced data, diving deeper than 80 feet
and more than two dives per day more than 2 days in a row
incursriskofdecompression sickness-accordingtoothers, it's
100 feet or more, but in Latin America it's 80 feet or more.

Mr. Long: (Colorado) I was a little bit confused when the
discussions came up as far as the treatment prior to the
initiation ofhyperbaric oxygen. Presumably in the treatment
for DeS and the prevention of DON, and that is the two
subjects that werebrought up earlier, such as anticoagulation.

1believe the Japanese contingent mentioned using heparin,
then also the Turkish contingent mentionedusing prednisone
and rm wondering, is there any consensus on this or is that
too big ofa subject?

Dr. Lepawsky: Well, that gets into treatment of
decompression sickness and I think it's a separate question
that perhaps - can you restate that question later this
afternoon during the longer discussion period?

RECESS

Mr. Duffy: I only picked up 20 copies of the Industrial
HealthandSqfetyRegulations. Howmanyotherpeoplewould
like a complete copy of the regulations? I'll bring another
case. Just for your information, the regulations under s. 24 are
regulations that govern commercial diving in British
Columbia.

Those regulations were not written by the Workers'
ComPensation Board. They were written by a committee
consistingofseafoodharvesters, scientificdivers, commercial
divers, provincial government divers, Dr. Lepawsky.

The onlyrequirement ofthe Workers' Compensation Board
is that we enforce those regulations. So when somebody says
to me, "I hate your regulations," I say, "Too bad, contact the
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committee." It makes myjob much easier. So fll now getyou
some more regulations.

Dr. Lepawsky: Wel4 further about those regulations,
again, Dr. Ted Robinson, who was seated just back here and
who worked with Dr. Behnke in the '60s on the Highbury
Tunnel, was quite instrumental in developing the earlier
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version ofthose regulations.
Ifyou will recall, Mr. McGinn read from regulations from

1933 - from October 1933. So the Workers' Compensation
Board has had those regulations in place for 6S-plus years.
And the most recent iteration are those that you're getting
from Mr. Duffy today.



DEVELOPMENT OF PEARL DIVING PROFILES
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Robert M. Wong

INTRODUcnON
Pearl Diving in Western Australia is of two main types;

"drift diving" in which wild oysters (Pinctada maxima) are
collected from the seabed by divers; and "farm diving" where
the divers attend to fimn husbandry using U.S. Navy (USN)
tables.

This paper addresses the drift diving technique, which
represents an example ofbuman ingenuity in the development
ofdecompression procedures by"trial and error".

HISTORICAL PERSPECI1VE
The indigenous population has been diving for Mother of

Pearl shells since time immemorial. The early settlers noted
the pearl shells worn by the Aborigines as tar back as 1861,
and hence was the birth ofthe pearling industry in Australia
conceived.

The initial mode of diving was breath holding, and this
persisted lDltii 1884 when compressed air diving was intro
duced to Broome. The divers had to dive by trial and error in
their development ofa safediving procedure, which was done
with a huge sacrifice in terms ofmorbidity and mortality. At
this time, Haldane's decompression tables were still some 24
years away.

EVOLUTION OF DECOMPRESSION PROCEDURES

No reliable records ofthe early dive profiles are available.
In the early days, each pearling company was very secretive
about their "own profiles", and these were passed down from
generation to generation ofdivers within the same company.

Interviewswith divers revealed a modeofdiving that shared
some common features. They arbitrarilydivided their profiles
into three depth zones:

1. Shallow waters--usually less than 10 mthoms.
• Bottom time was around 50-60 min.
• Decompression stop (staging}-nil was required at

this depth range.
• Ascent rate-slow, hand-over..hand on a shot line,

but this varied with the individual diver.
• Surface interval-as it took the pearling luggers

some 15-20 min to swing arolDld for another drift,
this was the "surfitce interval".

• Dailydivetime-ftom sunrise tosunset, some 12-13
h of repetitive diving was performed; moreover,
consecutive days diving during neap tides for 7-8
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days was the norm.
5. Mid-waters-15 filthorns [27 meters ofsea water (msw)].

• Bottom time-shorter than abovet around 45 min.
•. Ascent rate-slower than above.
• Decompression stops-at about 7 fathoms (13 msw)

for 5-15 min, the duration was dictated by the Head
Diver (number I diver). It took about 3 min to reach
the decompression stop from the seabed, ascending
at 2-3 fathoms/min (2.3-5.5 msw/min). Ascent to
the surface was even slower at 1.4 &thomlmin (2.5
msw/min).

At the end ofthe day, decompression stop was made at
7-8 fathoms for an hour.

8. Deep-waters-up to 25 fathoms (45 msw)
• bottom time-less than 40 min,
• ascent rate-slower than above, 1.8 fathoms/min or

3.3 msw/min, and
• decompression stops-similar to mid-waters.

The lesson learned in these early days was that they needed
to follow a few simple rules:

• ascend slowly-there is individual variation, some
"strong" divers could tolerate a faster rate ofascent;

• deep decompression stops;
• long decompression stop at the end ofthe day, and
• voidance ofexercise postdive.

Up to and including the 1960s, the mode ofdiving was very
much the same as described above.

TBEl970S
Themajor changes cameabout in 1971 whenhookah diving

was introduced to Broome. This replaced the standard hard
hat diving, and a new technique ofshell collection had to be
devised. Initially, the ascent rate ofthe USN at 18 msw/min
was adop~ consequent ofwhich brought on an increasing
number of decompression sickness (DeS) cases with their
mode ofdiving. The incidence is difficult to ascertain as no
record was kept.

TBE1980S
The most significant change in the 1980s was the introduc

tion of oxygen for general use in decompression and for
recompression (although one company had experimented in
secretwith it since 1974). This was introducedoutofnecessity
due to the high incidence of DCS. Another lesson learned
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from this period was that with this type ofdiving:
a. the nmnber ofdrifts per day must be limited (to 7, with

bottom time of30 min when depths were deeper than 30
msw);

b. slow ascent rate has been found to be more important
than the use of oxygen in decompression when Sf was
not longer than 20 min;

c. surface intervals must not exceed 20 min-long SI
tended to produce DeS cases;

d. oxygen should be used only at the end of the day and
only for a total of90 min; and

e. air break should be introduced after breathing oxygen
for 30 min.

Another group used a different technique which was
different from the above in that they used:

a longer surface intervals (minimum of60 min) between
dives; and

b oxygen decompression after each dive.
Both groups adopted a slow rate ofascent. In fact, theyhad

three levels ofascent rate. From deep waters, theyascended at
5 msw/min to about 21 msw; from here, the rate was reduced
to 3 msw/min to the decompression stop; after which, the rate
was further reduced to 3 minim to the surmce.

CURRENT PRACfICE
Over the years, by trial and error, the pearl divers have

developed their dive profiles based on the experience of the
divers ofearlier days. The currentpractice is not substantially
different from those ofyesteryears.

From the experiences gained in the 1980s, they developed
two types of diving profiles: non-rotational profiles in
"shallow waters" and rotational profiles in deeper waters.

I. Non-rotational profiles (up to 23 msw)-This type of
diving means that divers dive every dive, ranging from
10 dives a day (up to 19 msw) to 8 dives a day in 23
msw. Ascent rate is 3 msw/min and surfilce interval is
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20 min. Decompression stops and bottom times vary
with the nwnber ofdives and depths.

2. Rotational profiles ( > 23 to 3S msw)-Wrth this type of
diving, divers perform every other dive only. Surface
interval is therefore longer and varies from a minimwn
of 60 min. As with the non-rotational profiles bottom
time decreases with depths, and decompression stops
increase with depth and nmnber ofdives.

INCIDENCE OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
The incidence ofDeS in the early days is not known, but it

has been estimated to be around 40% in the 1980s. Since the
1990s, with testings and modifications of the profiles, the
incidence ofDCS has dropped to 0.01%, all of which pre
sented with musculoskeletal symptoms.

LONG-TERM HEALTH EFFECTS
All divers are required to undergoan annual diving medical

examination in accordance with the Australian Standard
AS2299, including long bone x-rays. To date, no diver who
entered the industry in the 1990s has any demonstrable
dysbaricosteonecrosis;hearingdeficit; orrespiratorydysfunc
tion.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Heywood: (Vancouver) From what you said, therehad
to be a pearl divers' license. What do you have to do to get a
pearl divers license?

Dr. Wong: They have to pass an Australian standard
medical examination and they cmrently are only required to
have a C Card (Open Water Sports Diving Card), and they
have to do a pearling industry induction course which is nm
by a safety officer.

He nms a course to teach them all the different aspects of
pearl diving and then the Fisheries Department issues them a
licence. But having said that, there are quite a number ofex
divers from the Royal Australian Navy and the Royal New
Zealand Navy in the industry as well, some ex-commercial
divers as well.

Unidentified Speaker: How do you enforce the ascent rate

and diving standards? Is theresome sort ofgovernment action
or fine against the diving companyor against the diver? Or is
it somewhere - they're let go?

Dr. Wong: No, there is no law enforcing them. It's just a
company regulation. Ifthey come up quickly and if they get
bent and ifthe recorded profile in the Citizen HyperAqualand
watches that downloaded showed that they come up too
quickly, they are fined, I don't mow how much and they
might be stopped ftom diving by the company. So that does
force them to stick to the slower rate ofascent

Unidentified Speaker: What depths was the oxygen hang-
offal?

Dr. Wong: Nine meters.
Unidentified Speaker: Yousaidtheboathasgot thebooms
out and the trailing divers. Is it just drifting in the current
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or is it Wlder power?
Dr. Wong: It's drifting.
Unidentified Speaker: It's just drifting?
Dr. Wong: Justdriftingand theyactuaIlysail up against the

current and they swing around and drift. That's why I showed
you the drogue behind just like a parachute. It's like the sea
anchor. They lower it to retard the speed ofthe drift.

Unidentified Speaker: Do all the divers start at once and
then finish the dive at once or is it staggered?

Dr. Wong: Their rotational profiles, they are staggered.
They have two teams ofdivers. One lot come up and the other
lot jump in. With the non-rotational profiles, they all jump in
at the same time and finish at the same time.

Unidentified Speaker: It SOWlds like this started out fairly
unregulated. What prompted the standardization of this
industIy?

Dr. Wong: Well, because Broome started to open up and
people get to hear about the horrendous stories. Also, in 1987,
I conducted a course in diving medicine and one of the
students went up there to Broome as a medical officer in the
Broome District Hospital. He telephoned me and told me
about thehorrendous incidenceofdecom.pressionsicknessand
that they were not diving to any standard dive tables. Up to
that day, I knew absolutely nothing about pearl diving and in
1989, there were three fatalities. One from a drift diver. Why
he died, I still don't know, could have been a round window
fistula.

But two divers were from the fiums and died of carbon
monoxide poisoning. Also the divers are more educated, and
Broome has opened up to a lot of outsiders. Now there are
flights to Broome 4 or 5 times a day, and people are more
educated and the fear oflitigation. Also at the inquest ofthe
three fatalities, I was called as an expert witness and I was
asked about their dive profiles.

Basically, the pearling industry was told that either they
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adhered to the U.S. Navy table, DCIEM table or let me study
the profiles, how safe or unsafe they were and for me to make
recommendations about changing the profiles and they fOWld
that perhaps the latter was the less ofthe two evils.

So they asked me to look at the profiles and I managed to
get a Fisheries research grant to look at the profiles. That's the
change really. They were forced into it more or less by fear of
litigation than the inquest and the government control.

Unidentified Speaker: In a recent scientific diving meet
ing, it was brought up that having a day off in a series of
multi-dayrepetitive dives was perhaps worse than not having
that day off. I wonder ifthis kind ofan option ever developed
in this kind ofoperations?

Dr. Wong: They usually dive 8 days or at least 7 days.
Beginning ofthe season, oddly enough, they tend to dive only
6 days, but ifdue to any reasons that they only dive for 2 or 3
days, or because of the weather, they certainly do a long
decompression stop before abandoning the diving.

The other interesting thing is that the luggers have a 2
meters deep tank where they keep the oysters in seawater
before they are placed in the "dumping grolDld".

Sometimes, ifthey have missed a decompression, and the
weather is foul, they ask the divers to go into that tank at 2 m
to decompress. I don't know how successful that is. I have
actuallynotwitnessedthat but that's what they tell metheydo.

I certainlyhave been on manypearling vessels but I haven't
seen that done. To answer your question, I don't know.
Perhaps Ron Nishi might be able to answer that because he
got some analysis of profiles on short smface intervals as
opposed to long surface intervals. Becausethere was one time
dwing the chamber trial the compressor packed up, only
broke down temporarily and we had an Wlexpected and
lDlplanned long surface interval (rather than a 2o-minute
surface interval). Certainly the bubble grade rose quite high.
So I can't answer your question apart from that.



MODELING THE RISK OF Des IN EMPIRICAL DIVING TECHNIQUES

R.Y. Nishi

INTRODUcnON
Empirical diving techniques used by commercial sea

harvesters have largely developed through manyyears oftrial
and error. In many cases, these techniques, consisting of
multiple repetitive dives, have resulted in apparently safe
diving schedules even though they do not obey safe diving
practices as specified by deterministic decompression models
that are commonly used for developing normal diving tables
or dive computers. In fact, conventional methods for calculat
ing dive profiles or repetitive dives wouldmake such divesnot
feasible since the decompression requirements would be
prohibitive. In other cases, this type of diving often does
results in serious cases of decompression sickness (DCS)
because ofinadequate decompression times.

MODELING ofthe dive profiles actually used by commer
cial sea harvesters would be valuable in developing more
accurate models of decompression to determine the risk of
DCS for complex dive profiles. These could then be used to
develop diving procedures and schedules that would increase
the health and safety of the divers. However, it is often
diflicult to analyze current dive practices because the actual
dive profiles are not known accurately and have to be recon
structed from what the diver reports was done. In many~
for multiple repetitive dives which result in nes, the surface
interval between dives is not accurately known. Thus these
profiles are often not reliable and arenot suitable for analysis.

This presentation will discuss themodeling and analysis of
empirical diving techniques using the mathematical model
behind the Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental
Medicine(DCIEM)/Canadian Forcesairdecompression tables
(1) anda probabilisticmodel ofdecompression based on D0p
pler ultrasonic bubble scores (2). The work was initially
startedusing the DCIEMmodel to analyze dive profiles being
carried out by the pearl divers ofWestem Australia (3,4) and
to try to calculate safer decompression procedures by provid
ing adequate decompression times, particularly for progres
sively deeper dives. The advantage of working with these
dives was that accurate depth-time information was available
since the dives were tested in a chamber. Several other dive
profiles were also analyzed, including dive profiles resulting
in DeS that were conducted by diving fishermen in Kyushu,
Japan, as reported by Kawashima et a1. (5).

METHODS
Two analysis methods were used to model and analyze the

safety or risk of DeS of the dive profiles. The first was a

Copyright e 2001 Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society, Inc.

conventional gas loading/S\lPet"S8turation analysis using the
DCIEM 1983 air decompression model. Unlike the usual
Haldanian decompression models, the DCIEM model is an
empirical model consisting offour compartments in a series
arrangement rather than in parallel. This deterministic model
is based on the original work done by Kidd and Stubbs (6) in
developing a dive computer designed for random depth and
multiple repetitive dives. Figure 1 shows an example ofsome
of the dives done by Kidd and Stubbs in developing their
model. The 1983 model was used to calculate the gas loading
and to apply the ascent criterion based on gas supersaturation
to determine the "Safe Ascent Depth (SAD)". Whenever the
SAD is greater than zero, decompression is required accord
ing to the DCIEMmodel (Fig. 2). The aim in using this model
was to first determine the adequacy or inadequacy ofthe dive
profiles in providing sufficient decompression and then to
modifY the decompression requirements.

The second analysis method uses a probabilistically based
gas bubble evolution model to calculatethe gas loading for the
dive profiles and determine the theoretical formation and
growth ofbubbles resulting from multiple repetitive dives. In
a probabilisticmodel ofdecompression, the parameters ofthe
model are determined by calibrating the model with a large
number ofreal, accurately recorded dive profiles in which the
outcome (DeS or no DeS) is known. The model is fitted to
the data using the principle of maximum likelihood. The
model can then be used to generate decompression tables or
dive profiles for a given DeS risk level or to analyze the risk
ofDeS for any given diveprofile. In theDCIEMimplementa
tion oftheprobabilisticmodel (Fig. 3), the model was fitted to
real dive data in which the outcome was venous gas emboli
detectedbyDopplerultrasonic bubblemonitors(7)ratherthan
DeS (2). This model, consisting ofonly two compartments,
can then be used to calculate the formation and evolution of
bubbles for any given dive profile. An example of bubble
evolution in the first and second compartments after a dive to
45 msw for 30 min is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the bubble is
predicted to persist for a long time after a dive. A comparison
ofthebubbleevolution modelwith a probabilisticmodel based
on DeS risk shows that there is a correspondencebetween the
maximum bubble size, Rmav attained and estimated DeS risk
(8). Thus the bubbleevolution model can beusedas a measure
ofthe risk ofDeS and assist in refining the dive profiles.

RESULTS
Figure 5 shows an example of a typical multiple dive
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sequence for a pearl diver that consists of 10 repetitive dives
to 19 msw. The bottom time for each dive is 40 min with a 20
min surface interval. The ascent rate is 3 msw/min and
decompression stops are taken at 9 mswwith oxygen on dives
6, 8, and 10. An analysis ofthis sequence of dives using the
DCIEM SAD model (Fig. 6) shows that each dive after the
second dive requires considerable decompression and would
be unsafe. This particular sequence, tested in 1992, did result
in a case ofDCS.

Extensive experience with using the DCIEM model with
dives donesuccessfullyat shallowerdepthshadshownthatthe
model might be conservative for this type ofdiving and that
the divers might be able to surface with a SAD of1-1.5 msw
instead ofat O. The decompression requirements for the 19
msw dives were calculated from the SAD model by Dr. R.
Wong by introducing ~ decompression stops for all dives.
The criterion for sur&cing after each dive was the SAD value
being less than 1.5 msw. Figure 7 shows the calculated SAD
for the modified 19 msw dive sequence. The total number of
dives was reduced to only 9 dives instead of 10. This dive
sequence was tested successfully in 1996 without any inci
dence ofDCS.

Figures 8 and 9 showthe calculatedbubble evolution for the
1992 and 1996 19 msw profiles. During the swface interval,
the bubble growth is limited since the surface interval is so
short and the pressure increase associated with the next dive
causes the bubble to decrease in size. However, after the :final
dive, the bubble can grow considerably. For the 1992 dives,
the bubble reaches a maximum radius <RmaJ ofapproximately
73 J.LID. In the 1996 dives, the addition of oxygen stops for
each dive reduces the bubble growth dwing the surface
interval. Theadditional deoompression andthe elimination of
one dive are sufficient to limit Rmu to under 60 mID.

It should be noted that the maximum bubble radius, Rmax ,
is a model output that should be viewedas an index instead of
an actual physical bubble size. Previous applications and
studies using the bubble evolution model have revealed that
Rmax >60 J.Lm was associated with OCS.

Figures 10 and 11 show a comparison of similar profiles
that have been described by Kawashima et a1. (5). These
consist offive dives to 18 mswfor 40 min, with one sequence
having a surfilce interval between dives of 10 min and the
other with a surfilce interval of 20 min. The SAD analysis
showthat both sequencesneedconsiderable decompression at
the end ofthe dives. The bubble evolution model shows that
Rmu after the dives is approximately 80 J.Lm. Both of these
dive sequences resulted in OCS.

The influence ofthe length ofthe surfilce interval between
dives can be seen in Fig. 11 where the short 100min surface
interva1 keeps the bubble radius smaller than with a 20-min
surfilce interval. Although this may imply that a short surfilce
interval is better than a longer surface interval, contrary to
normal safe decompression practices, it should be kept in
mindthat very short surface intervals may not be beneficial in
practice. Physiologically, a longer smface interval may be
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better since it allows the body to off-gas for a longer period.
The bubble size at the end of the surface interval should be
kept below a DCS threshold.

Chamber dives from 11 to 23 msw that were done to
evaluate the diving schedules and practices being used by the
pearl divers were analyzed using the probabilistic bubble
evolution model. The dive subjects in these dives were also
monitored for decompression-generated bubbles in the
circulatory system using the Doppler ultrasonic bubble
detector (4). Figure 12 shows the calculated maximum bubble
sizefor a number ofdifferent dive schedules at depths from 11
to 23 msw. For each depth, there were a number ofdives with
varying amounts ofdecompression. The results show that for
those dives in which Rmax was greater than 70 J.Lm, DCS
generally occurred. For those dives in which Rmax was less
than 70 J.Lm but greater than about 60 fJJD, high Doppler
bubble grades were generally observed. For Rmax less than 60
J.Lm, no bubbles or low Doppler bubble grades were normally
observed. Although the results shown are from a limited
subject database and there is some variability in the results, it
is clear that dives which produce large bubble sizes should be
avoided and that sufficient decompression should be given to
try to keep Rmax after the last dive to less than 60 J.Lm.

Figure 12 also shows the results from thetwo dives reported
by Kawashima et al. (5) (Fig. 11). Analysis ofa number of
other dives reported by these investigators in which the divers
incmred DeS showed that Rmax varied from 77 to 130 J.Lm.

In these multiple repetitive dives with relatively short
surfilce intervals, the bubble growth between dives is limited.
However, there could be a potential problem if the surfilce
interval were tobeextended. Forexample, ifsomemechanical
problem prevented the divers from continuing on with the
next dive, there may be sufficient time for bubbles to grow
large enough to cause problems. An example is shown in Fig.
13. Dwing dive trials of these multiple repetitive dives,
observable Doppler-detected bubbles are generally below
bubble grades lorn ciming the surface interval. On several
occasions when a delay was encountered orwhen dives had to
be terminated, Doppler-detected bubbles rose to grade ill
levels after approximately 90 min. Thus it is important in
designing dive schedules such as these that adequate decom
pression be given after each dive as well as after the last dive
ofthe day.

The pearl divers dive schedules are rather well-defined and
regimented consisting ofa number of similar dives done at
regular intervals. Theremaybea numberofreasonswhythese
divers seem to be able to dive safely (9). These may include
theslowrate ofascent, appropriate decompression stop depth,
useofoxygen, a suitable surface interval andperhapsacclima
tization. Diving procedures for many other commercial
seafood harvesters, on the other hand, are not as regimented,
with multiple dives consisting of depths, bottom times, and
surface intervals that may vary considerably and with little or
no decompression on any of the dives. Figure 14 shows an
example ofsuch a dive profile where the diver incurred DeS.
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The upper graph shows the profile that was actually dived
(reconstructed from a description provided by the diver) and
the bottom graph shows the decompression that would have
been required according to the DCIEM SAD model. In the
actual dives, decompression stopsofa few minutes were taken
at depths less than 10 fsw. The bubble evolution model shows
thatmaximum bubble size attained is in theDeSrangeshown
in Fig. 15.

The final profile analyzed was a series ofno-decompression
dives thatweredoneusingadive computerwith a data logger.
The analysis was done on the actual profile that was recorded.
The calculated SAD is shown in Fig. 16. According to the
OCIEM SAD model, this sequence of dives would be safe.
The bubble evolution model (Fig. 17) also shows that the
maximum bubble size resulting from the dives would be well
below the DeS or high bubble threshold levels. One concern
would be that the very short dives (such as dives 4 and 5) are
not sufficiently long for the gasphase to go back into solution.
It would appear that the use of a dive computer, if followed
properly, may be beneficial for this type ofdiving.

SUMMARY
MODELING of complicated dive schedules involving

multiple repetitive dives as carried outbycommercial seafood
harvesters appears to be useful to predict the risk of DeS.
Although traditional gas 10adinglsupersatlU'ation models, if
designed for this type of diving, are useful to estimate the
decompression requirements, the growth of bubbles after
diving must also be taken into consideration in determining
the risk ofDeS. The probabilistic bubble evolution model of
decompression appears to be a more accurate indicator ofthe
risk of DeS. For multiple repetitive dives, the maximum
bubble size attained after the last dive is ofgreat importance,
and it is necessary to provide enough decompression for the
last dive to limit the bubble growth to a size below a
OCSlhigh Doppler bubble grade threshold

The surface interval between dives is also important Short
surface intervals limit bubble growth between dives and may
explain whyhigher supersaturations maybe toleratedwithout
symptoms of nes. On the other hand, very long surface
intervals between successive dives may allow greater bubble
growth and may provide some increased risk ofDeS under
conditions in which there is high gas loading. The probabilis
tic bubble growth model, combined with gas loading calcula
tions, can provide a valuable tool for modifying complex dive
profiles and reducing the risk ofDeS.

With the type ofdiving carried out by commercial seafood
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harvesters, we have a valuable source of data in which
decompression requirements are being pushed to the limits
and there is ahigh outcome ofDCS. MODELING these types
ofdives can help us to develop better decompression models,
both deterministic and probabilistic, and lead us to a better
understanding ofthe decompression process. This then would
help us to develop safer diving procedures for these divers. It
is important that we be able to get accurately recorded dive
profile information along with DeS and high bubble grade
outcomes to help us develop or further refine OW' models. The
use of dive computers with depth time recorders or data
loggers would be a step in the right direction.

The author thanks Dr. Robert Wong for providing all the informa·
tion and data on the pearl divers' schedules, chamber trials, and
Doppler bubble monitoring, and for his valuable oollaborative effort
in analyzing the dive schedules; Mr. Keith Gault and Dr. Peter
Tlkuisis for the development of the probabilistic bubble evolution
model; and Dr. M. Lepawsky, Dr. C. Lehner, and Dr. A. Pollard for
providing unpublished dive profiles
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DISCUSSION
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DrWong: The pearl divers have learned bytrial and error
that they need a long decompression stop at the end ofthe day
and they have no scientific knowledge. Now, any questions?

Unidentified Speaker: Wrong U.S. Navy tabl~ wrong
except the 12-hour smface interval is wiping out a clean slate
and starting again, do you think that's a little short now
because it's usually (indiscernible) that your bubble model is
still sort ofresidual trial and error?

Mr. Nishi: Yes, I think there's all sorts of evidence,
including from Doppler, that bubbles persist for a long time
after a dive. The calculation for DCEIM tables, we used 18
hours as a time that you had to wait before doing a new dive,
but there are some people who are giving six boW'S. But I
think a longer surface interval is better.

Unidentified Speaker: I just have a comment. By testing
the profile on pearl divers in the chamber, the longest bubble,
I think, was 19 hours yow- bubble evolution model is a lovely
model, itmatches both decompression siclmess and bubbles 
Doppler bubbles. Does the time frame match the peak ofthe
bubble size? That is, does the OCCWTence of the maximum
bubbles and the DCS match the highest point ofyour calcula
tion?

Mr. N"lShi: Yes, the maximum seems to be about one or
two hoW'S after a dive and quite often people start reporting
symptoms about that time after a dive. In our Doppler studies,
we haven't looked at it exhaustivelybut we've noticed that the
bubble sizeseems tomatch the Doppler bubblegrowth that we
see.

When we monitor bubbles in the heart - using the heart,
even after a dive to, say, 1SO feet for 30 minutes, sometimes
we don't pick up bubbles immediately after a diver surfaces.
But say 20 minutes later, we'll start picking up bubbles and an
hour later the bubbles will have grown to a bit larger size.

So we do see this evolution of bubble - Doppler bubbles
that we detect going up similar to the evolution curve that is
shown and sometimes, in some people, these bubbles persist
for a couple ofbours after a dive.

Unidentified Speaker: This is fascinating - filscinating.
I have a question but it's actually with - we've gone over the
Navy that's doing the short boWlce dives, short surfilce
intervals and now we're looking at the longer dives with
longer intervals and the bubble formation.

Would it be possible for you to come up with some kind of
a model or graph or chart that shows that as you get increases
and bottom time decreases, as :far as the relationship as to
what your surfuce interval would be doing. So do you under
stand what rm saying?

Mr. N"lShi: Mm-hmm.
Unidentified Speaker: As filr as what depth to tell the

diver what kind ofsurface interval to be working with to get
the utmost time and still be safe as far as not having to go to
bubble formation?

Mr. Nbhi: Yes, it's probablypremature with our model at
the moment but it's theoretically possible. The other part of
the(indiscernible)model ispredictingdecompression sickness
risk and Wayne Gerth, who's sitting in the back there, from
Duke University, has a pretty good model for doing that.

I think it's a matter of working with, say, the bubble
evolutionmodel, (indiscernible)model, andeven conventional
gas models to see whether we can come up with optimal
surface intervals and so on. But it may be a bit premature at
the time. We actually need a lot ofdata to put into our models
to make surethat we can accurately predict what's happening.

Unidentified Speaker: I think your 18 hours is more
realistic (indiscernible) because since 1990, times got a lot
better. There were a lot ofdivers going to the Caribbean and
the Channel Islands doing multiple days, multiple dives and
as a result, since 1990, more than halfthe guys that are being
treated in our chamber had been (indiscernible) divers.

Theycomefrom all overnorthern California. Theyactually
came over (indiscernible) dives. So I think that the bubbles
are (indiscernible); they're not (indiscernible) may have
accumulated while they're diving four or five days (indiscern
ible).

Mr. Nishi: Well, there was discussion earlier about diving,
taking a day off after doing these multiple days ofdiving. I
don't mow what the optimum number of-how many dives
these-how many days ofdiving you should do and then take
a day ofI

But whether they should after a day or the eighth day or
whatever. I don't know what's the correct way. It's probably
useful to take a day offnow and then and give the body a rest.

Unidentified Speaker: (Indiscernible)andtheyremain the
same until the (indiscernible) increases. They seem to keep
the (indiscermole) long days and they keep (indiscernible) so
I don't mow whether (indiscernible).

Mr. Nishi: Y~ there may be acclimatization coming into
effect, too and whether I said that the DCEIM, this type of
diving seems to make the DCEIM model too conservative of
that need because there is acclimatization attached.

Unidentified Speaker: (Indiscernible). Is there any
information on howto predict a severe decompression illness
perhaps if paralysis or unconsciousness (indiscernible) or
toward the mild symptoms?

Mr. N*lShi: Well, it's probably the larger the bubble size 
calculate the bubble size. It would probably be the worst
situation. I actually don't analyze about five or six profiles
that Dr. Kawashima has published in a report last year or two
years ago, three years ago.

Some ofthem, I think, wereveryseverecases ofdecompres
sion sickness and bubble sizes I calculated were from 77
microns to 130 microns. So I think once you're getting into
that size bubbles, theoretical, you know, bubble, you're going
to start getting pretty serious cases ofDCS.
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UnidentifiedSpeaker: InyOW' vastexperienceofmonitor
ing divers for bubbles, looking at score ofdata, did you find
any evidence ofany (indiscernible) increased set ofbubbles
for (indiscernible) indicating perhaps your basic model
assumption (indiscernible) for (indiscerm'Dle)? Is there any
reflection that you see in the bubble scores?

Mr. Nishi: Well, in the Doppler monitoring, we're really
limited to four bubble grades. You know, zero is no bubbles,
one is a couple ofbubblesper cardiac cycle, two is, you know,
maybe a three to eight bubbles per cardiac cycle and so on,
grade four is so many bubbles that you can't hear.

We don't have enough so with gradation in the bubble
scores to see verysensitive changes becauseonce itgets grade
four, it's going to persist for quite a while more than grade
three. So we do see bubbles going up to grade three and
holding for a grade three for, say, an hour or two hours and
so on before they start decreasing.

When we do experimental diving we monitor all the divers
for about two hours after a dive. Ifthey're bubbling at, say,
grade three levels, we hold them wtil there's a clear indica
tion that the bubbles are startingto decrease beforewe will let
them go. So they have to be in the vicinity ofthe chamber
until we have a veryclear indicationthat the bubble scores are
starting to go down.

Dr. Olson: We found that people that do multi-day dive,
particularly within four dives on a day definitely get more
severedecompression illness than thepeople that don't Have
you modeled multi-day diving (indiscernible) profiles (indis
cernible)? In other words, you'd have a one-day model on
multiple dives and then (indiscernible) after that and then
(indiscernible)?

Mr. Nishi: Yes.
Dr. Olson: Then (indiscernible) bubble (indiscernible)?
Mr. WISbi: Yes, actually there was a cluster ofdives in the

17-metredepthson that threshold slide I showed. Thosewere
done for seven to eight days. I think eight days. I did analyze
asa newdiveeverydayor as one long dive sequence for eight
days and there was a bit ofa difference.

Ify~u used it as one long dive sequence, the bubbles were
a bit larger on the second day and on the third day and so on.
So it sort ofstabilizedafter a few days. But it takes a lot more
time to do that sort ofanalysis so I usually stick with one-day
analysis.

Unidentified Speaker: Coming back to the taking the day
off or taking a day off after a serial dive - a few days of
diving, there is the risk of losing acclimatization which we
found in tunnel workers, that if there was a holiday, the
incidents ofbends rose on the day after the holiday.

In other words, if there was a four-day weekend, it would
rise in the number ofcases that followed it. But I wondered
ifthe same sort ofthing could be traced in divers?

Mr. ~1Shi: fm not too sure. I think we have to probably
start looking at this type ofdiving. We're getting very heavy
diving for days in arowversus thesport diver who's going out
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and diving daily.
For a sport diver, I mean, the gas bubbles are not going to be

that great comparedto this type ofdiving so probably a day off
for a sport diver would be pretty good. In this case, it's
possible that you may lose your acclimatization. Bob, do you
know about the incidence is as highfor pearl divers ifthere is
a day offfor some reason?

Dr. Wong: Didn't Dennis Walder or someone report a
(indiscernible) project that they (indiscernible) or something
for two or three weeks and they lost the acclimatization during
that period?

Mr. WlShi: I think it's been well-known in the case on
compressed air work that, when they start a project, the first
few days people get bent and after that there's very few bends.
And yes, you can lose your acclimatization. I think somebody
mentioned that in the last few days.

Unidentified Speaker: I think that one thing else that's
(indiscernible) air work and (indiscernible) concerning the air
tunnel worker among the divers so we might be seeing that if
there were two or three divers that it takes more than 72 hours
from the stop ofdiving to lose (indiscerm'Dle).

My question to you, Dr. Nishi. In our treatments, we see
about 50 to60 percentofthe - ofthe symptoms (indiscernible)
worse when we were at the (indiscernible) breathing oxygen in
them. For the first 20 minutes, they're very relaxed and back
to normal (indiscernible).

Have you done any real time work with treatment in which
you have detected the bubbles (indiscernible) dming the
treatment you fOlUld following the (indiscernible) for the first
20 or 30 minutes to this (indiscerm'Dle) producing immediate
groups of five (indiscernible) the size of all (indiscernible)
oxygen or carbon monoxide - carbon dioxide (indiscernible)?

Mr. WIShi: I didn't get all ofyour question there.
Unidentified Speaker: My question is, have you followed

up in real time a Doppler monitor in a diving accident in the
first 20 to 30 minutes ofthe first period ofoxygen?

Unidentified Speaker (Mr. Nishi?): No, we haven't done
any of that. No, that's-if you put that out, I think we're
(indiscernible)with divingand(indiscernible). (Indiscernible)
the diver reported symptoms - took the - well, the tendency
of the diving medical officer is to get the diver into the
chamber right away so (indiscernible). We haven't monitored
(indiscernible).

Mr. Drummond: Yes, Rupert Dnunmond. I have several
comments and perhaps a couple ofquestions. First ofall, the
time course of the bubbles. We have done quite a nwnber of
experiments in humans and looked at that We are able to get
a number so that we can follow it. At least in the animals, we
can follow its continues.

When it comes in a time course, 20 minutes makes quite a
lot ofsense as a time between dives because to see the maxi
mum bubbles and if there is an extremely stressful dive, it
would cost a bit. Usually the maximum of the bubbles are
something between 20 to 40 minutes. So that would indicate
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that with 20 minutes bottom time, welrejust taking the top of
the interval. They'd just start the next dive.

As we come to the treatment ofthis whole procedure i~ of
course, in the end becauseifyou omit the long decompression
period in the end then you will be in trouble. So the whole
trick is if this is going to be used by anybody for anything
else, it's very important that one says that part ofthis profile
is that you have a very long-on the last dive, there is a very,
very long decompression in order to get rid ofthese bubbles.

Because whatyour model doesn't consider i~ ofcourse, the
fact that everytime when you get two dives that produce a lot
of bubbles, which some of these profiles, they do, the gas
accumulates in the bottle -- in the bubble and lowers case
attentions, a precept with (indiscernible).

That means that the (indiscernible) is very low. It means
that the bubbles should stay there for a long time and the
more bubbles there are, the longer it will stay. So it means
that the diver produces sequentially more bubbles or larger
volumes or size or however you measure it. It means that
(indiscernible) will be very, very slow.

So that means that after a series of dives like this, ifyou
have not had a long enough loss decompression period, you
need perhaps even longer than 18 hours before you can
actually dive again. That - these are theoretically but there
are some data we have some experimental data showing this,
that it takes a very, very long time to get rid ofthe gas once
you have a lot ofbubbles.

There are some differences to this. If you look at - we
have looked at dives where we have no super -- surfilce
decompressions (indiscernible) where it seems that the
bubbles staymuch longer much higher, ifyoudon't eliminate
all the gas bubbles. I don't know the reason for this.

It could be it has (indiscernible) effects or something else.
But itls striking that in all the profiles in these air dives the
bubbles go like this and after these smface decompressions,
theycontinuecontinuouslyfor severalhourswithout showing
any (indiscernible).

Lastly, to the question about treatments, welve never done
it in humansbutwelvedone quite a number ofexperiments in
animals and looked at how it falls of[

Usually when you do a treatment like that, regardless of
how severe the dive is and regardless if youlre using 10
minutes - 10 minutes - that one, sorry, lo-metre recom
pression, 18-metrerecmnpressionor30-metrerecompression,
it seems that the bubbles are eliminated at least from the
pulmonary artery with a time frame ofsomething like - so
between 30 and 60 minutes, they're gone.

In most cases, they're really gone because when we go to
the surfilce again, they - in most cases, they donlt reappear.
But these are - it's still much too early to saymore than that
but it seems you eliminate them and they go down rather
rapidly after we apply pressure. Or even oxygen. Oxygen
takes longer time.

Unidentified Speaker: (Indiscernible). Yau (indiscern
ible) andyou compared them to (indiscernible). Howcan you
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make that comparison?
Mr. Nishi: How can I make the comparison?
Unidentified Speaker: Yes, between the (indiscernible)

and (indiscernible). (Indiscernible).
Mr. Nishi: We haven't actually a direct comparison. We

tried to correlate bubble grade against bubble size which is not
really valid, I guess.

But I don't know whether you heard the talk by Estherdahl
and Brubakk in Seattle. We haven't tried using that - to try
and correlate both sides against bubble number yet. But there
are many things that we want to try yet. Itls just a matter of
time.

Unidentified Speaker: rd like to tell about our experience
about DeS risk (indiscernible). We had joined an excavation
and they have made now (indiscernible) and we have four
decompression sickness cases. Twoofthem. was up to a dayold
because ofthe weather conditions.

So that they couldn't fly for several days and two of the
decompression sickness cases up to five or more days old rm
hopeful the decompression sickness cases now, the (indiscern
ible) more open at the beginning of the diving season. For
example, for (indiscernible), at the beginning we see fewmore
cases rather than (indiscernible).

Dr. Sanchez: We see the same thing in Mexico. The only
problems that I have (indiscernible) of the season is where
(indiscernible) related? It might be that during the offseason,
they don't do any exercises (indiscernible) and then once they
start working they're (indiscernible) than for the physical
fitness. Because the other thing, usually divers, well, if they
donlt work at diving, they go home and do a lot of work at
home. So it might be that they were working and doing all
these other physical activities before retmning to the dive
profiles. We should monitor the physical activities during
those offdays or else (indiscernible).

Mr. Nishi: That's one of the difficult things about doing
table development and decompression modeling. You know,
you don't really know what the divers are doing on their off
days or off hours and welve had, you know, divers who go
weight lifting after a dive and coming back the next morning
with symptoms and so on. Now, is that your table or is that
what the diver did? It's pretty hard to say.

Dr. Brubakk: I talk too much but I have some information
relating to this, too. Brubakk (sic) demonstrated quite clearly
in animals that animals who had better physical aerobic
capacity, better physical shape, had a much, much lower
incidence of central nervous decompression sickness in this
model. It was statistically very significant.

There are people in OW' lab doing - looking at the effect of
physicalfitnessand(indisc:emible)[inertgas?Nrtrogen?] elimina
tion and it's just preliminary but it seems quite clear that even a
limited inaease in physical fi1ness will appreciably increase the
amountof(indiscemible) toget ridof We'redoing itwithoxygen
breathing and it seems clear that it has an effect so I think
physical fitness is a very, very important &ctor.
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Just to the similar - this paper you cited in the Australian
Journal ofMedicine, an old paper, one ofthe interesting things
that he desaibes is that he feels that there were always much
more decompression accidents at the late in the season. He
speculated the mock write-up was so and determined that it had
something to do that they didn't get fresh fiuit.

So he gave them fresh fruit at the end and thinks that the
incidentce ofdecompression sickness fell ofdramatically. So he
speculated maybe Vitamin C could playa role. So biochemical
effects, I think, can be quite important We don't tmderstand
much about it

Dr. Wong: One last question for Dr. Nishi.
Unidentified Speaker: It's more ofa comment and tends to

do with (indiscernible) and the project. I think you were
referringtothe(indiscemible). (Indiscernible)workers werevery
upset with smne of the decompression sickness. You were
blaming it, I think, on the individuals (indiscermble).

Mr. NDi: Yes, they'd l~ acclimatization.
Unidentified Speaker: In our sheep model, we found

(indiscernible) of ctecompnsgon ~clmess down to about 20
percent and over the course of40 (indiscernible), a 20 percent
incidence of decompression siclmess Walt up to 60 percent
Therewas a three-fold change in the incidenceofdecompression
sickness. Presumably, serious consequences, whether it was
some kind ofprocess (indiscernible).

UDideDtified Speaker: (lndisamible) comment ofthe pearl
divers that they do repetitive dives, multi-day dives for eight
days. They'd go out for one week and (indisoemt"ble) again.
(Indiscernible)but they'd do the same thing in seven days. And
they'd simply be (indiscerm"ble).
Mr~ NIShi: I1hink along the theorytbat there are micronuclei
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and so on and that each dive that you do gets rid of some of
these micronuclei. That might be an explanation for the
acclimatization. I don't know.

Dr. Lepawsky: Thank you very much, Dr. Nishi. Wehad
a nutrition break 45 minutes ago so we're going to take it
now, are penalized. You have to dive to 130 feet for six hours
and come up in two seconds and no hyperbaric oxygen.

Also, Jane Dunne wanted me to mention that for those
staying in the - the bus is apparently going to be ready to
leave at six o'clock, I think she said, or 6:15. I'm not sure
which. That's the trouble. So those of you staying in the
residence here at the Compensation Board have to be ready in
the lobby for the bus which would pick you up at about 6:15,
no later than 6:15, 6:30, I would think.

I'm going to start now by introducing our last speaker. I do
so with humility and pleasure. BiD Hamilton is weD-known
to the diving - to the international diving community, I
would think to the galactic diving community. And he has
been ubiquitous in being ofhelp to those who wished to dive
extreme protocols and technical protocols. His forte is in
calculating diving profiles.

He has numerous numbers of accomplishments to his
credit, not the least of which is that he piloted in Korea and
has been a diving - sorry, a medical attendant and serves on
a number ofcommittees having to do with barology.

He's a member of the Aerospace Medical Association, the
Underwater - the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society
and he's been an award winner within the Undersea and
Hyperbaric Medical Society. He is speaking to us today on
calculation ofa variety ofempirical, commercial dive profiles.
And so Dr. Bill Hamilton.



PROFILES OF MAINE SCALLOP AND URCHIN DIVING
ACCIDENTS TREATED 1989 TO 1997

Albert A. Pollard, Charles E. Lehner, and Christopher E. L'Heureux

INTRODUCTION

Scallop and urchin divers in Maine have an occupational
mortality rate 10 times higher than the state average. Five of
these divers died between 1993 and 1997 for a mortality rate
of 73.11100,000. Commercial scallop divers engage in
repetitive, deep scuba dives during the 1November through 15
April harvest season. They usually work from open boats,
sometimeswithouttenders, andoftenwith minimal equipment.
Typical scallop dives range between 60 and 120 feet of sea
water (fsw). Urchin divers tend to be less experienced. Both
types of divers are independent businessmen and few have
health or dive accident insurance. Self-treatment is common.
Recompression therapy is reserved for more serious symptoms
and often is initiated by a concerned friend or wife. The actual
incidence of diving accidents is unknown-but 2 to 3 more
divers inquire about recompression treatment than are treated.
Between 1989 and 1997, 41 scallop and urchin divers were
treated at the Northern New England Hyperbaric Medical
Center in Sanford, Maine. This report summarizes the diver
and diving characteristics ofthose injmed and treated.

BACKGROUND

Sanford isa small town in SouthemMaineapproximately 15
miles from the coast. The Northern New England Hyperbaric
Medical Center is privatelyowned and on the campus ofthe H.
D. Goodall Hospital, a small community hospital. Most ofthe
scallop and urchin diving is done further north up the coast.
With New England roads and weather, this distance requires
a 3.5- to 6-h drive to the chamber.

Until 1996, we had the only clinical hyperbaric chamber
north ofNorwalk, Connecticut. Divingaccident referrals were
made directly fi'om coastal hospitals, Diver's Alert Network
(DAN) or divers simply appearing at the chamber. The
chamber is a 5 feet diameter, doubl~locked, steel multiplace
hyperbaricchamber. Oxygen issuppliedbyeither Scott aviator
masks or head tents.

During this 9-yr period, 107 divers were treated: 66
recreational divers, 7 commercial urchin divers, and 34
commercial scallop divers. Most divers were examined by
AAP. Recompression treatments usually followed standard
USN treatment tables.

CASE RECORD OF A TREATED DIVER

B.A. was a 2o-yr-old male urchin scuba diver referred for
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pain, numbn~ and tingling in his left upper extremity. He
was Professional Association of Diving Instructors (pADI)
open-water certifiedand hadmadean estimated450 dives. He
usually dove 3 days per week using "four tanks" each day at
depthsbetween 25 and 70 fsw. Hedid not usea divecomputer
or dive table but did have a depth gauge.

On the day ofhis accident he made three working dives of
40-min duration to 70 fsw. During each "tank" dive, he made
one or two ascents to the su.rtace to empty his 20o-lb. tote of
sea urchins. This reported surfilce interval was 15 min
between the first two dives and 50 min between the last two.
(Fig. 1)

Hedevelopedpain in his left shoulder after the second dive.
The pain resolved dming the third dive, but recurred at 30
fsw dwing theascent. He rated thepain as an "8" on a 0 to 10
scale. After surfilcing, the pain increased to a "10" and
progressed down his left arm to his hand The arm became
weak and developed numbness and tingling.

He was treated with oxygen through a loose fitting "non
rebreather" hospital mask dwing the S.5-h ambulance
transfer. His pain had decreased 5()o~ but he still had
decreased strength and sensation in the left arm. He fully
recovered after a USN IT6 treatment.

SCALLOP AND URCIDN DIVER PROFILES:

Maine has had a relatively stable population of liamed
scallop divers varying between 303 and 366. Most ofthe Maine
scallopharvest is takenbydraggers. Scallop diverswork in areas
inaooesstble tothedraggers atdepthsusuaI1ybetween60and 130
fsw. They harvest ciming the coldest months of the year. The
urchin market, in contrast, exploded in the late 19805 in Maine.
Most ofthe urchin harvest is taken by divers. In 1992, the state
began licensing harvesters and 807 were licensed. Licensees
peaked in 1994 at 1,72S but has subiequently chopped to 904 in
1997 as 1he harvest has dwindled.

The scallop divers we treated tended to be older and fiJr
more experienced than urchin divers (Table 1).
Approximately 80% of each group were certified, the most
common certification was with PADI. Ten divers gave
histories compatible with decompression sickness (DCS)
which was generally "self" treated. If another five scallop
divers with more vague histories of post dive "aches and
pains" are includ~ then 41% ofscallop divers surveyedmay
have had previous DeS.
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Figure I: B.A. a 20-yr-old urchin diver diving in 70[sw. He usually dives 3
days weekly usingfour tanks per day.

These divers record their dives by the number of ''tanks''
they use. A ''tank'' usually represents continuous time in the
water. Many divers ascend to the surface once or twice during
that "tank" to empty harvest bags. These divers averaged four
"tanks" on the day they were injured (Table 1). They did not
reduce the nwnber or dives at greater working depths. Table2
groups the divers byworking depth and by the number oftanks
used on the day ofinjury. Seventy-three percent were injured
while performing repetitive dives in which the deepest dive
was greater than 60 fsw. Most divers worked in a depth area
where all dives were within 10 fsw ofthe maximwn depth.

DIVING ACCIDENTS

The initial symptom in 4 urchin and 24 scallop divers with
DCS was pain. In 1 urchin and 17 scallop divers, the pain
progressed to paresthesia, anesthesia, and wealmess. Eighty
percent ofthe scallop divers had a neurologic component to
their DeS (Table 3). Mild pain was not a presenting
complaint. These divers described pain as ifbeing "hit by a
hammer" or a deep, gnawing ache in their joints that
progressed up and down the affected limb(s). The pain either
did not abate with alcohol or analgesics andlor kept them
awake. Most symptoms were in the upper extremity. The
urchin divers' symptoms of arterial gas embolism (AGE)
began after being tossed upward in the surge. AGE in scallop
divers resultedfrom emergencyascents when out ofair orfrom
buoyancy problems.

TREATMENT
One quarter of the divers pretreated themselves with

alcohol or oxygen usually obtained from a welding source.
They anived at the chamber for treatment 6 h to 6 days after
the decompression incident. Most ofthe divers were treated
with USNTT6 or6A. Symptomsresolvedcompletelyin about
one halfofthem; the rest had some residual symptoms.

Most divers were injured in an area about 200 miles north
ofthe chamber. Theywere typically seen in the local hospital
emergency room where the base charge was $450 (Table 4).
The 5 to 6 hour ambulance transfer and our emergency room
fees added another $2,400. These charges were often higher
depending upon their complaints and the knowledge of the
initial emergency room caregiver. The prechamber charges
were at least twice as much as the recompression treatment.
Since most of these divers did not have diving or health
insurance, these costs were often prohibitive.

CONCLUSIONS
The diving practicesoftheMainescallopandurchin divers

have led to Wlacceptably high risks. The five diver fatalities
in the past 5 yr yields a non-seasonally adjusted fatality rate
of73.1Iloo,000. During the same period, thenon-seasonally
adjusted fatality rate for the entire Maine commercial fishery
was 20.33/100,000 and the overall Maine occupational
fatality rate was 7.131100,000 (1). In the 9 yr between 1989
and 1997, we treated 34 scallop divers for DeS and AGE.
Since the licensed scallop diver population has remained

Table 1: Diver Profiles

Urchin Scallop Table 2: Diving Profiles on Day ofInjury

n 7 34 Deepest Dive Number ofTanks Used
Age, range in yr 26 (18-39) 34 (20-48)
Certification 6 27 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
HxprevDCS 1 9 (+5 POSSe DeS)
Average reported 815 (25-2,000) 2,164 (50-10,000) <60 fsw 1 1 4 2 2

dives 60-90fsw 2 3 4 8 3 4
Tanks per day 4 (1-6) 4 (1-7) >90 fsw 1 3 1 1
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Table 4: Costs o/Typical DCS Treatment
(Diving: Mt. Desert Island)

stable between 303 to 366 each year, we have treated
approximately 100.4 ofthese divers. Conversations with these
treated divers about their diving associates and inquiries from
other apparently injw'ed divers who did not present for
treatment would suggest that thenumber ofdiving accidents is
at least twice as many. Twenty-five to possibly 40% ofthose
divers we treated had histories compatiblewith previous DeS.
Butler (2), from his questionnaire survey of Maine urchin
divers, found 78% ofrespondents claimed symptoms ofDeS,
AGE, or barotrawna. Clearly, scallop and urchin dive
harvesting isamongthemostdangerousoccupationsin Maine.

The treated divers generally worked as often as weather
permitted. As the urchin stock in shallow water has been
depleted, divers have looked for them. in deeper water. Some of
the best scallop beds have been along previously closed
underwater cable pathways in 90-120 fsw. These divers
apparently used as many tanks in deep water as in shallow
water. When theurchin fishery first boomed, the accidentsmay
have been attributed to diver inexperience. Most ofthe treated
divershadmadehundredsto thousands ofdives. Lessthan half
these divers used dive computers or tables to plan their dives.
Some believedthe amount ofair in the dive tank would always
keep them within the "no decompression" limits, even with
repetitivediving as longas the surfilce interval was about equal

Table 3: Diving Accidents

Pain-only DCS
Nemologic DCS
AGE

Initial ER
Ambulance, 238 miles
Receiving ER
Chest x-ray
USN1T6

Total

Urchin,
n=7

3
2
2

Scallop,
n=34

7
25

2

$ 450
1,988

306
120

1,400
$4,264

to the previous bottom time. Although only a few of these
divers could use dive tables to plan repetitive dives; most
mew they were diving "over the limits".

Theseseafooddiversarea toughgroupthatconsidersaches,
pains, numbness, and tingling as part of the job. Many dive
harvesters are from low socioeconomic backgrounds and can
not get otherjobs that offered the prospects ofas much money
(3). If symptoms develop, they self-treat. They wait for the
symptoms to resolve spontaneously. Often it is a spouse or
friend that convinces them to seek recompression treabnent.
Few ofthe treated divers had dive or health insurance. They
function as independent businessmen and do not qualify for
Worker's Compensation Insurance. Some ofthe divers that
call apparently do not seek treatment because of cost. They
also fear they will be told not to dive again or to change their
diving patterns. Few Wlderstand the potential disabling
consequences ofDCS.

The long-term sequelae in these affected divers have not
been studied. Multiple, repetitive dives with short surface
intervals have been shown in Japanese diving shellfish
harvesters to produce a high prevalence of dysbaric
osteonecrosis (4). Maine scallop and sea urchin divers treated
in the NNEHMC chamber follow similar dive profiles and
presumably carry a high risk of developing dysbaric
osteonecrosis (5) and disabling secondary osteoarthritis.

We acknowledge the impol1Bllt contributions ofWilliam C. Meade, M.D.,
Michael Perro, EMT, and JeffCiampa to this study.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOME EMPIRICAL SEA
HARVESTING DIVE PROFILES

R. W. BiU Hamilton

INTRODUcnON
"Empirical diving" as covered in this Workshop comprises

a wide variety of diving patterns and modes. These vary
widely in techniques, and, as practiced, they vary widely in
risk or occurrence ofdecompression sickness. Although some
of the methods are clearly dangerous, in comparing the
different methods it is not always easy to see intuitivelywhich
exposures are more risky, or to know the extent of the
differences between different profiles in a quantitative way.

Many different types of empirical diving are addressed.
These include sea urchin divers from both coasts of North
America, abalone divers from the U.S. West Coast and South
Australia, MosquitoIndian lobster harvesters, Turkishsponge
and shellfish harvesters, Philippine and Thai fishermen, Baja
California and Japanese Kyushu shellfish divers, Western
Australia pearl divers, Hawaiian fishermen, Western
Canadian geoduck harvesters and fish farmers, and several
others. While there are similarities, there are also many
differences in the various methods in use. To compare these
profiles with each other it is necessary to submit them to the
same type ofanalysis.

This paper attempts tomakesimple comparisons ofsome of
the empirical dive patterns. Theseare based on computations,
the same sort of computations that are used for developing
new decompression tables. Because we wanted to analyze a
wide variety ofdiving patterns, we chose two straightforward
analytical methods and attempted to apply them in the same
manner to all the profiles we examined.

METHODS
Weanalyzedrepresentativeprofiles from thevariousgroups

for which we had data with two techniques. The mostrelevant
technique is to follow through the dive profile in question and
calculate a required decompression at the end Iflittle or no
decompression is required then the empirical table should be
about as conservative as the method used for the analysis, but
ifthe empirical table provides inadequatedecompression then
the analysis will showthat much more decompression time is
needed.

The other analytical method is a maximum likelihood
statistical method that compares the test profiles with a data
set ofsome 2000 documented air and oxygen-nitrogen dives.
For each test profile this yields a probability that decompres
sion sickness will occur. This makes a rough comparison

Copyright ©2001 Undersea andHyperbaric Medical Society, Inc.

possible even though the profiles in question come from dives
with different characteristics.

We also tried to compare the profiles by inspection of
hypothetical gas loadings. It is difficult to interpret a
comparison ofthese valuesfrom different types ofdiveprofile,
so the amount ofadditional decompression needed at the end
of the dive seemed to be the appropriate way to use gas
loading information in making comparisons.

Maximum likelihood: This is a method of estimating a
probability of decompression sickness using the method of
maximum likelihood. This technique allows dive profiles of
the same general type or pattern to be compared, but the dives
need not have the same profile. The method is somewhat like
the method ofleast squares that is used to fit a line to a set of
data points. The maximum likelihood method compares a
specific profile to a "data set" ofdive profiles for which the
incidence ofdecompression sickness is known and to which
the analytical program is ncalibrated." The method works
better and has more narrow confidence limits, when the
profiles being evaluated are similar to thoseused in compiling
the calt1mltion data set. In this case, dive profiles are
compared to a data set ofbasic air dives. The program yields
a singleestimatedprobabilityofdecompression sickness, PDCS,

and a set of95% confidence limits which show how well the
tested profile fits to the data set.

The a1goritbmforthis maximumlikelihoodtechnique was
obtained:from Peter Tikuisis and Ron Nishi at DCIEM (the
method is discussed in Tikuisis, et al, 1988). This algorithm
isuseful for comparingtypical air diveprofiles. Thealgorithm
has been "calibrated" with a data base ofsome 2000 typical
air dives. The method seems to overestimate PDCS on
standard dives. In this configuration it is not well suited. to
analysis of multiple dives; it appears to retain the high
estimates of dives in a sequence even if a proper
decompression is done after the last dive (e.g.., Example 2a,
below), and the sort ofdives done by most sea harvesters are
so different from the data set used to calibrate the program
that the confidence intervals are rather high. However, the
method is useful for comparisons and provides potentially
useful estimates in orders ofmagnitude. Typical PDCS values
for air dives ofthe sort used in the data set that are acceptable
for routine diving, such as those in the U.S. Navy Diving
Manual, would be in the range of2 to 3 %.
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Table 1: Analysis ofFatal No-Stop DiveS'

Depth, No-stop 95% Deco Deoo 95% Basecase
msw/t, min Pocs % Confidence Needed, min Poes, % Confidence DJ48a-

25.2/360 26.3 14.8-46.7 541 8.9 29-24.7 O.hOO;hOl
24.3/300 23.0 13.4-39.2 412 8.9 3.6-22.7 a.hOO;hOl
23.0/300 21.7 12.7-37.1 366 9.3 3.8-23.1 b.hOO;hOl
23.0/330 228 13.0-39.9 407 9.1 3.5-23.8 blhOO;hOI
24.31300 23.0 13.4-39.2 412 8.9 3.5-22.8 a.bOO; hOI
25.2J300 24.2 14.2-41.3 444 8.9 3.4-23.2 O.hOO;hOl
28.21270 26.3 15.8-3.7 494 8.9 3.4-23.8 c.hOO; hOI

QAnalysis ofa set ofseven no-stop dives. Shows dt:comptession time needed for a ~1Jroper" decoorptessi~ and probability ofDCS
fir air deaanplessioo and no-stq) ascent. These dives were done by Mexi~ seafood harvesters is Baja California. The Poes and
confidence limits ftr the original dives are shown in the JId and 4th colunms. (Data fh:m Dr. Jolm Paul Jmes.)

Decompressionneeded: The secondmethodofanaIysiswas
based on the hypothetical "gas loadings" accumulated on a
dive and remaining after decompression to the surface.
Looking at arrays ofthese numbers would be a difficult way
to compare dives of different profiles (specifically, profiles
that are limitedbydi1ferentcompartments), andinterpretation
is not intuitive or consistent Therefore we "evaluated" the
accumulated gas loading on each profile examined by
calculating the decompression needed to take the diver to the
surfilce at the end of the bottom time of each dive or dive
sequence against the same set of ascent constraints. This
would be equivalent to allowing the gas loadings to decay to
the appropriate values for a diver at surfilce pressure. These
calculations used the same computational algorithm and
parameters for all dives.

We performed the computations with Hamilton Research's
DeAP, using a practical neo-Haldanian algorithm identified
as Tonawanda fia, which uses 11 compartments ftom. 5 to
670 min and a constraint matrix of M-values designated
MMIIF6 and designed fur stressful air dives (Hamilton, et
aI, 1980; Hamilton and Kenyon, 1990; Hamilton, 1992).
This matrix has been quite successful in application
(Hamilton, Muren, et ai, 1988; Hamilton, Yamagucbi, et al,
1998). The significant point here is that the same aiteria
were used fur all dive analyses. All displays use meters ofsea
water, defined as 0.1 bar. The input criteria for each
computation are recorded in a "Basecase" that allows each
trial to be recovered when needed; the actual Basecases are
not include in this report.

The amolDlt of time needed for decompression is a single
more or less uncomplicated number that can be compared
with others, even though it may not take all mctors into
account. Ifthis number is greater than the time used by the
empirical diverthedifference in time is equivalentto"omitted
decompression" according to the criteria for the basic
calculation.

The mct that a calculation shows additional decompression
time would be needed according to the IlF6 computation
criteria does not necessarily mean that the analyzed dive does
not provide an adequate decompression, since factors such as

accommodation due to frequent dailydiving, fitness, etc., may
be beneficial and are not taken into account. Likewise factors
such as yo-yo diving, reverse dive profiles (deep after
shallow), etc., are not taken into aCCOWlt. However, profiles
that require many minutes of additional decompression are
likely to be risky.

RESULTS

Acquiringprofiles: In addition to the problem ofhow to do
the analysis, we had the problem ofdetermining what profiles
to look at. We requested "typical" or "sample" profiles from
other participants in this workshop with whom we had
contact. We received many profiles by mail and e-mail, and
were able to get some additional ones at the workshop, but for
a variety ofreasons we were not able to get samples ofall the
profiles reported on in the Workshop. However, most of the
different types ofempirical diving discussed at the Workshop
are represented. In some cases we constructed what weregard
as a "typical" profile from information presented. Most
profiles analyzed are approximate and intended more to be
typical than precise, but this does not affect the analysis or its
interpretation.

We also include a chart of 7 diving fatalities that we
analyzed for Dr. John Paul Jones, prepared for another report
(Table 1).
These examples show the characteristics of the dive profile
used fur the analysis. Each uses 3 bullets. The notation is as
follows:

• Profile identification and SOW'Ce.

• (Depth in msw)/(time in min) + (surface interval in min) +
(next dive, etc), followed by the estimated Poes for the
sequencewith the confidence interval andthe identification
of the Basecase used for the computation. Poes values are
percentages, but the % sign is not shown.

• Calculated additional decompression that might be needed
for that dive using the conservative criteria mentioned
above, and the estimated Poes ofthenewlycalculatedprofile
with the confidence interval and identification of the
Basecase used for the computation.
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ANALYSES

Example 1:
• Philippine diver fatality reported by Richard Dawson, data

from Alan Bourke.
• 60 msw/105 min + 15 min + 60 msw/45 min, no stops.

Poes ; 44.8! %31.2-64.1. DHSNA6.HOO.
• Decompression needed: 1005 min. With decompression

Poes = 13.8. ±7.8-25.0. DH5NA6.HOI.
Example2a

• Mosquito Indian lobster divers, data from Richard
Dunford, profile taken from Pressure 23(2), 1994 March

• 3Omsw/120 min + 180 min + 30 msw/120 min, no stops.
Poes = 31.8 %20.7-48.9. DHSNA1.HOO.

• Decompression needed: 330 min. With deco, Poes ;: 22.4
22.5 :1:14.1-35.8. DHSNAl.HOI.

Examp/e2b:
• Mosquito Indian lobster divers, 3 five-excursion sets, 18

min each excursion. By Richard Dunford.
• Roughly 2Omswll8min x 5 (total per set 104 min), three

times, with smface intervals of 81 and 101 min, no stops.
Poes = 28.2 ±14.6-54.7. DHSNAO.H02.

• Decompression needed: 153 min. With decompression,
Poes = 24.5 ±11.6-52.2. DHSNAO.H03.

Example 3:
• Japanese Kyushu shellfish divers, reported by Dr. Mahito

Kawashima.
• 20 msw/50 min + 5 min at surface, repeated for total of 5

times, no stops. Pocs = 19.5, ±11.8-32.7. DHSNA2.HOO.
• Decompression needed: 200 min. With decompressi~

Poes = 13.4 ±7.4-24.2. DHSNA2.H01.

ExampIe4:
• Baja California shellfish diver, reported by Dr. John Paul

Jones. Similar dives are shown in Table 1.
• 28 msw/150 min, fast ascent, no stops. PDCS = 17.3 ±11.5

26.1 DHSNAA.HOO.
• Decompression needed: 245 min. Poes with this

decompression ;: 9.0 ±5.0-16.1 DHSNAA.H02.

Example5a:
• Turkish sponge/shellfish divers, reported by Dr. Maida

C;im~t.

• First (easy) option: 30msw/25 min +120 min +30 msw125
min, no stops. Pocs =5.1 ±2.5-10.4. DHSNA9.HzO.

• Decompression needed: 8 min. Poes 4.5 :2.7-7.8.
DHSNA9.HyO.

Example5b:
• Turkish sponge/shellfish divers, reported by Dr. Maida

C;im~t.

• Second (stressful) option: 5Omsw/30min + deco
9msw/3min, 6msw/8min, 3msw/9min + 120min at sur&ce
+ 5Omsw/30min + deco 9msw/3min, 6msw/8min,
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3msw/9min + 120min at swface + 5Omsw/25min + deco
9msw/3min, 6msw/8min, 3msw/9min Total time 402 min.
PDCS =23.0 ±16.7-32.0. DHSNA9.HOI

• Decompression needed: 159 min (less the normallyused 20
min = 139 min more). Poes with deco = 19.7. ±14.2-27.3.
DHSNA9.H02.

Example 6:
• Thai fishermen, reported by David Gold.
• 20 msw/60 min + 20 min + 18 msw/50 min + 80 min + 16

msw/40 min + 30 min + 15 mswllOO min + 15 min + 28
msw120 min. Poes = 18.8 ±12.9-27.3. DHSNAC.HOO.

• Decompression needed: 104 min. After deco: Pocs = 15.7
±10.7-23.0. DHSNAC.HOI.

Example 7a:
• Hawaiian fisherman, reported by Frank Farm and Dr. Bob

Overlock, included as part of an example of successful
inwater recompression treatment.

• Three dives. 43 swll4 min + 22 min + 33 msw/15 min +
32 min + 49 msw/12 min, no stop PDCS = 11.3 ± 8.3-15.3.
DHSNAS.HOO.

• Decompression needed after 3rd dive: 59 min. After deco
Pocs =9.0:i: 6.7-12.1. DHSNAS.HOI.

Example 7b:
• Hawaiian fishermen, looking only at the first two dives

from 7a, to be more typical of the way these fishermen
work.

• 43 msw/14 min + 22 min + 33 mswll5 min Pocs =5.5
±3.7-8.0. DHSNAS.H02.

• Decompression needed: 30 min. After deco PDCS = 4.6
±3.1-6.8. DHSNAS.H03.

Example8a:
• Australian pearl divers (1998 version), reported by Dr. Bob

Wong Nme dives/day, with oxygen decompression.
• 3 dives (1, 2, & 3): 19 msw/40 min + 12 mswn. min air +

9 mswl5 min O2 + 20 min sfc, then
2 dives (4 & 5): 19 msw/40 min + 12 mswn. min air + 9
mswll0 min O2 + 20 min sfc, then
3 dives (6, 7, & 8), 19 msw/40 min + 12 msw/2 min air +
9 msw/8 min~ + 9 msw/4 min air + 9 msw/8 min O2 +
20min sfc, then
1dive (9): 19msw/4Omin+ 12mswn.minair+9mswllOmin
O2 + 9msw/4min air + 9msw/lOmin~ for a total of 9
dives. Poes at the end = 12.6 :7.6-20.8. DHSNA7.HOS.

• Decompression needed: 15 min. After deco, PDCS = 12.3
±7.4-20.3. DHSNA7.H06.
After the third dayofthis routine, needed deco seems stable

at 18 min. DHSNA7.H07.

Example8b:
• Australian pearl divers, 35 msw rotational dive, for deeper

work, reported hyDr. Bob Wong
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• Fourdives/day, withdecompression. Ascent rate5msw/min
to 21msw, then 3 msw/min.
Firstdive: 35msw125min+12msw/2min+9msw/1Omin O2

+ 80min sfc, then
2nddive: 35msw/25min + 12msw/2min+9msw/15min O2

+ 90min sfc, then
3rddive: 3Smsw125min+ 12msw/2min+9mswI20min02

+ IOOmin siC, then
4th dive: 3Smsw125min + 12msw/2min +9mswl25m O2

. Pocs =9.3 ±6.4-13.5. DHSNA7.H08.
• No additional decompression needed; same Pocs•

DHSNA7.H09.

Example 9:
• British Columbia geoduck diver, reported by Dr. Mike

Lepawsky
• 12 msw/200 min (USN no-stop limit) Pocs = 5.3 ±3.S-8.0.

DHSNAB.HOO.
• Decompression needed: 28 min After deco, Pocs = 4.4

:2.9-6.8. DHSNAB.HOI.
Example 10:

• Dive by a Maine sea urchin diver, reported by Col. Bill
Butler.

• 4 dives: 9 msw/60 min + 15 + 9 msw/60 min + 30 + 9
msw/60 min + 25 + 9 msw/60 min; no stops. Poes = 3.9
±2.3-6.5. DHSNAD.HOO.

• No decompression needed after these dives. Same Pocs.
DHSNAD.HOl.

DISCUSSION
Reviewofthe analyses: The table includes information on

7 fatal dives in Baja California investigated by Dr. John Paul
Jones, who is primarily interested in bone necrosis. It is not
smprising that dives that skip this much decompression can
be filtal.

Example 1, a filtality reported byDawson and Bomke, calls
for about 1000 min of decompression using air as the
breathing gas. This ofcourse is not realistic to perform, but by
way ofcomparison the u.s. Navy Exceptional Exposure Air
Tables, which are not regarded as being especiallyreliable in
this range, would call for more than 500 min of additional
decompression.

The severity of the dives in Examples 2a, 2b, and 3 are
intuitively risky. It is surprising, not that these harvesters
eventually get serious neurological and debilitating DeS, but
rather that are able to carry on this work as long as they do.
Note that the Pocs values for the dives that include the
additional decompression are almost as high as those without
the extra decompression. The reason is that this particular
maximum likelihood program accumulates the risk from the
initial dives and does not "recover" from inadequate decom
pression in a sequence the waya final decompression can deal
with accumulated gas loading (more or less).

Examples Sa and 5b, the Turkish sponge and shellfish
divers use relatively responsible decompression patterns.
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TheAustralian Pearl Divers in Example7ausean empirical
table that provides a quality decompression. This table has
been revised over the years to virtually eliminate DCS. The
decompression needed at the end ofthis day of diving is 15
minutes, a trivial addition to a full day ofdiving. The stated
incidence (Wong, this Workshop) is 0.01%, and the profiles
look as ifthat lowincidencecan be expected. The decompres
sion is quite sophisticated and custom-designed for these
dives. Decompression becomes more thorough as the number
of dives increases. The calculated Pocs scores for these
multiple dives, as mentioned, are artificially high,
undoubtedlybecauseofthe waytheprogram. handles multiple
dives. Breathing oxygen at 9 msw, a P02 of1.9 atm, invokes
a warning during the calculations. This is too high for
untethered scuba divers, but for a diver on surface supply with
some supervision it is acceptable. To guard against CNS
toxicity the table provides air breaks dwing the oxygen
breathing when longer times are required.

The tables for the "rotational" deeper dives in Example 7b
used by the Australian pearl divers are also highly reliable.
Two teams of divers alternate, with one team diving dming
the surface interval oftheother team. This analysis found that
no extra decompression was needed.

Thegeoduck divers in Example 8 use a no-stop profile from
the u.s. Navy Standard Air Decompression Tables, so this is
not exactly an "empirical" example. Calculations ofthis dive
call for an additional 28 min ofdecompression, indicating the
table as it is being used is not especially risky. The specific
table examined here is among those whose no-stop time was
shortened in the 1993 USN statistically-based tables.

Comments: Clearly some ofthe sea harvesters have learned
one way or the other to make reliable decompressions. As the
main messageofthe Workshop states, thesituation is dreadful
and out of control in some areas, and seems not to be
troublesome in others.

The examples are reasonably clear as to the risk of the
various profiles, but one thing we lack on many of these is
good information on the outcome ofthe use ofthe profiles.
The general level ofreliability in some cases is given in other
parts of the Workshop proceedings. Some profiles, such as
those of the Mosquito divers, are clearly so bad as to leave
virtuallyall the divers with significantneurological problems
for the future, and this has been well reported. Table 1 and
Example 1 deal with fatalities.

A comment on the word "empiricaI." An inclusive term for
the many types of diving covered in this workshop was not
obvious. Other terms used for similar situations were
"indigenous diving," "diving fishermen," ''native diving,"
"sea harvesting," etc. In the past the word "empirical" has
been applied in a negative way to some methods of decom
pression computation, whentheproperwordwould havebeen
"arbitrary." A popular apothegm addressing this is, "What
works, works." In fact all successful contemporary decom
pression methods, no matter how sophisticated the
mathematics and the modeling, have an empirical basis. This
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phenomenon is documented in the UHMS Workshop on
Validation of Decompression Tables, Schreiner and
Hamilton, 1989) and in commentary that has followed it
(Hamilton, 1992)..
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